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This document constitutes a base prospectus within the meaning of Article 8 of the Regulation (EU) 
2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017, as amended (the 
"Prospectus Regulation"). 

This Base Prospectus wil no longer be valid with the expiry of 27 May 2022. The obligation to 
supplement this Base Prospectus in the event of significant new factors, material mistakes or material 
inaccuracies does not apply when this Base Prospectus is no longer valid. 
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The Securities have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended from time to time (the "Securities Act"), and will include Securities in bearer form that are 
subject to U.S. tax law requirements. Subject to certain exceptions, the Securities may not be offered, 
sold or delivered, at any time, within the United States or its possessions or to, or for the account or 
benefit of, U.S. persons (as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act or under the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986). 
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1. General Description of the Program 

The following information constitutes a general description of the offering programme pursuant to Article 
25(2)(b) of the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/980 of the Commission of 14 March 2019 as amended from 
time to time (the "Delegated Regulation") and does not claim to be exhaustive.  

Full information about Vontobel Financial Products GmbH (the "Issuer"), Vontobel Holding AG (the "Guaran-
tor ") and the offer of the Securities is only available on the basis of the combination of this Base Prospectus 
in connection with the information contained in (i) the registration document of the Issuer and the registration 
document of the Guarantor which are incorporated by reference into the Base Prospectus (see section 10 of 
the Base Prospectus), (ii) the respective final terms of the offer as drawn up in connection with the Securities 
(the "Final Terms") are read together with the summary for the individual issue (the "Issue Specific Sum-
mary") and (iii) any supplement to the Base Prospectus.  

The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto, the respective registration documents as well as the 
Final Terms for a particular issue are accessible by entry of the respective ISIN on the website prospec-
tus.vontobel.com. 

1.1 Subject to this Base Prospectus 

This Base Prospectus has been drawn up in accordance with Article 8 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 (the "Prospectus Regulation") in conjunction with 
Article 15 and Annexes 14 and 17 of the Delegated Regulation. 

The base prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") must be read together with the registration document of Von-
tobel Financial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 (as updated by supplements from time to time) (the 
"Registration Document of the Issuer"), which has been approved by the German Federal Financial Su-
pervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht) (the "BaFin") and the registration doc-
ument of Vontobel Holding AG dated 6 April 2021 (as updated by supplements from time to time) (the "Reg-
istration Document of the Guarantor"), which has been approved by the BaFin. 

The information in the Base Prospectus is supplemented, corrected or clarified by way of future supplements 
under the conditions as laid out in Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. Therefore, when investing in the 
Securities, an investor should take into account this Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto, the re-
spective registration documents as well as the Final Terms for a particular issue, which are accessible by 
entry of the respective ISIN on the website prospectus.vontobel.com. If the Securities issued under the Base 
Prospectus relate to an offer to the public, investors who have already agreed to purchase or subscribe for 
the Securities before the supplement is published shall have the right to withdraw their acceptances within 
three working days pursuant to Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. If the Securities are acquired or sub-
scribed through a financial intermediary, that financial intermediary will assist investors in exercising their 
right to withdraw acceptances. 

1.2 Information about the Issuer and the Guarantor 

Vontobel Financial Products GmbH is a company with limited liability (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung) 
incorporated under the laws of Germany. It has its seat in Frankfurt am Main. 

Vontobel Holding AG, a public limited company incorporated in Switzerland, is acting as Guarantor under the 
Securities. It has its seat in Zurich. 

1.3 Information about Offeror and financial intermediaries 

The Securities issued by Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Bockenheimer Landstraße 24, 60323 Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany, will be underwritten by Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8002 Zurich, Switzer-
land, and offered by Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Alter Hof 5, 80331 Munich, Germany (the "Offeror").  

The issues of the Securities are made under a guarantee given by Vontobel Holding AG. The guarantee is 
available at the office of the Issuer, Bockenheimer Landstraße 24, 60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, dur-
ing usual business hours. 

If and to the extent this is so expressed in the applicable Final Terms and provided that the Base Prospectus 
is still valid according to Article 12 of the Prospectus Regulation, the Issuer and the Offeror may consent to 
the use of this Base Prospectus and the applicable Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement 
of Securities by financial intermediaries in relation to the offer state(s) during which the relevant offer period 
during which subsequent resale or final placement of the Securities can be made. 

1.4 Information about the Securities to be offered 

The Securities issued under this Base Prospectus are issued in the form of warrants (the "Securities"). The 
Securities have the characteristic that the level of the settlement amount and, if relevant, the time of the set-
tlement and/or the amount depend on the development of the underlying. The Securities may be linked to 
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shares, securities representing shares and other dividend-bearing securities, indices, bonds, exchange rates, 
commodities, futures, interest rate futures, interest rates, investment units or virtual currencies as Underlying. 

The following product structures can be issued under the Base Prospectus:  

Product No. 1. Warrants 

Product No. 2. Knock-Out Warrants 

Product No. 3. Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss 

Product No. 4. Open End Knock-Out Warrants 

Product No. 5. Mini Futures 

Product No. 6. Inline Warrants 

Product No. 7. Discount Warrants 

A detailed description of the individual product structures and their mechanism can be found in Section "6.4. 
Operation of the Securities" of the Base Prospectus.  

A detailed description of the risks associated with an investment in the Securities which are specific to the 
Securities and which the Issuer believes are material for an informed investment decision can be found in 
Section "2. Risk Factors" of the Base Prospectus. A detailed description of the risk factors associated with an 
investment in the Securities which are specific to the Issuer and/or the Guarantor and which the Issuer be-
lieves are material for an informed investment decision can be found in Section "1. Risk Factors" of the Reg-
istration Document of the Issuer and Section "1. Risk Factors" of the Registration Document of the Guaran-
tor. The risk factors are divided into categories and sub-categories according to their nature, with the most 
significant risks being named first for each category and sub-category. The assessment of materiality was 
made by the issuer on the basis of the probability of their occurrence and the expected extent of their nega-
tive effects. The extent of the negative effects on the securities is described with reference to the amount of 
possible losses of the capital employed (including a possible total loss), the occurrence of additional costs or 
the limitation of income from the securities. The likelihood of the risks occurring and the extent of their nega-
tive effects also depends on the relevant Underlying, the relevant Final Terms and the circumstances prevail-
ing at the date of the relevant Final Terms. 

1.5 Overview of the Issue, Initial Offer and Trading 

The Securities issued by the Issuer are offered by the Offeror to potential investors. 

For the securities, admission to trading on a (European) stock exchange of an EU Member State (i.e. on a 
regulated market) or an equivalent third country market (within the meaning of Article 25 of Directive 
2014/65/EU (MiFID II)) and/or trading system may be applied for. However, the securities may also be of-
fered without being admitted to trading on a (European) stock exchange or an equivalent third country mar-
ket and/or trading facility. 

1.6 Public offer of Securities  

The Securities issued under the Base Prospectus may be publicly offered during the relevant offer period, as 
determined in the applicable Final Terms. This Base Prospectus wil no longer be valid with the expiry of 29 
May 2021. The obligation to supplement the Base Prospectus in the event of significant new factors, 
material mistakes or material inaccuracies does not apply when the Base Prospectus is no longer 
valid. 

In the case of an offer period after the validity of the Base Prospectus, such public offer may be continued on 
the basis of one or more succeeding base prospectuses until the end of the respective offer period, to the 
extent such succeeding base prospectuses envisage a continuation of the public offer of the Securities. In 
this context, these Final Terms are, in each case, to be read in conjunction with the most recent Succeeding 
Base Prospectus. Such Base Prospectus will be published on the website https://prospectus.vontobel.com 
and is available by entering the respective ISIN. 

1.7 General Information 

No one has the right to disseminate any information or make statements that are not included in the Base 
Prospectus in connection with the issue, sale and offering of the Securities. The Issuer, the Guarantor and 
the Offeror reject any liability for information from third parties that are not contained in the Base Prospectus. 

Neither the Base Prospectus nor any supplements thereto nor the respective Final Terms shall constitute an 
offer or a solicitation to any person to buy any securities issued under the Base Prospectus and should not 
be construed as a recommendation of the Issuer, the Guarantor or the Offeror to purchase securities. The 
distribution of the Base Prospectus and the offer and sale of Securities may be subject to legal restrictions in 
certain jurisdictions. Persons into whose possession the Base Prospectus or Securities pass are obliged to 
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inform themselves about and comply with such restrictions, in particular restrictions in connection with the 
distribution of the Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Securities in the United States of America and the 
offer or sale of Securities in the member states of the European Economic Area. The Securities may only be 
offered or sold if all applicable securities laws and other provisions applicable in the jurisdiction in which the 
purchase, offer, sale or delivery of securities is intended or in which this Base Prospectus is distributed or 
held are complied with, and if all consents and approvals required under this jurisdiction for the purchase, 
offer, sale or delivery of securities have been obtained. The Issuer, the Guarantor and the Offeror make no 
representation as to the legality of the distribution of the Base Prospectus and assume no responsibility that 
the distribution of the Base Prospectus or a public offering is permissible. For further information on selling 
restrictions, see section 12 of the Base Prospectus. 

Potential investors in the Securities are explicitly reminded that an investment in Securities entails 
financial risks. Holders of Securities are exposed to the risk of losing all (total loss) or part of the 
amount invested by them in the Securities. No-one should purchase the Securities without having 
detailed knowledge of their method of operation, the total costs involved and the related risks. Only 
those who are in no doubt about the risks and are financially able to bear the losses that may be as-
sociated with them should purchase these types of Securities. Potential investors should therefore 
carefully read the whole Base Prospectus, in particular the risks including any supplements thereto 
as well as the respective Final Terms, understand the terms and conditions of the issue in detail and 
assess the suitability of the relevant investment, in each case taking into account their own financial, 
tax and other circumstances. In cases of doubt, potential investors should seek advice by a compe-
tent investment, legal or tax advisor. 
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2. Risk Factors 

The principal objective of this section is to protect potential purchasers of the securities issued under the 
Base Prospectus from investments that are not suitable for them, and to make investors aware of the related 
economic contexts that could result in significant changes in the value of the Securities. 

When making a decision about the purchase of the Securities, investors should carefully read the material 
and specific risk factors relating to the Securities described below and the material and specific risk factors 
relating to the Issuer and the Guarantor described in the Registration Document of the Issuer and the Regis-
tration Document of the Guarantor, together with the other information contained in the Base Prospectus, 
understand the terms and conditions of the issue in detail and assess the suitability of the relevant 
investment, in each case taking into account their own financial, tax and other circumstances. 

The occurrence of one or more of the risks described in the following may have a material adverse effect on 
the value of the Securities issued under the Base Prospectus or on the ability to trade them in the secondary 
market, have a material negative impact on the business of Vontobel Financial Products GmbH (the "Issu-
er") and of Vontobel Holding AG (the "Guarantor") and have significant adverse effects on the assets and 
liabilities, financial position and profits and losses of the Issuer and the Guarantor. 

The risk factors described below represent the material and specific risks associated with an investment in 
the securities, which  

• may affect the Issuer's ability to meet its obligations under the securities (see section "2.1 Risks in 
connection with the Issuer" on page 10 of this Base Prospectus), 

• may affect the respective Guarantor's ability to meet its obligations under the securities to investors 
(see section "2.2 Risks in connection with the Guarantor" on page 10 of this Base Prospectus); and  

• are of material importance for the assessment of the consequences of an investment in the securi-
ties (see section "2.3 Risks in connection with the Securities" on pages 10 et seq. of this Base Pro-
spectus). 

The risk factors are divided into categories and sub-categories according to their nature, whereby regularly 
the two most material risk factors according to the Issuer's assessment are presented first in each category 
and sub-category. If more than two risks in a category or sub-category are considered to be the most materi-
al risks, they are identified at the beginning of the respective category or sub-category. The Issuer does not 
further differentiate the risks listed after the most material risk factors according to their materiality. 

The assessment of materiality was made by the issuer on the basis of the probability of their occurrence and 
the expected extent of their negative effects. The extent of the negative effects on the securities is described 
with reference to the amount of possible losses of the capital employed (including a possible total loss), 
the occurrence of additional costs or the limitation of income from the securities.  

The investment in the securities involves a high degree of risk and potential investors should note 
that, should one or more of the risks described below occur, this may result in a partial or even total 
loss of the capital invested (plus any costs incurred, such as custodian fees or brokerage fees or 
stock exchange commissions), depending on the structure of the securities.  

References in the following to the "Terms and Conditions" refer to the "General Conditions" as set out in 
Section 7.2 of the Base Prospectus together with the "Product Conditions" or – in case of an increase of 
the Securities which were issued initially under the base prospectus dated 27 May 2021, the base prospec-
tus dated 7 July 2019, the base prospectus dated 24 August 2018, the base prospectus dated 31 August 
2017, the base prospectus dated 21 September 2016, the base prospectus dated 19 July 2016, the base 
prospectus dated 1 December 2015 or the base prospectus dated 4 December 2014 – the "General Condi-
tions" which were included under each respective base prospectus, each in conjunction with the relevant 
"Product Conditions" (the latter in the form they will take in the Final Terms). 

References in the following to "Securities" are intended to include all types (Warrants, Knock-Out Warrants, 
Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss, Open End Knock-Out Warrants, Mini Futures, Inline Warrants and Dis-
count Warrants) and all forms in which securities may be issued under the Base Prospectus. 

2.1 Risks in connection with the Issuer 

In this category, the risk factors as set out on page 4 of the Registration Document of the Issuer dated 
21 April 2021 approved by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Fi-
nanzdienstleistungsaufsicht) (the "BaFin") are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. 

2.2 Risks in connection with the Guarantor 

In this category, the risk factors as set out on pages 4 to 5 of the Registration Document of the Guarantor 
dated 6 April 2021 approved by the BaFin are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. 
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2.3 Risks in connection with the Securities 

In this category, the risk factors in connection with the Securities are described. 

The risk factors are divided into six sub-categories depending on their nature (section "2.3.1 Risks resulting 
from the payment profile of the Securities", "2.3.2 Risks resulting from the conditions of the Securities", "2.3.3 
Risks in connection with the investment in, the holding and selling of the Securities", "2.3.4 Risks in connec-
tion with the price determination for the Securities and potential conflicts of interest", "2.3.5 Risks in connec-
tion with the Underlyings" and "2.3.6 Risks which apply to all or several Underlyings"). 

Should one or more of the risks described below materialise, this may result – depending on the 
structure of the Securities – in a partial or even a total loss of the invested capital paid by Security 
Holders to purchase the Securities. 

2.3.1 Risks resulting from the payment profile of the Securities 

The terms and conditions of Securities provide for certain payment formulas and conditions for the individual 
Securities and Underlying (the "Payment Profiles"). This section describes the material and specific risks 
that arise with regard to the Payment Profiles of each product type. The cash amount and/or redemption 
amount is not fixed. It is only determined during the term or at maturity of the Securities on the basis of the 
Underlying. Accordingly, the risks arising from the Payment Profiles are described separately for each prod-
uct type. 

The Securities described in the Base Prospectus are tradable securities and give the respective holder of the 
Securities (the "Security Holder") (in accordance with the Final Terms of the Securities) the right to the 
payment of a cash amount (the "Cash Amount") by the Issuer. The rights of the respective Security Holders 
are governed by the Terms and Conditions, which are exclusively applicable. 

The risks in this sub-category are classified according to their materiality based on the assessment of the 
Issuer. The most material risks are mentioned first. The most material risks are the risk of total loss and the 
disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect as well as - for products with a barrier - the risks in 
connection with the occurance of a barrier event. The Issuer does not further differentiate the risks listed 
after the most material risk factors according to their materiality. 

a) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Warrants (Product No. 1) 

Warrants are issued by the Issuer in the following product types: 

• Call Warrants, and 

• Put Warrants. 

Risk of total loss 

Call Warrants 

In the case of Call Warrants, there is a risk that the Underlying may even lose considerable value and 
that the Security Holder may consequently suffer a substantial loss of the principal amount paid. 
Even a total loss is possible. This is the case if the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called "Refer-
ence Price") for the purpose of calculating the redemption (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or below 
the Strike of the Call Warrant on the Valuation Date. In these cases, the Call Warrant expires worthless.  

Put Warrants 

In the case of Put Warrants, there is a risk that the Underlying may even gain considerable value and 
that the Security Holder may consequently suffer a substantial loss of the principal amount paid. 
Even a total loss is possible. This is the case if the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called "Refer-
ence Price") for the purpose of calculating the redemption (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or above 
the Strike of the Put Warrant on the Valuation Date. In these cases, the Put Warrant expires worthless.  

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Warrants, in particular the so-
called leverage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Warrants must be taken into account. 

It should be noted as a general principle that the Securities are particularly risky investment instruments, 
which combine features of derivatives transactions with those of leveraged products. The leverage effect is 
the consequence of the fact that only a small amount of capital must be employed for an investment in the 
Securities in comparison with a direct investment in the Underlying. As a rule, the following applies: If the 
price of the Underlying of a Call Warrant declines, the price of the Call-Warrant declines disproportionately. If 
the price of the Underlying of a Put Warrant rises, the price of the Put Warrant falls disproportionately. 
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Due to the leverage effect, the Security Holder bears a considerably higher risk of price fluctuations than with 
a direct investment in the Underlying. The Securities issued under the Base Prospectus are therefore asso-
ciated with disproportionate risks of loss (risk of total loss). In such case, the loss will include the price 
paid for the Security and the costs incurred, such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange 
commissions. This risk of loss exists irrespective of the financial condition of the Issuer and of the relevant 
Guarantor. 

Risk in connection with the non-existing right of exercise of the Warrants with European exercise type 

In principle, the Warrants are automatically exercised and redeemed at maturity if the payout amount is posi-
tive. In contrast to Warrants with American exercise type, where the Security Holder can exercise the Securi-
ties during the exercise period specified in the Final Terms, this is not possible for Warrants with European 
exercise type. 

Therefore, the Security Holder cannot exercise the Warrants during their term. Realisation of the val-
ue of the Warrants during this time is only possible by selling the Warrants, which means there must 
be market participants willing to buy the Warrants at a reasonable price. 

Risk in connection with the exercise of the Warrants with American exercise type 

In principle, the Warrants are automatically exercised and redeemed at maturity if the payout amount is posi-
tive. In the case of Warrants with American exercise type, the Security Holder may exercise the Securities 
during the exercise period specified in the Final Terms and thus - in the event of an effective exercise - de-
mand payment of the redemption amount before maturity. The rights connected with the Securities then ex-
pire with the early redemption. 

Therefore, additional risks arise in case that the respective Security Holder wants to exercise the 
Warrants. The Security Holder bears the risk of not fulfilling the formalities for exercising the War-
rants on time, completely or correctly, which means that the Security Holder can only exercise or sell 
the respective Warrants at less favourable market conditions. 

b) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 2) 

Knock-Out Warrants are issued by the Issuer in the following product types: 

• Call Knock-Out Warrants, and 

• Put Knock-Out Warrants. 

As a principle, a Security Holder of a Call or Put Knock-Out Warrant bears the same risks as a Securi-
ty Holder of a corresponding Call or Put Warrant. In addition, the Security Holder of a Turbo-Warrant also 
bears the following particular risks. 

Risk of early repayment due to a Barrier Event (risk of total loss) 

As is the case for Warrants: If the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called Reference Price) for 
the purpose of calculating the redemption (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or below (type Call) 
or at or above (type Put) the Strike on the Valuation Date, the Knock-Out Warrant expires worthless. 

Furthermore, Security Holders bear a considerable risk that their Knock-Out Warrants will expire 
worthless before the end of their term. This is immediately the case if a so-called Barrier Event oc-
curs. 

In the event of a Barrier Event, the Security Holder receives no or only a minor payment. The purchase 
amount paid by the Security Holder for the Knock-Out Warrant is lost. The Security Holder suffers a total 
loss. 

A Barrier Event occurs if the observation price, to be determined in accordance with the Terms and Condi-
tions, is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the relevant Barrier in each case during the observa-
tion period, which is also defined in detail by the Terms and Conditions. In the case of Knock-Out Warrants, 
this barrier is referred to as the Knock-Out Barrier. Investors must always bear in mind that even if the 
price of the Underlying is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the Barrier only on a single 
occasion, this will result in the immediate expiry of the Securities.  

Securities linked to an Underlying with a high volatility are particularly susceptible to the risk described of a 
Barrier Event occurring. The higher the volatility, the higher the risk that the price of the Underlying will reach, 
rise above or fall below the barrier – depending on the product features – and therefore the higher the risk 
that redemption will be unfavourable for the investor or that a total loss will be incurred. 

In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Underlying "shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) 
or other dividend-bearing securities", the Securities Holder bears the following additional risk: Dividend pay-
ments are in many cases associated with a deduction of the gross dividend from the stock market price of 
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the share. If the share price moves close to the Knock-Out Barrier, the discount from the stock market price 
can trigger a Barrier Event. In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Underlying "Commodities", "Futures or 
Interest Rate ", "Exchange Rates" or "Virtual Currencies", price indications are also used to determine 
whether a Barrier Event has occurred. These price indications can, for example, be published on special 
Reuters pages by well-known banks trading on the international spot market for precious metals. As a rule, 
the publication of price indications is not subject to any control or supervision by a governmental or interna-
tionally active control body. The Knock-Out Warrants expire on the basis of such price indications and not on 
the basis of bindingly set or actually traded prices. 

Investors should note that on the occurrence of a Barrier Event ongoing buying and selling prices for the 
Securities are no longer quoted in the secondary market. Moreover, for all Securities with a Barrier Event 
feature, no ongoing buying and selling prices are quoted in the secondary market outside the trading times 
or the Observation Period of the Underlying if a Barrier Event is expected to occur on the basis of price indi-
cators other than the relevant price of the Underlying. It should be noted in this context that no obligation to 
quote buying and selling prices is accepted with respect to the Security Holders. It should therefore not be 
assumed that it will be possible to buy or sell the Securities at any time. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Knock-Out Warrants, in particu-
lar the so-called leverage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Knock-Out Warrants must be taken 
into account. The risk-increasing leverage effect is stronger for Knock-Out Warrants than for War-
rants. Reason for this: The term of the Securities can be terminated prematurely by the occurrence of 
a Barrier Event.  

The disproportionate risk of loss occurs with Knock-Out Warrants especially under the following conditions: 
The price of the Underlying moves close to the Strike. The closer the price of the Underlying approaches the 
Strike, the greater the leverage and the more likely a Barrier Event is to occur. This means: The greater the 
leverage of a Knock-Out Warrant, the greater the risk of a total loss. 

Additional risk if a Barrier Event occurs 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event may be based on prices of the Underlying that are determined dur-
ing trading hours other than the trading hours of the Knock-Out Warrants. In this case, the risk of the 
Security Holder is that the Security Holder does not perceive the threat of a Barrier Event or does not 
perceive it in time and sell the Knock-Out Warrants in time and must accept the total loss of the pur-
chase amount paid. Possible consequence: The Security Holder cannot sell his Knock-Out Warrants in time 
and must accept the total loss of the purchase amount paid. 

But there are other reasons why the Securities Holder bears the risk of not being able to sell the Knock-Out 
Warrants in time before a Barrier Event occurs. Such reasons may be: 

• Considerable restrictions on trading of the Underlying lead to the fact that trading in the Underlying is 
practically no longer possible. The trading in the Underlying is illiquid. This illiquidity means that trading 
in the Knock-Out Warrants is also restricted or does not take place at all. 

• The price determination of the Underlying is (temporarily) suspended. After resumption of the price fix-
ing, the price of the Underlying hit the Barrier. A Barrier Event has occurred. During the suspension of 
the price of the Underlying, no trading in the affected Knock-Out Warrants took place. 

In these cases, the Security Holder cannot sell his Knock-Out Warrants before the impending Barrier Event 
occurs. He suffers a total loss. 

Risk in connection with the non-existing right of exercise of the Knock-Out Warrants 

The Security Holder cannot exercise the Knock-Out Warrants during their term. Realisation of the 
value of the Knock-Out Warrants during this time is only possible by selling the Knock-Out Warrants. 
Risk: There must be market participants willing to buy the Knock-Out Warrants at a reasonable price. 

c) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss (Product No. 3) 

Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss are issued by the Issuer in the following product types: 

• Call Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss, and 

• Put Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss. 

As a principle, a Security Holder of a Call or Put Knock-Out Warrant with Stop Loss bears the same 
risks as a Security Holder of a corresponding Call or Put Knock-Out Warrant. In addition, a Security 
Holder of a Knock-Out Warrant with Stop Loss also bears the following particular risks. 
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Risk of early repayment due to a Barrier Event (risk of total loss) 

As is the case for Warrants: If the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called Reference Price) for 
the purpose of calculating the redemption (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or below (Call type) 
or at or above (Put type) the Strike on the Valuation Date, the Knock-Out Warrant expires worthless. 

Furthermore, Security Holders bear a considerable risk that the term of their Knock-Out Warrants 
with Stop Loss will end prematurely. This is immediately the case if a so-called Barrier Event occurs. 
For Call Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss, the Stop Loss Barrier is set higher than the Strike, while for Put 
Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss the Stop Loss Barrier is set lower than the Strike.  

A Barrier Event occurs if the observation price, to be determined in accordance with the Terms and Condi-
tions, is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the relevant Barrier in each case during the observa-
tion period, which is also defined in detail by the Terms and Conditions. In the case of Knock-Out Warrants 
with Stop Loss, this barrier is referred to as the Stop Loss Barrier. Investors must always bear in mind 
that even if the price of the Underlying is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the Barrier 
only on a single occasion, this will result in the immediate expiry and redemption of the Securities.  

Securities linked to an Underlying with a high volatility are particularly susceptible to the risk described of a 
Barrier Event occurring. The higher the volatility, the higher the risk that the price of the Underlying will reach, 
rise above or fall below the barrier – depending on the product features – and therefore the higher the risk 
that redemption will be unfavourable for the investor or that a total loss will be incurred. 

In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss with Underlying "shares, securities representing shares 
(ADRs or GDRs) or other dividend-bearing securities", the Securities Holder bears the following additional 
risk: Dividend payments are in many cases associated with a deduction of the gross dividend from the stock 
market price of the share. If the share price moves close to the Knock-Out Barrier, the discount from the 
stock market price can trigger a Barrier Event. In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss with Under-
lying "Commodities", "Futures or Interest Rate ", "Exchange Rates" or "Virtual Currencies", price indica-
tions are also used to determine whether a Barrier Event has occurred. These price indications can, for ex-
ample, be published on special Reuters pages by well-known banks trading on the international spot market 
for precious metals. As a rule, the publication of price indications is not subject to any control or supervision 
by a governmental or internationally active control body. The Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss expire on 
the basis of such price indications and not on the basis of bindingly set or actually traded prices. 

Investors should note that on the occurrence of a Barrier Event ongoing buying and selling prices for the 
Securities are no longer quoted in the secondary market. Moreover, for all Securities with a Barrier Event 
feature, no ongoing buying and selling prices are quoted in the secondary market outside the trading times 
or the Observation Period of the Underlying if a Barrier Event is expected to occur on the basis of price indi-
cators other than the relevant price of the Underlying. It should be noted in this context that no obligation to 
quote buying and selling prices is accepted with respect to the Security Holders. It should therefore not be 
assumed that it will be possible to buy or sell the Securities at any time. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Knock-Out Warrant with Stop 
Loss, in particular the so-called leverage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Knock-Out Warrant 
with Stop Loss must be taken into account. The risk-increasing leverage effect is stronger for Knock-
Out Warrants with Stop Loss than for Warrants. Reason for this: The term of Knock-Out Warrants 
with Stop Loss can be terminated prematurely by the occurrence of a Barrier Event.  

The disproportionate risk of loss occurs with Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss especially under the follow-
ing conditions: The price of the Underlying moves close to the Stop Loss Barrier. The closer the price of the 
Underlying approaches the Stop Loss Barrier, the greater the leverage and the more likely a Barrier Event is 
to occur. This means: The greater the leverage of a Knock-Out Warrant with Stop Loss, the greater the risk 
of a substantial loss of the principal amount paid. Even a total loss is possible. 

Additional risk if a Barrier Event occurs 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event may be based on prices of the Underlying that are determined dur-
ing trading hours other than the trading hours of the Warrants. In this case, the risk of the Security 
Holder is that he/she does not perceive the threat of a Barrier Event or does not perceive it in time. 
Possible consequence: The Security Holder cannot sell his Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss in time and 
must accept a substantial loss of the principal amount paid. Even a total loss is possible. 

But there are other reasons why the Securities Holder bears the risk of not being able to sell the Knock-Out 
Warrants with Stop Loss in time before a Barrier Event occurs. Such reasons may be: 
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• Considerable restrictions on trading of the Underlying lead to the fact that trading in the Underlying is 
practically no longer possible. The trading in the Underlying is illiquid. This illiquidity means that trading 
in the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss is also restricted or does not take place at all. 

• The price determination of the Underlying is (temporarily) suspended. After resumption of the price fix-
ing, the price of the Underlying hit the Barrier. A Barrier Event has occurred. During the suspension of 
the price of the Underlying, no trading in the affected Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss took place. 

In these cases, the Security Holder cannot sell his Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss before the impending 
Barrier Event occurs. He suffers a substantial loss of the principal amount paid. Even a total loss is possible. 

Risk in connection with the non-existing right of exercise of the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss 

The Security Holder cannot exercise the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss during their term. Realisation of 
the value of the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss during this time is only possible by selling the Knock-Out 
Warrant with Stop Loss. Risk: There must be market participants willing to buy the Knock-Out Warrant with 
Stop Loss at a reasonable price. 

d) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Open End Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 4) 

Open End Knock-Out Warrants are issued by the Issuer in the following product types: 

• Open End Call Knock-Out Warrants, and 

• Open End Put Knock-Out Warrants. 

As a principle, a Security Holder of an Open End Call or Put Knock-Out Warrant bears the same risks 
as a Security Holder of a corresponding Call or Put Warrant. In addition, the Security Holder of an Open 
End Knock-Out Warrant also bears the following particular risks. 

Risk of a Barrier Event (risk of total loss) 

As is the case for Warrants: If the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called Reference Price) for 
the purpose of calculating the redemption amount (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or below 
(type Call) or at or above (type Put) the Strike on the Valuation Date, the Open End Knock-Out War-
rant expires worthless. 

Furthermore, Security Holders bear a considerable risk that a so-called Barrier Event occurs. 

In the event of a Barrier Event, the Security Holder receives no or only a minor payment. The purchase 
amount paid by the Security Holder for the Open End Knock-Out Warrant is lost. The Security Holder suffers 
a total loss. 

A Barrier Event occurs if the observation price, to be determined in accordance with the Terms and Condi-
tions, is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the relevant Barrier in each case during the observa-
tion period, which is also defined in detail by the Terms and Conditions. In the case of Open End Knock-Out 
Warrants, this barrier is referred to as the Knock-Out Barrier. Investors must always bear in mind that 
even if the price of the Underlying is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the Barrier only 
on a single occasion, this will result in the immediate expiry of the Securities.  

Securities linked to an Underlying with a high volatility are particularly susceptible to the risk described of a 
Barrier Event occurring. The higher the volatility, the higher the risk that the price of the Underlying will reach, 
rise above or fall below the barrier – depending on the product features – and therefore the higher the risk 
that redemption will be unfavourable for the investor or that a total loss will be incurred. 

In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants with Underlying "shares, securities representing shares (ADRs 
or GDRs) or other dividend-bearing securities", the Securities Holder bears the following additional risk: Divi-
dend payments are in many cases associated with a deduction of the gross dividend from the stock market 
price of the share. If the share price moves close to the Knock-Out Barrier, the discount from the stock mar-
ket price can trigger a Barrier Event. In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants with Underlying "Com-
modities", "Futures or Interest Rate", "Exchange Rates" or "Virtual Currencies", price indications are 
also used to determine whether a Barrier Event has occurred. These price indications can, for example, be 
published on special Reuters pages by well-known banks trading on the international spot market for pre-
cious metals. As a rule, the publication of price indications is not subject to any control or supervision by a 
governmental or internationally active control body. The Open End Knock-Out Warrants expire on the basis 
of such price indications and not on the basis of bindingly set or actually traded prices. 

Investors should note that on the occurrence of a Barrier Event ongoing buying and selling prices for the 
Securities are no longer quoted in the secondary market. Moreover, for all Securities with a Barrier Event 
feature, no ongoing buying and selling prices are quoted in the secondary market outside the trading times 
or the Observation Period of the Underlying if a Barrier Event is expected to occur on the basis of price indi-
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cators other than the relevant price of the Underlying. It should be noted in this context that no obligation to 
quote buying and selling prices is accepted with respect to the Security Holders. It should therefore not be 
assumed that it will be possible to buy or sell the Securities at any time. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Open End Knock-Out Warrant, in partic-
ular the so-called leverage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Open End Knock-Out Warrant must be 
taken into account. The risk-increasing leverage effect is stronger for Open End Knock-Out Warrants 
than for Warrants. Reason for this: The term of Open End Knock-Out Warrants can be terminated 
prematurely by the occurrence of a Barrier Event.  

The disproportionate risk of loss occurs with Open End Knock-Out Warrants especially under the following 
conditions: The price of the Underlying moves close to the Strike. The closer the price of the Underlying ap-
proaches the Strike, the greater the leverage and the more likely a Barrier Event is to occur. This means: 
The greater the leverage of a Open End Knock-Out Warrant, the greater the risk of a total loss. 

Additional risk if a Barrier Event occurs 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event may be based on prices of the Underlying that are determined dur-
ing trading hours other than the trading hours of the Open End Knock-Out Warrants. In this case, the 
risk of the Security Holder is that he/she does not perceive the threat of a Barrier Event or does not 
perceive it in time. Possible consequence: The security holder cannot sell his Open End Knock-Out War-
rants in time and must accept the total loss of the purchase amount paid. 

But there are other reasons why the Securities Holder bears the risk of not being able to sell the Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants in time before a Barrier Event occurs. Such reasons may be: 

• Considerable restrictions on trading of the Underlying lead to the fact that trading in the Underlying is 
practically no longer possible. The trading in the Underlying is illiquid. This illiquidity means that trading 
in the Open End Knock-Out Warrants is also restricted or does not take place at all. 

• The price determination of the Underlying is (temporarily) suspended. After resumption of the price fix-
ing, the price of the Underlying hit the Barrier. A Barrier Event has occurred. During the suspension of 
the price of the Underlying, no trading in the affected Open End Knock-Out Warrants took place. 

In these cases, the Security Holder cannot sell his Open End Knock-Out Warrants before the impending 
Barrier Event occurs. He suffers a total loss. 

Risk in connection with the exercise of the Open End Knock-Out Warrants 

Additional risks arise from the fact that the Open End Knock-Out Warrants have no term and can only be 
exercised on specific dates. If the Security Holder misses this date, he must wait for the next date to exer-
cise. He then bears the risk that the Open End Knock-Out Warrants will expire worthless in the meantime 
due to a Barrier Event. 

However, the Security Holder can sell his Open End Knock-Out Warrants as long as no Barrier Event has 
occurred. However, this is subject to the condition that market participants are willing to buy the Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants at a reasonable price. If these efforts fail, the security holder risks a total loss if a Barrier 
Event occurs in the meantime.  

Where the Underlying consists of futures or interest rate futures, additional risks must be taken into account 
in this connection 

Securities linked to futures and interest rate futures as the Underlying represent a special case with respect 
to the treatment of financing costs. In contrast to other Underlyings, no financing costs are incurred from an 
economic point of view for the purchase of the futures or interest rate futures in the case of Securities based 
on futures and interest rate futures. In this case, from an economic point of view no Reference Asset underly-
ing the future or interest rate future is acquired; a corresponding position is simply entered into instead. Con-
sequently, no expense is incurred for the acquisition of a Reference Asset underlying the future or interest 
rate future; the only requirement is to make a margin payment on the position entered into. Since the rele-
vant financing costs are included in the futures or interest rate futures contract itself, the adjustment of the 
Current Strike of Securities linked to futures or interest rate futures does not involve the use of a reference 
rate of interest. The Current Financing Spread is therefore added to the Current Strike in the case of Securi-
ties of the "Call" type and deducted from the Current Strike in the case of Securities of the "Put" type, with 
the result that for Securities of both the "Call" and the "Put" types, the adjustment of the Strike has a negative 
effect on the value of the relevant Securities. 

Additional risks in connection with the adjustment of the Strike of the Open End Knock-Out Warrants must be 
taken into account 
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The Security Holder bears risks connected to the adjustment of the Strike of the Open End Knock-Out War-
rants at certain dates as specified in the terms and conditions. The adjustment depends on the reference 
interest rate and the risk premium. The reference interest rate corresponds approximately to the refinancing 
costs incurred by the Issuer on the respective date. The risk premium is charged by the Issuer for the risk 
assumed with the issuance of the Securities. The risk premium is determined by the Issuer at its own discre-
tion. 

The Security Holder bears the risk that the refinancing costs of the Issuer and thus the reference interest rate 
may rise and – in the case of Open End Put Knock-Out Warrants – fall. He also bears the risk that the Issuer 
charges a higher risk premium for his risk. 

If the reference interest rate and risk premium change on a relevant date, this affects the adjustment. This 
leads to the following risks (In the following examples, the following assumptions are made: The Strike 
changes, while all other factors influencing the price of the warrant remain unchanged): 

• Open End Call Knock-Out Warrants: The Security Holder bears the risk that the reference interest rate 
and/or risk premium may rise. The Strike therefore increases more with each adjustment. This in turn 
means that the price of the Open End Call Knock-Out Warrant falls more with each adjustment. 

• Open End Put Knock-Out Warrants: The security holder bears the risk that the risk premium increases 
and/or the reference interest rate is negative or lower than the risk premium. The strike price therefore 
falls more sharply with each adjustment. This in turn means that the price of the Open End Put Knock-
Out Warrant falls more sharply with each adjustment. Moreover, the Security Holder bears the risk that 
the reference rate is negative or lower than the risk premium. In both cases, the price of the Security 
falls or the Security can - in the case of futures and interest rate futures as Underlying - be extraordi-
narily terminated by the Issuer. 

The adjustment also bears further risks: 

• Knock-Out Barrier equals Strike: The Security Holder bears the risk that a Barrier Event is triggered by 
the adjustment of the Strike. This is because the adjustment of the Strike can reduce the distance be-
tween the Strike price and the current price of the Underlying. 

• Knock-Out Barrier above/below the Strike: Due to the adjustment of the Strike, it is necessary to adjust 
the Knock-out Barrier on the relevant dates. If the Strike, the Knock-Out Barrier and current price of the 
Underlying are already close together, the Security Holder bears the risk that the adjustment will trigger 
a Barrier Event. 

Risk of early repayment due to ordinary termination 

The Terms and Conditions of Open End Knock-Out Warrants provide for the possibility of ordinary termina-
tion by the Issuer. While the Issuer will repay an amount in such cases that is calculated analogously to the 
Cash Amount, investors can nevertheless not assume that their Securities will have any value at that time or 
will be showing a positive return. In particular, investors cannot assume that the value of the Securities will 
develop in line with their expectations at the right time up to the termination date. These Securities are there-
fore only suitable for investors capable of assessing the relevant risks and bearing corresponding losses. 
Therefore, there is a risk for investors with respect to the duration of their investment. Investors should also 
bear in mind in this connection that in the event of the ordinary termination of the Securities by the Issuer, 
exchange trading may end even before the Termination Date and off-market trading generally ends at the 
latest at 12.00 (local time in Frankfurt am Main) on the termination date.  

Termination of the Securities may have negative tax consequences for investors in certain circumstances or 
may prevent investors from participating further in price movements of the Underlying, which are favourable 
for them, since the term of the Securities ends at the latest upon payment of the ordinary termination 
amount. In such a case, the investors may no longer be able to reinvest or may only be able to reinvest on 
less favourable terms. 

e) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Mini Futures (Product No. 5) 

Mini Futures are issued by the Issuer in the following product types: 

• Mini Futures (Long type), and 

• Mini Futures (Short type). 

As a principle, a Security Holder of Mini Futures (Long type or Short type) bears the same risks as a 
Security Holder of a corresponding Open End Call or Put Knock-Out Warrant. In addition, the Security 
Holder of Mini Futures also bears the following particular risks. 

Risk due to a Barrier Event (risk of total loss) 
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Security Holders bear a considerable risk that their Mini Futures will expire with significant loss or 
even worthless. This is immediately the case if a so-called Barrier Event occurs. 

In the event of a Barrier Event, the Security Holder receives no or only a minor payment. The purchase 
amount paid by the Security Holder for the Mini Futures is lost. The Security Holder suffers a total loss. 

A Barrier Event occurs if the observation price, to be determined in accordance with the Terms and Condi-
tions, is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the relevant Barrier in each case during the observa-
tion period, which is also defined in detail by the Terms and Conditions. In the case of Mini Futures, this bar-
rier is referred to as the Stop Loss Barrier. Investors must always bear in mind that even if the price of 
the Underlying is at or below (Call type) or at or above (Put type) the Barrier only on a single occa-
sion, this will result in the immediate expiry of the Securities.  

Securities linked to an Underlying with a high volatility are particularly susceptible to the risk described of a 
Barrier Event occurring. The higher the volatility, the higher the risk that the price of the Underlying will reach, 
rise above or fall below the barrier – depending on the product features – and therefore the higher the risk 
that redemption will be unfavourable for the investor or that a total loss will be incurred. 

In the case of Mini Futures with Underlying "shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) or other 
dividend-bearing securities", the Securities Holder bears the following additional risk: Dividend payments are 
in many cases associated with a deduction of the gross dividend from the stock market price of the share. If 
the share price moves close to the Stop Loss Barrier, the discount from the stock market price can trigger a 
Barrier Event. In the case of Mini Futures with Underlying "Commodities", "Futures or Interest Rate ", "Ex-
change Rates" or "Virtual Currencies", price indications are also used to determine whether a Barrier 
Event has occurred. These price indications can, for example, be published on special Reuters pages by 
well-known banks trading on the international spot market for precious metals. As a rule, the publication of 
price indications is not subject to any control or supervision by a governmental or internationally active con-
trol body. The Mini Futures expire on the basis of such price indications and not on the basis of bindingly set 
or actually traded prices. 

Investors should note that on the occurrence of a Barrier Event ongoing buying and selling prices for the 
Securities are no longer quoted in the secondary market. Moreover, for all Securities with a Barrier Event 
feature, no ongoing buying and selling prices are quoted in the secondary market outside the trading times 
or the Observation Period of the Underlying if a Barrier Event is expected to occur on the basis of price indi-
cators other than the relevant price of the Underlying. It should be noted in this context that no obligation to 
quote buying and selling prices is accepted with respect to the Security Holders. It should therefore not be 
assumed that it will be possible to buy or sell the Securities at any time. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Mini Futures, in particular the so-called 
leverage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Mini Futures must be taken into account. The risk-
increasing leverage effect is stronger for Mini Futures than for Warrants. Reason for this: The term of 
Mini Futures can be terminated by the occurrence of a Barrier Event.  

The disproportionate risk of loss occurs with Mini Futures especially under the following conditions: The price 
of the Underlying moves close to the Strike. The closer the price of the Underlying approaches the Strike, the 
greater the leverage and the more likely a Barrier Event is to occur. This means: The greater the leverage of 
Mini Futures, the greater the risk of a significant or even total loss. 

Additional risk if a Barrier Event occurs 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event may be based on prices of the Underlying that are determined dur-
ing trading hours other than the trading hours of the Mini Futures. In this case, the risk of the Securi-
ty Holder is that he/she does not perceive the threat of a Barrier Event or does not perceive it in time. 
Possible consequence: The security holder cannot sell his Mini Future in time and must accept the total loss 
of the purchase amount paid. 

But there are other reasons why the Securities Holder bears the risk of not being able to sell the Mini Futures 
in time before a Barrier Event occurs. Such reasons may be: 

• Considerable restrictions on trading of the Underlying lead to the fact that trading in the Underlying is 
practically no longer possible. The trading in the Underlying is illiquid. This illiquidity means that trading 
in the Mini Futures is also restricted or does not take place at all. 

• The price determination of the Underlying is (temporarily) suspended. After resumption of the price fix-
ing, the price of the Underlying hit the Barrier. A Barrier Event has occurred. During the suspension of 
the price of the Underlying, no trading in the affected Mini Futures took place. 
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In these cases, the Security Holder cannot sell his Mini Futures before the impending Barrier Event occurs. 
He suffers a significant or even total loss. 

Risk in connection with the exercise of the Mini Futures 

Additional risks arise from the fact that the Mini Futures have no term and can only be exercised on specific 
dates. If the Security Holder misses this date, he must wait for the next date to exercise. He then bears the 
risk that the Mini Futures will expire in the meantime due to a Barrier Event. 

However, the Security Holder can sell his Mini Futures as long as no Barrier Event has occurred. However, 
this is subject to the condition that market participants are willing to buy the Mini Futures at a reasonable 
price. If these efforts fail, the security holder risks a total loss if a Barrier Event occurs in the meantime.  

Where the Underlying consists of futures or interest rate futures, additional risks must be taken into account 
in this connection 

Securities linked to futures and interest rate futures as the Underlying represent a special case with respect 
to the treatment of financing costs. In contrast to other Underlyings, no financing costs are incurred from an 
economic point of view for the purchase of the futures or interest rate futures in the case of Securities based 
on futures and interest rate futures. In this case, from an economic point of view no Reference Asset underly-
ing the future or interest rate future is acquired; a corresponding position is simply entered into instead. Con-
sequently, no expense is incurred for the acquisition of a Reference Asset underlying the future or interest 
rate future; the only requirement is to make a margin payment on the position entered into. Since the rele-
vant financing costs are included in the futures or interest rate futures contract itself, the adjustment of the 
Current Strike of Securities linked to futures or interest rate futures does not involve the use of a reference 
rate of interest. The Current Financing Spread is therefore added to the Current Strike in the case of Securi-
ties of the "Long" type and deducted from the Current Strike in the case of Securities of the "Short" type, with 
the result that for Securities of both the "Long" and the "Short" types, the adjustment of the Strike has a neg-
ative effect on the value of the relevant Securities. 

Additional risks in connection with the adjustment of the Strike of the Mini Futures must be taken into account 

The Security Holder bears risks connected to the adjustment of the Strike of the Open End Knock-Out War-
rants at certain dates as specified in the terms and conditions. The adjustment depends on the reference 
interest rate and the risk premium. The reference interest rate corresponds approximately to the refinancing 
costs incurred by the Issuer on the respective date. The risk premium is charged by the Issuer for the risk 
assumed with the issuance of the Securities. The risk premium is determined by the Issuer at its own discre-
tion. 

The Security Holder bears the risk that the refinancing costs of the Issuer and thus the reference interest rate 
may rise and – in the case of Open End Put Knock-Out Warrants – fall. He also bears the risk that the Issuer 
charges a higher risk premium for his risk. 

If the reference interest rate and risk premium change on a relevant date, this affects the adjustment. This 
leads to the following risks (In the following examples, the following assumptions are made: The Strike 
changes, while all other factors influencing the price of the Mini Futures remain unchanged): 

• Mini Futures (Long type): The Security Holder bears the risk that the reference interest rate and/or risk 
premium may rise. The Strike therefore increases more with each adjustment. This in turn means that 
the price of the Mini Futures (Long type) falls more with each adjustment. 

• Mini Futures (Short type): The security holder bears the risk that the risk premium increases and/or the 
reference interest rate is negative or lower than the risk premium. The strike price therefore falls more 
sharply with each adjustment. This in turn means that the price of the Mini Futures (Short type) warrant 
falls more sharply with each adjustment. Moreover, the Security Holder bears the risk that the reference 
rate is negative or lower than the risk premium. In both cases, the price of the Security falls or the Secu-
rity can - in the case of futures and interest rate futures as Underlying - be extraordinarily terminated by 
the Issuer. 

Furthermore, due to the adjustment of the Strike, it is necessary to adjust the Stop Loss Barrier on the rele-
vant dates. If the Strike, the Stop Loss Barrier and current price of the Underlying are already close together, 
the Security Holder bears the risk that the adjustment will trigger a Barrier Event. 

Risk of early repayment due to ordinary termination 

The Terms and Conditions of Mini Futures provide for the possibility of ordinary termination by the Issuer. 
While the Issuer will repay an amount in such cases that is calculated analogously to the Cash Amount, in-
vestors can nevertheless not assume that their Securities will have any value at that time or will be showing 
a positive return. In particular, investors cannot assume that the value of the Securities will develop in line 
with their expectations at the right time up to the termination date. These Securities are therefore only suita-
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ble for investors capable of assessing the relevant risks and bearing corresponding losses. Therefore, there 
is a risk for investors with respect to the duration of their investment. Investors should also bear in mind in 
this connection that in the event of the ordinary termination of the Securities by the Issuer, exchange trading 
may end even before the Termination Date and off-market trading generally ends at the latest at 12.00 (local 
time in Frankfurt am Main) on the termination date.  

Termination of the Securities may have negative tax consequences for investors in certain circumstances or 
may prevent investors from participating further in price movements of the Underlying which are favourable 
for them, since the term of the Securities ends at the latest upon payment of the ordinary termination 
amount. In such a case the investors may no longer be able to reinvest or may only be able to reinvest on 
less favourable terms. 

f) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Inline Warrants (Product No. 6) 

Risk of a Barrier Event (risk of total loss) 

Security Holders bear a considerable risk that their Inline Warrants will expire worthless. This is im-
mediately the case if a so-called Barrier Event occurs. 

In the event of a Barrier Event, the Security Holder receives no or only a minor payment. The purchase 
amount paid by the Security Holder for the Inline Warrant is lost. The Security Holder suffers a total loss. 

A Barrier Event occurs if the observation price, to be determined in accordance with the Terms and Condi-
tions, is at or below the respective Lower Barrier or at or above the respective Upper Barrier in each case 
during the observation period, which is also defined in detail by the Terms and Conditions. Investors must 
always bear in mind that even if the price of the Underlying is at or below the Lower Barrier or at or 
above the Upper Barrier only on a single occasion, this will result in the immediate expiry of the Se-
curities.  

Securities linked to an Underlying with a high volatility are particularly susceptible to the risk described of a 
Barrier Event occurring. The higher the volatility, the higher the risk that the price of the Underlying will reach, 
rise above or fall below the barrier – depending on the product features – and therefore the higher the risk 
that redemption will be unfavourable for the investor or that a total loss will be incurred. 

In the case of Inline Warrants with Underlying "shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) or 
other dividend-bearing securities", the Securities Holder bears the following additional risk: Dividend pay-
ments are in many cases associated with a deduction of the gross dividend from the stock market price of 
the share. If the share price moves close to the Knock-Out Barrier, the discount from the stock market price 
can trigger a Barrier Event. In the case of Inline Warrants with Underlying "Commodities", "Futures or In-
terest Rate ", "Exchange Rates" or "Virtual Currencies", price indications are also used to determine 
whether a Barrier Event has occurred. These price indications can, for example, be published on special 
Reuters pages by well-known banks trading on the international spot market for precious metals. As a rule, 
the publication of price indications is not subject to any control or supervision by a governmental or interna-
tionally active control body. The Inline Warrants expire on the basis of such price indications and not on the 
basis of bindingly set or actually traded prices. 

Investors should note that on the occurrence of a Barrier Event ongoing buying and selling prices for the 
Securities are no longer quoted in the secondary market. Moreover, for all Securities with a Barrier Event 
feature, no ongoing buying and selling prices are quoted in the secondary market outside the trading times 
or the Observation Period of the Underlying if a Barrier Event is expected to occur on the basis of price indi-
cators other than the relevant price of the Underlying. It should be noted in this context that no obligation to 
quote buying and selling prices is accepted with respect to the Security Holders. It should therefore not be 
assumed that it will be possible to buy or sell the Securities at any time. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

The Security Holder bears the risk of strong price fluctuations of the Warrant, in particular the so-called lev-
erage effect as a risk-increasing feature of the Inline Warrant must be taken into account, in case the repay-
ment amount is dependent on the reference price of the Underlying. The risk-increasing leverage effect is 
stronger for Inline Warrants than for Warrants. Reason for this: The term of Inline Warrants can be 
terminated prematurely by the occurrence of a Barrier Event.  

The disproportionate risk of loss occurs with Inline Warrants especially under the following conditions: The 
price of the Underlying moves close to one of the Barriers. The closer the price of the Underlying approaches 
one of the Barriers, the greater the leverage and the more likely a Barrier Event is to occur. This means: The 
greater the leverage of a Inline Warrant, the greater the risk of a total loss. 

Additional risk if a Barrier Event occurs 
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The occurrence of a Barrier Event may be based on prices of the Underlying that are determined dur-
ing trading hours other than the trading hours of the Warrants. In this case, the risk of the Security 
Holder is that he/she does not perceive the threat of a Barrier Event or does not perceive it in time. 
Possible consequence: The security holder cannot sell his Inline Warrants in time and must accept the total 
loss of the purchase amount paid. 

But there are other reasons why the Securities Holder bears the risk of not being able to sell the Inline War-
rants in time before a Barrier Event occurs. Such reasons may be: 

Considerable restrictions on trading of the Underlying lead to the fact that trading in the Underlying is practi-
cally no longer possible. The trading in the Underlying is illiquid. This illiquidity means that trading in the In-
line Warrants is also restricted or does not take place at all. 

The price determination of the Underlying is (temporarily) suspended. After resumption of the price fixing, the 
price of the Underlying hit the Barrier. A Barrier Event has occurred. During the suspension of the price of the 
Underlying, no trading in the affected Inline Warrants took place. 

In these cases, the Security Holder cannot sell his Inline Warrants before the impending Barrier Event oc-
curs. He suffers a total loss. 

Risk in connection with the non-existing right of exercise of the Inline Warrants 

The Security Holder cannot exercise the Inline Warrants during their term. Realisation of the value of the 
Inline Warrants during this time is only possible by selling the Inline Warrants. Risk: There must be market 
participants willing to buy the Inline Warrants at a reasonable price. 

g) Risks resulting from the payment profile of Discount Warrants (Product No. 6) 

Risk of total loss 

Discount Call Warrants 

If the value of the Underlying falls, Discount Call Warrants involve a risk of loss depending on the price of the 
Underlying. A total loss will occur if the relevant price of the Underlying (the so-called Reference Price) for 
the purpose of calculating the redemption (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or below the Strike. 

Discount Put Warrants 

If the value of the Underlying rises, Discount Put Warrants involve a risk of loss depending on the price of the 
Underlying. A total loss will occur if the relevant Reference Price for the purpose of calculating the redemp-
tion (i.e. the Cash Amount at maturity) is at or above the Strike. 

Disproportionate risk of loss due to the leverage effect 

It should be noted as a general principle that the Securities are particularly risky investment instruments, 
which combine features of derivatives transactions with those of leveraged products. The leverage effect is 
the consequence of the fact that only a small amount of capital must be employed for an investment in the 
Securities in comparison with a direct investment in the Underlying. The Securities issued under the Base 
Prospectus are therefore associated with disproportionate risks of loss (risk of total loss). A change in 
one of the factors affecting the value of the Securities, such as the price of the Underlying, which is unfa-
vourable from the investor's point of view, will result in a disproportionately negative change in the value of 
the Security. Investors should therefore note that the risk of loss attaching to an investment in the Securities 
increases as the scale of the leverage effect of the Securities increases. In such case the loss will include the 
price paid for the Security and the costs incurred, such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock ex-
change commissions. This risk of loss exists irrespective of the financial condition of the Issuer and of the 
relevant Guarantor. 

Limitation of the payment amount (Cap) 

In the case of Discount Warrants, the payout amount is capped (Cap). The Security Holders' participation in 
a positive performance of the Underlying is limited by the Cap. The further the price of the Underlying is 
above (Call type) or below (Put type) the Cap, the greater the limitation compared with a direct investment in 
the Underlying. 

Risk in connection with the non-existing right of exercise of the Discount Warrants 

The Security Holder cannot exercise the Discount Warrants during their term. Realisation of the value of the 
Discount Warrants during this time is only possible by selling the Discount Warrants. Risk: There must be 
market participants willing to buy the Discount Warrants at a reasonable price. 

2.3.2 Risks resulting from the conditions of the Securities 
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In this sub-category, the material and specific risks resulting from the conditions of the Securities are de-
scribed. 

Currency risk (costs of exchange rate hedging, Quanto Structure) 

In the case of Securities without a Quanto Structure, Security Holders bear an additional risk of loss 
due to the exchange rate risk associated with the Underlying. 

Where the respective Underlying is denominated wholly or partly in a currency other than the settlement 
currency, the Issuer will specify in the Final Terms how conversion into the settlement currency will take 
place and whether the features of the Securities include a so-called Quanto Structure. The Issuer and/or 
Market Maker realizes this with a so-called Quantity-Adjusting Option, abbreviated Quanto ("Quanto Struc-
ture") and determines the exchange rate between the two currencies at the time of issue. This means for 
Securities with a Quanto Structure, the conversion from the currency of the Underlying into the trading cur-
rency of the Securities is therefore carried out at an exchange rate of 1:1. 

Potential investors should therefore be aware that an investment in the Securities may also involve exchange 
rate risks if the Securities are linked to one or more exchange rate(s) as the Underlying(s). Furthermore, the 
settlement currency of the Securities may be different from the investor's domestic currency or the currency 
in which an investor wishes to receive payments. 

The rates of exchange between currencies are determined by supply and demand on the international for-
eign exchange markets which are influenced by a variety of factors, such as speculative activity, general 
economic factors and interventions by central banks and government agencies or other political factors (in-
cluding foreign exchange controls and restrictions). Exchange rate movements may have an effect on the 
value of the Securities and in relation to the amounts payable. The risks described above may intensify if the 
relevant currency is the currency of an emerging market. 

In the case of Securities without a Quanto Structure, the currency risk is as follows: 

If the reference price for the purposes of redemption or another payment is converted into the settlement 
currency at the applicable conversion rate in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the investor is ex-
posed to a currency risk because the rate of exchange between the currency of the Underlying and the set-
tlement currency on the date of the currency conversion for the purpose of redemption may be different from 
the rate of exchange at the date when the Securities were purchased. 

Changes in the rate of exchange between the currency of the Underlying and the settlement currency will 
already affect the value of the Securities during their term, since the bid and offer prices are quoted in the 
relevant settlement currency. 

Exchange rate movements may reduce the value of the Securities even if the price of the Underlying ex-
pressed in a foreign currency has performed positively from the investor's point of view since the date of 
purchase of the Securities. The investor's risk of loss is then not just linked to the performance of the Under-
lying on which the Security is based. An additional factor which must be noted is that the relevant exchange 
rate for the purposes of the currency conversion may change between the time at which the relevant price of 
the Underlying for the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount is determined and the time at which the rele-
vant exchange rate is determined, with the result that a Cash Amount converted into the settlement currency 
may be reduced accordingly. 

In the case of Securities with a Quanto Structure, the following risk with respect to currency hedging ap-
plies: 

Hedging against currency risks using a Quanto Structure may prove to be unfavourable from the 
investor's point of view in hindsight if the – unhedged – exchange rate moves in a direction that is in 
principle beneficial for the investor, because the investor does not participate in that favourable de-
velopment. 

Furthermore, the currency hedging usually involves costs that may invisibly be included in the issue price on 
top of the mathematical value of the securities. Thus, such costs may negatively affect the yield of the Secu-
rities (see also section "2.3.4 Risks in connection with the price determination for the Securities and potential 
conflicts of interest" of this Base Prospectus).  

Risks in connection with adjustments, market disruptions, extraordinary termination, ordinary termination and 
settlement 

Security Holders bear the risk that the Securities are adjusted or terminated. Furthermore, there is 
also the risk that the occurrence of a market disruption could reduce the value of the Securities. In 
addition, a market disruption may delay the redemption or repayment of the Securities. If the condi-
tions of the Securities provide for extraordinary termination by the Issuer, the Security Holder bears 
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a risk of loss as the termination amount equals the market price of the Securities, which can be even 
zero. The Security Holder also bears the reinvestment risk in relation to the termination amount. 

Pursuant to the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer may make adjustments to take account of relevant chang-
es or events relating to the respective Underlying. The nature of the adjustment and the method of imple-
menting the adjustments depend on the particular Underlying and can therefore have varying consequences. 
In the case of those Securities without a finite term ("Open End") – i.e. the Open End Knock-Out Warrants 
and Mini Futures with futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying – the Issuer is also entitled, for exam-
ple, in the event of the expiry of the Underlying or of changes in the terms and conditions or principal contract 
features on which the Underlying is based, to replace it with another (possibly modified) Underlying. 

The objective of adjustments is to ensure as far as possible that the financial (theoretical) value of the Secu-
rities is the same before and after the occurrence of an adjustment event, and to preserve the financial rela-
tionship between the Security and the Underlying. If, in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (for Securities 
governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), this objective cannot be achieved by 
means of a sensible and reasonable adjustment, the Issuer also has the right in accordance with the Terms 
and Conditions to terminate the Securities extraordinarily and, thus, end the term of the Securities (early). In 
the event of adjustments with respect to an Underlying, the possibility cannot be excluded that the estima-
tions on which the adjustment is based may prove with hindsight to be inaccurate, the adjustment may sub-
sequently turn out to be disadvantageous for the investor, and the investor may find itself to be in a worse 
financial position than it was prior to the adjustment or would be as the result of a different adjustment. A 
reason for an extraordinary termination also exists in the event of sharply falling or negative prices of futures 
or interest rate futures as the Underlying of Open End Knock-Out Warrants or Mini Futures. 

If the Issuer exercises its right of extraordinary termination, it is in this case not obligated to redeem the Se-
curities by payment of the Cash Amount specified in the Terms and Conditions, but only to the extent of the 
market price determined at that time or of an amount determined in its reasonable discretion. This entails the 
risk that the amount payable may be significantly lower than the Cash Amount required to be determined in 
accordance with the Terms and Conditions and that, at the date of redemption of the Securities, the invest-
ment may show a (significantly) lower return than the return expected at the end of the term or in the case of 
the exercise of the Securities. In the most unfavourable case, the value of the redemption may even be 
zero (0), resulting in not just a partial loss of the capital invested, but a total loss. 

It should also be taken into account in the case of an extraordinary termination the Security Holder bears the 
reinvestment risk. This means that it may only be able to reinvest the amount to be paid by the Issuer in the 
case of a termination on less favourable market terms than those existing when the Security was acquired. 

For the purpose of determining the appropriate market price in the event of extraordinary termination, the 
calculation agent may take a variety of market factors into account. In the case of Securities with a finite term 
linked to shares as the Underlying, the calculation of the extraordinary termination amount in the event of 
termination following a takeover offer can in principle be based on the price of the Underlying after the takeo-
ver offer has been announced, in accordance with the usual procedure on derivatives exchanges for deter-
mining the theoretical fair value, provided that the consideration consists entirely or mainly of cash. However, 
dividend expectations and the average implied volatility for the ten trading days preceding the announcement 
of a takeover offer, in particular, must also be taken into account ("fair value method"). The fair value meth-
od ensures that the remaining time value of the Underlying option is taken into account. The Issuer may de-
termine on the basis of specified parameters that a market disruption has occurred and/or is persisting. In 
this event there may be a delay in valuing the Securities in relation to the Underlyings, and this may affect 
the value of the Securities and/or delay the payment of the Cash Amount. 

Moreover, the respective Terms and Conditions also provide for the possibility of ordinary termination by the 
Issuer in the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Mini Futures. While the Issuer will repay an amount 
in such cases that is calculated analogously to the Cash Amount, investors can nevertheless not assume 
that their Securities will have any value at that time or will be showing a positive return. In particular, inves-
tors cannot assume that the price of the Securities will develop in line with their expectations timely up to the 
termination date. Consequently, these Securities in particular are only suitable for investors capable of as-
sessing the relevant risks and bearing corresponding losses. There is therefore a risk for investors with re-
spect to the duration of their investment. Investors should also bear in mind in this connection that in the 
event of the ordinary termination of the Securities by the Issuer, exchange trading may end even before the 
termination date and off-market trading generally ends at the latest at 12:00 p.m. (local time in Frankfurt am 
Main) on the termination date. 

In the case of adjustment events, market disruptions and extraordinary termination, the Issuer acts in its 
reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). It 
is not bound by actions or estimates of third parties in this regard. In certain cases specified in the Terms and 
Conditions (e.g. if a market disruption persists for a certain period) the Issuer can also determine certain 
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prices in its reasonable discretion that are applicable in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for re-
demption or for the observation of the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

There is in principle no ordinary or extraordinary right of termination of the Security Holder – apart from the 
Security Holder's exercise right in accordance with the Terms and Conditions in the case of Warrants (with 
American exercise type), Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Mini Futures. 

2.3.3 Risks in connection with the investment in, the holding and selling of the Securities 

In this sub-category the material and specific risks in connection with the investment in, the holding and sell-
ing of the Securities are described.  

Market price risks 

Security Holders bears the risk that all of the relevant factors affecting an Underlying may have a 
negative impact on the price of the Security and the amounts payable under the Securities. 

Investors should be aware that the price of the Securities during their term may be significantly lower than 
the purchase price. 

The price of a Security depends primarily on the price of the respective Underlying to which it is linked, but 
does not normally mirror changes in the price of the Underlying exactly. All of the positive and negative fac-
tors affecting an Underlying are therefore also reflected in principle in the price of the Security. 

The following circumstances in particular may have an effect on the market price of the Securities, and indi-
vidual market factors may be mutually reinforcing or may cancel each other out i.e. may demonstrate a cer-
tain correlation to each other: 

• Change in the intensity of fluctuations in price of the Underlying (volatility) 

• Exchange rate movements 

• Remaining term of the Securities 

• General changes in interest rates and changes in the costs of holding the Underlying 

• Development of dividend payments where the Underlying consists of shares or distributions on Un-
derlyings generally 

• Distance of the Underlying from any barriers or other relevant price thresholds 

• Changes in the creditworthiness or perceived creditworthiness of the Issuer or the relevant Guaran-
tor 

Risks in connection with trading in the Securities, liquidity risk 

Security Holders bear the risk that there is no liquid market for trading in the Securities. This means 
that Security Holders cannot sell the Securities at a specific time or at a specific price. 

Where indicated in the Final Terms, applications will be made to include the Securities or admit them to trad-
ing on a stock exchange. Even after the Securities have been included or admitted, their continued perma-
nent admission cannot be guaranteed. If such inclusion or admission cannot be permanently maintained, it is 
possible that it will be significantly more difficult to purchase and sell the relevant Securities. Even if the Se-
curities are included or admitted investors should note that this will not necessarily result in a high turnover in 
respect of the Securities. 

Trading on the stock exchanges and market segments specified is subject to numerous statutory require-
ments and stock exchange rules and regulations. Investors should acquaint themselves with the regulations 
applicable on those exchanges and markets (such as the rules for cancelling trading transactions not exe-
cuted at correct market prices, known as mistrades) prior to making a purchase of the Securities. As an ex-
ample, a mistrade can be considered in the case of an error in the technical system of the stock exchange, 
the market maker or online broker, in the case of an obvious error made while inputting a price or a limit for 
an order or in the case of a buy or sell price (so called quote) provided by the responsible party that was 
obviously not determined at a price justified by the market, though the price formed the basis for the transac-
tion. The application is ruled by the responsible department in accordance with the applicable rules. In this 
context possible investors might risk that any trades will be void as a result of an application filed by another 
market participant. 

Bank Vontobel Europe AG or another entity as specified in the Final Terms will act as market maker for the 
Securities (the "Market Maker"). The Market Maker undertakes to provide bid and offer prices for the Securi-
ties pertaining to an issue subject to regular market conditions. However, the Market Maker is neither obliged 
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towards the Security Holders to take over this function nor to maintain the function as market maker once 
assumed. 

The Market Maker might undertake towards certain exchanges, in accordance with the relevant rules of the 
exchange, to provide bid and offer prices with regard to a specific order or securities volumes (whereby such 
obligation (so called "Market Making") shall not apply in exceptional situations, such as technical break-
downs, special market situations, or the (temporary) sell-out of the issue). That obligation, however, will be 
only towards the relevant exchange. Third parties, including the Security Holders, are unable to derive any 
obligations of the Market Maker in this regard. This means that the Security Holders cannot rely on their abil-
ity to sell the Securities at a certain time or price. In particular, the Market Maker is not obliged to repurchase 
the Securities during their term. 

Even if market making activities take place at the beginning or during the term of the Securities, this does not 
mean that there will be market making activities for the full duration of the term of the Securities. 

For the aforesaid reasons, it cannot be guaranteed that a secondary market will develop with regard to the 
respective Securities that would provide the Security Holders with an opportunity to sell their Securities. The 
more restricted the secondary market, the more difficult it will be for the Security Holders to sell their Securi-
ties in the secondary market. Even if a secondary market develops, no prediction can be made about the 
price at which the Securities will be traded in the secondary market. 

The inclusion and/or admission of the Securities does not necessarily increase their liquidity. Pricing on the 
stock exchanges normally only takes place within the spreads of the bid and offer prices quoted by the Mar-
ket Maker and the relevant stock exchange order will generally be executed directly or indirectly against the 
Market Maker. 

Potential investors must not assume that it will be possible to sell the Securities during their term and must 
be prepared to hold the Securities at least until the next exercise date to redeem the Securities in accord-
ance with the Terms and Conditions (by submitting an exercise notice).  

A Security Holder must not assume, in the case of either on-market or off-market trading, that market partici-
pants other than the Market Maker will quote bid and offer prices for the Securities. Investors must expect 
bigger spreads between bid and offer prices determined by the Market Maker in the case of structured secu-
rities in comparison to shares. When purchasing or selling the Securities in the secondary market the spread 
has to be considered in exchange and off-exchange trading.  

Delays in determining prices or wider spreads may occur, in particular, in the case of market disruptions and 
system problems. System problems may include telephone problems, technical faults with the trading sys-
tems or power failures. Market disruptions occur in unusual market circumstances (e.g. exceptional market 
movements of the Underlying or special situations in the home market) or due to serious disturbances of the 
economic and political environment (such as terrorist attacks or a crash, i.e. a sharp fall in stock exchange 
prices within a short space of time). 

The issue size specified in the Final Terms corresponds to the maximum number of Securities being offered, 
but does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about the respective volume of Securities actually issued 
and deposited with the relevant central securities depository in accordance with the rules applicable in each 
case. This volume depends on the market conditions and may change during the term of the Securities. It 
should be noted that it is also not possible to draw any conclusions about the liquidity of the Securities in the 
secondary market on the basis of the issue size specified. 

2.3.4 Risks in connection with the price determination for the Securities and in connection with po-
tential conflicts of interest 

In this sub-category the material and specific risks in connection with the price determination for the Securi-
ties and in connection with potential conflicts of interest are described. The most material risks are the risk in 
connection with the price determination for the Securities as well as risks in connection with potential con-
flicts of interest. The Issuer does not further differentiate the risks listed after the most material risk factors 
according to their materiality. 

Risks in connection with the price determination for the Securities  

Security Holders bear the risk that there is no liquid market for trading in the Securities. This means 
that Security Holders cannot sell the Securities at a specific price. 

Investors should note that the issue price and the bid and offer price for the Securities quoted in the second-
ary market may include a premium over the original mathematical value of the Securities (so-called fair val-
ue) that is not apparent to the investor. This so-called margin as well as the fair value of the Securities are 
determined by the Issuer and/or Market Maker in its own discretion on the basis of internal pricing models 
and a number of other factors. The determined, so-called margin may differ from premiums charged by other 
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issuers or market makers for comparable securities. For the purpose of calculating the margin the following 
parameters are considered besides return: actuarial value of the Securities, price and volatility of the Under-
lying, supply and demand with regard to the Securities, costs for risk hedging and premium for risk assump-
tion, costs for structuring and distribution of the Securities, commissions, if any, as well as license fees or 
management fees, if any.  

Some of these factors may not have a consistent effect on the price of the Securities based on the relevant 
pricing models for the duration of the term, but may be taken into account at the Market Maker's discretion at 
an earlier time in a pricing context. This might include inter alia the margin included in the Issue Price. 

For the aforesaid reasons, the prices provided by the Market Maker may deviate from the actuarial value of 
the Securities and/or the price to be expected from a commercial perspective, which would have formed in a 
liquid market at the relevant time in which several market makers acting independently of each other provide 
prices. In addition, the Market Maker may change the method based on which it determines the prices pro-
vided by it at any time, e.g. by changing its pricing models or using other calculation models and/or increas-
ing or reducing the bid/offer spread. 

If, during the opening hours of secondary trading in the Securities by the Market Maker and/or the opening 
hours of the relevant exchanges on which the Securities are included and/or admitted, the Underlying is also 
traded on its home market, the price of such Underlying will be taken into account in the calculation of the 
Underlying and thus indirectly in the price calculation of the Securities. If, however, the home market of the 
Underlying is closed while the Securities are traded, the price of the Underlying must be estimated. If the 
price of any Underlying is estimated because its home market is closed, such an estimate may turn out to be 
accurate or too high or too low within hours in the event that the home market starts trading in the Underly-
ing. Accordingly, the prices provided by the Market Maker prior to the opening of the relevant home market in 
respect of the Securities will then turn out to be too high or too low. 

Insofar as bid and offer prices for the Securities issued under the Base Prospectus are quoted also at times 
during which the home markets of the Underlying are closed, this risk may affect any of the Securities. The 
same risk occurs where Securities are traded on days during which the home market of the Underlying is 
closed due to a public holiday. 

Risks in connection with potential conflicts of interest 

The Issuer, the Guarantor and other companies of the Vontobel Group may pursue interests that con-
flict with or do not take into account the interests of the Security Holders. This may be in connection 
with the exercise of other functions or in carrying out further transactions. Potential conflicts of in-
terest may adversely affect the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securi-
ties. 

Pricing by Bank Vontobel Europe AG 

The prices for the Securities do not come about directly through supply and demand. This differentiates the 
pricing of securities from exchange trading, where prices are based on supply and demand. 

Companies in the Vontobel Group can also act as market makers for the Underlying. 

Market making can significantly influence the price of the Underlying. Market making can therefore also influ-
ence the value of the securities. The prices set by the market maker will not always correspond to the prices 
that would have formed in a liquid exchange trading. The bid and offer prices quoted by the market maker in 
the secondary market are determined on the basis of the fair value of the securities. The fair value depends 
amongst other things from the value of the Underlying. In addition, an initial charge, which may be levied on 
the securities, is taken into account. In addition, fees and costs may be included that are due when the secu-
rities become due and are deducted from the cash amounts. These may be, for example, administrative, 
transaction or similar fees. 

Other factors may also influence pricing in the secondary market. These include the dividends or other in-
come paid or expected for the Underlying. 

The market maker sets the spread between bid and ask prices. Bid price is the price at which the market 
maker buys the securities. Ask price is the price at which he sells the securities. The spread depends on 
supply and demand for the securities as well as on certain yield aspects. Some costs are deducted when the 
securities are priced over the life of the securities. However, this does not always happen evenly over the 
term. Costs may be deducted in full from the fair value of the securities at an early stage as determined by 
the market maker. This also applies to a margin included in the issue price of the securities. Dividends and 
other income from the Underlying may also be discounted at an earlier point in time. This is done on the 
basis of dividends expected for the entire term or a certain period of time. The prices quoted by the market 
maker may therefore differ materially from the fair or the economically expectable value of the securities. In 
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addition, the market maker can change the method at any time, after which he sets the rates. For example, 
the market maker can increase or decrease the spread between bid and ask prices. 

When calculating the price of the Securities, the market maker considers the price of the Underlying or its 
components as follows: 

• If both the security and the Underlying are traded, the following applies: The market maker considers 
the secondary market price of the Underlying when pricing the securities. 
 

• If the security is traded even though the Underlying is not traded, the following applies: The market 
maker estimates the price of the Underlying when pricing the securities. Such a situation can occur, for 
example, in the following case: The security is traded on the stock exchange in Germany. The US un-
derlying (US Share) is not traded because the on the same day in the US is a public holiday. 

Exercise of other functions 

Companies of the Vontobel Group may also have a different function in relation to the securities, e.g., as 
calculation agent, index calculation agent, index sponsor, or participant in the selection process of a proprie-
tary index or basket. Such a function may enable such Vontobel Group to determine the composition of the 
Underlying or calculate its value. These functions may give rise to conflicts of interest in determining the 
prices of the Securities and other related findings, both among the relevant companies of the Vontobel 
Group and between these companies and the Security Holders. 

There is a possibility that companies of the Vontobel Group may generate additional income by offering se-
curities with bonds as an Underlying or as part of the Underlying. 

Further transactions 

Companies of the Vontobel Group may enter into transactions with respect to the Underlying or its compo-
nents. Such transactions may adversely affect the performance of the Underlying. It may also adversely af-
fect the value and / or tradability of the Securities. 

This includes the Issuer's business, which hedges its obligations under the Securities. The value of the Se-
curities may be affected by the dissolution of part or all of such hedging transactions. 

Business relations 

The Issuer and other companies of the Vontobel Group may have business relations with the issuer of the 
Underlying or its constituents. Such a business relationship can be achieved, for example, by: 

• the acquisition and disposal of financial instruments, 
• the brokering of transactions concerning the acquisition and disposal of financial instruments, 
• lending, 
• custody and administrative activities, 
• activities related to the management of risks, or 
• advisory and trading activities. 

This may adversely affect the value of the Securities. 

Information related to the Underlying 

Companies of the Vontobel Group may own or obtain material, non-public information about the Underlying 
or its components. For example, companies of the Vontobel Group may issue research reports relating to the 
Underlying or its components. The companies of the Vontobel Group are not obliged to pass on such infor-
mation to potential investors or Security Holders, unless there are legal obligations. 

Risks in connection with the effect of hedging transactions by companies of the Vontobel Group 

The unwinding of hedging transactions undertaken by the Issuer or other companies of the Vontobel 
Group may adversely affect payments under the Securities. 

During the normal course of business, the companies of the Vontobel Group trade in the instruments under-
lying the Securities, as well as in derivative products based on those Underlyings. In addition, the companies 
of the Vontobel Group protect themselves against the financial risks associated with the Securities by enter-
ing into off-market hedging transactions negotiated individually between two parties (over-the-counter 
("OTC") hedging transactions) in the relevant Underlyings and/or in derivatives on the Underlyings. These 
activities performed by the companies of the Vontobel Group – in particular the hedging transactions linked 
to the Securities – may influence the price of the Underlyings and thus indirectly the value of the Securities. 
In particular, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the inception or unwinding of these hedging transactions 
may have an adverse impact on the value of the Securities and/or the level of the Cash Amount to which the 
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Security Holder is entitled. This applies in particular to the unwinding of hedging transactions towards the 
end of the Securities' term or – in the case of Securities with a barrier – if a barrier is reached. 

Hedging and trading transactions carried out by the Issuer and by companies of the Vontobel Group involv-
ing an Underlying of the Securities may have an adverse effect on the value of the Securities. In the worst 
case, such hedging or trading transactions in the Underlying may lead – in the case of Securities with a bar-
rier – to a Barrier Event. Knock-Out Warrants, Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Inline Warrants expire 
worthless immediately in such cases, giving rise to a total loss for the investor. In the case of Mini Futures 
und Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss, the possibility cannot be ruled out that, following the occurrence of 
such a Barrier Event, the Cash Amount may amount to zero (0) in particularly unfavourable circumstances 
with the result that the investor may suffer a total loss. 

The Issuer currently only enters into hedging transactions with consolidated subsidiaries of Vontobel Holding 
AG (the "Vontobel Group"). Therefore, the Issuer is exposed to a so-called cluster risk compared to a more 
diversified selection of counterparties in hedging transactions. Insolvency or over-indebtedness of a Vontobel 
Group company may therefore directly result in the Issuer's insolvency.  

In the event of abnormal market situations, where hedging transactions are not possible at all or only subject 
to more onerous conditions, the spreads between bid and offer prices determined by the Market Maker may 
widen. This can occur in particular outside the trading hours of the instrument underlying the Security on the 
relevant reference exchange or at times when trading in the Underlying is illiquid or unusually volatile for 
other reasons. No claims will arise for the investor from any hedging transactions that the Issuer and/or the 
companies of the Vontobel Group affiliated with the Issuer enter into internally to hedge the payment obliga-
tions arising from issuing the Securities. 

Risk in connection with the taxation of the Securities as well as the further development of the withholding 
tax (Abgeltungssteuer) 

Security Holders bear the risk that the tax treatment of the Securities may change. This may have a 
material adverse effect on the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securi-
ties. 

The payment of taxes, levies, fees, deductions or other amounts incurred in connection with the Securities is 
the responsibility of the respective Security Holder and not of the Issuer. All payments made by the Issuer 
may be subject to taxes, levies, fees, deductions or other payments required to be made, paid, withheld or 
deducted.  

The information contained in the Base Prospectus with respect to the taxation of the Securities merely re-
flects the opinion of the Issuer on the basis of the laws applicable at the date of the Base Prospectus and 
does not represent tax or legal advice. The possibility that the tax authorities and tax courts may apply a 
different tax treatment cannot be ruled out. 

Tax laws and practice are subject to change, possibly with retrospective effect. This could have a negative 
effect on the value of the Security Holder's Securities and/or the market price of the Securities. Any such 
change may mean (i) that the tax treatment of the relevant Securities may be different from the treatment 
that the Security Holder thought was applicable at the date of purchase of the Securities; or (ii) that the in-
formation contained in the Base Prospectus relating to the tax laws and tax practice applicable to the Securi-
ties issued under the Base Prospectus is incorrect or no longer applicable in particular or all respects, or 
mean that material tax considerations relating to particular Securities are not included in the Base Prospec-
tus. Security Holders therefore bear the risk that their understanding of the manner in which income arising 
from the acquisition of the Securities is taxed may be wrong, or that the manner in which income arising from 
the acquisition of the Securities is taxed may change to their disadvantage. 

Investors who are taxable in Germany should also note that due to the current administrative interpretations 
the tax authorities may not recognize a loss resulting from a low payout at the end of the term compared to 
the purchase price for tax purposes. 

Moreover, the tax information provided in the Base Prospectus cannot serve as the sole basis for assessing 
an investment in the Securities from a tax point of view, since the particular situation of each individual inves-
tor must also be taken into account. Investors should always consult their personal tax advisers before decid-
ing to purchase the Securities. 

Recently, the government is discussing the abolishment of the so called withholding tax (Abgeltungssteuer). 
The consequences of such abolishment would be that the respective capital proceeds will not be subject to a 
25% tax rate anymore and the respective personal income tax rate would be applicable, which may cause a 
higher taxation. 

Risks in connection with the withholding tax pursuant to section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code 
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Security Holders bear the risk that payments made by the Issuer in connection with the Securities 

may be subject to the U.S. withholding tax under Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 

This may have a negative impact on the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the 

Securities. 

Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") and the provisions issued thereunder stipulate 
that for certain financial instruments (such as for the Securities) a withholding tax (of up to 30% depending 
on the application of income tax treaties) shall be imposed if the payment (or deemed payment) on the finan-
cial instruments is contingent upon, or determined by reference to, the payment of a dividend from sources 
within the United States. Pursuant to these U.S. legal provisions, certain payments (or deemed payments) 
under certain equity-linked instruments that refer to the performance of U.S. equities or certain indices that 
contain U.S. equities, as an Underlying, shall be treated as dividend equivalents ("Dividend Equivalents") 
and shall be subject to U.S. withholding tax of 30% (or a lower income tax treaties rate). 

This tax liability shall apply even if pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Securities no actual dividend-
related amount is paid or an adjustment is made and thus investors can only determine with difficulty or not 
at all any connection to the payments to be made in respect of the Securities.  

In withholding this tax, the Issuer will regularly apply the general tax rate of 30% to the payments subject to 
U.S. provisions (or deemed payments) and not any lower tax rate pursuant to any potentially applicable dou-
ble taxation agreements. In such case, an investor's individual tax situation can therefore not be taken into 
account. 

The Issuer's determination of whether the Securities are subject to this withholding tax is binding for the Se-
curity Holders, but not for the United States Internal Revenue Service (the "IRS"). The rules of sec-
tion 871(m) require complex calculations in respect of the Securities that refer to U.S. equities (and indices 
which include U.S. equities) and application of these rules to a specific issuance of Securities issue may be 
uncertain. Consequently, the IRS may determine they are to be applied even if the Issuer initially assumed 
the rules would not apply. There is a risk in such case that Security Holders are subject to withholding tax 
with retroactive effect. 

There is also the risk that section 871(m) must also be applied to Securities that were not initially subject to 
withholding tax. This case could arise in particular if the Securities' economic parameters change such that 
the Securities are in fact subject to tax liability and the Issuer continues to issue and sell these Securities. 

As the Issuer is not obliged to offset any withholding tax pursuant to section 871(m) on interest, capital or 
other payments to the Security Holders by paying an additional amount or by paying the tax amount out of 
the own margin, Security Holders will receive smaller payments in such case than they would have received 
without withholding tax imposed. 

2.3.5 Risks in connection with the Underlyings 

In this sub-category the material and specific risks in connection with the Underlyings are described. The 
material and specific risks are described for each asset class in a separate sub-category. 

The Securities are linked to one or more Underlyings. Shares, securities representing shares (ADRs/GDRs) 
or other dividend-bearing securities, indices, bonds, exchange rates, commodities, futures, interest rate fu-
tures, interest rates, investment units or virtual currencies may be specified as Underlyings. The Issuer will 
specify the Underlying to which the Security being issued relates in the Final Terms. 

A feature common to all of the Securities presented in the Base Prospectus is that the level of the Cash 
Amount is linked to the performance of the Underlying. The performance of the Underlying may be subject to 
fluctuations over time. Depending on the structure of the Securities, a rise or a fall in the Underlying may be 
unfavourable for the investor. In the case of Inline Warrants a rise and a fall in the price of the Underlying 
may be unfavourable for the investor due to the upper and lower barrier of such Security. There is no guar-
antee that the Underlying will move in a direction that is favourable for the respective investor and corre-
sponds to the investor's expectations. 

Past experience shows that the Underlying-specific risks described below will lead to a falling rate, level or 
price of the Underlying in the majority of cases or in extreme cases to the Underlying expiring worthless. For 
investors in Securities of the "Call" or "Long" type presented in the Base Prospectus, such movements in the 
rates, levels or prices of the Underlying are unfavourable and therefore represent a risk relating to the Secu-
rities. For investors in Securities of the "Put" or "Short" type, on the other hand, the risk consists of rising 
rates, levels or prices of the Underlying. Investors in Inline Warrants are exposed to the risk in case of an 
increase of the rates, levels or prices as well as a decline of the rates, levels or prices of the Underlying that 
exceeds a certain level. Depending on the structure of the Security and the effect of the risks described be-
low on the rate, level or price of the Underlying, the crystallisation of these risks may result in investors suf-
fering a total or partial loss of their investment. 
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The risks related to another category of asset class can also be relevant for the Underlying, if indirect in-
vestments are made (e.g. for an index whose index components are shares the same risks associated with 
an investment in shares can be realized). 

The amounts payable on the maturity, exercise or termination of the Securities are therefore determined 
entirely by the rate, level or price of these Underlyings, as presented in the Final Terms. Accordingly, inves-
tors should study the Base Prospectus and the respective Final Terms carefully to familiarise themselves 
with the effects of this linkage between the respective Underlyings and the respective Security. 

a) Risks in the case of shares, securities representing shares and other dividend-bearing securities 
as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with shares, securities representing shares and other dividend-
bearing securities as Underlying are described in this sub-category. 

Risks in connection with the performance of the price 

A negative development of the macroeconomic factors may have a negative impact on the price de-
velopment of the share price and accordingly adversely affect the value of the Securities and/or the 
amounts payable under the Securities. 

The price of a share, security representing shares or other dividend-bearing security (e.g. profit participation 
right, participation certificate) depends on a range of factors specific to the particular market and sector 
which are outside the control of the Issuer. The price of such securities may be subject to fluctuations and 
the development of the price depends on macroeconomic factors such as, for example, the rate of interest or 
level of prices on the capital market, the development of the currency, political or economic circumstances or 
other factors specific to the company which issued the securities in question (referred to in the following as 
the "Issuer of the Shares"). The Issuer of the Shares or companies affiliated to it may become insolvent or 
illiquid and the shares could even become worthless as a result. 

The intensity of the risks is also affected by the respective market capitalisation. Shares of companies with a 
low market capitalisation may be highly illiquid due to low trading volumes. 

In the case of Securities linked to shares that are offered to interested investors for the first time, such as in 
connection with an initial public offering (IPO), there is a particularly high degree of uncertainty regarding the 
liquidity of the shares, market capitalization, price fluctuations (volatility), possible dividends and/or other 
distributions and the costs of a securities loan. 

The regional situation should also be taken into account. Shares of companies that have their headquarters 
or their principal operating activities in countries with a low level of legal stability, for example, are subject to 
the risk of detrimental and unexpected actions by governments or nationalisations. 

If the Securities are linked to shares that were not issued under the investor's domestic laws but under the 
laws of another state, the rights arising from or to those shares may be assessed wholly or partly in accord-
ance with that state's laws which are foreign to the investor. In that case, the jurisdiction to which the shares 
are subject may include provisions as a result of which in the event of the company facing financial difficul-
ties or insolvency, for example, the relevant shares may decline in value more rapidly or to a greater extent 
than would be the case if the shares were subject (only) to the investor's domestic laws. Such a decrease in 
value or fall in price of the shares may have a negative effect on the value of the Securities. 

In the case of Securities linked to shares the investor does not receive dividends paid or other distributions 
on the respective share, in contrast to a direct investment. Therefore, no dividends or other distributions are 
paid to the investor if a dividend paid or other distribution is made on the Underlying. 

Risks in connection with securities representing shares 

Payments under Securities linked to securities representing shares are not identical to payments 
that the Security Holder would have received if he had invested directly in the share underlying the 
securities representing shares. An investment in a security representing shares involves additional 
risks compared to an investment directly in the share underlying the securities representing shares. 

Additional risks have to be taken into account where securities representing shares – mostly in the form of 
"ADRs" ("American Depositary Receipts") and/or "GDRs" ("Global Depositary Receipts") – are used as 
Underlyings. 

ADRs are participation or depositary certificates issued in the USA by custodian banks; they certify a propor-
tion of ownership in foreign shares. The shares on which the ADRs are based are usually held in the respec-
tive issuer's home country outside the USA. ADRs are traded on stock exchanges around the world in lieu of 
the original shares. GDRs also represent a proportional interest in foreign shares. The original foreign shares 
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are usually held in the respective issuer's home country. They are different from ADRs in that they are gen-
erally offered to the public or placed outside the USA. 

Each security representing shares certifies a certain proportional interest in the underlying foreign shares, i.e. 
one ADR or GDR may represent one share, multiple shares or even only a fraction of a share (known as the 
reference quantity). The market price largely corresponds to the market price of the underlying shares, taking 
the respective reference quantity into account. Negative variances are possible, for example because of fees 
levied by the custodian bank. The issuer of the underlying shares may make distributions with respect to the 
shares that are not passed on to the purchasers of the securities representing shares, as a result of which 
the value of the securities representing shares and therefore of the Securities may be affected. Securities 
representing shares and the underlying shares may be traded in different currencies. Exchange rate fluctua-
tions between those currencies may have a negative impact on the value of the securities representing 
shares. 

Fees charged by the custodian, which is generally located in the home country of the issuer of the shares, 
and by the custodian bank may have a negative impact on the value of the ADRs or GDRs and therefore 
also adversely affect the value of the Securities. 

In the event of the insolvency of the custodian bank or foreclosure against it, the possibility cannot be ruled 
out that the portfolio of shares underlying the securities representing shares may be liquidated or that re-
strictions on the right of disposal may be imposed on it. This may render the securities representing shares 
and the Securities linked to them worthless. For investors there is therefore an additional risk of total loss – 
except in the case of Securities of the "Put" or "Short" type. 

In addition, it should be noted in particular that, in the event of the insolvency of the custodian bank or if the 
custodian bank changes the terms and conditions or discontinues the offer of the securities representing 
shares or the securities representing shares are delisted, the Issuer has the right to amend the Terms and 
Conditions and/or is entitled to an extraordinary termination of the Securities. 

b) Risks in the case of Indices as Underlyings 

The material and specific risks associated with Indices as Underlying are described in this sub-category. The 
most material risks are the risk related to the change in the composition or calculation or dissemination of an 
Index, risks in connection with the influence of distributions of the index constituents as well as correlation 
risk. The Issuer does not further differentiate the risks listed after the most material risk factors according to 
their materiality. 

Risks related to the change in the composition or calculation or dissemination of an Index 

Changes in the composition or calculation or dissemination of an Index by the index sponsor may 
adversely affect the value of the Index and in turn the value of the Securities and/or the amounts 
payable under the Securities. 

If the Underlying is an index, the performance of the index is affected by the performance of the index com-
ponents. 

Indices serving as Underlyings for the Securities presented in the Base Prospectus are not designed by 
companies of the Vontobel Group but by other providers (so-called sponsors). Investors must take note of 
the respective index descriptions and understand how the respective index functions. Investors cannot as-
sume that the respective index will be successful; they must therefore form their own opinions of the index. 

The value of the index is derived in principle from the value of its constituents in accordance with the invest-
ment and calculation rules. The level of an index therefore depends primarily on the performance of the indi-
vidual constituents of which the respective index is composed. Changes in the composition of the index and 
factors that affect or may affect the value of the constituents are reflected in the value of the index and may 
therefore have an impact on the return from an investment in the Securities. Fluctuations in the value of one 
constituent may be reinforced by fluctuations in the value of another constituent. If the value of at least one 
constituent or of all the constituents is determined in a currency different from the currency in which the index 
is calculated, the investor may be exposed to implicit currency risk since values of the index constituents are 
converted into the currency of the index for the purpose of calculating the value of the index. Exchange rate 
fluctuations may mean that the value of the index constituent expressed in the currency of the index has 
fallen, although its price has in principle risen. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, there may also be a potential 
currency risk due to a deviation of the currency of the index from the currency of the Securities. 

It should be noted that the constituents of such an index may be deleted or replaced, and that new constitu-
ents may be added or that changes may be made to the index methodology which may change the level of 
one or more constituents. The replacement of the constituents of an index may affect the level of the index 
since, for example, a newly added company may perform significantly better or worse than the company 
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replaced, which in turn may adversely affect the value of the Index and/or the value of the Securities and/or 
the Cash Amount under the Securities 

Furthermore, the calculation or the promotion of the index may be revised, terminated or suspended. The 
sponsor of such an index or a reference agent will not be involved in the offer and sale of the Securities and 
will not have any obligations towards the Security Holders. All measures relating to the index may be taken 
without regard to the interests of the Security Holders and any of these measures may have an adverse ef-
fect on the market value of the Securities. 

Risks in connection with the influence of distributions of the index constituents 

The Security Holder will usually not participate in dividends or other distributions paid on the Index 
components. 

If the Underlying is a price index (PR), then it should be noted that distributions and income from individual 
index constituents (e.g. in the case of share indices: dividends) are not included in the calculation of the in-
dex level and have no effect on the calculation of the security right. An investor in Securities linked to price 
indices, therefore, cannot participate in such distributions of the index constituents. On the contrary, the 
treatment of dividend payments from the index constituents in this case generally results in a reduction of the 
index level and therefore in principle in a fall in the Underlying. 

In contrast, in the case of performance or total return (TR) indices or in the case of indices for which a prede-
fined dividend (also known as a synthetic dividend) is calculated at certain intervals (so-called decrement 
indices), distributions and income from the index constituents are included in the calculation of the index 
level by the index calculation agent. Where the index calculation agent does not include these amounts in 
the calculation in full, however, but reduces such distributions and income by a theoretical withholding tax, 
the method of calculation is also referred to as net return; the market does not make a clear distinction be-
tween total return and net return on a consistent basis, however. 

Investors must therefore read the respective index descriptions to establish whether and, where relevant, to 
what extent distributions and income from individual index constituents are included in the calculation of the 
index level. 

Correlation risk 

A specialty of indices is that the index level is based on the performance of several index compo-
nents. In case of an adverse price development of the Index components, the correlation of the Index 
components with each other may adversely affect the price development of the index and, according-
ly, the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. 

A special feature of Securities linked to indices is that the level of the index is based on the performance of a 
number of index constituents. For this reason, another factor affecting the value of the Securities is the corre-
lation between the index constituents i.e. – expressed simply – the degree to which the performance of the 
individual constituents depends on the performance of the other constituents. For example, if all constituents 
originate from the same sector and country, a high positive correlation can be assumed. The correlation 
takes a value between '-1' and '+1', whereby a correlation of '+1', i.e. a high positive correlation, signifies that 
changes in the value of the constituents move in the same direction. With a correlation of '-1', i.e. a high neg-
ative correlation, the constituents always move in exactly the opposite direction. A correlation of '0' indicates 
that it is not possible to make any statement about the connection between changes in the value of the con-
stituents. Depending on the redemption structure, a high correlation between the individual constituents will 
increase or reduce the risk for the investor since diversification using different investment strategies is not 
being achieved or attempted. A high positive correlation between the individual constituents can result in an 
additional risk of loss for the investor in the case of Securities whose features include a barrier, since the 
probability of a Barrier Event occurring may be higher. 

Particular risks in the case of dividend indices 

Dividends may be subject to unpredictable fluctuations which may adversely affect the value of the 
Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. 

If the Securities are linked to an index based on the dividends of particular shares, the performance of the 
index depends on the declaration and payment of any such dividends payable by the issuers of the relevant 
shares. Such declaration and payment of any dividends payable may be subject to unpredictable fluctuations 
over time and adversely affect the value of the Securities and/or the Cash Amount under the Securities. 

Particular risks relating to commodity contracts and commodities in general as index constituents 

A negative development of the macroeconomic factors may have a negative impact on the price de-
velopment of the commodity index and accordingly adversely affect the value of the Securities 
and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. 
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Commodity indices reproduce the performance of a synthetic production-weighted basket of commodity con-
tracts on particular physical commodities. The price of commodity indices corresponds to an actual invest-
ment in commodity contracts and therefore rises or falls depending on the overall performance of the 
weighted basket of commodity contracts. 

Although commodity indices replicate the performance of the commodity markets in principle in the same 
way in which a share index replicates the performance of the equity market, there are important differences 
between a commodity index and a share index: 

The shares in a share index are typically weighted on the basis of their market capitalisation, while the com-
modity contracts included in a commodity index are typically, but not always, weighted on the basis of the 
global level of production and the dollar value of that level. 

Furthermore, in contrast to shares, commodity contracts expire at regular intervals and in order to prolong an 
investment in commodity contracts, it is necessary to sell such contracts prior to expiry and take positions in 
commodity contracts with longer maturities. This special feature of a commodity index has a significant im-
pact on fluctuations in the performance of a commodity index. 

Finally, the performance of a commodity index depends on general economic factors relating to the commod-
ities underlying the commodity contracts included in the commodity index, such as supply and demand, li-
quidity, weather conditions and natural disasters, direct investment costs, location and changes in tax rates. 

The holding of inventories of physical commodities incurs an administrative expense and costs – including 
costs arising in connection with the necessary storage and transportation of physical commodities. This ad-
ministrative expense and these costs may also be reflected in the prices of the commodity contracts and 
accordingly in the level of the commodity index. 

If the price of the underlying physical commodities increases, the price of the commodity index will not nec-
essarily increase as well. The value of a Security which is linked to a commodity index depends on the per-
formance of the commodity index, which in turn replicates the performance of a basket of commodity con-
tracts included in the commodity index, instead of replicating the performance of the individual physical 
commodities themselves. Changes in the prices of the commodity contracts should in principle reflect the 
changes in price of the underlying physical commodities. However, the prices of commodity contracts may 
from time to time move in a manner or to an extent that differ from price movements in the case of physical 
commodities. Prices for a particular commodity may therefore rise, while the level of the commodity index 
does not change in the same way. Moreover – against the background of the expiry dates of commodity 
contracts, i.e. the dates on which trading in a commodity contract ends – various adjustments may be neces-
sary with respect to the commodity index in order to maintain the investment position in the commodity con-
tract. These adjustments may have a negative effect on the level of the commodity index and consequently 
result in certain cases in a divergence between the performance of the commodity index and the perfor-
mance of the commodity contracts underlying the commodity index. Accordingly, holders of Securities linked 
to commodity indices may receive a lower Cash Amount than would have been received by an investor who 
had invested directly in the commodities underlying such commodity indices, or in products whose Cash 
Amount is based on the spot prices of physical commodities or commodity contracts expected to expire at 
the end of the term of the Securities. 

c) Risks in the case of bonds as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with bonds as Underlying are described in this sub-category.  

Risks in connection with the development of the price 

Security Holders bear the risk that there is no liquid market for trading in the bonds. This may ad-
versely affect the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. 

In the case of Securities where bonds are used as Underlyings, investors should bear in mind that the sec-
ondary market for these bonds may be limited. This is frequently because the issuer of the respective bonds 
is often the only market maker for them. It therefore remains uncertain whether and to what extent a second-
ary market will develop for the bonds and whether or not this secondary market will be liquid. The conse-
quence of this is that the price of the bonds depends on the pricing by their issuer in its role as market maker 
and may adversely affect the value of the Securities and/or the Cash Amount under the Securities. 

Insolvency risk of the issuer of the bonds 

The price of a bond can fall sharply or it can become worthless due to the insolvency of the issuer of 
the bond. 

If bonds are used as Underlyings, investors carry the insolvency risk of the issuer of the bonds used as Un-
derlyings (in addition to the insolvency risk of the Issuer of the Securities presented in the Base Prospectus). 
The insolvency of the issuer of the bonds may render the bonds and in some cases the Securities linked to 
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them worthless. For investors there is therefore an additional risk of total loss – with the exception of Securi-
ties of the "Put" or "Short" type. 

d) Risks in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with exchange rates as Underlying are described in this sub-
category. 

Risks in connection with the development of the price 

The development of the price of exchange rates depends on a variety of economic factors and in the 
event of an adverse development of these factors, the value of the exchange rates and, accordingly, 
the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities may be adversely affect-
ed. 

The rates of exchange between currencies are determined by supply and demand on the international for-
eign exchange markets which are influenced by a variety of factors, such as speculative activity, general 
economic factors, interventions by central banks and government agencies or other political factors (includ-
ing foreign exchange controls and restrictions). Exchange rate movements may have an effect on the value 
of the Securities and the Cash Amount under the Securities. The risks described above may intensify if the 
relevant currency is the currency of an emerging market. 

In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, if a country's key interest rate is increased, this may cause 
that country's currency to appreciate, because demand for government bonds normally rises in such cases. 
The converse may apply accordingly, with a cut in the base rate leading to depreciation of the country's cur-
rency. 

In the case of Securities with a barrier, it should additionally be noted that, due to the time zones in Australia, 
Asia, Europe and America, currencies are traded for 24 hours a day in interbank trading and the relevant 
exchange rate may reach, exceed, or fall below the barrier during that time. For this reason it is possible, 
especially in the case of Securities linked to these Underlyings, that the relevant exchange rate will reach, 
exceed or fall below the barrier even outside local trading hours. 

e) Risks in the case of commodities as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with commodities as Underlying are described in this sub-
category.  

Risks affecting the performance of Commodities 

The price development of commodities depends on a variety of economic factors and in the event of 
an adverse development of these factors, the price of the commodity and, accordingly, the value of 
the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities may be adversely affected. 

Commodities are mineral commodities (such as oil and gas), agricultural produce (such as coffee, wheat and 
corn) and non-ferrous metals (such as nickel, zinc and tin). Gold, silver, paladium and platinum are described 
as precious metals. Precious metals and commodities referred to collectively in the following as "commodi-
ties".  

Commodities are often exposed to complex price risks. Their prices are subject to greater fluctuation than in 
the case of other asset classes (high volatility). In particular, commodities markets are generally less liquid 
than bond, foreign exchange and equity markets. As a result, changes in supply and demand have a more 
pronounced effect on prices and volatility, making investments in commodities riskier and more complex. 
Examples of some of the typical factors affecting the prices of commodities are given in the following: 

The planning and management of commodity supplies takes up a lot of time. For this reason, the supply of 
commodities has limited flexibility, and it is not always possible to adapt production quickly to meet changes 
in demand. Demand may also vary from region to region. In addition, the transport costs for commodities in 
regions where they are required have an impact on prices. The cyclical behaviour of some commodities pro-
duced during certain times of year, such as agricultural produce, may entail major price fluctuations. 

Direct investments in commodities attract costs for storage, insurance and taxes. Moreover, no interest or 
dividends are paid on precious metals or commodities. These factors have an impact on the overall return on 
commodities. 

Not all commodities markets are liquid and able to react quickly and to the extent required in response to 
changes in supply and demand. Since only a few market participants are active on the commodities markets, 
high levels of speculation may have negative consequences for investors and distort prices. 
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Unfavourable weather conditions can affect the supply of certain commodities for a whole year. A supply 
crisis triggered in this way may give rise to sharp and unpredictable price fluctuations. The spread of disease 
and outbreaks of epidemics may also influence the price of agricultural produce. 

Commodities are often produced in emerging countries and demanded by industrialised countries. However, 
the political and economic situation in emerging countries is usually considerably less stable than in the in-
dustrialised countries. They are much more exposed to the risks of rapid political change and economic set-
backs. Political crises may shake investor confidence, and this may in turn influence the prices of commodi-
ties. War or armed conflict may change the supply of and demand for certain commodities. In addition, it is 
possible that industrialised countries may impose an embargo on the export and import of goods and ser-
vices. This could have a direct or indirect impact on the price of commodities. Moreover, a number of com-
modity producers have formed organisations or cartels to regulate supply and thus influence prices. 

Changes in tax rates and customs duties may have the effect of reducing or increasing the profitability of 
producers of commodities. If these costs are passed on to customers, such changes will have an effect on 
the prices of the commodities affected. 

The factors and circumstances described in this section that have or could have a direct or indirect effect on 
the value of commodities may also have a negative impact on the value of the Securities. For example, a 
reduction in availability of a precious metal or commodity is generally reflected in a rise in the price of that 
precious metal or that commodity, which represents a risk for investors in Securities of the "Put" or "Short" 
type described in the Base Prospectus. 

f) Risks in the case of futures and interest rate futures as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with futures and interest rate futures as Underlying are described 
in this sub-category. The most material risks are the risk in connection with futures contracts, particular risks 
relating to dividend futures contracts as the Underlying as well as futures contract with the next expiry date 
and Rollover. The Issuer does not further differentiate the risks listed after the most material risk factors ac-
cording to their materiality. 

Risks in connection with futures contracts 

The price development of futures contracts may adversely affect the value of the Securities and/or 

the amounts payable under the Securities for the Security Holder. 

Futures and interest rate futures are standardised forward contracts based on financial instruments (e.g. 

shares, indices, interest rates, currencies or units of account (including virtual currencies), bonds) known as 

financial futures, or metals and commodities (e.g. precious metals, wheat, sugar), known as commodity fu-

tures. The price of a future or of an interest rate future therefore depends primarily on the performance of the 

relevant reference asset. 

A forward contract constitutes the contractual obligation to buy or sell a certain amount of the relevant object 
of the contract (the "Reference Asset") at an agreed price and at a pre-determined date. Futures contracts 
are traded on derivatives exchanges and are to this end standardised with regard to contract size, nature 
and quality of the object of the contract and, if applicable, places of delivery and delivery dates. 

Generally, there is a high positive correlation between the performance of the price of a Reference Asset on 
the spot market and on the corresponding futures market. However, in principle futures contracts are traded 
at a premium to, or discount from, the spot price of the underlying Reference Asset. The difference between 
the spot price and the futures price, known as the "basis" in the terminology used on futures exchanges, is 
the result of the inclusion of costs usually incurred in connection with spot transactions (storage, delivery, 
insurance etc.) and of income usually generated through spot transactions (interest, dividends etc.) on the 
one hand, and differences in the evaluation of general market factors prevailing on the spot and futures mar-
kets on the other. Moreover, liquidity on the spot market may differ considerably from that on the correspond-
ing futures market, depending on the Underlying. 

Since the Securities are linked to the exchange price of the underlying futures contracts specified in the Final 
Terms, a proper evaluation of the risks associated with the purchase of these Securities requires knowledge 
about the method of operation of and factors affecting the value of futures transactions, in addition to 
knowledge about the market for the Reference Asset underlying the respective futures contract (for further 
information, see also the risks relating to various underlyings that may be the Reference Asset for futures or 
interest rate futures contained in section 2.3.5 of this Base Prospectus). 

Particular risks relating to dividend futures contracts as the Underlying 

Dividends may be subject to unpredictable fluctuations and adversely affect the value of the Securi-
ties and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. 
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Dividend futures contracts represent the total dividends distributed by all of the companies included in the 
index underlying the dividend futures contract in index points, after applying the index divisor. The dividend 
stream for one calendar year is replicated, i.e. the respective contract only represents the dividends ex-
pected for the relevant calendar year. The performance of the index underlying the dividend futures contract 
depends on the declaration and payment of any such dividends payable by the issuers of the relevant 
shares. Such declaration and payment of any dividends payable may be subject to unpredictable fluctuations 
over time. The calculation of the dividend futures contract is based in principle on all ordinary gross dividends 
of the companies included in the underlying index. Special dividends, repayments of capital or similar distri-
butions, however, are disregarded to the extent that the respective index sponsor makes an adjustment to 
the underlying index. Security Holders cannot assume that the companies currently included in the index 
underlying the dividend futures contract will continue to be included in the index in the future. The composi-
tion of the companies included in the index may change during the term of the Securities, which may have a 
negative effect on the Underlying and on the value of the Securities. 

Futures contract with the next expiry date and Rollover 

The "Rolling" of the future contract may adversely affect the performance of the Securities and/or the 

amounts payable under the Securities for the Security Holder. 

Since futures and interest rate futures contracts each have a specific expiry date, the Issuer will, in the case 

of Securities with an unlimited term (Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Mini Futures), as the case may be 

replace the Underlying, at a time specified in the Final Terms, with a futures or interest rate futures contract 

respectively that, apart from having an expiry date further in the future, has the same contract specifications 

as the futures or interest rate futures contract initially serving as the Underlying (known as 'Rollover'). If no 

futures or interest rate futures contract exists at that point in time with underlying terms and conditions or 

principal contract features that match those of the Underlying which it is intended to replace, the Issuer has 

the right, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, to replace the futures or interest rate futures contract 

or to terminate the Securities. 

The Rollover will be carried out on a trading day (the "Rollover Date") within a timeframe specified in the 
Terms and Conditions, before the current futures contract expires. The reference values on the basis of 
which the Rollover of the Underlying to the new Underlying is carried out may be determined by the Issuer in 
its reasonable discretion within the limits specified in the Terms and Conditions. In the case of Securities with 
a barrier, this futures contract determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer is then relevant until the 
next Rollover for determining whether the price of the Underlying has reached, exceeded or fallen below the 
respective barrier. 

A factor which plays a central role with respect to the Rollover is whether the price of the futures contract 
with the next expiry date, i.e. the contract being rolled into, is higher or lower than the price of the expiring 
futures contract. If the market is in "contango", the price of the futures contract with the next expiry date be-
ing rolled into is higher than the price of the expiring futures contract. The reverse situation is known as a 
market in "backwardation". In this case, the price of the futures contract with the next expiry date being rolled 
into is lower than the price of the expiring futures contract. Depending on the variation in price and the struc-
ture of the Security, carrying out the Rollover may work to the disadvantage of the Security Holders. In the 
event of sharply falling or negative prices of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying of Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants or Mini Futures, the current futures contract may also be rolled into an upcoming futures 
contract that does not necessarily correspond to the immediately following futures contract, or the Issuer may 
extraordinarily terminate the Security. 

In connection with the Rollover, the Issuer may make an adjustment to the ratio or the strike and/or other 
product features described in detail in the Terms and Conditions. 

It should be noted that is not possible to quote ongoing buying and selling prices for the Securities in the 
secondary market while a Rollover is being carried out. During this time it will not be possible or it will be 
difficult to buy or sell the Security.  

g) Risk in the case of interest rates as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with interest rates as Underlying are described in this sub-
category. 

Risk in connection with the development of the price 

The development of interest rates depends on a variety of economic factors and in the event of an 

adverse development of these factors, the interest rates and, accordingly, the value of the Securities 

and/or the amounts payable under the Securities may be adversely affected. 
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Interest rates depend on the supply and demand for investments in currencies on the international money 

and capital markets, which are influenced, among other things, by speculative activity, general economic 

factors, interventions by central banks and government agencies or other political factors. The market level 

of interest rates on the money and capital markets, however, is frequently subject to substantial fluctuations, 

as a result of which the Security Holder with interest rates as the Underlying, or as the Reference Asset for 

an interest rate futures contract serving as the Underlying, is exposed to this risk of changes in interest rates. 

If the Underlying is a fixed-interest financial instrument, movements in interest rates can be expected to have 
an especially significant impact on the value of the Securities. A change in the market level of interest rates 
in a particular direction is reflected in a movement in the price of a fixed-interest financial instrument in the 
opposite direction: If the market level of interest rates rises, the price of the financial instrument will usually 
fall until the yield on that instrument is approximately equal to the market rate of interest; this is disadvanta-
geous for investors in Securities of the "Call" or "Long" type. If, on the other hand, the market level of interest 
rates falls, the price of the fixed-interest financial instrument increases until its yield is approximately equal to 
the market rate of interest. This development, in contrast, is unfavourable for investors in Securities of the 
"Put" or "Short" type. 

h) Risks in the case of investment units as the Underlying 

The material and specific risks associated with investment units as Underlying are described in this sub-
category. 

Investors should note that, depending on the type of fund, e.g. share funds, bond funds, annuity 
funds, real estate funds etc. as well as funds investing in a range of assets, the capital paid in to the 
fund is also invested on the capital market. As a result, the risks arise primarily from the nature of 
the fund. This means that the value of an investment unit is subject to the same risks, influences and fluctu-
ations as the assets of which the fund is made up. Furthermore, the value of the investment units may de-
pend, for example, on the investment risks and valuation rules of the assets acquired for the investment 
fund, the investment strategy and investment decisions of the management company of the investment fund, 
regulatory restrictions and the tax burden in connection with the assets acquired for the investment fund, as 
well as the fees and costs at the level of the investment fund. These factors may have a significant adverse 
effect on the price of investment units and, accordingly, the value of the securities. 

In addition, investors should note that, if investment units are used as Underlyings, for the purpose of as-
sessing the performance of the Underlying the relevant reference agent may determine the value of an in-
vestment unit (as a price, redemption price or value designated accordingly) only on valuation dates applica-
ble to the fund. Other values determined for the respective investment unit, in particular any prices of the 
respective investment unit determined and published on a stock exchange, are not taken into account, un-
less the Final Terms expressly provide otherwise. 

Risks in connection with Exchange Traded Funds (ETF), in particular regarding an ETF with a passive man-
agement 

There is a risk that the price of the ETF will develop adversely and accordingly may adversely affect 
the value of the Securities and/or the amounts payable under the Securities. Due to the lack of active-
ly management of the ETF, this in particular relates to ETF with a passive management. 

If the Securities are linked to units of an ETF, the following particular risks arise, which may have a negative 
impact on the value of the ETF units forming the Underlying and thus on the value of the Securities. 

The aim of an ETF is to track an index, a basket or specific individual assets, such as gold (gold ETF), as 
closely as possible. The value of an ETF therefore depends in particular on the price performance of the 
individual index or basket constituents or of the other individual assets. However, the possibility cannot be 
ruled out that the price performance of the ETF may diverge from that of the index, basket or individual as-
sets (known as tracking error). 

In contrast to other investment funds, ETFs are not actively managed by the investment company issuing the 
ETF as a general rule. This means that decisions on the purchase of assets are determined by the index, 
basket, or individual assets. If the prices of the assets underlying an ETF fall, then in principle the price of the 
ETF will fall. 

In addition to the value of the assets underlying an ETF, the price of an ETF may also depend on fees 
charged for managing the ETF, and this may have an indirect effect on the value of the Securities. 

i) Risks relating to virtual currencies as the Underlying 

The specific and material risks associated with virtual currencies as Underlying or Basket Constituent are 
described in this sub-category. The most material risks are the risks in connection with the development of 
the price, risks in connection with the acceptance and reputation of virtual currencies, Regulatory, legal and 
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tax risks as well as risks relating to the technology and its development. The Issuer does not further differen-
tiate the risks listed after the most material risk factors according to their materiality. 

These risks, by themselves or together with further risks and unpredictable factors of which the Issuer is 
currently unaware or which the Issuer currently regards as insignificant, could have an adverse effect on the 
value of the Securities, since the latter are linked to the Underlying and therefore to the virtual currency. The 
market price of the virtual currency could fall and even become zero (0) in the event of the realisation of any 
one or all of these risks.  

Risks in connection with the development of the price 

The price of a virtual currency may change rapidly and fall to zero (0). A higher risk exists that under 
these circumstances, investors could lose part or all of their investment. 

If the underlying is a virtual currency expressed in another currency (for example, US dollar for 1 Bitcoin), the 
performance of the Security is affected by the performance of the virtual currency.  

Virtual currency is a general term under which cryptographic currencies such as Bitcoin are also subsumed. 
The concept of a virtual currency denotes a certain type of unregulated virtual money that is not issued or 
backed by a central bank. The rates of exchange between a currency and a virtual currency are generally 
determined by supply and demand on particular trading platforms on which those virtual currencies are trad-
ed. Those rates of exchange may be affected by a variety of factors such as speculative activity, general 
economic factors, interventions by central banks and government agencies or other political factors (includ-
ing restrictions on buying and selling) – similar to the factors relating to exchange rates (see section 2.3.2 of 
the Base Prospectus).  

The market value of a virtual currency does not depend on a claim or a reference value; it depends in princi-
ple on the investors’ expectation that it will be possible to use the virtual currency in the future for transac-
tions and as a means of payment. The close relationship between the expectations held and the market val-
ue is reflected in higher volatility in the market value of a virtual currency. The degree of acceptance of a 
virtual currency may decline, among other reasons, if the virtual currency is not accepted or no longer ac-
cepted as a means of payment. 

It should be borne in mind that the value of a virtual currency is highly volatile and can rise or fall rapidly. 

Risks in connection with the acceptance and reputation of virtual currencies  

The performance of the virtual currency is in principle based on supply and demand, whereby virtual 
currencies are only used to a limited extent as a means of payment. Virtual currencies are signifi-
cantly dependent on their acceptance and reputation, moreover by the reputation of the places where 
they can be traded. Negative effects on the acceptance and/or the reputation can have a negative 
impact on the value of the virtual currency and thus a correspondingly negative effect on the value of 
the Security. 

The price of a virtual currency is dependent on a number of factors outside the control of the Issuer. An im-
portant point to note is that the value of a virtual currency is very closely linked to investor confidence in that 
virtual currency. If investors lose confidence in the virtual currency, the value of that virtual currency will also 
fall. The market value of a virtual currency is in principle not based on any type of claim nor on a physical 
asset. Instead, its market value depends mainly on the expectation that it will be possible to use it for trans-
actions in the future or – as in the case of the virtual currency Bitcoin, for example – continue to use it for 
transactions as in the past. This close connection between expectation and market value is responsible for 
the current volatility in the market value of a virtual currency, which is expected to continue in future.  

Virtual currencies are only used to a limited extent as a means of payment. This is due in particular to the low 
acceptance as a means of payment. Compared to cashless transactions in currencies such as USD, EUR or 
GBP, transactions in virtual currencies are extremely low. In addition, the equivalent value of transactions in 
virtual currencies in a currency such as USD is difficult to measure due to the sometimes very strong ex-
change rate fluctuations. 

Although some virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin, currently have significant status among virtual currencies 
and in the perception of the public, there is a danger that other virtual currencies may have or acquire com-
petitive advantages, and that the significance of currently successful virtual currencies will decline and that 
they may even be crowded out of the market.  

Virtual currencies can be purchased directly from an owner or via a trading platform. As a rule, these plat-
forms are not regulated. A number of trading platforms have already had to cease their business operations 
or have been closed for other reasons – in some cases due to attacks by hackers. 

Investors in virtual currencies (and therefore indirectly investors in products using virtual currencies as the 
Underlying as well) face higher risks of fraud and loss. Virtual currencies can be stolen, which could result in 
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a total loss. Once acquired, virtual currencies are normally stored in a "virtual wallet" on a computer, note-
book or smartphone. These virtual wallets are usually protected with a private key or password. Virtual wal-
lets usually have a public key and a private key or a password which are used to gain access. However, 
virtual wallets are not completely protected from hackers. Money can be stolen from a virtual wallet in the 
same way as from real wallets. The prospects of getting the money back are slim. This may have an adverse 
effect on the reputation of the currency or of the market place in question, and so negatively impact the mar-
ket price of the relevant virtual currency. 

Transactions in virtual currency are public, but the owners and recipients of the transactions are not. The 
transactions are very difficult to trace and provide users of virtual currencies with a high degree of anonymity. 
The virtual currency’s network can therefore be used in transactions for criminal purposes such as money 
laundering. Abuses of this kind can result in trading platforms being shut down by law enforcement agencies, 
denying access to credit balances on the platform as a result. 

Ownership of certain virtual currencies, e.g. of bitcoins, are determined by knowledge of a "private key" 
which can be thought of as similar to a password that grants the ability to transfer such virtual currency held 
in an individual address. Such virtual currencies are transferred by cryptographically signing a message with 
this private key that tells the network that the owner wishes to move the bitcoins from one public address to 
another specific public address. Public-private key cryptography ensures that all network participants can 
cryptographically verify that a transaction is valid. There exists the risk that private keys may be cracked, i.e. 
decoded, by an unauthorised person and used to verify that a transaction is valid. Today, the encryption of 
transactions is ensured by the difficulty of cracking its code using existing computers. However, private keys 
might be cracked and therefore unsecure when the calculation power of computers advance, such as by the 
development of quantum computers The unsecureness of private keys could have an adversely effect on the 
market price and reputation of respective virtual currency. 

In addition, trading platforms are not banks, managing a virtual currency as a deposit. If a trading platform 
loses units of a virtual currency or has to cease its business operations, there is generally no specific legal 
protection (as provided by a deposit protection scheme, for example) covering losses of units of a virtual 
currency held on the trading platform. This is the case even if the trading platform’s activities are officially 
authorised. 

Specific risks may arise for some trading platforms as a result of the particular features of the respective 
trading platform. For example, the trading platform may have limited transparency with respect both to pric-
ing and to its ownership or corporate structure. Trading platforms with limited transparency may nevertheless 
record high levels of turnover in the virtual currency. If confidence in the respective trading platform declines 
as a result of its limited transparency, this may have adverse effects on trading in the virtual currencies con-
cerned and on the turnover in those currencies. This may in turn have an adverse effect on the market price 
of the respective virtual currency. 

Regulatory, legal and tax risks 

Against the background of the relative novelty and the political discussion about virtual currencies in 
various countries, regulatory, legal and tax risks exist that may have a negative impact on the virtual 
currency and/or the Securities. 

The legal status of virtual currencies may vary between different states. The absence of a uniform regulatory, 
legal and tax framework makes it difficult to assess the risks arising in this connection. Since virtual curren-
cies frequently represent unregulated assets, there is a risk that future political, regulatory and legal (includ-
ing tax) changes may have an adverse effect on the market for virtual currencies and companies operating in 
that market. This could result in the value of the virtual currency concerned being adversely affected. 

Virtual currencies and trading in virtual currencies could be subject to taxation, for example VAT or invest-
ment income withholding tax. All investors should seek information on whether the use of virtual currencies 
gives rise to tax obligations in their particular countries.  

Risks relating to the technology and its development 

The underlying technology is relatively new and untested. The source code could be updated, 
amended, altered or modified from time to time by the developers and/or the community of users. 
There can be no guarantee that such update, amendment, alteration or modification will not adverse-
ly affect the functionality of the respective virtual currency. These negative effects can have a nega-
tive impact on the value of the virtual currency and thus a correspondingly negative effect on the 
value of the Security. 

There is a risk that the source code or protocol on which a virtual currency is based may contain errors. Any 
such error could threaten the integrity and security of the relevant virtual currency and the corresponding 
network. For example, the source code of Bitcoin is public and can be downloaded and inspected by anyone. 
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Nevertheless, there could be an error in the source code that has not yet been found and rectified, or such 
an error could be exploited for as long as it has not been removed. There is the additional risk of an error that 
cannot be rectified. These risks could materially weaken the reputation of a virtual currency, which could 
have an adverse effect on its market price. 

Various virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin, were created in the form of open source software, i.e. as a pro-
gramme that is freely available to everyone. The source code or protocol on which the virtual currencies are 
based is publicly accessible and constantly being developed. The further development and acceptance of 
the protocol depends on a range of factors. The development of virtual currencies could be hindered or de-
layed if disagreements were to arise between the participants, developers and members of the network. 

New and improved versions of the source code must be confirmed by a majority of the members of the net-
work in order to update the source code version. In the event that a majority of the network cannot be 
reached for the purpose of updating the source code, this could mean that urgent updates or improvements 
in the source code are implemented only partially or not at all. If the development of the source code is hin-
dered or delayed, this may have an adverse effect on the value of the virtual currency. Furthermore, there is 
a risk that one or more members of the network could control a majority of the network. In this case, the ma-
jority could impose changes in the source code that have an adverse effect on the market value of the virtual 
currency concerned. For example, such changes could affect the verification procedure, the generation of 
private keys (which are necessary for the purpose of executing transactions) or the subsequent deletion of 
transactions. Such "51% attacks" could result in a general loss of confidence in the virtual currency and the 
possible total cessation of trading. It may be difficult to keep track of these scenarios in some cases and they 
could permanently upset the equal status of the participants in the network. This would cause a loss of repu-
tation and material adverse effects on the market value of the virtual currency concerned. But even if such 
adverse scenarios are not realised, control of the majority of a network could have the same adverse effects 
for the market value of the virtual currency. 

The risk of so-called 51% attacks is not limited to enforcing changes to the source code, but represents a 
general risk. Thus, a person or group of persons who make up the majority of the computing power of the 
network may manipulate transactions within the network (without changing the source code). The risk theo-
retically already exists below the 50% threshold, but is becoming increasingly unlikely. The risk of such at-
tacks increase with the observed pooling of persons into so-called mining pools. In the case of Bitcoin, the 
three largest mining pools already combine more than 51% of the computing power of the Bitcoin network. 

There is a risk that source codes or protocols could be developed further and for various reasons this could 
result in the virtual currency splitting into more than one protocol (known as a "hard fork"). A hard fork is a 
basically change in the consensus rules such that computers running the old code no longer produce trans-
actions recognized as valid by computers running the new code. A hard fork may be uncontentious, conten-
tious, or a spin-off. An uncontentious hard fork can be viewed as a software upgrade that all (or nearly all) 
users agree is beneficial, such that only one network and one set of rules results from the change. In a con-
tentious hard fork, disagreement amongst users may result in two competing incompatible networks that vie 
for the same brand. For example, on 1 August 2017, the Bitcoin network underwent a spin-off hard fork that 
resulted in bitcoin (BTC) and bitcoin cash (BCH).  

In contrast to hard forks, virtual currencies may also "soft fork." A soft fork is a change to the protocol that is 
backwards compatible. This means that upgraded nodes remain on the same network as non-upgraded 
nodes. For example, the Bitcoin network activated the "segregated witness" soft fork ("SegWit") on 
24 August 2017. SegWit separated two parts of the Bitcoin block – transaction data, and the transactions’ 
associated signatures. This data segregation doubled the throughput of the Bitcoin network from 7 transac-
tions to 14 transactions per second. It also eliminated a flaw in the Bitcoin protocol known as "transaction 
malleability," which enabled the construction of supplementary networks that reference or settle to the Bitcoin 
blockchain with greater ease. 

In the context of a hard or soft fork, or other process that results in a division or split of bitcoin into multiple, 
possibly non-fungible, assets, it could be that trading platforms on which virtual currencies are traded will 
temporarily suspend the ability to deposit or withdraw, or buy and sell, the relevant virtual currency on that 
trading platform, until the risks and consequences that may result from the hard fork (such as replay attacks 
or network instability) have been definitively assessed. This could take several days in some circumstances, 
but such timeframe is in general not predictable. During any such temporary suspension, there is a risk that 
the Market Maker will not quote any bid and offer prices for the Securities.  

Furthermore, in the event of a hard or soft fork, or other process that results in a division or split of bitcoin or 
other virtual currencies into multiple, possibly non-fungible, assets is expected, the Issuer has the discretion 
to take appropriate action to align the effects of such process. There exist no right to compensation or own-
ership of any of such assets created in connection with or as a result of a fork. 
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There is a further risk that in the case of a publicly accessible protocol, developers will not have the incentive 
of being remunerated for the further development of the source code. This could mean that the ongoing qual-
itative further development of the source code is hindered or delayed. If the source code is not developed 
further, however, this could have an adverse effect on the value of the virtual currency concerned. 

2.3.6 Risks which apply to all or several Underlyings 

In this sub-category, the material and specific risks which apply to all or several Underlyings are described. 
The most material risks are the risks in connection with the reform of benchmarks, risks in connection with 
psychological effects as well as the volatility risk. 

Risk in connection with the reform of benchmarks 

Due to the regulation and reform of benchmarks, there may be an adjustment or extraordinary termi-
nation of the Securities and this may have an adverse effect on the redemption of the Securities for 
Security Holders. 

The Underlying to which the Securities relate may be so-called benchmarks within the meaning of Regulation 
(EU) 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council on indices used as benchmarks in certain 
financial instruments and financial contracts, as amended (EU Regulation on indices used as benchmarks in 
certain financial instruments and financial contracts, "Benchmark Regulation"). 

According to the Benchmark Regulation, supervised entity, may only use a benchmark as Underlying or 
Basket Component if the benchmark or the administrator of the respective benchmark is entered in a register 
established and maintained by the European Securities and Markets Authority ("ESMA") according to Article 
36 of the Benchmark Regulation. For administrators domiciled outside the Union (so-called third country 
administrators) a transitional arrangement is provided for until 31 December 2021. 

The Benchmark Regulation could have a significant adverse impact on Securities linked to a benchmark, 
including the following events: 

• an index which is a benchmark cannot be used as such or can only be used for a limited transitional 
period to be determined by the Competent Authority if the approval or registration of the Administrator 
is suspended or withdrawn or – in case of third country Administrators – (subject to applicable transi-
tional provisions), does not comply with the conditions of equivalence or rather, until such a decision is 
taken, does not obtain recognition and does not receive the acceptance intended for such purposes; 
and 

• the methodology or other terms of the benchmark could be changed in order to comply with the terms 
of the Benchmark Regulation. Such changes could reduce or increase the respective level of the 
benchmark or affect the volatility of the published level. 

The Benchmark Regulation has led to increased regulatory control of benchmarks and may increase the 
costs and risks associated with the management of benchmarks or otherwise affect the setting of bench-
marks and complying with such rules and requirements.  

This may result in market participants not continuing to manage or participate in the process of establishing 
certain benchmarks or in changes to the rules and methodology according to which certain benchmarks are 
calculated. These factors may also result in the withdrawal of particular benchmarks. 

The discontinuation of benchmarks or changes in the management of benchmarks entail the risk for Security 
Holders that the terms and conditions of the securities may be adjusted, that there may be early redemption, 
that the Calculation Agent may make a discretionary valuation, that there may be other consequences for 
Securities linked to such benchmarks. Any such consequences could have a material adverse effect on the 
value and return of such Securities. 

Risks in connection with psychological effects 

The price of an Underlying can fluctuate strongly due to psychological effects related, for example, 
to sentiments, opinions and rumors in the market, which may have an impact on the performance of 
the Securities. 

Factors of a psychological nature may also have a significant influence on the price of the Underlyings and 
therefore on the performance of the Securities. These frequently irrational factors are almost impossible to 
assess. For example, moods, opinions and rumors may cause a decline or an increase in the price of the 
Underlying even though the fundamental data (e.g. the results of operations or future prospects of a quoted 
company or demand for a particular commodity) have not necessarily changed. In addition, haste and uncer-
tainty often tempt investors to pay close attention to how market participants assess the truth of rumors. If, 
through such effect, the price of the Underlying is affected to the contrary of the market expectations of the 
investor, the investor may suffer a loss. 
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Volatility risk 

Due to the volatility of an Underlying, high losses may occur. 

Volatility denotes the degree of fluctuation or extent of the movement in price of an Underlying or a Security 
within a defined period. Volatility is calculated on the basis of historical data and particular statistical proce-
dures. The higher the volatility is, the greater are the movements in price both upwards and downwards. An 
investment in Securities or Underlyings with a high volatility is therefore fundamentally more risky than an 
investment in Securities or Underlyings with low volatility since it entails greater potential for incurring losses. 
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3. Information about the Issuer 

The required information about Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany as the 
Issuer of the Securities is incorporated by reference in accordance with Article 19 paragraph 1 of the Pro-
spectus Regulation from the Registration Document of the Issuer dated 21 April 2021 which has been ap-
proved by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistung-
saufsicht). 
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4. Information about the Guarantor 

The information required about Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich, Switzerland, as the Guarantor is incorporated 
by reference in accordance with Article 19 paragraph 1 of the Prospectus Regulation from the Registration 
Document of the Guarantor dated 6 April 2021 which has been approved by the German Federal Financial 
Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht). 
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5. Important Information 

5.1 Persons responsible 

Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Bockenheimer Landstraße 24, 60323 Frankfurt am Main as Issuer, Bank 
Vontobel Europe AG, Alter Hof 5, 80331 Munich as Offeror as well as Vontobel Holding AG, Gotthardstrasse 
43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland as Guarantor accept responsibility in accordance with Article 11 paragraph 1 
sentence 2 of the Prospectus Regulation and declare that, to the best of their knowledge, the information 
contained in the Base Prospectus is in accordance with the facts and that the Base Prospectus makes no 
omission likely to affect its import. 

In connection with the issuance, sale and offer of the Securities issued under the Base Prospectus, no per-
son is authorised to circulate any information or make any declarations that are not contained in the Base 
Prospectus. The Issuer, the Offeror and the Guarantor accept no responsibility of any kind for information 
from third parties that is not included in the Base Prospectus.  

The information contained in the Base Prospectus relates to the date of the Base Prospectus and may now 
be incorrect and/or incomplete as a result of changes that have occurred subsequently. The Issuer will pub-
lish significant new factors, material mistakes or material inaccuracies relating to the information included in 
the Base Prospectus in a supplement to the Base Prospectus in accordance with Article 23 of the Prospec-
tus Regulation. 

5.2 Interests of other persons involved in the issue and conflicts of interest 

The interests and conflicts of interest existing within the Vontobel Group have already been described in 
section "2.3.4 Risks in connection with the price determination for the Securities and potential conflicts of 
interest" of the Base Prospectus. 

Third parties may also have an interest in commissions or other commercial interest in the issues to be 
launched under the Base Prospectus. 

It should also be noted that the payment of commissions, price surcharges (premium) and inducements to 
sales partners may generate conflicts of interest to the disadvantage of the investor, because this could cre-
ate an incentive for the sales partner to sell Securities with a higher commission to its customers in prefer-
ence to other products. Such commissions are included in the price of the Security or in case of a price sur-
charge (premium) are to be paid additionally to the issue price. 

The sales partners and investment advisers may be pursuing their own interests with respect to the sale of 
the Securities and their associated advisory activities. A conflict of interest on the part of the advisers may 
result in the advisers making an investment decision or issuing a recommendation in their own interests and 
not in the interests of the investors 

Bank Vontobel Europe AG (or another appointed company) will act as Market Maker for the Securities. 
Through such market making activities, the Market Maker will itself determine the price of the Securities to a 
significant extent. As a result, the prices quoted by the Market Maker will not normally correspond to the 
prices that would have been established without such market making and in a liquid market. 

5.3 Reasons for the offer and intention to generate profit 

The Issuer's objective is to generate profit through the issue or increase of Securities and it will use the pro-
ceeds of the issuance of offering of the Securities to hedge against risks arising from the respective issues. 
The proceeds from the Securities issued under the Base Prospectus will be used to finance the Issuer's 
general business activities. 

For clarification: Although the Cash Amounts or the performance of the Securities are calculated with refer-
ence to a rate, level or price of an Underlying defined in the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer is free to de-
cide on the use of proceeds. The proceeds are basically used to generate profit, to hedge against risks aris-
ing from the issue and/or to protect against certain risks of the Issuer. Under no circumstances the Issuer is 
obliged to invest the proceeds out of the issuance of the Securities in the Underlyings or other assets. The 
Issuer may freely dispose of the issue proceeds. 

5.4 Consent to the use of the Base Prospectus 

The Issuer and the Offeror consent to the use of the Base Prospectus for Public Offers in Denmark, Finland, 
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway and Sweden for the duration of its validity and accept re-
sponsibility for the contents of the Base Prospectus also with respect to any subsequent resale or final plac-
ing of Securities by financial intermediaries. 

This consent by the Issuer and the Offeror is subject to the conditions (i) that the Base Prospectus and the 
Final Terms are provided to potential investors only together with all supplements published up to the time of 
such provision and (ii) that, in making use of the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms, each financial inter-
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mediary ensures that it complies with all applicable laws and legal requirements in force in the respective 
jurisdictions. 

Such consent is given for the term of the respective Securities as specified in the applicable Final Terms. If 
the term of such Securities exceeds the duration of the validity of the Base Prospectus, the subsequent re-
sale and final placement of the Securities can be made during the period in which a Succeeding Base Pro-
spectus (as defined in the respective Final Terms) exists. In this case, the consent to the use of the Base 
Prospectus also applies to the use of the Succeeding Base Prospectus. 

The Issuer reserves the right to withdraw its consent to the use of the Base Prospectus with respect 
to certain distributors and/or all financial intermediaries. The above consent is subject to compliance 
with the selling restrictions applicable to the Securities and with any applicable law. Each financial intermedi-
ary is obliged to only provide the Base Prospectus together with any supplement thereto (if any) to any po-
tential investor. 

If a placement in Italy is planned through a so called "door-to-door selling" (as defined in Article 30 of the Ital-
ian Legislative Decree n. 58 dated 24 February 1998, as amended (the "Italian Financial Service Act")) and 
as indicated in the respective Final Terms, a lead manager may act as "Responsabile del Collocamento" pur-
suant to Article 93-bis lit. e) of the Italian Financial Service Act. The offer period for the Securities placed 
through "door-to-door selling" will be described in the Final Terms. 

In the event that a financial intermediary makes an offer, that financial intermediary shall inform the 
investor about the conditions of the offer as specified in the Base Prospectus at the time the offer is 
made. The above consent is subject to compliance with the sale restrictions on the securities and 
with all applicable laws. Each financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus shall state on its 
website that it is using the Base Prospectus with consent and in accordance with the conditions to 
which the consent is subject. 

5.5 Conditions of the offer 

Under the Base Prospectus Securities are issued by way of a new issue or an increase. Such Securities 
either will be publicly offered pursuant to Article 3 paragraph 1 of the Prospectus Regulation ("Public Offer") 
or will be placed in application of an exceptional case pursuant to Article 1 paragraph 4 of the Prospectus 
Regulation and at the same time admitted to trading on a regulated market (so called "Private Placement"). 
Further information concerning the increase of Securities can be found in section 6.6 of the Base Prospec-
tus. 

The Securities are issued by Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany in the context 
of the Base Prospectus, underwritten in each case (on the basis of a framework agreement between the 
Issuer, Bank Vontobel AG and Vontobel Financial Products Ltd., Dubai International Financial Centre, United 
Arab Emirates, dated 7 April 2010) by Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland (tap 
issue) and offered by Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Munich, Germany. 

Bank Vontobel AG is a wholly owned subsidiary of Vontobel Holding AG and is currently the most important 
fully consolidated group company in the Vontobel Group. Bank Vontobel Europe AG and Vontobel Financial 
Products Ltd. are also wholly owned and fully consolidated subsidiaries of Vontobel Holding AG. The respec-
tive issues of the Securities are made either under a guarantee given by Vontobel Holding AG (the "Guaran-
tee", see section 8) of the Base Prospectus) (the "Guarantee").  

The Issuer is engaged in the issue of securities, including for example the Securities issued under the Base 
Prospectus, as an ongoing business and the new issue and/or increase of securities therefore does not re-
quire any special basis documented in accordance with corporate law. 

The details of the offer and of the sale of the Securities, in particular the issue date, the issue volume offered 
and the issue price of the Securities to be issued under the Base Prospectus and the offer type (Public Offer 
or Private Placement) will be specified in the relevant Final Terms. The issue price of the Securities will be 
set by Bank Vontobel Europe AG or another agent appointed by the Issuer as market maker (the "Market 
Maker"). 

From the start of off-market trading or from the date of stock exchange listing – if provided for in the Final 
Terms – the price of the Securities will be determined by the Market Maker on a continuous basis. 

Delivery of the Securities sold will be made by the relevant paying agent via the relevant central securities 
depository after the issue date on the value date, all as specified in the relevant Final Terms. In the case of a 
sale of the Securities after the value date, delivery will be made via the central securities depository set out in 
the Terms and Conditions in accordance with the applicable local market practices. 

Interested investors may purchase the Securities in the context of the Public Offer in Denmark, Finland, 
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway and/or Sweden – as provided for in the Final Terms - at the 
issue price or at the selling prices quoted by the Market Maker during the term of the Securities via brokers, 
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banks or savings banks from the date on which the Public Offer begins all as specified in the respective Final 
Terms. The minimum trading lot is one Security in each case (unless specified otherwise in the respective 
Final Terms). Details of any transaction costs should be requested from the relevant sales partner or from 
the investor's own bank or broker. No further amounts will be charged to the investor by the Issuer or the 
Offeror over and above the issue price and/or the selling price. 

5.6 Stock exchange listing, trading in the Securities, pricing 

The Securities offered may be bought and/or sold during the term via brokers, banks and savings banks in 
principle in off-market transactions and – if so provided in the Final Terms – in stock exchange transactions. 
The respective Final Terms will contain information on whether an application will be made for the Securities 
to be admitted to trading on the regulated market of a stock exchange or equivalent market and/or to be in-
cluded in trading on a multilateral trading facility (MTF). 

Investors should familiarise themselves with the rules and regulations applying on the relevant stock ex-
changes or off-market trading systems (such as the mistrade rules) before purchasing the Securities. 

Listing 

Where a stock exchange listing is provided for, the Final Terms will contain details of the relevant stock 
exchange, market segments, equivalent market or multilateral trading facility (MTF) to or in which the 
Securities are expected to be admitted or included, together with date of the planned admission or inclusion 
and details of the expected last exchange trading day. In this case, the Securities will also be tradable in 
principle in off-market transactions (as described below). 

Bank Vontobel Europe AG (or another appointed company) will assume an obligation vis-à-vis the particular 
trading venues in compliance with the locally applicable rules and regulations to provide bid and offer prices 
for certain order or Securities volumes under reasonable market conditions (market making). Such an 
obligation will apply only vis-à-vis the trading venue(s) involved. Third parties, such as Security Holders, 
cannot derive any obligation from the above. The purchasers of the Securities can therefore not assume that 
they will be able to sell the Securities at a particular time or at a particular price. In particular, the Market 
Maker is under no obligation to repurchase the Securities. 

The exceptions to the binding commitment, if any, of the Market Maker to set prices apply in accordance with 
the relevant rules and regulations, in particular in the case of: 

• special circumstances on the part of the Market Maker (e.g. telephone problems, technical faults, 
power failure); 

• special market situations (e.g. extraordinary market movement of the Underlying due to special 
conditions in the home market or unusual events during the pricing of the security used as the 
Underlying) or special market situations due to serious disruptions of the economic and political 
position (e.g. acts of terror, crashes); 

• (temporary) sell-out of the issue. In these circumstances, only a bid price must be provided and an 
offer price may not be provided. 

Off-market trading 

If only off-market trading in the Securities is provided for in the Final Terms, the relevant Securities will not be 
included in trading on a stock exchange. It will then be possible in principle, however, to buy or sell the 
Securities offered during their term in off-market transactions. 

No secondary market 

The Final Terms may also specify that no market making will be provided for the Securities to be issued by 
Bank Vontobel Europe AG (or another appointed company). In this event, investors should not assume that it 
will be possible to sell the relevant Securities during their term. 

Pricing 

Under normal market conditions, the Market Maker will quote bid and offer prices for the Securities in an 
issue. However, Bank Vontobel Europe AG (or another appointed company) has no obligation vis-à-vis the 
Security Holders either to perform the function of the Market Maker or to continue with the function of the 
Market Maker once taken up. 

In the event of unusual market conditions or a highly volatile market environment, the Market Maker will 
generally not quote any bid and offer prices. The Market Maker will only quote bid and offer prices for the 
Securities under normal market conditions. But even under normal market conditions, it will not accept any 
legal obligation whatsoever vis-à-vis the Security Holders to quote such prices and to ensure that the prices 
it quotes are appropriate.  
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The issue price and the prices of the Securities set by the Market Maker in the secondary market on an 
ongoing basis are made up of different components. Those components are: the mathematical value of the 
Securities, the margin and, where applicable, any other charges or fees.  

The mathematical value of a Security is calculated on the basis of the pricing model used in each case by 
the Issuer and/or the Market Maker and, in addition to the value of the Underlyings, also depends on other 
variable factors. The other factors can include derivative components, expected income from the 
Underlyings, the volatility of the Underlyings, interest rates, the costs of collateralisation in the case of 
Securities with Collateralisation (COSI), the remaining term of the Securities and the supply and demand for 
hedging instruments. The pricing models are determined by the Issuer and/or Market Maker at its own 
discretion and may differ from the pricing models that other issuers and/or market makers use to calculate 
comparable securities. 

The margin is also set by the Issuer and/or Market Maker at its own discretion and may differ from the 
margins that other issuers and/or Market Makers charge for comparable securities. In addition to income 
considerations, the calculation of the margin also takes into account, among other items, the price and 
volatility of the Underlying, supply and demand for the Securities, the cost of hedging risk, premiums for 
accepting risk, the costs of structuring and selling the Securities and, where applicable, licence or 
management fees. The margin may also include costs and commissions paid to third parties in connection 
with services for placing the Securities. 

The Final Terms will specify whether the prices set by the Market Maker will be quoted as a monetary 
amount per Security or as a percentage. If the price is quoted as a percentage, they will also specify whether 
accrued interest will be included in the pricing. 

5.7 Costs and charges  

The Final Terms may provide for one-off costs, ongoing costs and/or distribution charges.  

If so specified in the Final Terms, one-off costs may occur. One-off costs are regularly already included in the 
price of the product. In case one-off costs are not included in the price of the product, these costs are indi-
cated separately. An example for such a separately indicated one-off cost is the price surcharge (or premi-
um). The price surcharge refers to the additional charge that an investor in the Securities has to pay on top 
of the issue price. It is usually expressed as a percentage of the issue price. The price surcharge is paid to 
the respective distributor; alternatively, the Issuer or the Market Maker may deliver the Securities to the re-
spective distributor at the issue price without a price surcharge. 

If so specified in the Final Terms, ongoing costs may occur. In case of products where fees at product level 
or at the level of the proprietary underlying (such as management or administration fees) or other ongoing 
costs are charged and deducted at the expense of the investor (e.g. for proprietary indices, actively managed 
baskets or "portfolios"), these fees or costs are indicated as ongoing costs. 

If so specified in the Final Terms, distribution charges may occur. Distribution charges may be included in the 
one-off costs or may be paid additionally by the investor. Furthermore, distribution charges may be paid as a 
discount on the issue price or as an one-off and/or periodic payment by the issuer to one or more financial 
intermediaries. For example, the respective distributor may receive a placement commission if so indicated 
in the Final Terms. The placement commission is paid as a revenue-dependent distribution charge to the 
respective distributor. Placement commissions are paid from the sales proceeds as one-time or recurring 
payments; alternatively, the Issuer and/or the Market Maker may grant the respective distributor a corre-
sponding discount on the selling price (with no price surcharge).  

As a further example, the respective distributor may receive a corresponding trailer fee if so specified in the 
Final Terms. The trailer fee (also referred to as a portfolio or trail commission) is a recurring payment to the 
distributor from the sales proceeds depending on the size of the portfolio. 

The distributor acts independently and is not an agent of the Issuer, the Offeror or of the Market Maker. If a 
company of the Vontobel Group is involved in the distribution, the relevant amounts are credited to the dis-
tributing entity. 

Information on any transaction costs may be obtained from the relevant distributor. 

5.8 Note on currency references 

References to "Euro" or "EUR" in the Base Prospectus and in the Final Terms are references to the currency 
introduced at the beginning of the third phase of the European Economic and Monetary Union pursuant to 
the Treaty establishing the European Community, as amended. All references to "US dollars" or "USD" refer 
to dollars of the United States of America, all references to "CHF" refer to francs of the Swiss Federation, all 
references to "JPY" refer to yen of the State of Japan, all references to "HKD" refer to dollars of the Chinese 
special administrative region of Hong Kong, all references to "SGD" refer to dollars of the Republic of Singa-
pore, all references to "GBP" refer to pounds of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, all 
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references to "NOK" refer to kroner of the Kingdom of Norway, all references to "SEK" refer to Kronor of the 
Kingdom of Sweden, all references to "DKK" refer to Kroner of the Kingdom of Denmark and all references 
to "AUD" refer to dollars of the Commonwealth of Australia and all references to "CNH" refer to Renminbi of 
the People’s Republic of China (traded offshore). 

Where figures are quoted in the Final Terms in another currency, this is expressly noted with respect to the 
figures in question by the identification of the relevant currency or the respective currency symbol in accord-
ance with the ISO currency codes (ISO 4217). 

5.9 Approval by the competent authority 

The Issuer makes the following statements: 

a) This Base Prospectus was approved by BaFin under Regulation (EU) 2017/1129. 

b) The BaFin only approves this Base Prospectus with regard to the standards of completeness, com-

prehensibility and coherence set out in the Regulation (EU) 2017/1129. 

c) The approval should not be seen as a confirmation with respect to the quality of the securities which 

are subject of this Base Prospectus. 

d) Investors should make their own assessment of the suitability of these securities for their investment. 

5.10 Form of the Base Prospectus and publication 

The Base Prospectus contains the securities note with the information relating to the Securities to the extent 
known at the date of approval, and the required information concerning both the Issuer and the Guarantor 
which is incorporated by reference into the Base Prospectus from the respective registration document. 

For the purpose of a new issue or an increase of issue of Securities, final terms of the offer ("Final Terms") 
will be prepared containing the information that can only be determined at the date of the respective issue or 
increase of issue of the respective Securities in the context of the Base Prospectus. 

The Final Terms of the Securities will only be determined shortly before the Public Offer and will be filed with 
the BaFin at the latest on the date of the Public Offer in accordance with the provisions of Article 21 of the 
Prospectus Regulation. The Final Terms will not be reviewed by the BaFin. 

The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto, the respective registration documents as well as the 
Final Terms for a particular issue are accessible by entry of the respective ISIN on the website prospec-
tus.vontobel.com. In addition, the Issuer will have copies of the Base Prospectus, any supplements thereto 
and the respective Final Terms available for free distribution. 

5.11 Additional disclosures 

To the extent that information from third parties has been included, the Issuer confirms that information has 
been reproduced correctly. As far as the Issuer is aware and was able to deduce from the information pub-
lished by third parties, no facts have been omitted that would render the information reproduced incorrect or 
misleading. The source of the information is named directly after the disclosure of the information. 

Unless specified otherwise in the Final Terms, the Issuer does not intend to publish post-issuance infor-
mation, unless it is information that is required to be published in accordance with legal obligations or in ac-
cordance with the Terms and Conditions as a notice in a national official journal or on the website prospec-
tus.vontobel.com under the respective heading.  

For clarification: The Issuer will publish significant new factors, material mistakes or material inaccuracies 
relating to the information included in the Base Prospectus in a supplement to the Base Prospectus in ac-
cordance with Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. 
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6. Information about the Securities to be offered 

The Issuer from time to time issues securities with various structures as explained below (the "Securities" or 
"Security Types"). The Securities are underwritten by Bank Vontobel AG, Zurich, and offered by Bank Von-
tobel Europe AG, in each case. The issues of the Securities are made under a guarantee given by Vontobel 
Holding AG, Zurich, Switzerland (the "Guarantee", see section 8 of the Base Prospectus) (the "Guarantee"). 
The Guarantee may be obtained in copy at the office of the Issuer, Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, 
Bockenheimer Landstraße 24, 60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, during usual business hours. 

The issue price of the Securities is set by Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Munich – supported by other compa-
nies of the Vontobel Group. Since the issue size (i.e. the number of Securities), the product features and the 
specific terms of the offer will only be determined at the time of the issue and not at the date of the Base 
Prospectus, this information and the Terms and Conditions set out in section 7 of this Base Prospectus must 
be read together with the Final Terms, which complete the Base Prospectus and are published at the start of 
the Public Offer or Private Placement of the Securities respectively in accordance with Article 21 of the Pro-
spectus Regulation. 

The following description is intended to illustrate the general method of operation of the Securities. 
The Securities are described in detail in the Terms and Conditions. 

The description of the method of operation assumes in principle in that the Security is acquired at the issue 
price at the time of the issue. In case of purchases or sales of the Securities in the secondary market, partic-
ular attention should be paid to the spread, i.e. the difference between the buying and selling prices of the 
Securities set by the Market Maker. 

The Issuer may also increase the issue size of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus. 

The applicable securities identification number of the Securities is set out in the applicable Final Terms. 

6.1 Form of the Securities 

Securities under the Base Prospectus may be issued as further explained in the following: 

(i) German Global Certificates 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate German Global Certificates to be applicable, the Securities will be 
evidenced by a global certificate (Sammelurkunde) in accordance with section 9a of the German Securities 
Custody Act (Depotgesetz) (the "Global Certificate"). The Global Certificate will be deposited with Clear-
stream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, Germany (the "Central Securities Deposito-
ry") and will be kept in custody by the Central Securities Depository until all obligations of the Issuer under 
the Securities have been fulfilled. No definitive securities will be issued. Bearers are entitled to co-ownership 
interests, economical ownership rights or comparable rights in the Global Certificates, which are transferable 
in accordance with the rules of the Central Securities Depository and the laws of Germany. 

(ii) Swiss Uncertificated Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Swiss Uncertificated Securities to be applicable, the Securities rep-
resent intermediated securities within the meaning of the Swiss Federal Act on Intermediated Securities 
(Bundesgesetz über Bucheffekten, "BEG"). They will be issued initially in dematerialised form pursuant to 
article 973 c of the Swiss Civil Code (Zivilgesetzbuch) (law of obligations) as uncertificated securities (Wer-
trechte). Uncertificated securities are created by the Issuer by a registration with a register of uncertificated 
securities maintained by the Issuer. The uncertificated securities are then registered with the main register 
maintained by SIX SIS AG, Baslerstrasse 100, 4600 Olten, Switzerland (the "Central Securities Deposito-
ry"). When the uncertificated securities are registered with the SIX SIS AG's main register and credited in 
one or more securities accounts, intermediated securities are created in accordance with article 6 (1) c) 
BEG. Uncertificated securities in the form of intermediated Securities may be transferred or disposed of in 
some other way only in accordance with the provisions of the BEG and of the applicable law, i.e. by crediting 
the intermediated securities to a securities account of the purchaser. 

(iii) Danish Uncertificated Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Danish Uncertificated Securities to be applicable, the Securities will 
be issued in uncertified and dematerialised book-entry form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the 
system of VP SECURITIES A/S, Weidekampsgade 14, P.O. Box 4040, 2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark ("VP 
SECURITIES" or the "Central Securities Depository") for registration of securities and settlement of securi-
ties transactions in accordance with Consolidated Act No. 1530 of 2 December 2015 on Securities Trading 
etc. (the "Securities Trading Act"), as amended from time to time, and Executive Orders issued thereunder 
including Executive Order No. 819 of 26 June 2013 on the registration of dematerialised securities in a cen-
tral securities depository (Bekendtgørelse om registrering m.v. af fondsaktiver i en værdipapircentral) (the 
"Registration Order"). Transfers of Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance 
with the Securities Trading Act, the Registration Order and the regulations, rules and operating procedures 
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applicable to and/or issued by VP SECURITIES from time to time. The Securities will be issued in uncertifi-
cated and dematerialised book-entry form and no global bearer securities or definitive securities will be is-
sued in respect thereof. The Securities issued and cleared through VP SECURITIES are transferable nego-
tiable instruments and not subject to any restrictions on their transferability within Denmark. 

(iv) Dutch Uncertificated Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Dutch Uncertificated Securities to be applicable, the Securities will 
be issued and represented by a global bearer security (the "Global Security"), which shall be deposited with 
Nederlands Centraal Instituut voor Giraal Effectenverkeer B.V., Herengracht 459-469, 1017 BS Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands ("Euroclear Nederland" or the "Central Securities Depository"). The Securities will be 
registered in uncertificated book-entry form with Euroclear Nederland. No Securities in definitive form will be 
issued. The Securities are subject to the Dutch Securities Giro Act (Wet giraal effectenverkeer, "Wge") (as 
amended from time to time) and the applicable rules issued by Euroclear. Delivery (uitlevering) of Securities 
will only be possible in the limited circumstances prescribed by the Wge. The Security Holders shall receive 
co-ownership participations in and/or rights with respect to the Global Security which are transferable in ac-
cordance with the Wge and the rules and regulations applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear Nederland. 

(v) Finnish Registered Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Finnish Registered Securities to be applicable, the Securities will be 
in dematerialised form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the system of Euroclear Finland Oy, PL 
1110, Urho Kekkosen katu 5C, 00101 Helsinki, Finland (the "Central Securities Depository") for registra-
tion of securities and settlement of securities transactions in accordance with the Finnish Act on Book-Entry 
Accounts (827/1991, as amended and/or re-enacted from time to time) and the Finnish Act on the Book-
Entry System and Clearing Operations (348/2017, as amended and/or re-enacted from time to time) to the 
effect that there will be no certificated securities. 

(vi) French Dematerialised Bearer Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Securities in the form of French Dematerialised Bearer Securities to 
be applicable, the Securities will be issued in bearer dematerialised form (titres au porteur dématérialisés). 
Title to the Securities will be evidenced by book entries (inscription en compte) in the system of Euroclear 
France S.A., 66 rue de la Victoire 75009 Paris, France ("Euroclear France" or the "Central Securities De-
pository"), acting as central depository and which shall credit the accounts of the relevant account holders, 
in accordance with the provisions of the French Monetary and Financial Code (Code Monétaire et Financier) 
relating to Holding of Securities (currently, Articles L. 211-3 et seq. and R. 211-1 et seq. of the French Code 
Monétaire et Financier). No physical document of title (including certificats représentatifs pursuant to Article 
R. 211-7 of the French Code Monétaire et Financier) will be issued in respect of the Securities. Transfers of 
the Securities and other registration measures shall be made in compliance with the French Code Monétaire 
et Financier, the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear 
France. 

(vii) Italian Uncertificated Certificates 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Italian Uncertificated Certificates to be applicable, the Securities are 
issued in bearer uncertificated and dematerialised book-entry form pursuant to the Italian Financial Services 
Act (Testo Unico della Finanza) and cleared through and registered at Monte Titoli S.p.A., with registered 
office in Piazza degli Affari, 6, 20123 Milan, Italy (the "Central Securities Depository") in accordance with 
the Italian Financial Securities Act and the relevant implementing rules governing central depositories, set-
tlement services, guarantee systems and related management companies, issued by Bank of Italy and 
CONSOB. 

No physical securities, such as global temporary or permanent securities or definitive securities will be is-
sued in respect of the Italian Uncertificated Certificates. However, any holder of Italian Uncertificated Certifi-
cates still has the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies paragraph 3, and 83-novies, 
paragraph 1., letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

(viii) Norwegian Registered Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Norwegian Registered Securities to be applicable, the Securities will 
be in dematerialized registered form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the system of the Norwe-
gian Central Securities Depositary VPS ASA, P.O. Box 4, 0051, Oslo, Norway (VPS) (the "Central Securi-
ties Depository") for registration of securities and settlement of securities transactions in accordance with 
the Norwegian Securities Register Act (lov om registrering av finansielle instrumenter 2002 5. juli nr. 64). 
There will be neither global bearer securities nor definitive securities and no physical securities will be issued 
in respect of the Securities. Securities issued through VPS must comply with the Norwegian Securities Trad-
ing Act, and the procedures applicable to and/or issued by the VPS from time to time and as amended from 
time to time. Transfers of the title to the Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accord-
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ance with the Norwegian Securities Register Act (lov om registrering av finansielle instrumenter 2002 5. juli 
nr. 64), the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by VPS. 

(ix) Swedish Registered Securities 

Where the Product Conditions stipulate Swedish Registered Securities to be applicable, the Securities will be 
in dematerialised form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the system of Euroclear Sweden AB, 
Klarabergsviadukten 63, Box 191, SE-101 23 Stockholm, Sweden (the "Central Securities Depository") for 
registration of securities and settlement of securities transactions in accordance with Chapter 4 of the Swe-
dish Financial Instruments Accounts Act (lag (1998:1479) om värdepapperscentraler och kontoföring av fi-
nansiella instrument) (the "SFIA Act") to the effect that there will be no certificated securities. Euroclear 
Sweden is a Swedish private limited liability company which operates under the supervision of the Swedish 
Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) and is authorised as a central securities depository. 

The holder of Swedish Registered Securities will be the person evidenced as such by the register for such 
Securities maintained by Euroclear Sweden on behalf of the Issuer. Where a nominee (förvaltare) in accord-
ance with the SFIA Act is so evidenced it shall be treated by the Issuer as the holder of the relevant Swedish 
Registered Securities. 

Title to the Swedish Registered Securities will pass by way of registration in the Euroclear Sweden register, 
perfected in accordance with the legislation (including the SFIA Act), rules and regulations applicable to 
and/or issued by Euroclear Sweden that are in force and effect from time to time. 

Settlement of sale and purchase transactions in respect of Swedish Registered Securities in Euroclear Swe-
den will take place in accordance with market practice at the time of the transaction. Transfers of interests in 
the relevant Swedish Registered Securities will take place in accordance with the then applicable rules and 
procedures of Euroclear Sweden. 

The person evidenced (including any nominee) as a holder of Swedish Registered Securities shall be treated 
as the holder of such Swedish Registered Securities for the purposes of payment of principal or interest on 
such Swedish Registered Securities. 

The Issuer shall have the right to obtain extracts from the debt register of Euroclear Sweden. 

6.2 General description of the Securities 

The Securities (Leverage Products) issued under the Base Prospectus are tradeable securities and give the 
respective Security Holder (in accordance with the Final Terms of the Securities) the right to the payment of 
a Cash Amount by the Issuer. The rights of the respective Security Holders are governed in detail by the 
applicable Terms and Conditions and are either represented by a global certificate or global note or are reg-
istered as uncertificated, book-entry securities during the term of the Securities, in accordance with the Final 
Terms. The settlement procedure for the Securities is described in section 3 of the General Conditions in 
conjunction with the Product Conditions. 

On the basis of the Securities, investors can participate in the performance of a particular Underlying (share, 
security representing shares (ADR/GDR) or other dividend-bearing security, bond, index, commodity, future 
or interest rate future, exchange rate, interest rate or investment unit or virtual currency) without having to 
purchase the respective Underlying directly. Because of various features of the Securities, an investment in 
the Securities is not comparable to a direct investment in the respective underlying. This includes, in particu-
lar, the finite term (except for Securities with an Open End structure), potential redemption in the form of the 
payment of the Cash Amount as provided for, the absence of a right to distributions (e.g. dividends), sub-
scription rights or other similar income, and the risk of the insolvency of the Issuer and of the relevant Guar-
antor. Depending on the Security Type, there are other product features that distinguish the Securities from a 
direct investment. 

The Warrants, Discount Warrants, Knock-Out Warrants, Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss and Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants of the put type and Mini Futures of the short type, in particular, are not comparable with 
a direct investment in the Underlying because changes in the value of the Security move in the opposite 
direction to changes in the value of the Underlying. Also, it should be noted that the risk profile of a Inline 
Warrants differs from that of a Warrant (call or put type). In the case of Inline Warrants, there is the risk that 
the value of the Underlying, as defined in the Final Terms, may be on or above the upper or on or below the 
lower barrier. In this case, the investor will receive no or only a small cash amount, as defined in the respec-
tive Final Terms. The effects of the volatility of the Underlying are more significant (i.e. in the worst case a 
total loss for the investor) than the effects of the volatility of the Underlying in case of a Warrant (call or put 
type); especially in times of high volatility or a corresponding market expectation for the remaining term or 
observation period of an Inline Warrant, an investor must expect significant losses up to a total loss. 

Investors must therefore form a well-founded opinion about the performance of the respective Underlying 
when making their investment decisions, and must always be aware that the past performance of an Under-
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lying does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about its future performance. Investors must also always 
be aware that the performance of the market may be different from the performance that they had hoped for. 

The purchase of the Securities may lead to a loss of the capital invested by the investor. In the worst case, 
the risk of loss may result in the total loss of the capital invested and the transaction costs incurred. 
This risk exists irrespective of the financial capacities of the Issuer and of the relevant Guarantor. The Secu-
rities will only produce a positive return if the Cash Amount is higher than the purchase price the investor has 
paid for the Security (including any associated costs and fees). If the Cash Amount is lower than the pur-
chase price paid (including any associated costs and fees), the investor will suffer a loss. 

Investors must always be aware that the market may perform differently from what they had hoped. Especial-
ly in the case of Securities issued with a finite term, i.e. with a maturity date specified on the issue date, in 
accordance with the Final Terms, there can be no assurance that the price of the Securities will subsequently 
recover its value and return to the level of the purchase price paid by the investor prior to maturity. 

6.3 Description of the rights 

Upon the purchase of the Securities, the Issuer grants each Security Holder the right to redemption, i.e. to 
the payment of a Cash Amount on the maturity of the Securities, and – in the case of Securities with an in-
definite term (Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Mini Futures) – to the exercise and redemption of the Se-
curities. All rights and obligations arising in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions, see section 7 of the Base Prospectus. 

Limitations to the rights 

In addition to particular rights applicable in the event of a market disruption (see section 7.1 of the Base Pro-
spectus (Section 7 of the General Conditions)), the Issuer has the ability to terminate the Securities extraor-
dinarily in certain cases described in Section 6 of the General Conditions by giving notice pursuant to Sec-
tion 12 of the General Conditions. These extraordinary termination rights will be exercised, for example, in 
cases where, following changes in the Underlying, it is not possible in the Issuer's opinion to make an ad-
justment to the Securities linked to the affected Underlying that makes sense in financial terms or in the 
event of sharply falling or negative prices of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying of Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants or Mini Futures. 

Furthermore in the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants and Mini Futures (i.e. Securities with an indefinite 
term), the Issuer reserves the right in accordance with Section 5 of the General Conditions to ordinarily, i.e. 
without a particular reason, terminate the Securities in whole but not in part.  

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay the Extraordinary Termination Amount 
pursuant to Section 6(3) of the General Conditions (see section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus). There exists 
the risk that the extraordinary termination amount may be zero (0). 

Ranking of the Securities 

The Securities constitute direct and unsecured obligations of the Issuer that rank pari passu in relation to one 
another and in relation to all other current and future unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Issu-
er, with the exception of obligations that have priority due to mandatory statutory requirements. 

A further detailed description of the rights attaching to the Securities – including any limitations to 
them – is contained in the following section 7.4 of the Base Prospectus as well as in the Terms and 
Conditions. 

6.4 Operation of the Securities 

6.4.1 General information applying to all products 

The following section contains a general description of the method of operation and principal features of the 
various Security Types that are the subject of the Base Prospectus. The final features of the Securities will 
be specified in the Final Terms. The rights and obligations of the Issuer and of the Security Holders are gov-
erned finally by the Terms and Conditions. 

Derivative component/leverage effect 

All of the Security Types presented in the Base Prospectus are particularly risky investment instru-
ments which combine features of derivatives transactions with those of leveraged products. The lev-
erage effect is the consequence of the fact that, compared to a direct investment in the Underlying, a small-
er amount of capital needs to be employed for an investment in these Securities. As a result, these Securi-
ties create opportunities for profit that can be greater than those of other investments. At the same time, 
however, these Securities are also associated with disproportionate risks of loss. With Securities whose type 
is described as call or long, investors can focus on rising prices of the respective Underlying, while with Se-
curities whose type is described as put or short, investors can focus on falling prices of the respective Under-
lying. Securities evidencing a so-called "long position" simulate a "purchase" of the Underlying; Securities 
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evidencing a so-called "short position" simulate a "sale" of the Underlying. Consequently, all Security Types 
have a derivative component, i.e. they are financial instruments whose value is derived from the value of 
another financial instrument, the Underlying. 

No current income 

The Securities do not provide current income (such as interest or dividends). The only method of generating 
income is an increase in the price of the Security. Investors must always bear in mind that the performance 
of the market may differ from their expectations. The investor's potential gain or loss is always dependent on 
the purchase price paid for the Securities and is calculated as the difference between the purchase price and 
the Cash Amount, or the difference between the purchase price and the selling price in the event that the 
Securities are sold prior to maturity (in each case taking into account transaction costs and any taxes in-
curred). 

Term, early termination 

The Security Types analysed below are issued either with or without a finite term. Especially in cases where 
the Securities have a finite term or the term ends early as a result of termination by the Issuer or for other 
reasons (as described below for the individual Security Types, where applicable), there can be no assur-
ance, in the event that the Security performs badly for the respective investor in relation to its purchase price, 
that its value will subsequently recover before the end of the term to a level at which the respective investor 
will at least not incur a loss. The term of the Securities ends in all cases with redemption on the relevant date 
in each case. Participation in any subsequent price movement of the Underlying in a direction that is favour-
able for the investor is excluded. 

Ratio 

The Securities are issued with a ratio. The ratio may be expressed as a number or as a fraction and indi-
cates the number of units of the Underlying to which one Security is linked. 

For example: If the ratio is expressed as a number and equals 10, one Security is linked to 10 units of the 
Underlying. On the other hand, a ratio expressed as a fraction, for example 10:1, indicates that 10 Securities 
are linked to 1 unit of the Underlying. Since in the latter example one Security is linked to one tenth of an 
Underlying, therefore, this ratio could also be expressed as the number 0.1. 

Currency conversion/Quanto Structure 

If the Underlying for the Securities is denominated wholly or partly in a currency other than the settlement 
currency, the respective rate of exchange between the currency of the Underlying and the settlement curren-
cy plays an important role in calculating the Cash Amount. This exchange rate may be constantly changing 
and may be different on the date of the currency conversion from the rate of exchange on the date when 
the Securities were purchased. Changes in the rate of exchange between the currency of the Underlying and 
the settlement currency will already affect the value of the Securities during their term, since the bid and offer 
prices are quoted in the relevant settlement currency. 

The Issuer may provide in the Final Terms for all of the Security Types presented below that the features of 
the Securities include currency hedging, with the result that the movement of the exchange rate between the 
currency of the Underlying and the settlement currency has no effect on the level of the Cash Amount of the 
Security. The Issuer or Market Maker achieves this using a quantity adjusted option, short Quanto ("Quanto 
Structure"), and specifies the conversion rate between the two currencies at the time of the issue. In the 
case of Securities with a Quanto Structure, therefore, conversion from the currency of the Underlying into the 
settlement currency of the Securities uses a conversion rate of 1:1. 

For Securities without a Quanto Structure, the Cash Amount is converted into the settlement currency at the 
relevant conversion rate. In this event, the Issuer will specify the relevant exchange rate for the conversion of 
any payments arising from the Securities in the Terms and Conditions. 

Determination of the Product Features 

The "Product Features" of the Securities as particularly defined in the General Conditions will principally be 
determined at the beginning of the offer of the Securities and specified in the Product Conditions. 

The individual Security Types are explained below (excluding taxes, charges and transaction costs). The 
redemption profiles shown below are mere illustrative in nature. 

6.4.2 Warrants (Product No. 1) 

Warrants are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (Call type) or fall (Put type) in the 
price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

With a Call Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the rising reference price of an Under-
lying. The value of the Call Warrant will track the positive performance of the Underlying above the strike at 
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maturity taking into account the Ratio. In this case, the profit potential is in principle not limited. Due to the 
significantly lower purchase price of the Call Warrant in comparison to an alternative direct investment in the 
Underlying, a leverage effect results. The profit potential for an upward movement is basically not limited; 
conversely, investors are also leveraged in a downward movement (negative scenario).  

With a Put Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the decrease of an Underlying's refer-
ence price. The value of the Put Warrant will, at maturity, track the negative performance of the Underlying 
below the strike taking into account the Ratio. In this case, the profit potential is basically limited only by the 
fact that each Underlying can decrease to a maximum of zero (0) currency units. Due to the substantially 
lower purchase price of the Put Warrant in comparison to an alternative covered short sale of the Underlying, 
a leverage effect results. The maximum profit is obtained in the rather theoretical case of a worthless Under-
lying; conversely, investors are also leveraged in an upward movement (negative scenario). 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.1 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount (Section 3 of the General Conditions 
in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Conditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to 
make adjustments to the product features and to the Underlying of the Securities (Section 6 of the General 
Conditions) or in the event of a market disruption on the relevant valuation date in the particular case (Sec-
tion 7 of the General Conditions). In addition, in the case of Warrants with American exercise type, the inves-
tor has the right to redeem those Securities (exercise right of the Security Holder), provided that the investor 
complies with the preconditions for effective exercise set out in section 4 of the General Conditions. 

Redemption 

Warrants have a fixed term and in principle grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash Amount on the 
Maturity Date. The Warrants may be issued either with (American exercise type) or without (European exer-
cise type) an exercise right of the Security Holder. The Issuer will include the relevant specifications in the 
Final Terms. In both cases the Security is exercised automatically and redeemed at the end of the term, if 
the Cash Amount – determined as described below – is positive. If an exercise right of the Security Holder 
has been provided for, the Security Holder may also exercise the Securities on the exercise dates specified 
in the Final Terms and so – in the event of effective exercise – request payment of the Cash Amount prior to 
the end of the term. The holder's rights arising from the Securities then expire upon the early redemption. 

The Cash Amount for the Warrants is dependent on the performance of the respective Underlying. The level 
of the Cash Amount is determined as follows. 

In the case of Warrants of the call type, the Cash Amount is derived from the difference between the rele-
vant price of the Underlying on the valuation date (the reference price) and the strike. 

For Securities of the put type, the Cash Amount is calculated from the difference between the strike and the 
reference price. 

Consequently, the level of the respective Cash Amount is based on the amount by which the reference price 
is higher than (call type) or lower than (put type) the strike. 

For both Security Types (call and put), the strike and the reference price (i.e., a particular rate, level or price 
of the Underlying, specified at the date of issue, on a particular date, the valuation date) serve as the basis 
for calculating the Cash Amount. 

With respect to the automatic exercise of the Securities at the end of their term, the Issuer will specify the 
relevant valuation date for the purpose of determining the reference price in the Final Terms. Where an exer-
cise right of the Security Holder has been provided for, the valuation date is generally the exercise date on 
which the security right is effectively exercised by the Security Holder pursuant to section 4 of the General 
Conditions. 

The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formu-
la: 

Call Warrant Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(reference price - strike) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(reference price - strike) x ratio  

Put Warrant Cash Amount: 
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if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(strike – reference price) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(strike – reference price) x ratio. 

If the currency of the Underlying is different from the settlement currency of the Securities, the Cash Amount 
is converted into the settlement currency of the Securities in accordance with the relevant conversion rate. 

If the Cash Amount that has been determined is not positive, the Issuer will, as specified in the Product Con-
ditions, either arrange for the Securities to be debited for no value or for an base settlement amount of as a 
rule 0.001 units in the settlement currency (so-called Base Settlement Amount) to be paid, which repre-
sents a total loss in economic terms in both cases. 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 1.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Strike: USD 50.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 

• Ratio: 0.1 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the call type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

max(0 ; (reference price – strike) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Reference price of the un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 2.29 a gain of EUR 1.29 

USD 70.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 63.10 EUR 1.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.38 a loss of EUR 0.62 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 35.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 20.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the put type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

max(0 ; (strike – reference price) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Reference price of the un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 70.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 46.00 EUR 0.31 a loss of EUR 0.69 
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Reference price of the un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 36.90 EUR 1.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 30.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 25.00 EUR 1.91 a gain of EUR 0.91 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.3 Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 2) 

Knock-Out Warrants are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (call) or fall (put) in the 
price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

Knock-Out Warrants are issued with a fixed maturity. 

With a call Knock-Out Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the rising reference price of 
an Underlying. The positive as well as the negative performance of the Underlying is tracked with a call 
Knock-Out Warrant by 1:1. Due to the significantly lower purchase price of the call Knock-Out Warrants in 
comparison to an alternative direct investment in the Underlying, a leverage effect results. The profit potential 
for an upward movement is basically not limited; conversely, investors are also leveraged in a downward 
movement (negative scenario). Once the reference price of the Underlying reaches or falls below a certain 
barrier in case of a downward movement, the call Knock-Out Warrants are exercised automatically and be-
come worthless. 

With a put Knock-Out Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the decrease of an Underly-
ing's reference price. The positive as well as the negative performance of the Underlying is tracked with a 
put knock-out warrant taking into account the Ratio. Due to the substantially lower purchase price of the put 
Knock-Out Warrants in comparison to an alternative covered short sale of the Underlying, a leverage effect 
results. The maximum profit is obtained in the rather theoretical case of a worthless Underlying; conversely, 
investors are also leveraged in an upward movement (negative scenario). Once the reference price of the 
Underlying reaches or exceeds a certain barrier in case of an upward movement, the put Knock-Out War-
rants are exercised automatically and become worthless. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.2 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount and to the occurrence of a barrier 
event (Section 3 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Con-
ditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make adjustments to the product features and to the Underlying 
of the Securities (Section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the event of a disruption on the relevant valua-
tion date (Section 7 of the General Conditions). 

Redemption at the end of the term 

Knock-Out Warrants have a fixed term and grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash Amount on the 
Maturity Date, unless a barrier event occurs and the term ends early with the Securities expiring 
worthless (as described below under Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event). Knock-Out 
Warrants are issued with European exercise type. This means the Security Holder has no exercise right with 
regard to the Knock-Out Warrants during the term of the Securities. Instead the Securities will be exercised 
automatically at the end of the term, subject to the occurrence of a barrier event in the meantime. 

The Cash Amount for the Knock-Out Warrants is dependent on the performance of the respective Underly-
ing. The level of the Cash Amount is determined as follows. 

In the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the call type, the Cash Amount is derived in principle from the differ-
ence between the relevant price of the Underlying on the valuation date (the reference price) and the strike. 

For Securities of the put type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle from the difference between the 
strike and the reference price. 

Consequently, the level of the respective Cash Amount is based on the amount by which the reference price 
is higher than (call type) or lower than (put type) the strike. 

For both Security Types (call and put), the strike and the reference price (i.e., a particular rate, level or price 
of the Underlying, specified at the date of issue, on a particular date, the valuation date) serve as the basis 
for calculating the Cash Amount. For Securities of the call type, the strike is lower than the price of the (ini-
tial) Underlying on the issue date, while for Securities of the put type, the strike is higher than the price of the 
(initial) Underlying on the issue date. 
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The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formu-
la: 

Knock-Out Warrant of the call type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(reference price - strike) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(reference price - strike) x ratio  

Knock-Out Warrant of the put type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(strike - reference price) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(strike - reference price) x ratio. 

If the currency of the Underlying is different from the settlement currency of the Securities, the Cash Amount 
is converted into the settlement currency of the Securities in accordance with the relevant conversion rate. 

If the Cash Amount that has been determined is not positive, the Issuer will, as specified in the Product Con-
ditions, either arrange for the Securities to be debited for no value or for an base settlement amount of as a 
rule 0.001 units in the settlement currency (so-called Base Settlement Amount) to be paid, which repre-
sents a total loss in economic terms in both cases. 

Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event 

A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying (known as the observation price) touches or 
falls below (call type) or touches or rises above (put type) a particular price threshold (known as the knock-
out barrier) at a particular time (the observation time). A single occasion on which the observation price 
touches or – depending on the Security Type – falls below or rises above the barrier is sufficient to trigger a 
barrier event. The Securities are exercised automatically and immediately expire worthless. Upon the 
occurrence of a barrier event, the term of the Securities ends early without any further action by the 
Security Holder. 

Since the knock-out barrier is equal to the strike, the Cash Amount in this case is zero (0), unless the Issuer, 
instead of debiting the Securities for no value, pays a Base Settlement Amount, which also represents a total 
loss in economic terms. 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 1.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Strike: USD 50.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 

• Ratio: 0.1 

No barrier event 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the call type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

max(0 ; (reference price – strike) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 
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Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 2.29 a gain of EUR 1.29 

USD 70.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 63.10 EUR 1.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.38 a loss of EUR 0.62 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 35.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 20.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the put type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

max(0 ; (strike – reference price) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 70.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 46.00 EUR 0.31 a loss of EUR 0.69 

USD 36.90 EUR 1.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 30.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 25.00 EUR 1.91 a gain of EUR 0.91 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.4 Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss (Product No. 3) 

Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (call) or 
fall (put) in the price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss are issued with a fixed maturity. 

In principle, the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss have the same function as the Knock-Out Warrants 
without Stop Loss described in the introduction of section 6.4.3 above. Instead of the Knock-Out barrier, both 
option types (call or put) of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss have the so-called Stop Loss barrier. For 
Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the call type, the stop loss barrier is placed higher than the (initial) 
strike, while the option type put is lower than the (initial) strike. A barrier event occurs if a particular price of 
the Underlying touches or falls below (call type) or touches or rises above (put type) the Stop Loss barrier at 
a particular time (the so called observation time). Then, the Issuer will redeem the Securities in accordance 
with the respective Terms and Conditions. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.3 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount and to the occurrence of a barrier 
event (Section 3 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Con-
ditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make adjustments to the product features and to the Underlying 
of the Securities (Section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the event of a disruption on the relevant valua-
tion date (Section 7 of the General Conditions). 

Redemption 

Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss have a fixed term and grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash 
Amount on the Maturity Date, unless a barrier event occurs and the term of the Securities ends early 
(as described below under "Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event"). Knock-Out Warrants 
with Stop Loss are issued with European exercise type. This means the Security Holder has no exercise 
right with regard to the Knock-Out Warrants during the term of the securities. Instead the securities will be 
exercised automatically at the end of the term, subject to the occurrence of a barrier event in the meantime. 

The Cash Amount for the Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss is dependent on the performance of the re-
spective Underlying. The level of the Cash Amount is determined as follows. 
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In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the call type, the Cash Amount is derived in principle 
from the difference between the particular rate, level or price of the Underlying on the valuation date (the 
valuation price) and the strike. 

In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the put type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle 
from the difference between the strike and the valuation price. 

Consequently, the level of the respective Cash Amount is based on the amount by which the valuation price 
is higher than (call type) or lower than (put type) the strike. 

For both Security Types (call and put), the strike and the valuation price serve as the basis for calculating 
the Cash Amount. For Securities of the call type, the strike is lower than the price of the (initial) Underlying 
on the issue date, while for Securities of the put type, the strike is higher than the price of the (initial) Under-
lying on the issue date. 

The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formu-
la:  

Knock-Out Warrant with Stop Loss of the call type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(valuation price - strike) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(valuation price - strike) x ratio  

Knock-Out Warrant with Stop Loss of the put type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(strike – valuation price) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(strike – valuation price) x ratio. 

If the currency of the Underlying is different from the settlement currency of the Securities, the Cash Amount 
is converted into the settlement currency of the Securities in accordance with the relevant conversion rate. 

If the Cash Amount that has been determined is not positive, the Issuer will, as specified in the Product Con-
ditions, either arrange for the Securities to be debited for no value or for an base settlement amount of as a 
rule 0.001 units in the settlement currency (so-called Base Settlement Amount) to be paid, which repre-
sents a total loss in economic terms in both cases. 

Redemption at the end of the term 

Provided that a barrier event has not occurred and the term of the Securities has not ended early (as 
described below under Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event), the reference price (i.e., a 
particular rate, level or price of the Underlying, specified at the date of issue, on a particular date, the valua-
tion date serves as the valuation price for the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount. 

Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event 

The features of both Security Types (call and put) include a price threshold (known as the Stop Loss barri-
er). For Securities of the call type, the Stop Loss barrier is higher than the (initial) strike on the issue date, 
while for Securities of the put type, the Stop Loss barrier is lower than the (initial) strike on the issue date. 

A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying (known as the observation price) touches or 
falls below (call type) or touches or rises above (put type) a particular price threshold (known as the Stop 
Loss barrier) at a particular time (the observation time). A single occasion on which the observation price 
touches or – depending on the Security Type – falls below or rises above the barrier is sufficient to trigger a 
barrier event. The Securities are exercised automatically. 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the same formula as in the case of redemption at the end of 
the term, but the "Stop Loss reference price" is used as the valuation price for the purpose of determining 
the Cash Amount. This rate, level or price of the Underlying is determined by the calculation agent in its rea-
sonable discretion within a period of time specified in the Product Conditions following the occurrence of the 
barrier event. The possibility cannot be excluded that the Cash Amount, especially in the case of a rapidly 
falling (call) or rising (put) price of the Underlying, may be zero (0). If the Issuer, instead of debiting the Secu-
rities for no value, pays a Base Settlement Amount, this nevertheless represents a total loss in economic 
terms. Upon the occurrence of a barrier event, the term of the Securities ends early without any further action 
by the Security Holder. 
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Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 1.00 

• Underlying: share  

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Strike: USD 50.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 

• Ratio: 0.1 

No barrier event 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the call type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

max(0 ; (valuation price – strike) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Valuation price of the Under-

lying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 2.29 a gain of EUR 1.29 

USD 70.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 63.10 EUR 1.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.38 a loss of EUR 0.62 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 35.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 20.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the put type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

max(0 ; (strike – valuation price) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Valuation price of the Under-

lying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 70.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 46.00 EUR 0.31 a loss of EUR 0.69 

USD 36.90 EUR 1.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 30.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 25.00 EUR 1.91 a gain of EUR 0.91 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.5 Open End Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 4) 

Open End Knock-Out Warrants are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (call) or fall 
(put) in the price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

Open End Knock-Out Warrants are issued without a fixed maturity, i.e. Open End. 
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In principle, Open End Knock-Out Warrants have the same function as the Knock-Out Warrants without Stop 
Loss described in the introduction of section 6.4.3 above. The main difference is that the Open End Knock-
Out Warrants do not have a fixed maturity. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.4 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount and to the occurrence of a barrier 
event (Section 3 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Con-
ditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make extraordinary adjustments to the product features and to 
the Underlying of the Securities (Section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the event of a disruption on the 
valuation date (section 7 of the General Conditions). 

In addition, the product features of these Securities are adjusted on an ongoing basis in accordance with 
certain criteria that are prescribed in the Product Conditions. Furthermore, the investor has the right to re-
deem these Securities (exercise right of the holder), provided that the investor complies with the precondi-
tions for effective exercise (Section 4 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). 
The Issuer has granted itself an ordinary right of termination in respect of these Securities (Section 5 of the 
General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). In the event of an ordinary termination – as 
in the case of an extraordinary termination – the term of the Securities ends early. 

Redemption in the case of exercise or ordinary termination by the Issuer 

Open End Knock-Out Warrants do not have a fixed term and therefore do not grant the holder the right to 
payment of the Cash Amount on a particular date, specified in advance at the time of issue. 

If the Security Holder is unable or unwilling to sell his Securities on a stock exchange or off-market, he will be 
able to redeem the Securities only if he exercises the Open End Knock-Out Warrants issued with American 
Exercise Style effectively or if the Issuer terminates the Securities early and as a result – subject to the 
occurrence of a barrier event in the meantime (as described below under Early redemption on the occur-
rence of a barrier event) – the Cash Amount is paid in both cases. The rights arising from the Securities ex-
pire in both cases upon redemption. 

It should also be noted in the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants that some of the product features, in 
particular the strike, the knock-out barrier and, where applicable, the Underlying, are adjusted on an ongoing 
basis in accordance with certain rules described in more detail below. The calculation of the Cash Amount 
described below therefore always relates to the current strike (and current knock-out barrier and, where 
applicable, current Underlying) applicable at the particular time. 

The Cash Amount for the Open End Knock-Out Warrants is dependent on the performance of the respective 
Underlying. The level of the Cash Amount in the event of effective exercise or of ordinary termination by the 
Issuer is calculated as follows. 

In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the call type, the Cash Amount is derived in principle from 
the difference between the particular rate, level or price of the Underlying specified at the date of issue, on a 
particular date, (the valuation date) (the reference price) and the current strike. 

In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the put type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle 
from the difference between the current strike and the reference price. 

Consequently, the level of the respective Cash Amount is based on the amount by which the reference price 
is higher than (call type) or lower than (put type) the current strike. 

For both Security Types (call and put), the current strike and the reference price serve as the basis for calcu-
lating the Cash Amount. 

In the event that the rights associated with the Securities are exercised by means of exercising the Securi-
ties, the valuation date is in principle the date on which the security right is effectively exercised by the Secu-
rity Holder in accordance with section 4 of the General Conditions, so that the reference price is also deter-
mined accordingly. In the event of ordinary termination by the Issuer, the valuation date, and therefore the 
date on which the reference price is determined, is based on the timing and content of the termination (de-
tails in section 5 of the General Conditions). 

The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formu-
la: 

Open End Knock-Out Warrant of the call type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(reference price - current strike) / ratio  
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if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(reference price - current strike) x ratio  

Open End Knock-Out Warrant of the put type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(current strike - reference price) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(current strike - reference price) x ratio. 

If the currency of the Underlying is different from the settlement currency of the Securities, the Cash Amount 
is converted into the settlement currency of the Securities in accordance with the relevant conversion rate. 

If the Cash Amount that has been determined is not positive, the Issuer will, as specified in the Product Con-
ditions, either arrange for the Securities to be debited for no value or for an base settlement amount of as a 
rule 0.001 units in the settlement currency (so-called Base Settlement Amount) to be paid, which repre-
sents a total loss in economic terms in both cases. 

Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event 

A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying (known as the observation price) touches or 
falls below (call type) or touches or rises above (put type) a particular price threshold (known as the knock-
out barrier) at a particular time (the observation time). The knock-out barrier is subject to regular adjust-
ment as described below, with the result that the occurrence of a barrier event always depends on the re-
spective current knock-out barrier. The current knock-out barrier is always equal to the current strike and is 
below the price of the Underlying at the date of issue in the case of Securities of the call type and above the 
price of the Underlying in the case of Securities of the put type. 

A single occasion on which the observation price touches or – depending on the Security Type – falls below 
or rises above the current knock-out barrier is sufficient to trigger a barrier event. The Securities are exer-
cised automatically and immediately expire worthless. Upon the occurrence of a barrier event, the 
term of the Securities ends early without any further action by the Security Holder. 

The occurrence of such a barrier event generally takes precedence, in accordance with the Terms and Con-
ditions, over the exercise (see section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus, Section 4 of the General Conditions) or 
termination (see section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus, section 5 of the General Conditions) of the Securities. 

Since the current knock-out barrier is equal to the current strike, the Cash Amount in this case is zero (0), 
unless the Issuer, instead of debiting the Securities for no value, pays a Base Settlement Amount, which also 
represents a total loss in economic terms. 

Regular adjustment of the strike and of the knock-out barrier 

Investors should note in the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants that the strike and the knock-out barrier 
of the Securities may change on particular dates specified in the Final Terms (e.g. each trading day) in ac-
cordance with a certain adjustment logic, which generally involves increasing both product features in the 
case of Securities of the call type and reducing both features in the case of Securities of the put type (cur-
rent strike and current knock-out barrier). 

Consequently, as a rule the current strike is continually rising in the case of Securities of the call type simply 
due to the passage of time, which has a negative effect on the value of the Securities of the call type. The 
effects on Securities of the put type depend on whether the adjustment rules specified in the Final Terms 
include the use of the "reference rate of interest", which depends on the respective Underlying to which the 
Security is linked. 

If a reference rate of interest is taken into account (which is the case for all Underlyings with the exception of 
futures and interest rate futures), the following applies: In the case of Securities of the put type, the adjust-
ment of the current strike may result in either an increase or a reduction in the value of the Securities of the 
put type. A reduction in the value of the Securities of the put type simply due to the passage of time will 
occur if the current financing spread also included in the calculation is higher than the reference rate of inter-
est applied. Otherwise, the value of the Securities of the put type may also increase. 

If, on the other hand, a reference rate of interest is not taken into account (in the case of futures or interest 
rate futures as the Underlying), the following applies: In the case of Securities of the put type, the continual 
lowering of the current strike will result in a reduction in the value of the Securities. 

Additional adjustments in the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying due to the rollover 

In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the (current) Underlying of the Securities will 
generally also change in addition to the adjustments described above. Since futures and interest rate futures 
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always have a particular expiry date, a rollover is generally necessary for Securities linked to these Underly-
ings, which is carried out at the time specified in the relevant Product Conditions (the rollover date). This 
involves replacing the respective current Underlying with another underlying ((interest rate) future) which, 
except for the expiry date which is further in the future, has the same or comparable contract specifications. 

In order to ensure that, as far as possible, the value of the Securities remains unchanged in economic terms, 
the current strike and therefore also the knock-out barrier are adjusted at the same time. If, in the reasonable 
discretion of the Issuer, no futures contract exists at that point in time with underlying terms and conditions or 
contract features that match those of the current Underlying which it is intended to replace or in the event of 
sharply falling or negative prices of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying of Open End Knock-Out 
Warrants or Mini Futures, the Issuer may also terminate the Securities extraordinarily (and an ordinary termi-
nation is in any case poss ible at any time). 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 1.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Current strike: USD 50.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 

• Ratio: 0.1 

No barrier event 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the call type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

max(0 ; (reference price – current strike) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 2.29 a gain of EUR 1.29 

USD 70.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 63.10 EUR 1.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.38 a loss of EUR 0.62 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 35.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 20.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the put type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

max(0 ; (current strike – reference price) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 70.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 46.00 EUR 0.31 a loss of EUR 0.69 
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USD 36.90 EUR 1.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 30.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 25.00 EUR 1.91 a gain of EUR 0.91 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.6 Mini Futures (Product No. 5) 

Mini Futures are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (long type) or fall (short type) in 
the price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

Mini Futures are issued without a fixed maturity, i.e. open end. 

In principle, the Mini Futures have the same function as the Open End Knock-Out Warrants described in the 
introduction of section 6.4.5 above. Instead of the Knock-Out barrier, both option types (long or short) of 
Mini Futures have the so-called Stop Loss barrier which is above the strike (long type) or below the strike 
(option short type). A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying touches or falls below (long 
type) or touches or rises above (short type) the Stop Loss barrier at a particular time. Then, the Securities 
are exercised automatically and the Issuer will redeem the Securities in accordance with the respective 
Terms and Conditions. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.5 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount and to the occurrence of a barrier 
event (Section 3 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Con-
ditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make extraordinary adjustments to the product features and to 
the Underlying of the Securities (section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the event of a disruption on the 
valuation date (Section 7 of the General Conditions). 

In addition, the product features of these Securities are adjusted on an ongoing basis in accordance with 
certain criteria that are prescribed in the Product Conditions. Furthermore, the investor has the right to re-
deem these Securities (exercise right of the holder), provided that the investor complies with the precondi-
tions for effective exercise (Section 4 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). 
The Issuer has granted itself an ordinary right of termination in respect of these Securities (Section 5 of the 
General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). In the event of an ordinary termination – as 
in the case of an extraordinary termination – the term of the Securities ends early.  

Redemption 

Mini Futures do not have a fixed term and therefore do not grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash 
Amount on a particular date, specified in advance at the time of issue. 

If the Security Holder is unable or unwilling to sell his Securities on a stock exchange or off-market, he will in 
principle be able to redeem the Securities only if he exercises the Mini Futures issued with American Exer-
cise Style effectively or if the Issuer terminates the Securities early and as a result – subject to the occur-
rence of a barrier event in the meantime (as described below under Early redemption on the occurrence of 
a barrier event) – the Cash Amount is paid in both cases. The rights arising from the Securities expire in all 
cases upon redemption. 

It should also be noted in the case of Mini Futures that some of the product features, in particular the strike, 
the Stop Loss barrier and, where applicable, even the Underlying, are adjusted on an ongoing basis in ac-
cordance with certain rules described in more detail below. The calculation of the Cash Amount described 
below therefore always relates to the current strike (and current Stop Loss barrier and, where applicable, 
current Underlying) applicable at the particular time. 

The Cash Amount for the Mini Futures is dependent on the performance of the respective Underlying. The 
level of the Cash Amount is determined as follows. 

In the case of Mini Futures of the long type, the Cash Amount is derived in principle from the difference be-
tween the relevant price of the Underlying on the valuation date (the valuation price) and the current strike. 

For Securities of the short type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle from the difference between the 
current strike and the valuation price. 

Consequently, the level of the respective Cash Amount is based on the amount by which the valuation price 
is higher than (long type) or lower than (short type) the current strike. 

For both Security Types (long and short), the current strike and the valuation price (a particular rate, level or 
price of the Underlying) serve as the basis for calculating the Cash Amount. 
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The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formu-
la: 

Mini Futures of the long type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(valuation price - current strike) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(valuation price - current strike) x ratio  

Mini Futures of the short type Cash Amount: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(current strike - valuation price) / ratio  

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(current strike - valuation price) x ratio. 

If the currency of the Underlying is different from the settlement currency of the Securities, the Cash Amount 
is converted into the settlement currency of the Securities in accordance with the relevant conversion rate. 

If the Cash Amount that has been determined is not positive, the Issuer will, as specified in the Product Con-
ditions, either arrange for the Securities to be debited for no value or for an base settlement amount of as a 
rule 0.001 units in the settlement currency (so-called Base Settlement Amount) to be paid, which repre-
sents a total loss in economic terms in both cases. 

Redemption in the case of exercise or ordinary termination by the Issuer 

In the event that the rights associated with the Securities are exercised by means of exercising the Securities 
and in the event of ordinary termination by the Issuer, the reference price (i.e., a particular rate, level or 
price of the Underlying, specified at the date of issue, on a particular date, the valuation date) serves as the 
valuation price for the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount. 

In the event that the rights associated with the Securities are exercised by means of exercising the Securi-
ties, the valuation date is in principle the date on which the security right is effectively exercised by the Secu-
rity Holder in accordance with section 4 of the General Conditions, so that the valuation price is also deter-
mined accordingly. In the event of ordinary termination by the Issuer, the valuation date, and therefore the 
date on which the valuation price is determined, is based on the content of the termination (details in sec-
tion 5 of the General Conditions).  

Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event 

A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying (known as the observation price) touches or 
falls below (long type) or touches or rises above (short type) a particular price threshold (known as the Stop 
Loss barrier) at a particular time (the observation time). The Stop Loss barrier is subject to regular adjust-
ment as described below with the result that the occurrence of a barrier event always depends on the re-
spective current Stop Loss barrier. 

In the case of Mini Futures of the long type, the Stop Loss barrier is always higher than the current strike. At 
the time of issue, the Stop Loss barrier is fixed below the price of the Underlying. In the case of Securities of 
the short type, the Stop Loss barrier is always lower than the current strike, and is fixed above the price of 
the Underlying at the time of issue. A single occasion on which the observation price touches or – depending 
on the Security Type – rises above or falls below the current Stop Loss barrier is sufficient to trigger a barrier 
event. The Securities are exercised automatically. 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the same formula (shown above) as in the case of the exer-
cise or ordinary termination of the Securities, but the "Stop Loss reference price" is used as the valuation 
price for the purpose of determining the Cash Amount. This rate, level or price of the Underlying is deter-
mined by the calculation agent in its reasonable discretion within a period of time specified in the Product 
Conditions following the occurrence of the barrier event. The possibility cannot be excluded that the Cash 
Amount, especially in the case of a rapidly falling (long type) or rising (short type) price of the Underlying, 
may be zero (0). If the Issuer, instead of debiting the Securities for no value, pays a Base Settlement 
Amount, this nevertheless also represents a total loss in economic terms. Upon the occurrence of a barrier 
event, the term of the Securities ends early without any further action by the Security Holder. 

The occurrence of such a barrier event generally takes precedence, in accordance with the Terms and Con-
ditions, over the exercise (see section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus, Section 4 of the General Conditions) or 
termination (see section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus, Section 5 of the General Conditions) of the Securities. 
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Regular adjustment of the strike and of the Stop Loss barrier 

Investors should note in the case of Mini Futures that the strike of the Securities may change on particular 
dates specified in the Final Terms (e.g. each trading day) in accordance with a certain adjustment logic, 
which generally involves increasing the strike in the case of Securities of the long type and reducing it in the 
case of Securities of the short type (current strike). 

Consequently, as a rule the current strike is continually rising in the case of Securities of the long type simp-
ly due to the passage of time, which has a negative effect on the value of the Securities of the long type. The 
effects on Securities of the short type depend on whether the adjustment rules specified in the Final Terms 
include the use of the "reference rate of interest", which depends on the respective Underlying to which the 
Security is linked. 

If a reference rate of interest is taken into account (which is the case for all Underlyings with the exception of 
futures and interest rate futures), the following applies: In the case of Securities of the short type, the ad-
justment of the current strike may result in either an increase or a reduction in the value of the Securities of 
the short type. A reduction in the value of the Securities of the short type simply due to the passage of time 
will occur if the current financing spread also included in the calculation is higher than this reference rate of 
interest. Otherwise, the value of the Securities of the short type may also increase. 

If, on the other hand, a reference rate of interest is not taken into account (in the case of futures or interest 
rate futures as the Underlying), the following applies: In the case of Securities of the short type, the continual 
lowering of the current strike will result in a reduction in the value of the Securities. 

The Stop Loss barrier is also adjusted to reflect the change in the strike in accordance with a time basis 
specified in the Final Terms (e.g. at the start of each month), and additionally in the event of the rollover of 
the Underlying (as described below), by fixing it in relation to the current strike in accordance with a "Stop 
Loss buffer"; the Stop Loss barrier then remains in principle the same for the adjustment period stipulated. 
The Stop Loss buffer may be changed by the calculation agent in keeping with the Product Conditions. In 
addition, the calculation agent may also adjust the Stop Loss barrier on each trading day in its reasonable 
discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), taking into 
account the prevailing market conditions in the particular case. 

Additional adjustments in the case of futures or interest rate futures as the underlying due to the rollover 

In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the (current) Underlying of the Securities will 
generally also change in addition to the adjustments described above. Since futures and interest rate futures 
always have a particular expiry date, a rollover is generally necessary for Securities linked to these Underly-
ings, which is carried out at the time specified in the relevant Product Conditions (the rollover date). This 
involves replacing the respective current Underlying with another underlying ((interest rate) future) which, 
except for the expiry date which is further in the future, has the same or comparable contract specifications. 

In order to ensure that, as far as possible, the value of the Securities remains unchanged in economic terms, 
the current strike and therefore also the Stop Loss barrier are adjusted at the same time. 

If, in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer, no futures contract exists at that point in time with underlying 
terms and conditions or contract features that match those of the current Underlying which it is intended to 
replace or in the event of sharply falling or negative prices of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying 
of Open End Knock-Out Warrants or Mini Futures, the Issuer may also terminate the Securities extraordinari-
ly (and an ordinary termination is in any case possible at any time). 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 1.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Current strike: USD 50.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 
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• Ratio: 0.1 

No barrier event 

Depending on the valuation price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the long type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

max(0 ; (valuation price – current strike) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Valuation price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 2.29 a gain of EUR 1.29 

USD 70.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 63.10 EUR 1.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.38 a loss of EUR 0.62 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 35.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 20.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the short type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

max(0 ; (current strike – valuation price) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate) 

Valuation price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 80.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 70.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 1.00 

USD 46.00 EUR 0.31 a loss of EUR 0.69 

USD 36.90 EUR 1.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 30.00 EUR 1.53 a gain of EUR 0.53 

USD 25.00 EUR 1.91 a gain of EUR 0.91 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.7 Inline Warrants (Product No. 6) 

Inline Warrants are Securities that grant the investor the right to receive the payment of a Cash Amount that 
will be paid if the price of the Underlying during an Observation Period is within a certain price range. 

Inline Warrants are issued with a fixed maturity. 

If during the Observation Period all prices of the Underlying are above the Lower Barrier and below the Up-
per Barrier the Investor will receive either a fixed Cash Amount or a Cash Amount that is calculated in ac-
cordance with the respective Terms and Conditions.  

If, however, at any time during the Monitoring Period the price of the Underlying is at least once at or below 
the Lower Barrier or at or above the Upper Barrier ("Barrier Event") the Inline Warrants will expire worthless, 
or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, the Base Settlement Amount will be equal to an 
amount per Security as set out in the terms and conditions. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.6 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount and to the occurrence of a barrier 
event (Section 3 of the General Conditions in conjunction with the Product Conditions). The Terms and Con-
ditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make adjustments to the product features and to the Underlying 
of the Securities (Section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the event of a disruption on the relevant valua-
tion date (Section 7 of the General Conditions). 

Redemption at the end of the term 
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Inline Warrants have a fixed term and grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash Amount on the Ma-
turity Date, unless a barrier event occurs and the term ends early with the Securities expiring worth-
less (as described below under Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event). Inline Warrants are 
issued with European exercise type. This means the Security Holder has no exercise right with regard to the 
Inline Warrants during the term of the Securities. Instead the Securities will be exercised automatically at the 
end of the term, subject to the occurrence of a barrier event in the meantime. 

The Cash Amount for Inline Warrants is dependent on the performance of the respective Underlying. If dur-
ing the Observation Period all prices of the Underlying are above the Lower Barrier and below the Upper 
Barrier the Investor will receive either a fixed Cash Amount or an amount that is dependent on the perfor-
mance of the respective Underlying. 

Early redemption on the occurrence of a barrier event 

A barrier event occurs if a particular price of the Underlying (known as the observation price) touches or 
exceeds the upper barrier or touches or falls below the lower barrier during a particular period (the observa-
tion period). 

A single occasion on which the observation price reaches or exceeds the Upper Barrier or reaches or falls 
below the Lower Barrier is sufficient to trigger a barrier event. The Securities are exercised automatically 
and immediately expire worthless, or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, the Base 
Settlement Amount will be equal to an amount per Security as set out in the terms and conditions. Upon the 
occurrence of a barrier event, the term of the Securities ends early without any further action by the 
Security Holder.] 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 6.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Reference price of the Underlying: USD 50.00 

• Cash Amount: EUR 10.00 

• Upper Barrier: USD 55.00 

• Lower Barrier: USD 45.00 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a Security will re-
ceive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 60.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 6.00 

USD 55.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 6.00 

USD 54.99 EUR 10.00 a gain of EUR 4.00 

USD 50.00 EUR 10.00 a gain of EUR 4.00 

USD 45.01 EUR 10.00 a gain of EUR 4.00 

USD 45.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 6.00 

USD 40.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 6.00 

Positive / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.4.8 Discount Warrants (Product No. 7) 

Discount Warrants are Securities which enable the investor to participate in a rise (call) or fall (put) in the 
price of the Underlying on a leveraged basis. 

Discount Warrants are issued with a fixed maturity. 
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With a Discount Call Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the rising reference price of 
an Underlying, up to the cap. On the Maturity Date, investors receive a Cash Amount equal to the difference 
amount by which the Reference Price of the Underlying exceeds the Strike, taking into account the Ratio, as 
specified in the applicable Product Conditions. The Cash Amount will, however, in any case, be capped to 
the difference between the Cap and the Strike, taking into account the Ratio. If the Reference Price of the 
Underlying is equal to or below the Strike, the Cash Amount will be equal to zero (0) unless the applicable 
Product Conditions specify that the Security Holders will in such case receive a Base Settlement Amount or 
such other amount as specified in the applicable Product Conditions. 

With a Discount Put Warrant, investors may benefit on a leveraged basis from the decrease of an Underly-
ing's reference price of an Underlying, up to the cap. On the Maturity Date, investors receive a Cash Amount 
equal to the difference amount by which the Reference Price of the Underlying falls short of the Strike, taking 
into account the Ratio, as specified in the relevant Product Conditions. The Cash Amount will, however, in 
any case, be capped to the difference between the Strike and the Reference Price, taking into account the 
Ratio. If the Reference Price of the Underlying is equal to or above the Strike, the Cash Amount will be equal 
to zero (0) unless the applicable Product Conditions specify that the Security Holders will in such case re-
ceive a Base Settlement Amount or such other amount as specified in the applicable Product Conditions. 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities 

Rights and obligations in connection with the Securities are determined in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions, i.e. the General Conditions and section 7.2.7 of the Product Conditions. These include provi-
sions, among others, relating to the right to payment of a Cash Amount which is – due to the cap – limited to 
a maximum amount. The Terms and Conditions also govern the rights of the Issuer to make adjustments to 
the product features and to the Underlying of the Securities (Section 6 of the General Conditions) or in the 
event of a disruption on the relevant valuation date (Section 7 of the General Conditions). 

Redemption at the end of the term 

Discount Warrants have a fixed term and grant the holder the right to payment of the Cash Amount on the 
Maturity Date. Discount Warrants are issued with European exercise type. This means the Security Holder 
has no exercise right with regard to the Discount Warrants during the term of the Securities. Instead the Se-
curities will be exercised automatically at the end of the term. 

The Cash Amount for Discount Warrants is dependent on the performance of the respective Underlying. The 
level of the Cash Amount is determined as follows. 

For Securities of the Call type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle as follows: 

If the Reference Price is equal to or higher than the Cap, the difference amount by which the Cap is higher 
than the Strike. The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. ex-
pressed as a formula: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(Cap – Strike) / Ratio. 

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(Cap – Strike) x Ratio. 

If the Reference Price is below the Cap but above the Strike, the difference amount by which the relevant 
Reference Price is higher than the Strike. The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the 
Cash Amount, i.e. expressed as a formula: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(Reference Price – Strike) / Ratio. 

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(Reference Price – Strike) x Ratio. 

If the Reference Price is equal to or lower than the Strike, the Securities will expire worthless or the Security 
Holder will receive the Base Settlement Amount if the Base Settlement Amount is applicable in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions. Such amount may represent a total loss in economic terms. 

For Securities of the Put type, the Cash Amount is calculated in principle as follows: 

If the Reference Price is equal to or lower than the Cap, the difference amount by which the Strike is higher 
than the Cap The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash Amount, i.e. ex-
pressed as a formula: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 
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(Strike – Cap) / Ratio. 

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(Strike – Cap) x Ratio. 

If the Reference Price is above the Cap but below the Strike, the difference amount by which the Strike is 
higher than the Reference Price. The respective ratio must also be included in the calculation of the Cash 
Amount, i.e. expressed as a formula: 

if the ratio is expressed as a fraction: 

(Strike – Reference Price) / Ratio. 

if the ratio is expressed as a number: 

(Strike – Reference Price) x Ratio. 

If the Reference Price is equal to or higher than the Strike, the Securities will expire worthless or the Security 
Holder will receive the Base Settlement Amount if the Base Settlement Amount is applicable in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions. Such amount may represent a total loss in economic terms. 

Example of the calculation of the Cash Amount 

The purpose of this example is solely to illustrate the method of operation of the Securities and, in particular, 
it does not permit any conclusions to be drawn about specific product features of the Securities issued under 
the Base Prospectus. This example does not consider costs paid additionally to the price of the Securities, 
e.g. such as custodian fees or brokerage and/or stock exchange commissions. 

The scenarios in the example are based on the following assumptions: 

• Settlement currency: EUR 

• Investor's purchase price for the Security: EUR 4.00 

• Underlying: share 

• Currency of the Underlying: USD 

• Strike: USD 450.00 

• For a Security of the Call type: 

• Cap: USD 550.00 

• For a Security of the Put type: 

• Cap: USD 350.00 

• EUR-USD exchange rate on the valuation date: USD 1.3100, i.e. EUR 1.00 is equivalent to 
USD 1.3100 

• Ratio: 0.1 

Depending on the reference price of the Underlying on the valuation date, the holder of a 

a) Security of the Call type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula: 

min(max(0;(reference price - strike));(cap – strike)) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 560.00 EUR 7.63 a gain of EUR 3.63 

USD 550.00 EUR 7.63 a gain of EUR 3.63 

USD 540.00 EUR 6.87 a gain of EUR 2.87 

USD 520.00 EUR 5.34 a gain of EUR 1.34 

USD 502.40 EUR 4.00 
the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 500.00 EUR 3.82 a loss of EUR 0.18 

USD 480.00 EUR 2.29 a loss of EUR 1.71 

USD 451.00 EUR 0.08 a loss of EUR 3.92 

USD 450.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 4.00 

USD 430.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 4.00 
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Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

b) Security of the Put type will receive the Cash Amounts set out below: 

The Cash Amount is calculated on the basis of the following formula:  

min(max(0;(strike - reference price));(strike - cap) * ratio / EUR-USD exchange rate 

Reference price of the Un-

derlying 

The holder receives For each Security the holder 

achieves (gross, i.e. before costs) 

USD 470.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 4.00 

USD 450.00 EUR 0.00 a total loss of EUR 4.00 

USD 449.00 EUR 0.08 a loss of EUR 3.92 

USD 430.00 EUR 1.53 a loss of EUR 2.47 

USD 410.00 EUR 3.05 a loss of EUR 0.95 

USD 397.60 EUR 4.00 

the amount paid as the purchase 

price 

USD 390.00 EUR 4.58 a gain of EUR 0.58 

USD 370.00 EUR 6.11 a gain of EUR 2.11 

USD 351.00 EUR 7.56 a gain of EUR 3.56 

USD 350.00 EUR 7.63 a gain of EUR 3.63 

USD 330.00 EUR 7.63 a gain of EUR 3.63 

Positive / neutral / negative outcome for the investor. 

6.5 General description of the Underlying 

The Securities may be linked respectively to shares, securities representing shares (ADRs/GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities, bonds, indices, commodities, futures, interest rate futures, exchange rates, in-
terest rates, investment units and virtual currencies. 

The relevant Final Terms will specify the respective Underlying and contain information about the respective 
Underlying or indicate where information about the respective Underlying, and in particular about its past and 
future performance and its volatility, can be obtained. 

Where the applicable Final Terms specify the Underlying to be an index and if such index is provided by a 
legal entity or a natural person acting in association with, or on behalf of, the Issuer makes the following 
statements: 

• the complete set of rules of the index and information on the performance of the index are freely acces-
sible on the website prospectus.vontobel.com (on the relevant product page for the respective Security 
accessible by entry of the respective ISIN) under the heading <<Underlying>> or the website of the In-
dex Sponsor; and 

• the governing rules (including methodology of the index for the selection and the rebalancing of the 
constituents of the index, description of market disruption events and adjustment rules) are based on 
predetermined and objective criteria. 

The Cash Amount may be calculated or otherwise determined by reference to an index or a combination of 
indices. Any such index may constitute a benchmark within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 (the 
"Benchmark Regulation"). If any such index does constitute such a benchmark, the Final Terms will indi-
cate whether or not the benchmark is provided by an administrator included in the register of administrators 
and benchmarks established and maintained by the European Securities and Markets Authority ("ESMA") 
pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark Regulation. Not every index will fall within the scope of the Bench-
marks Regulation. Furthermore, transitional provisions in the Benchmark Regulation may have the result that 
the administrator of a particular benchmark is not required to appear in the register of administrators and 
benchmarks at the date of the applicable Final Terms. The registration status of any administrator under the 
Benchmark Regulation is a matter of public record and, save where required by applicable law, the Issuer 
does not intend to update the Final Terms to reflect any change in the registration status of the administrator. 

The Issuer does not intend to provide further information about the Underlying after the issue. 

Description of a virtual currency using Bitcoin as an example 

If the underlying is a virtual currency expressed in another currency (for example, US dollar for 1 Bitcoin), the 
performance of the Securities is affected by the performance of the virtual currency. 

Virtual currency is a general term under which cryptographic currencies such as Bitcoin are also subsumed. 
The concept of a virtual currency denotes a certain type of unregulated virtual money that is not issued or 
backed by a central bank.  
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In the recent past, the virtual currency Bitcoin has led the way for a new generation of decentralised curren-
cies, frequently also referred to as cryptographic currencies. The Bitcoin project was realised using open 
source software, i.e. as a programme that is freely available to everyone. All potential users can download 
programmes (clients) enabling them to participate in the Bitcoin network. The network functions on a peer-to-
peer basis, in which all users in principle have equal rights in relation to one another. There is no central 
authority which executes, controls or administers transactions or which generates Bitcoins. 

Bitcoin is based on the idea of a stateless substitute currency with a limited volume of money. In contrast to 
the fiat money (i.e. "money" without intrinsic value (such as gold or other commodity money) but with an ex-
ternal value as a medium of exchange) of central banks and the scriptural money of commercial banks which 
can be issued without limit, Bitcoins are created using a mathematical process within a computer network. 
The programmes do this by solving laborious cryptographic problems (mining). As a result of the increasing 
complexity of the problems, the volume of Bitcoins is growing at an ever slower rate until eventually – under 
the arrangements currently in place – it will reach the maximum number of around 21 million. In mid-2016, 
there were more than 15.7 million Bitcoins in existence. Bitcoins are divisible, so that units smaller than one 
Bitcoin can also be transferred. 

Existing Bitcoins are allocated to "addresses". These consist of a randomly generated series of characters 
and numbers. Every user can generate a large number of addresses to which Bitcoins can then be allocated. 
Users manage these addresses with their clients in files known as wallets, which also contain the respective 
private and public pairs of keys used to authenticate Bitcoin transactions within the network. Users can trans-
fer Bitcoins between each other to and from their addresses within the network. They must communicate the 
respective target addresses to each other outside the network. 

The Bitcoins at the respective addresses and all previous transactions in Bitcoin are publicly viewable in a 
central file, the blockchain. However, the address in the network does not enable the person actually holding 
those Bitcoins to be identified. Once a transaction has been carried out, it is in principle not reversible. As 
well as transferring Bitcoins within the network, it is also possible to transfer wallets, as well as addresses 
and keys, between people physically, for example using data storage devices. 

In Germany, BaFin has classified Bitcoins, with binding legal effect, as financial instruments in the form of 
units of account in accordance with section 1 (11) sentence 1 of the German Banking Act (Kreditweseng-
esetz, "KWG"). These are units that are comparable with foreign exchange and do not constitute legal ten-
der. This category includes units of value having the function of private means of payment in barter transac-
tions, as well as any other substitute currency used by virtue of agreements under private law as a means of 
payment in multilateral settlement accounts. A central issuer is not required for this purpose (source: BaFin, 
Jens Münzer, "Bitcoins: Supervisory assessment and risks to users", available at: 
https://www.bafin.de/dok/7849756; last accessed on 27 May 2021). 

On the other hand, the Berlin Court of Appeal (Kammergericht) expressly disagrees with BaFin's statement 
that Bitcoins are units of account within the meaning of the KWG. The Berlin Court of Appeal ruled that the 
provisions of the KWG do not apply to Bitcoins. The court justified the decision with the fact that Bitcoins are 
issued neither by a central bank nor an authority or another issuer. Further, it also lacked a superior and 
identifiable (legal) person who could influence the distribution of Bitcoins. Bitcoins have no value of their own 
and are not a currency or a money-pay instrument in the classical sense. Bitcoins would furthermore not 
accepted by law by anyone for the performance of services owed. Therefore, there is a lack of an essential 
conceptual precondition of units of account, as expressed in the legislative equality with foreign exchange. 

6.6 Increase of Securities 

Under the Base Prospectus the issue size of Securities issued under this Base Prospectus, under the base 
prospectus dated 29 May 2020, under the base prospectus dated 7 July 2019, under the base prospectus 
dated 24 August 2018, under the Base Prospectus dated 31 August 2017, under the Base Prospectus dated 
21 September 2016, under the Base Prospectus dated 19 July 2016, under the Base Prospectus dated 
1 December 2015 or under the Base Prospectus dated 4 December 2015 (all as defined hereinafter; the 
"Original Securities") may be increased (the "Increase"), whereby Securities may be increased several 
times. For this purpose Final Terms will be prepared for the respective Additional Securities (as defined here-
inafter) in the form as provided for in section 9 of the Base Prospectus. 

The Additional Securities together with the Original Securities will form a single issue of Securities pursuant 
to Section 13 of the General Conditions (according to the increased issue size), i.e. they have identical secu-
rity identification numbers and Product Features. 

"Additional Securities" mean the Securities the issue size of which (as specified in the Product Conditions) 
increases the issue size of the Original Securities. The serial number of the Increase will be specified on the 
front page of the Final Terms. 

In case of an Increase of Securities issued under under the base prospectus dated 29 May 2020, the Base 
Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products GmbH dated 29 May 2020, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
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Financial Products GmbH dated 7 July 2019, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products GmbH 
dated 24 August 2018 for Leverage Products, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products GmbH 
dated 31 August 2017 for Leverage Products, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products GmbH 
dated 21 September 2016 for Leverage Products, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products 
GmbH dated 19 July 2016 for Leverage Products, the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Products 
GmbH dated 1 December 2015 for Leverage Products or the Base Prospectus of Vontobel Financial Prod-
ucts GmbH dated 4 December 2014 for Leverage Products (each a "First Base Prospectus") the terms and 
conditions set out in section 7 of the Base Prospectus shall not apply to the Additional Securities. Instead, 
the terms and conditions set out in the First Base Prospectus shall apply. 

The Final Terms will specify the terms and conditions applicable to the relevant Securities. 

The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto, the respective registration documents as well as the 
Final Terms for a particular issue are accessible by entry of the respective ISIN on the website prospec-
tus.vontobel.com. Printed copies will be available on request free of charge from the Issuer (Bockenheimer 
Landstraße 24, 60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany). 

6.7 Yield over the term 

The yield of the Securities can only be determined at the end of the term, as only then is the actual Cash 
Amount paid and the actual term of the Securities fully known. Therefore no information on the expected 
yield can be given.  

For the calculation of the individual yield over the entire term, the Security Holder must take into account the 
price originally paid, the Cash Amount, the term of the Securities and the individual transaction costs.  

6.8 Continuation of the Public Offer 

Under this Base Prospectus, the public offer of Securities which first commenced under the Base Prospectus 

dated 29 May 2020 and which is continuing uninterrupted at the date of approval of this Base Prospectus, 

will continue on the basis of this and any succeeding base prospectuses in accordance with Article 8 para-

graph 11 of the Prospectus Regulation until the end of the offer term of the Securities (as defined in the rele-

vant Final Terms) as described below: 

For the Securities referred to in section "13. List of Securities with a continuation of the public offer" of this 

Base Prospectus, for which the public offer is continuing, the Terms and Conditions included in the Base 

Prospectus dated 29 May 2020 will continue to be legally binding. Therefore, the General Conditions con-

tained in the Base Prospectus dated 29 May 2020 are incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. 

The Terms and Conditions contained in Section 7 of this Base Prospectus are not relevant for the Securities 

for which the public offering is continued. 

The Securities whose public offering is to be continued are identified by listing their international security 

identification number (ISIN) in section "13. List of Securities with a continuation of the public offer" of this 

Base Prospectus. The Final Terms for the Securities identified therein are published on the website 

https://prospectus.vontobel.com and are available by entering the respective ISIN. 
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7. Terms and Conditions 

The "General Conditions" (section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus) principally apply to all Securities issued 
under the Base Prospectus. In case of an "Increase" of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 
29 May 2020, the Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019, the Base Prospectus dated 24 August 2018, the Base 
Prospectus dated 31 August 2017, the Base Prospectus dated 21 September 2016, the Base Prospectus 
dated 19 July 2016, the Base Prospectus dated 1 December 2015 or the Base Prospectus dated 
4 December 2014 (as described above under section 7.6 of the Base Prospectus); the information contained 
in the relevant terms and conditions set out in each respective base prospectus is incorporated at this point 
by reference pursuant to Article 19 of the Prospectus Regulation. 

The features of the Securities and in particular the precise nature of the Security Right are specified in each 
case in the "Product Conditions" (section 7.2 of the Base Prospectus). The Product Conditions complete 
the General Conditions with the product- and issue-specific product features.  

The product features identified by means of a placeholder ● or square brackets [  ] as an option in the Prod-
uct Conditions under section 7.2 of the Base Prospectus will not be specified by the Issuer until shortly prior 
to the start of the offer and will be completed and/or selected in the "Final Terms". 

The Product Conditions in the form in which they are published in the Final Terms must be read in conjunc-
tion with the General Conditions set out below under section 7.1 of the Base Prospectus and together with 
the General Conditions constitute the terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions"). The General 
Conditions will not be replicated in the Final Terms. 

References in the Base Prospectus or in the Final Terms to the term "Securities" are intended to include all 
securities and every form in which securities are issued under the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms. 

7.1 General Conditions  

Section 1 Security Right, Status, Guarantee 

(1) Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany (the "Issuer") issues Securities from 
time to time. The Issue Date, the Issue Size and the Product Features of the Securities shall be specified in 
each case in the Product Conditions. The General Conditions and the Product Conditions, as published in 
the Final Terms, together constitute the terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions"). 

(2) Each Security identified by its respective securities identification numbers shall contain the right for each 
Security Holder (as defined in section 8 of these General Conditions) to demand from the Issuer redemption 
of the Security in accordance with section 3 of these General Conditions in conjunction with the Product 
Conditions (the "Security Right"). 

(3) The Securities shall not bear interest and shall not entitle the Security Holder to dividend payments or 
other distributions. Termination of the Securities by the Security Holder shall not be possible. 

(4) The obligations arising from the Securities constitute direct and unsecured obligations of the Issuer that 
rank pari passu in relation to one another and in relation to all other unsecured and unsubordinated obliga-
tions of the Issuer, with the exception of obligations that have priority due to mandatory statutory require-
ments. 

 (5) The performance of the Issuer's obligations under these Terms and Conditions is guaranteed by Vonto-
bel Holding AG, Zurich, Switzerland (the "Guarantor"). The obligations of the Guarantor under the guarantee 
(the "Guarantee") constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured obligations of the Guarantor that rank pari 
passu in relation to one another. Upon the first request of the Security Holders and written confirmation by 
them that an amount relating to the Securities has not been paid by the Issuer at the proper time, the Guar-
antor shall pay to the Security Holders without undue delay all amounts payable in accordance with the 
Terms and Conditions. All rights and obligations arising from the Guarantee shall be subject in all respects to 
Swiss law. The courts of the Canton of Zurich shall have exclusive jurisdiction over all actions and legal dis-
putes relating to the Guarantee. The place of jurisdiction shall be Zurich 1. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
appeals may be lodged with the Swiss Federal Supreme Court in Lausanne, whose decision shall be final. 

 

Section 2 Definitions 

For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions the following definitions shall apply, subject to more specific 
provisions in the Product Conditions: 

Barrier Event shall have the meaning specified in Product Conditions (see section 7.2.2 
to 7.2.6). 

Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) 

(a) on which the relevant Central Securities Depository, Central 
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Securities Depository and/or Clearing System is open for business 
transactions; and 

(b) on which either (i) – for payments to be made in Euro – the Trans-
European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express 
Transfer (TARGET2) System is operating or (ii) – for payments to 
be made in any other currency than Euro – commercial banks and 
foreign exchange markets in the principal financial centre in the 
country of the currency process payments and are open for 
business transactions (including trading in foreign exchange and 
foreign currency deposits). 

Cap Cap shall have the meaning specified in Product Condition 7.2.7. 

Cash Amount 
Rounding 

shall have the meaning specified in Product Conditions. 

Currency of the 
Underlying 

means the currency specified in the Product Conditions in which the 
Underlying is traded or in which its rate, price or level is determined. 

Derivatives Exchange means any derivatives exchange or any trading system which has been 
specified in the Product Conditions with respect to the Underlying for the 
purpose of determining Market Disruptions pursuant to Section 7, the 
making of adjustments pursuant to Section 6 or the determination of the 
Reference Price, as well as their legal successors and any substitute 
exchange or any substitute trading system to which trading in futures or 
options contracts linked to the Underlying has been transferred. 

If no Derivatives Exchange has been specified in the Product Conditions, 
the Derivatives Exchange for the purposes of the Terms and Conditions 
shall be the derivatives exchange with the greatest trading volume in 
options and futures contracts linked to the Underlying. 

Exchange Day has the meaning specified in the Product Conditions. 

Exercise Cut-Off Date means the exercise cut-off date set out in the Product Conditions. 

Each Exercise Cut-Off Date is allocated to a particular Exercise Date. The 
Exercise Cut-Off Date is the relevant day on which (by the Exercise Time) 
the requirements for a valid exercise of Securities pursuant to Section 4 of 
the General Conditions on the respective Exercise Date have to be met. 

Exercise Date(s) means, in the event that the exercise right pursuant to Section 4 applies, 
the Exercise Date(s) specified in the Product Conditions. 

Furthermore, the Issuer shall specify in the Product Conditions the "First 
Exercise Date" and the "Final Exercise Date" (if applicable). 

The Issuer shall also specify the "Exercise Agent" in the Product 
Conditions. 

Exercise Time means the exercise time set out in the Product Conditions. 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza) 

means the Expiry Date set out in the Product Conditions (in case of Italian 
Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and 
regulations). 

Issue Date means the date specified in the Product Conditions on which the Securities 
are issued by the Issuer. 

Issue Size means the total issue size of the issue specified in the Product 
Conditions. 

Knock-Out Barrier Knock-Out Barrier and "Current Knock-Out Barrier" shall have the 
meaning specified in the Product Conditions 7.2.2 and 7.2.4. 

Lower Barrier Lower Barrier shall have the meaning specified in the Product Condition 
7.2.6. 

Maturity Date means the Business Day specified in the Product Conditions on which the 
Issuer makes available the Cash Amount for onward transfer to the 
Security Holder in accordance with Section 10 of the General Conditions. 

Minimum Exercise means the minimum number of Securities specified in the Product 
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Number Conditions that must be exercised in order for exercise to be effective. 

Minimum Trading Lot means the minimum trading lot specified in the Product Conditions and 
indicates the minimum number of Securities transferable. 

Observation Period means the period specified in Product Conditions during which a Barrier 
Event can occur (see section 7.2.2 to 7.2.6). 

Observation Price means the rate, price or level of the Underlying specified in Product 
Conditions that is relevant for the purpose of establishing the occurrence 
of a Barrier Event (see section 7.2.2 to 7.2.6). 

Ratio means the relationship between the Security and the Underlying specified 
in the Product Conditions. 

If it is specified as a fraction, it expresses the number of Securities 
required to represent a particular number of units of the Underlying, i.e.: 

number of Securities : number of Underlyings. 

If it is specified as a decimal number, it expresses the number of units of 
the Underlying to which a Security is linked, i.e.: 

number of Underlyings for 1 Security. 

Reference Agent shall have the meaning specified in the Product Conditions. 

Reference Price means the rate, price or level of the Underlying specified in the Product 
Conditions. 

Registry Type means the registry type of the Securities as stipulated in the Product 
Conditions.  

Settlement Currency means the currency specified in the Product Conditions in which the 
Security is issued. 

Stop Loss Barrier Initial Stop Loss Barrier, Stop Loss Barrier and "Current Stop Loss 
Barrier" shall have the meaning specified in Product Conditions (see 
section 7.2.3 and 7.2.5). 

Strike means the amount specified in the Product Conditions. 

Term means the term of the Securities specified in the Product Conditions. The 
Term always commences from the Issue Date. 

Termination Date(s) means, if the right of Ordinary Termination pursuant to section 5 of the 
General Conditions applies, the dates on which the Issuer may ordinarily 
terminate the Securities and therefore arrange for payment of the Ordinary 
Termination Amount, as specified in Product Conditions (see section 7.2.4 
and 7.2.5). 

The Issuer shall specify in the Product Conditions either fixed Termination 
Dates or the "First Termination Date" together with the rules for 
determining the subsequent Termination Dates. The Issuer shall also 
specify the "Termination Cut-Off Date". 

Underlying means the underlying specified in the Product Conditions. 

Upper Barrier Upper Barrier shall have the meaning specified in Product Condition (see 
section 7.2.6). 

Valuation Date(s) means the relevant date(s) for the determination of the Reference Price in 
accordance with the Product Conditions, subject to any postponement 
pursuant to Section 7. 

 

Section 3 Redemption, Maturity 

Subject to extraordinary termination by the Issuer pursuant to Section 6 (3) and in accordance with the other 

provisions of the Terms and Conditions, each Security shall contain the right of the Security Holder to de-

mand from the Issuer redemption of the Securities by payment of a cash amount (the "Cash Amount") on 

the Maturity Date and, if the Registry Type is stipulated to be Italian Uncertificates Certficates and if applica-

ble under Italian laws and regulations and the Securities have a finite term, shall automatically expire on the 

Expiry Date (Data di Scadenza). 
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The Security Holder's claim shall be calculated, become due and be paid in accordance with the Terms and 

Conditions. 

(1) Warrants (Product No. 1) 

(a) If the Product Conditions stipulate Type of Exercise - European Exercise Type, the Security Right 
shall be deemed, subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7, to be exercised automatically 
on the Valuation Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive. If the Cash Amount on the relevant 
Valuation Date in the particular case is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(b) If the Product Conditions stipulate Type of Exercise - American Exercise Type, the Security Right 
shall be deemed, subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7, to be exercised automatically 
on the Final Exercise Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive and that the Security Holder 
has not previously exercised the Securities effectively in accordance with section 4 and thereby re-
quired payment of the Cash Amount. 

(c) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying and the Ratio. 

(d) If the Cash Amount on the relevant Valuation Date in the particular case is not positive, the Security 
Right shall expire worthless.  

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (e) shall ap-

ply:  

(e) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (e) shall apply:  

(e) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(f) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under 7.2.1 shall apply. The latter contain, 
among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount and the respective dates for re-
demption. 

(2) Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 2) 

(a) If a Barrier Event occurs during the Observation Period, the Securities shall be exercised automatical-
ly and shall expire worthless. 

(b) If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Security Right shall be deemed, 
subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7, to be exercised automatically on the Valuation 
Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive. If the Cash Amount is not positive, the Security Right 
shall expire worthless. 

(c) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Ratio and the Knock-Out Barrier. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (d) shall ap-

ply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (d) shall apply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(e) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under 7.2.2 shall apply. The latter contain, 
among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount and the respective dates for re-
demption. 

(3) Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss (Product No. 3) 

(a) If a Barrier Event occurs during the Observation Period, the Securities shall be exercised automatical-
ly and shall expire. The extent to which the Security Holder shall receive a Cash Amount (which may 
be minimal) in this event depends on the level of the Stop Loss Reference Price as defined in the 
Product Conditions. If the Cash Amount is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 
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(b) If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Security Right shall be deemed, 
subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7, to be exercised automatically on the Valuation 
Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive. If the Cash Amount is not positive, the Security Right 
shall expire worthless. 

(c) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Ratio and the Stop Loss Barrier. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (d) shall ap-

ply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (d) shall apply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(e) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under section 7.2.3 shall apply. The latter con-
tain, among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount and the respective dates for 
redemption. 

(4) Open End Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 4) 

(a) If a Barrier Event occurs during the Observation Period, the Securities shall be exercised automatical-
ly and shall expire worthless. 

(b) If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, redemption, i.e. the payment of the 
Cash Amount, can only be effected by the valid exercise of the Security Right by the Security Holder 
pursuant to section 4 in conjunction with the Product Conditions. 

(c) The Issuer shall have the right in accordance with the Product Conditions to terminate the Securities 
ordinarily pursuant to section 5. Ordinary termination shall also give the Security Holder the right to 
require the Security to be redeemed, i.e. to require payment of the Ordinary Termination Amount. 

(d) Subject to a Market Disruption in accordance with Section 7, the level of the Cash Amount shall be 
determined on the relevant Valuation Date in the particular case. If the Cash Amount or the Ordinary 
Termination Amount is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(e) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Ratio and the (Current) Knock-Out Barrier. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (f) shall ap-

ply:  

(f) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (f) shall apply:  

(f) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(g) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under section 7.2.4 shall apply. The latter con-
tain, among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount, the Ordinary Termination 
Amount and the respective dates for redemption. 

(5) Mini Futures (Product No. 5) 

(a) If a Barrier Event occurs during the Observation Period, the Securities shall be exercised automatical-
ly and shall expire. The extent to which the Security Holder shall receive a Cash Amount (which may 
be minimal) in this event depends on the level of the Stop Loss Reference Price as defined in the 
Product Conditions. If the Cash Amount is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(b) If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, redemption, i.e. the payment of the 
Cash Amount, can only be effected by the valid exercise of the Security Right by the Security Holder 
pursuant to section 4 in conjunction with the Product Conditions. 

(c) The Issuer shall have the right in accordance with the Product Conditions to terminate the Securities 
ordinarily pursuant to section 5. Ordinary termination shall also give the Security Holder the right to 
require the Security to be redeemed, i.e. to require payment of the Ordinary Termination Amount. 
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(d) Subject to a Market Disruption in accordance with Section 7, the level of the Cash Amount shall be 
determined on the relevant Valuation Date in the particular case. If the Cash Amount or the Ordinary 
Termination Amount is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(e) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Ratio and the (Current) Stop Loss Barrier. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (f) shall ap-

ply:  

(f) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (f) shall apply:  

(f) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(g) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under section 7.2.5 shall apply. The latter con-
tain, among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount, the Ordinary Termination 
Amount and the respective dates for redemption. 

(6) Inline Warrants (Product No. 6) 

(a) If a Barrier Event occurs during the Observation Period, the Securities shall be exercised automatical-
ly and shall expire worthless. 

(b) If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Security Right shall be deemed, 
subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7, to be exercised automatically on the Valuation 
Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive. If the Cash Amount on the Valuation Date is not 
positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(c) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Ratio, the Lower Barrier and the Upper 
Barrier. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (d) shall ap-

ply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (d) shall apply:  

(d) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 

(e) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under section 7.2.6 shall apply. The latter con-
tain, among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount and the respective dates for 
redemption. 

(7) Discount Warrants (Product No. 7) 

(a) The Security Right shall be deemed, subject to a Market Disruption pursuant to section 7, to be exer-
cised automatically on the Valuation Date, provided that the Cash Amount is positive. If the Cash 
Amount on the Valuation Date is not positive, the Security Right shall expire worthless. 

(b) "Product Features" shall be the Strike, the Underlying, the Cap and the Ratio. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate a Base Settlement Amount, the following subparagraph (d) shall ap-

ply:  

(c) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall provide for the 
payment of the base settlement amount as specified in the Product Conditions ("Base Settlement 
Amount") instead of de-registering the Securities without value. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Base Settlement Amount – Not applicable, the following subpara-

graph (d) shall apply:  

(c) If a Security expires worthless pursuant to the preceding paragraphs, the Issuer shall de-register the 
Securities without value. 
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(d) For this security type, the Product Conditions set out under 7.2.7 shall apply. The latter contain, 
among other provisions, the rules for calculating the Cash Amount and the respective dates for re-
demption. 

 

Section 4 Exercise Right of the Security Holder 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Type of Exercise - American Exercise Type, the following provisions 

shall apply:  

(1) The Security Holder may exercise the Security Right on each Exercise Date. 

The exercise of the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions shall give the Security Holder 

the right specified in Section 3 in conjunction with the Product Conditions to demand payment of the Cash 

Amount by the Issuer. 

The exercise of the Issuer's right of an Ordinary Termination in accordance with Section 5 (if provided for in 

the Product Conditions), shall not prevent the Security Holder from exercising the Security Right with effect 

to an Exercise Date up until the Ordinary Termination Date (as defined in Section 5(2)) (excluding). An Exer-

cise Notice (as defined below) with respect to an Exercise Date on or after this date shall be invalid. 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event (if applicable for the particular security type) shall have precedence over 

exercise by the Security Holder. Exercise of the Security Right by the Security Holder after a Barrier Event 

shall be excluded. 

(2) In order to validly exercise the Security Right with respect to an Exercise Date the Security Holder is 

obliged to 

(a) deliver a duly completed and filled in Exercise Notice via the account holding bank to the Exercise 

Agent in the form available at the Exercise Agent or by providing all information and statements as 

provided for in paragraph (4) below; and 

(b) deliver the Securities via the account holding bank to the account of the Exercise Agent with the 

Central Securities Depository. 

The Exercise Notice has to be received by the Exercise Agent until the Exercise Cut-Off Date for the relevant 

Exercise Date by the Exercise Time. The Securities have to be delivered to the account of the Exercise 

Agent with the Central Securities Depository until the Exercise Date. 

The Exercise Agent may further agree with the Issuer other circumstances in which an Exercise Notice is to 

be deemed as valid. 

(3) Security Rights can only be exercised for the Minimum Exercise Number of Securities or for an integral 

multiple thereof. Any exercise of less than the Minimum Exercise Number of Securities shall be void. Any 

exercise of more than the Minimum Exercise Number of Securities that is not an integral multiple thereof, 

shall be deemed to be an exercise of the next smaller number of Securities which is the minimum number or 

an integral multiple thereof. Securities exceeding the Minimum Exercise Number or an integral multiple 

thereof shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Security Holder to the account holding bank. 

(4) The "Exercise Notice" shall be a notice submitted by the Security Holder giving the following information: 

(a) name and address of the Security Holder, 

(b) notice by the Security Holder of his irrevocable intention hereby to exercise his Security Right, 

(c) exact description of the Securities (including the ISIN) and the number of Securities for which the 

Security Right is being exercised,  

(d)  representation that (i) the Security is not being exercised within the United States, (ii) the Exercise 

Notice or the Delivery Notice, as applicable, is not being delivered within the United States, (iii) the 

holder is not a U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 

1933, as amended), (iv) the Security is not being exercised, or the Delivery Notice is not being de-

livered, on behalf of a U.S. person and (v) no cash, no securities or other property have been or will 

be transferred in the United States or to, or the account of benefit of, a U.S. person in connection 

with any exercise or redemption thereof, and 

(d) settlement instructions for the account holding bank. 

(5) The Exercise Notice shall be binding and irrevocable once it has been received by the Exercise Agent. 
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If the requirements laid out in paragraphs (2) to (4) above are met on the relevant Exercise Cut-Off Date by 

the Exercise Time, the Exercise Notice shall take effect on the respective Exercise Date. If an Exercise No-

tice is received late (i.e. after the relevant Exercise Cut-Off Date by the Exercise Time) or if the Securities to 

which an Exercise Notice relate are not delivered to the Exercise Agent at the proper time or not delivered at 

all, such Exercise Notice shall become effective on the next following Exercise Date for which the require-

ments laid out in paragraphs (2) to (4) are met. 

If the number of Securities specified in the Exercise Notice differs from the number of Securities transferred 

within the period specified, then the Exercise Notice shall be deemed to have been submitted only in respect 

of the number of Securities corresponding to the lesser of the two figures. 

In both cases, surplus Securities shall be retransferred to the account holding bank at the cost and risk of the 

Security Holder. 

If the Underlying is a share, a security representing shares or another dividend-bearing security, the Exercise 

Date shall be postponed to the next Exchange Day if it falls on a day on which the company of the Underly-

ing resolves a dividend payment. 

(6) Once a valid Exercise Notice has been submitted, no further transfer of the Securities shall be permitted. 

(7) Upon payment of the Cash Amount, all rights of the Security Holder deriving from the Securities exer-

cised shall expire. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Type of Exercise – European Exercise Type, the following provisions 

shall apply:  

The Securities are not exercisable by the Security Holder or by the Issuer during their term. The Securities 

Right shall be deemed to be automatically exercised as provided for in Section 3. 

 

Section 5 Ordinary Termination of the Securities by the Issuer 

If the Product Conditions provide for a Right of Ordinary Termination of the Issuer, the following shall 

apply: 

(1) The Issuer shall have the right to terminate all of the Securities ordinarily on a Termination Date specified 

in the Product Conditions ("Ordinary Termination"). 

(2) Ordinary Termination shall be effected by giving notice in accordance with Section 12. The Issuer shall 

give notice of the Ordinary Termination a minimum of one (1) day before the Termination Cut-Off Date. The 

notice must specify the Termination Date on which the termination becomes effective (the "Ordinary Termi-

nation Date"). The Ordinary Termination Date shall be irrevocable. 

(3) In the event of an Ordinary Termination, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Ordinary Termination 

Date. The Issuer will pay the ordinary termination amount (the "Ordinary Termination Amount") to the Se-

curity Holder. The calculation and payment of the Ordinary Termination Amount for each Security shall follow 

the same procedure as the calculation and payment of the Cash Amount upon exercise in accordance with 

Section 4 in conjunction with the Product Conditions; the Ordinary Termination Date shall replace the Exer-

cise Date in all respects. The rights arising from the Securities shall expire upon payment of the Ordinary 

Termination Amount. 

(4) The right of the Security Holder to exercise the Securities to an Exercise Date prior to the Ordinary Ter-

mination Date shall remain unaffected. An Exercise Notice submitted in relation to the Ordinary Termination 

Date or a later Exercise Date shall be invalid. 

(5) If the Product Conditions of the Securities in question provide for the possibility of a Barrier Event occur-

ring, the occurrence of such an event – up until the determination of the Reference Price relevant for the 

calculation of the Ordinary Termination Amount – shall have precedence over the termination by the Issuer. 
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Section 6 Adjustments, Extraordinary Termination of the Securities by the Issuer 

Where the Underlying consists of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) or other divi-

dend-bearing securities, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the events described below is announced in advance or occurs 

(the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) capital increase by way of the issue of new shares or other dividend-bearing securities in return for 

contributions in cash or in kind with the grant of a subscription right, capital increase from retained 

earnings, issue of securities with option or conversion rights into shares, distribution of special divi-

dends, capital reduction, share split, subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of the shares, 

(b) spin-off of a division of the company in such a manner that a new independent company is created 

or the division is absorbed by a third company, 

(c) probable or definitive cessation of stock exchange trading in the shares as a result of a bankruptcy, 

merger by absorption or new company formation or takeover of the company of the Underlying by 

another company,  

(d) or another comparable event that, after determination by the Issuer, results in a dilution or concen-

tration of the theoretical value of the relevant share, 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

If a Derivatives Exchange is specified in the Product Conditions, the Issuer may, in exercising its discretion 

for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and substance of the adjustment on the manner in 

which the relevant Derivatives Exchange makes corresponding adjustments for futures or options contracts 

on the Underlying (share) traded on it, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the appli-

cation of the adjustment rules of the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its rea-

sonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). 

The list presented above is not final. The decisive factor is whether the Derivatives Exchange considers it 

necessary to adjust the contract size, a contract underlying or the quotation of the relevant Reference Agent 

for the determination of the price of the shares, or would consider it necessary if futures or options contracts 

on the Underlying were traded there. If neither futures nor options contracts linked to the shares of the com-

pany are traded on the Derivatives Exchange, the adjustment shall be made in the manner in which the De-

rivatives Exchange would do so if corresponding futures or options contracts were traded there. If doubts 

arise in this event relating to the application of the adjustment rules of the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer 

shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accord-

ance with sections 315, 317 BGB). In such cases, the Issuer shall endeavour to ensure – as far as legally 

and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security Holders is the same before and after the 

Adjustment Event. 

The Issuer shall be entitled where appropriate to depart from the adjustments made by the Derivatives Ex-

change if it considers such a course of action to be necessary in its reasonable discretion (for Securities 

governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) in order to reflect differences between 

these Securities and the futures and options contracts traded on the Derivatives Exchange. This applies in 

particular to measures pursuant to paragraph (1) (b) and (c). Irrespective of whether, which and when ad-

justments are made on the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer may make adjustments with the aim of ensuring 

that the Security Holder remains as far as possible in the same economic position as prior to the measures 

pursuant to paragraph (1) (b) and (c). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first Exchange Day on which trad-

ing in the corresponding futures or options contracts takes place after taking account of the adjustment. If no 

corresponding futures or options contracts are traded on a Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer will also, in its 

reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), 

determine the Due Date on which the adjusted Product Features shall apply for the first time, taking into 

account the timing of the change, adjustment or other measure. 
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Such adjustments may relate, in particular, to the Product Features as well as to the replacement of the 

share which forms an Underlying for the Security by a basket of shares or, in the case of a merger, by shares 

of the absorbing or newly formed company in an adjusted amount and, where appropriate, the designation of 

a different reference agent as the new Reference Agent. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer or of the Derivatives Exchange, an appropriate adjustment is not possible for any 

reason whatsoever (or if the Derivatives Exchange terminates the futures or options contracts linked to the 

Underlying early, or would do so if corresponding futures or options contracts were traded there), the Issuer 

shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily ("Extraordinary Termination") 

by giving notice in accordance with Section 12 specifying the Termination Amount defined in the following. 

The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, even following economically reasonable efforts, 

not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or 

investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assumption and perfor-

mance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting from 

such transactions or investments. The termination shall become effective at the time notice is given in ac-

cordance with Section 12 ("Extraordinary Termination Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall 

end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days after the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount in respect of each Security (the "Extraordinary 

Termination Amount"), which shall represent an appropriate market price for a Security immediately prior to 

the Termination Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securities gov-

erned by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), taking into account the remaining time 

value. For the purpose of determining the Extraordinary Termination Amount for Securities with a finite Term 

in the event of termination following a merger event in the form of a takeover bid for which the consideration 

consists wholly or mainly of cash, the Calculation Agent may, in addition to the factors mentioned above, 

take into account the price of the relevant share immediately after the takeover bid is announced as well as 

other market parameters prevailing directly prior to the announcement of the takeover bid, and in particular 

may take into consideration all the rules that a derivatives exchange applies or would normally apply for the 

purpose of determining the theoretical fair value of the shares, such as expected dividends and implied vola-

tilities. 

In other respects, the provisions of Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the Extraordinary 

Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and, if applicable, the Derivatives Exchange shall apply 

in addition to the provisions set out above. 

(6) If the Underlying consists of securities representing shares (e.g. depositary receipts), the provisions of 

paragraphs (1) to (5) shall apply analogously to the shares underlying the securities representing shares. 

The events described below shall also qualify in each case as possible Adjustment Events: 

(a) modification of the conditions of the securities representing shares by their issuers; 

(b) cessation of the stock exchange quotation of the securities representing shares or of the shares un-

derlying them; 

(c) insolvency of the issuer or of the custodian bank of the securities representing shares; 

(d) end of the term of the securities representing shares as a result of termination by the issuer of the 

securities representing shares; 

(e) or for any other reason that has comparable economic effects. 

The Issuer may adjust the Security Right, subject to termination pursuant to paragraph (3), in the manner in 

which corresponding adjustments are made on the Derivatives Exchange for futures or options contracts on 

the securities representing shares traded there, provided that the Due Date for the Adjustment Event is prior 

to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. The same applies in the event that the issuer of the 

securities representing shares makes adjustments to the securities representing shares on the occurrence of 

one of the Adjustment Events described above, even if corresponding adjustments are not made on the De-
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rivatives Exchange or would not be made if futures or options contracts on the securities representing shares 

were traded there. In other respects, the rules contained in this paragraph shall apply analogously. 

(7) If the Underlying consists of other dividend-bearing securities (e.g. profit participation rights, participation 

certificates), the provisions of paragraphs (1) to (5) shall apply analogously to the other dividend-bearing 

securities and the issuing company. 

If the Underlying consists of indices, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the events described below is announced in advance or occurs 

(the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) Change, adjustment or other measure affecting the relevant underlying principles and regulations 

(index concept) and the calculation of the Underlying, resulting, in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer, in the relevant index concept or the relevant calculation of the Underlying no longer being 

comparable to those applying on the Issue Date. These factors are no longer comparable if, in par-

ticular, a change, adjustment or other measure results in a material change in the Underlying despite 

the fact that the prices of the individual securities included in the Underlying and their weightings re-

main the same. 

(b) Cancellation of the Underlying and/or its replacement by a different index concept; 

(c) or for any other reason that has comparable economic effects, 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) and taking into account the most recent price determined for 

the Underlying, provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Adjustment Event is prior to the or prior 

to a Valuation Date or falls on that date, and for this purpose will determine Product Features to be adjusted 

the economic effect of which will correspond as closely as possible to the previous provisions. 

If a Derivatives Exchange is specified in the Product Conditions, the Issuer may, in exercising its discretion 

for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and substance of the adjustment on the manner in 

which the relevant Derivatives Exchange makes corresponding adjustments for futures or options contracts 

on the Underlying (index) traded on it, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the applica-

tion of the adjustment rules of the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its rea-

sonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). The 

Issuer shall be entitled where appropriate to depart from the adjustments made by the Derivatives Exchange 

if it considers such a course of action to be necessary in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by 

German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) in order to reflect differences between these Securi-

ties and the futures or options contracts traded on the Derivatives Exchange. 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first Exchange Day on which trad-

ing in the corresponding futures or futures or options contracts takes place after taking account of the ad-

justment. If no corresponding futures or options contracts are traded on a Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer 

will also, in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sec-

tions 315, 317 BGB), determine the Due Date on which the adjusted Product Features shall apply for the first 

time, taking into account the timing of the change, adjustment or other measure. 

If the index is cancelled or replaced by a different index concept, or if it is not possible to continue the licens-

ing agreement between the Reference Agent and the Issuer or the Calculation Agent, the Issuer shall deter-

mine, making corresponding adjustments to the Product Features where appropriate, whether the calculation 

of the Security Right shall be based in future on another index concept and on which other index concept. 

If the index is no longer calculated and determined and/or published by the Reference Agent but by another 

person, company or institution that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substitute Reference 

Agent"), then the Cash Amount shall be calculated where applicable on the basis of the index calculated and 

published by the Substitute Reference Agent. All references to the Reference Agent contained in these 

Terms and Conditions shall be deemed to refer analogously to the Substitute Reference Agent. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer, an appropriate adjustment or the determination of another relevant index concept is 
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not possible for any reason whatsoever (or if the Derivatives Exchange terminates the futures or options 

contracts based on the Underlying early, or would do so if corresponding futures or options contracts were 

traded there), the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily ("Ex-

traordinary Termination") by giving notice in accordance with Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary Ter-

mination Amount defined in the following. The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, even 

following economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, liquidate, 

acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge its risks 

resulting from the assumption and performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to realize, regain 

or transfer the proceeds resulting from such transactions or investments. The termination shall become ef-

fective at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 ("Extraordinary Termination Date"). In this 

event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and, if applicable, the Derivatives Exchange shall apply 

in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of bonds, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the events described below is announced in advance or occurs 

(the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) termination or repurchase or (early) redemption of the Underlying by its issuer, 

(b) probable or definitive cessation of stock exchange trading in the Underlying or replacement of the is-

suer of the Underlying, 

(c) insolvency of the issuer of the Underlying, 

(d) limitation of the tradability of the Underlying, 

(e) negative change in the rating of the Underlying or its issuer, 

(f) imposition of taxes on income from the Underlying, 

(g) or for any other reason that has comparable economic effects, 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

If a derivatives exchange is specified in the Product Conditions, the Issuer may, in exercising its discretion 

for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and substance of the adjustment on the manner in 

which the issuer of the Underlying makes corresponding adjustments to the Underlying or the relevant deriv-

atives exchange makes corresponding adjustments for futures or options contracts on the Underlying (bond) 

traded on it, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the application of the adjustment 

rules of the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion (for 

Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). The Issuer shall be entitled 

where appropriate to depart from the adjustments made by the Derivatives Exchange if it considers such a 

course of action to be necessary in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in ac-

cordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) in order to reflect differences between these Securities and the fu-

tures or options contracts traded on the Derivatives Exchange. 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first Exchange Day on which trad-

ing in the corresponding futures or options contracts takes place after taking account of the adjustment. If no 
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corresponding futures or options contracts are traded on a Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer will also, in its 

reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), 

determine the Due Date on which the adjusted Product Features shall apply for the first time, taking into 

account the timing of the change, adjustment or other measure. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features as well as, for example, to the 

replacement of an Underlying (bond) by another Underlying (bond) or basket of bonds and, where applica-

ble, the designation of another reference agent as the new Reference Agent. In such cases, the Issuer shall 

endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security 

Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer or of the Derivatives Exchange, an appropriate adjustment is 

not possible for any reason whatsoever (or if the Derivatives Exchange terminates the futures or options 

contracts corresponding to the Underlying early, or would do so if corresponding futures or options contracts 

were traded there), the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily 

("Extraordinary Termination") by giving notice in accordance with Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary 

Termination Amount defined in the following. The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, 

even following economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, 

liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge 

its risks resulting from the assumption and performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to real-

ize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting from such transactions or investments. The termination shall 

become effective at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 ("Extraordinary Termination 

Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and, if applicable, the Derivatives Exchange shall apply 

in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of commodities, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the measures described below is announced in advance or oc-

curs (the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) the Underlying is traded by the Reference Agent responsible for the determination of the Reference 

Price of the Underlying in a different quality, a different composition (e.g. with a different degree of 

purity or different place of origin) or a different standard unit of measurement; 

(b) the imposition of, change in or removal of a tax on, or measured by reference to, the Underlying after 

the Launch Date, if the direct effect of such imposition, change or removal is to raise or lower the 

price of the Underlying; or 

(c) other comparable changes relating to the Underlying 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

substance of the adjustment on the manner in which the relevant Reference Agent itself makes correspond-

ing adjustments to the Underlying or the Derivatives Exchange makes adjustments for futures or options 

contracts on the Underlying traded on it, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the ap-

plication of the adjustment rules of the Reference Agent or the Derivatives Exchange, the Issuer shall decide 
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such questions in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sec-

tions 315, 317 BGB). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first Trading Day on the Deriva-

tives Exchange on which trading in the corresponding futures or options contracts takes place after taking 

account of the adjustment. If no corresponding futures or options contracts are traded on a Derivatives Ex-

change, the Issuer will also, in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accord-

ance with sections 315, 317 BGB), determine the Due Date on which the adjusted Product Features shall 

apply for the first time, taking into account the timing of the change, adjustment or other measure. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features. In such cases, the Issuer shall 

endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security 

Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event. 

If the Reference Price for an Underlying is no longer calculated and published by the Reference Agent but by 

another person, company or institution that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by 

German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substitute Refer-

ence Agent"), then the Security Right shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the Underlying calcu-

lated and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. Furthermore, all references to the Reference Agent 

contained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substitute Reference 

Agent as far as the context allows. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an appropriate adjustment, the 

Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily ("Extraordinary Termina-

tion") by giving notice pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary Termination Amount defined in the 

following. The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, even following economically reasona-

ble efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, liquidate, acquire or dispose of any 

transactions or investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assump-

tion and performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds 

resulting from such transactions or investments. The termination shall become effective at the time notice is 

given in accordance with Section 12 ("Extraordinary Termination Date"). In this event, the Term of the 

Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and, if applicable, the Derivatives Exchange shall apply 

in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of futures or interest rate futures, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to a (Current) Underlying, one of the measures described below is announced in advance 

or occurs (the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) adjustment of the (Current) Underlying by the Reference Agent; 

(b) suspension of trading or the early settlement of the (Current) Underlying by the Reference Agent; 

(c) material change regarding the concept of the (Current) Underlying or regarding the contract specifi-

cations on which the Current) Underlying is based; 

(d) introduction, revocation or amendment of a tax levied on the reference asset underlying the (Current) 

Underlying, provided that this affects the price of the (Current) Underlying and provided that such in-

troduction, revocation or amendment occurs after the Issue Date; or 

(e) other comparable changes relating to the (Current) Underlying 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 
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(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

substance of the adjustment on the manner in which the Reference Agent itself makes corresponding ad-

justments to the (Current) Underlying, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the applica-

tion of the adjustment rules of the Reference Agent, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its reasonable 

discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first Trading Day on which trading 

in the corresponding futures contracts takes place on the Reference Agent after taking account of the ad-

justment. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features as well as to the replacement of 

the (Current) Underlying. In such cases, the Issuer shall endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practi-

cally possible – that the economic position of the Security Holders is the same before and after the Adjust-

ment Event and that the continuity of the performance of the reference indicators underlying the Securities is 

maintained. 

If the Reference Price for the respective Underlying is no longer calculated and published on the Reference 

Agent but by another exchange that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by Ger-

man law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substitute Reference 

Agent"), then the Cash Amount shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the Underlying calculated 

and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. Furthermore, all references to the Reference Agent con-

tained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substitute Reference 

Agent as far as the context allows. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer or of the Reference Agent, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an 

appropriate adjustment, the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinari-

ly ("Extraordinary Termination") by giving notice pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary Ter-

mination Amount defined in the following.  

The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if  

(a) the Issuer or/and an affiliate company is, even following economically reasonable efforts, not in the 

position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or in-

vestments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assumption and 

performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds 

resulting from such transactions or investments, or  

(b) the Issuer or/and an affiliate company notes that in connection with a Roll-Over of the Current Un-
derlying no following underlying contract exists for which the Rollover Reference Price is positive or 
that the Rollover Reference Price of any of the following underlying contracts is lower than the Rollo-
ver Reference Price for the Current Underlying before Rollover on the Rollover Date minus the Strike 
on the Rollover Date (each as defined in the Product Conditions).  

The termination shall become effective at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 ("Extraor-

dinary Termination Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termina-

tion Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent shall apply in addition to the provisions set out above. 
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If the Underlying consists of exchange rates, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the measures described below is announced in advance or oc-

curs (the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) material changes in the method of calculating the Underlying, 

(b) other comparable changes relating to the Underlying 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

substance of the adjustment on the manner in which the Reference Agent itself makes corresponding ad-

justments to the Underlying, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the application of the 

adjustment rules of the Reference Agent, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion 

(for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the date on which the relevant ad-

justment is made by the Reference Agent. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features. In such cases, the Issuer shall 

endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security 

Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event. 

If the Reference Price for the respective Underlying is no longer calculated and published by the Reference 

Agent but by another person, company or institution that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities 

governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substi-

tute Reference Agent"), then the Security Right shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the Underly-

ing calculated and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. Furthermore, all references to the Refer-

ence Agent contained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substi-

tute Reference Agent as far as the context allows. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer or of the Reference Agent, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an 

appropriate adjustment, the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinari-

ly (the "Extraordinary Termination") by giving notice pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary 

Termination Amount defined in the following. The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, 

even following economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, 

liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge 

its risks resulting from the assumption and performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to real-

ize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting from such transactions or investments. The termination shall 

become effective at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 (the "Extraordinary Termination 

Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent shall apply in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of interest rates, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the measures described below is announced in advance or oc-

curs (the "Adjustment Event"): 
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(a) material changes in the method of calculating the Underlying, 

(b) other comparable changes relating to the Underlying 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

substance of the adjustment on the manner in which the Reference Agent makes corresponding adjustments 

to the Underlying, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the application of the adjust-

ment rules of the Reference Agent, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion (for 

Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the date on which the relevant ad-

justment is made by the Reference Agent. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features. In such cases, the Issuer shall 

endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security 

Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event. 

If the Reference Price for the respective Underlying is no longer calculated and published by the Reference 

Agent but by another person, company or institution that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities 

governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substi-

tute Reference Agent"), then the Security Right shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the Underly-

ing calculated and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. Furthermore, all references to the Refer-

ence Agent contained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substi-

tute Reference Agent as far as the context allows. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer or of the Reference Agent, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an 

appropriate adjustment, the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinari-

ly (the "Extraordinary Termination") by giving notice pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary 

Termination Amount defined in the following. The Issuer may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, 

even following economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, 

liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge 

its risks resulting from the assumption and performance of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to real-

ize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting from such transactions or investments. The termination shall 

become effective at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 (the "Extraordinary Termination 

Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(5) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent shall apply in addition to the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of investment units, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the measures described below is announced in advance or oc-

curs (the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) the merger, transfer, consolidation, liquidation or termination of the fund; 

(b) restrictions on the issue or redemption of the investment units by the fund; 

(c) change in the currency in which the investment units are calculated; 
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(d) change in the number of the investment units in the fund without corresponding cash flows into or 

out of the fund; 

(e) any other event comparable to (a) to (d) relating to the fund or to the investment units that may either 

have a similar effect on the value of the fund or the investment units or that is comparable to the 

events specified under (a) to (d). 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German 

law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Due Date (as defined below) for the Ad-

justment Event is prior to the or prior to a Valuation Date or falls on that date, and provided that in the rea-

sonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) of the 

Issuer this is necessary and appropriate in order to ensure that the economic position of the Security Holders 

is the same as it was immediately prior to the Adjustment Event. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

substance of the adjustment on the manner in which the Reference Agent or the fund company itself makes 

corresponding adjustments to the Underlying, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the 

application of the adjustment rules of the Reference Agent, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its rea-

sonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB). 

"Due Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the date on which the relevant ad-

justment by the Reference Agent or the fund company becomes effective. 

An adjustment of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features. In such cases, the Issuer shall 

endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possible – that the economic position of the Security 

Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event. 

If the Reference Price for the respective Underlying is no longer calculated and published by the Reference 

Agent but by another person, company or institution that the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (for Securities 

governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the "Substi-

tute Reference Agent"), then the Security Right shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the Underly-

ing calculated and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. Furthermore, all references to the Refer-

ence Agent contained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substi-

tute Reference Agent as far as the context allows. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an appropriate adjustment 

and/or if the Issuer determines that, as a result of the adjustment, it or its collateral provider is not able to 

enter into the hedging transactions necessary to cover its payment obligation arising from the issue of the 

Securities or is able to do so only under disproportionately more onerous conditions of an economic or prac-

tical nature, or if an Extraordinary Fund Event as defined in paragraph (4) exists, the Issuer shall be entitled, 

but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily ("Extraordinary Termination") by giving notice 

pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Extraordinary Termination Amount defined in the following. The Issuer 

may also terminate the Securities if the Issuer is, even following economically reasonable efforts, not in the 

position (i) to enter, reenter, replace, maintain, liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or invest-

ments that the Issuer considers necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assumption and performance 

of its obligations under the Securities or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting from such 

transactions or investments. The termination shall become effective at the time notice is given in accordance 

with Section 12 ("Extraordinary Termination Date"). In this event, the Term of the Securities shall end on 

the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

In the event of an Extraordinary Termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within ten Business 

Days following the Extraordinary Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Extraordinary Termi-

nation Amount") determined by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of 

a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Section 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the 

Extraordinary Termination Amount. 

(4) An "Extraordinary Fund Event" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the occur-

rence of one of the events listed below: 
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(a) the investigation of, or regulatory measures with respect to the activities of, the relevant Reference 

Agent or fund company by the competent regulatory authority relating to the existence of unauthor-

ised actions or the breach of a statutory, regulatory requirement or rule; 

(b) the merger, transfer, consolidation, liquidation or termination of the fund company; 

(c) revocation of the authorisation or sales authorisation of the fund company or for the fund; 

(d) the mandatory redemption of investment units by the fund; 

(e) a change in the tax laws applicable to the fund or a change in the fund’s tax status pursuant to Sec-

tion 5 of the Investment Tax Act (Investmentsteuergesetz); 

(f) an event which is likely to make it impossible to determine the price of the Underlying during the 

Term of the Securities. 

(5) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(6) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and/or of the fund company shall apply in addition to 

the provisions set out above. 

If the Underlying consists of virtual currencies, the following shall apply: 

(1) If, with respect to an Underlying, one of the events described below in announced in advance or occurs 

(the "Adjustment Event"): 

(a) material changes in the method of calculating the Underlying, 

(b) adjustments of the Underlying by a Reference Agent, 

(c) cessation of trading in the Underlying by a Reference Agent, 

(d) material change in the concept of the Underlying or in the technical specifications on which the Un-

derlying is based (including, but not limited to, a hard or soft fork, or other process that results in a 

division or split of the Underlying into multiple assets), 

(e)  introduction, cancellation or modification of a tax, fee, duty or other costs which are levied on the 

Underlying or in connection with the reference instrument on which the Underlying is based, if this af-

fects the price of the Underlying and if such introduction, cancellation or modification takes place af-

ter the Issue Date, 

(f)  any other change or reason that has comparable economic effects, 

the Issuer may adjust the Security Right in accordance with the following provisions. 

(2) If an Adjustment Event pursuant to paragraph (1) exists, the Issuer will adjust the Security Right – subject 

to termination pursuant to paragraph (3) – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities subject to German law, 

sections 315, 317 BGB), provided that the Effective Date for the Adjustment Event is prior to the or prior to a 

Valuation Date or falls on that date. 

The Issuer may, in exercising its discretion for the purpose of making the adjustment, base the timing and 

terms of the adjustment on the manner in which the Reference Agent makes corresponding adjustments to 

the Underlying itself, but shall not be obliged to do so. If doubts arise relating to the application of the ad-

justment rules of the Reference Agent, the Issuer shall decide such questions in its reasonable discretion (for 

Securities subject to German law, sections 315, 317 BGB). 

"Effective Date" within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions means the first trading day on which 

trading in the corresponding virtual currency takes place at the Reference Agent after taking account of the 

adjustment. 

Adjustments of this nature may relate in particular to the Product Features as well as to the replacement of 

the Underlying. In such cases, the Issuer shall endeavour to ensure – as far as legally and practically possi-

ble – that the economic position of the Security Holders is the same before and after the Adjustment Event 

and that the continuity of the performance of the reference indicators underlying the Securities is maintained. 

If the Reference Price for the respective Underlying is no longer calculated and published by the Reference 

Agent but by another Suitable Trading Platform (as defined below) that the Calculation Agent in its reasona-

ble discretion (for Securities subject to German law, sections 315, 317 BGB) considers to be suitable (the 
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"Substitute Reference Agent"), then the Cash Amount shall be calculated on the basis of the price for the 

Underlying calculated and published by the Substitute Reference Agent. The Calculation Agent is also enti-

tled to remove, exchange or add one or more Reference Agent(s) for any other reason at its reasonable 

discretion (for securities under German law §§ 315, 317 BGB). Furthermore, all references to a Reference 

Agent contained in these Terms and Conditions shall then be understood as references to the Substitute 

Reference Agent as far as the context allows. 

"Suitable Trading Platforms" are trading platforms which are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the 

Calculation Agent and which are designated by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securi-

ties subject to German law, sections 315, 317 BGB). Suitable Trading Platforms must satisfy the following 

criteria: 

(a)  the trading platform must publish on a continuous and regular basis (i) a bid-offer spread for an im-

mediate sale (offer) and an immediate purchase (bid) and (ii) the most recent price paid for the Un-

derlying, in each case in the Currency of the Underlying; 

(b)  the activities relating to trading and/or the publication of the prices on the trading platform have not 

been prohibited or declared illegal by an authority that is legally responsible for that trading platform; 

and 

(c)  exchanges (payments in or out) of national currencies into virtual currencies, and vice versa, must 

be executed within a period of two (2) to seven (7) Business Days. 

(3) If, in the reasonable discretion (for Securities subject to German law, sections 315, 317 BGB) of the Issu-

er or of the Reference Agent, it is not possible for any reason whatsoever to make an appropriate adjust-

ment, the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, to terminate the Securities extraordinarily by giving notice 

pursuant to Section 12 specifying the Termination Amount defined in the following. If so provided in the 

Product Conditions, the Issuer may also terminate the Securities extraordinarily in its reasonable discretion 

(for Securities subject to German law, section 315 BGB), if the Issuer and/or one of its affiliates is not in a 

position, even after making economically reasonable efforts, (i) to conclude, renew, replace, maintain, un-

wind, acquire or dispose of hedging transactions or (ii) to realise, recover or transfer the proceeds of such 

hedging transactions (referred to as "Hedging Disruption Events"). The termination shall become effective 

at the time notice is given in accordance with Section 12 (the "Extraordinary Termination Date"). In this 

event, the Term of the Securities shall end on the Extraordinary Termination Date. 

(4) In the event of extraordinary termination, the Issuer shall pay to each Security Holder within five Business 

Days following the Termination Date an amount for each Security (the "Termination Amount") determined 

by the Issuer or the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (for Securities subject to German law, sec-

tions 315, 317 BGB) as the appropriate market price of a Security. In other respects, the rules set out in Sec-

tion 10 shall apply analogously to the payment of the Termination Amount. 

(5) Adjustments and determinations and the date on which they come into effect shall be notified by the Is-

suer pursuant to Section 12. 

(6) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent shall apply in addition to the provisions set out above, if 

available and if applicable in the reasonable discretion (for Securities subject to German law, sections 315, 

317 BGB) of the Issuer. 

 

Section 7 Market Disruption 

(1) If, on the Valuation Date or on a Valuation Date at the time of determination of the Reference Price or 

during a period of one hour before such determination, a Market Disruption, as defined in paragraph (6), 

occurs or exists or the Reference Price of the Underlying is not determined, the next following Exchange Day 

on which the Market Disruption has ceased to exist or on which the Reference Price of the Underlying is 

determined again shall be deemed to be the Valuation Date. The Maturity Date shall be postponed accord-

ingly. The Issuer shall endeavour to give notice without delay in accordance with Section 12 that a Market 

Disruption has occurred. There shall be no obligation to give notice, however. 

(2) If the Valuation Date or a Valuation Date has been postponed for five consecutive Exchange Days, the 

fifth Exchange Day shall be deemed to be the Valuation Date. In this event, the Issuer in its reasonable dis-

cretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) shall designate 
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as the Reference Price an applicable value of the Underlying that reflects in its judgment the prevailing mar-

ket conditions on the Valuation Date. 

(3) The rules and regulations of the Reference Agent and of the Derivatives Exchange shall apply in addition 

to the provisions set out above. 

(4) If there is a Market Disruption pursuant to paragraph (6) during an Observation Period specified in the 

Product Conditions, the determination whether a Barrier Event provided for in the Product Conditions has 

occurred shall be suspended for the duration of that Market Disruption; the Issuer shall endeavour to give 

notice of such suspension without delay in accordance with Section 12. There shall be no obligation to give 

notice, however. 

For the duration of the Market Disruption, the Issuer shall be entitled, but not obliged, in its reasonable dis-

cretion (for Securities governed by German law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB) and taking into 

account the prevailing market conditions, to determine another price for the observation of the price of an 

Underlying required in accordance with paragraph (4) in conjunction with the Product Conditions instead of 

the Observation Price of the Underlying specified in the Product Conditions or – after consultation with an 

expert where appropriate – in its reasonable discretion (for Securities governed by German law in accord-

ance with sections 315, 317 BGB) to calculate a substitute price for the Underlying itself. 

(5) If the end of the Observation Period corresponds to the Valuation Date or to a Valuation Date, and if that 

Valuation Date is postponed pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2), the end of the Observation Period shall be 

postponed accordingly. 

If the Underlying consists of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) or other dividend-

bearing securities, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption" means the temporary suspension or material restriction of trading 

(a) on the Reference Agent generally; 

(b) in the Underlying on the Reference Agent; or 

(c) in futures or options contracts relating to the Underlying on the Derivatives Exchange, if such con-

tracts are traded there. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of Trading Days does not constitute a Market Disruption if it is the 

result of a previously announced change to the normal business hours of the Reference Agent or of the rele-

vant Derivatives Exchange. A restriction on trading imposed by the Reference Agent or by the relevant De-

rivatives Exchange during a Trading Day for the purpose of preventing price movements that would exceed 

particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption if that restriction remains in place until the end of 

the trading period on the day in question. The cases described in Section 6 that give rise to an Adjustment 

Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

If the Underlying consists of indices, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption" means the temporary suspension or material restriction of trading 

(a) in an individual index constituent or several index constituents or in options or other futures contracts 

linked to individual or several index constituents of the Underlying; 

(b) relating to the Underlying; or 

(c) in options or other futures contracts based on the Underlying or the index constituents on the Deriva-

tives Exchange. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of Trading Days does not constitute a Market Disruption if it is the 

result of a previously announced change to the normal business hours of the Reference Agent or of the rele-

vant Derivatives Exchange. A restriction on trading imposed by the Reference Agent or by the relevant De-

rivatives Exchange during a Trading Day for the purpose of preventing price movements that would exceed 

particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption if that restriction remains in place until the end of 

the trading period on the day in question. The cases described in Section 6 (1) that give rise to an Adjust-

ment Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

If the Underlying consists of bonds, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption" means the temporary suspension or material restriction of trading 
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(a) generally on the exchanges on which the Underlying is traded; 

(b) in the Underlying or in the reference indicator on which the Underlying is based or in the shares of 

the issuer of the Underlying on the respective relevant exchange; 

(c) in futures or options contracts relating to any reference indicator on which the Underlying is based or 

to the shares of the issuer of the Underlying on the Derivatives Exchange. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of Trading Days does not constitute a Market Disruption if it is the 

result of a previously announced change to the normal business hours of the Reference Agent or of the rele-

vant Derivatives Exchange. A restriction on trading imposed by the Reference Agent or by the relevant De-

rivatives Exchange during a Trading Day for the purpose of preventing price movements that would exceed 

particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption if that restriction remains in place until the end of 

the trading period on the day in question. The cases described in Section 6 (1) that give rise to an Adjust-

ment Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

If the Underlying consists of commodities, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption" means the temporary suspension or material restriction of trading 

(a) in the Underlying on the interbank market for the Underlying; or 

(b) in futures or options contracts relating to the Underlying on the Derivatives Exchange. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of Trading Days does not constitute a Market Disruption if it is the 

result of a previously announced change to the timing of the Reference Agent’s normal fixing practices. A 

restriction on trading imposed by the Derivatives Exchange for the purpose of preventing price movements 

that would exceed particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption if that restriction remains in 

place until the end of the trading period on the day in question. The cases described in Section 6 (1) that 

give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

If the Underlying consists of futures or interest rate futures, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption" means the temporary suspension or material restriction of trading 

(a) on the Reference Agent; or 

(b) relating to the Underlying on the Reference Agent. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of Trading Days does not constitute a Market Disruption if it is the 

result of a previously announced change to the normal business hours of the Reference Agent. A restriction 

on trading imposed by the Reference Agent during a Trading Day for the purpose of preventing price move-

ments that would exceed particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption if that restriction remains 

in place until the end of the trading period on the day in question. The cases described in Section 6 (1) that 

give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

If the Underlying consists of exchange rates, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) A "Market Disruption" exists in the event of a suspension or material restriction of foreign exchange 

trading in at least one of the currencies of the exchange rates of the Underlying, a restriction on the converti-

bility of the relevant currencies or if it is impossible in economic terms to obtain a rate of exchange. 

The cases described in Section 6 (1) that give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the foregoing 

definition. 

If the Underlying consists of interest rates, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) A "Market Disruption" exists if, for any reason whatsoever, it is not possible to determine the Underlying. 

The cases described in Section 6 (1) that give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the foregoing 

definition. 

If the Underlying consists of investment units, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) A "Market Disruption" exists if the value of the Underlying is not determined by the Reference Agent on 

an Exchange Day. 
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The cases described in Section 6 (1) and (4) that give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the fore-

going definition. 

If the Underlying consists of virtual currencies, the following paragraph (6) shall apply: 

(6) "Market Disruption Event" means the suspension or temporary suspension or material restriction of 

trading in at least one of the currencies of the exchange rates of the Underlying, a restriction on the converti-

bility of the relevant currencies or that it is impossible in economic terms to obtain a rate of exchange. 

A reduction in the trading period or number of trading days does not constitute a Market Disruption Event if it 

is the result of a previously announced change to the normal business hours of the Reference Agent. A re-

striction on trading imposed by the respective Reference Agent during a trading day for the purpose of pre-

venting price movements that would exceed particular prescribed limits constitutes a Market Disruption Event 

if that restriction remains in place until the end of the trading period on the day in question. The cases de-

scribed in Section 6 (1) that give rise to an Adjustment Event do not fall under the foregoing definition. 

 

Section 8 Governing Law, Form of Securities, Central Securities Depository, Clearing System, 

Transferability 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – German Global Certificates, the following provisions 

shall apply:  

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany. 

(2) The Securities will be evidenced by a global certificate (Sammelurkunde) in accordance with section 9 a 

of the German Securities Custody Act (Depotgesetz) (the "Global Certificate"). The Global Certificate will be 

deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, Germany (the "Central 

Securities Depository") and will be kept in custody by the Central Securities Depository until all obligations 

of the Issuer under the Securities have been fulfilled. No definitive securities will be issued. Bearers are enti-

tled to co-ownership interests, economical ownership rights or comparable rights in the Global Certificates, 

which are transferable in accordance with the rules of the Central Securities Depository and the laws of 

Germany. 

(3) "Clearing System" is each of Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, 

Germany and SIX SIS AG, Baslerstrasse 100, 4600 Olten, Switzerland. 

(4) In the clearing and settlement systems (Effektengiroverkehr), the Securities are transferable in a number 

equal to the Minimum Trading Lot or an integer multiple thereof. 

(5) "Security Holder" means any holder of a co-ownership interest or right, an economic ownership right or 

a comparable right in the Global Certificate. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Danish Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in the 

following paragraphs (2) to (4) of this Section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclu-

sively be governed by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be issued in uncertified and dematerialized book-entry form and will only be evidenced 

by book entries in the system of VP SECURITIES A/S, Weidekampsgade 14, P.O. Box 4040, 2300 Copen-

hagen S, Denmark (the "Central Securities Depository") for registration of securities and settlement of 

securities transactions (the "Clearing System") in accordance with Consolidated Act No. 1530 of 

2 December 2015 on Securities Trading etc. (the "Securities Trading Act"), as amended from time to time, 

and Executive Orders issued thereunder including Executive Order No. 819 of 26 June 2013 on the registra-

tion of dematerialized securities in a central securities depository (Bekendtgørelse om registrering m.v. af 

fondsaktiver i en værdipapircentral) (the "Registration Order"). 

(3) Transfers of Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance with the Securities 

Trading Act, the Registration Order and the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or 

issued by the Central Securities Depository from time to time. The Securities will be issued in uncertificated 
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and dematerialized book-entry form and no global bearer securities or definitive securities will be issued in 

respect thereof. The Securities issued and cleared through the Central Securities Depository are transferable 

instruments and not subject to any restrictions on their transferability within Denmark. The Issuer is entitled 

to receive from the Central Securities Depository, at its request, a transcript of the register for the Securities. 

(4) "Security Holder" means any person that is for the time being shown in the book entry system and regis-

ter maintained by the Central Securities Depository as the holder of such Securities for all purposes in ac-

cordance with the Securities Trading Act and the Registration Order. For nominee registered Securities the 

authorized custodial nominee account holder shall be considered to be the Security Holder. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Dutch Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in the 

below paragraphs (2) and (3). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclusively be governed 

by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be registered in uncertificated book-entry form with the Nederlands Centraal Instituut 

voor Giraal Effectenverkeer B.V., Herengracht 459-469, 1017 BS Amsterdam, the Netherlands ("Euroclear 

Nederland" or the "Central Securities Depository"). 

(3) No Securities in definitive form will be issued. The Securities are subject to the Dutch Securities Giro Act 

(Wet giraal effectenverkeer, "Wge") (as amended from time to time) and the applicable rules issued by Euro-

clear. Delivery (uitlevering) of Securities will only be possible in the limited circumstances prescribed by the 

Wge. The Security Holders shall receive co-ownership participations in and/or rights with respect to the 

Global Security which are transferable in accordance with the Wge and the rules and regulations applicable 

to and/or issued by Euroclear Nederland (the "Clearing System"). 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Finnish Registered Securities, the following provisions 

shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in the 

following paragraphs (2) to (5) of this section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclu-

sively be governed by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be in dematerialised form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the system of 

Euroclear Finland Oy, PL 1110, Urho Kekkosen katu 5C, 00101 Helsinki, Finland ("Euroclear Finland" or 

the "Central Securities Depository") for registration of securities and settlement of securities transactions in 

accordance with the Finnish Act on Book-Entry Accounts (827/1991, as amended and/or re-enacted from 

time to time) and the Finnish Act on the Book-Entry System and Clearing Operations (348/2017, as amended 

and/or re-enacted from time to time) to the effect that there will be no certificated securities. 

(3) Registration requests relating to the Securities shall be directed to an account holding bank. 

(4) Transfers of Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance with the Finnish Act 

on Book-Entry Accounts (827/1991, as amended and/or re-enacted from time to time) and the Finnish Act on 

the Book-Entry System and Clearing Operations (348/2017, as amended and/or re-enacted from time to 

time) as well as the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear 

Finland (the "Clearing System"). Title to Finnish Registered Securities will be transferred only by registration 

in the book-entry securities system operated by Euroclear Finland (except where the Securities are nominee-

registered and are transferred from one sub-account to another sub-account with the same nominee). The 

Issuer and the Finnish Paying Agent are entitled to receive from Euroclear Finland, at their request, a tran-

script of the register for the Securities. 

(5) "Security Holder" means any person that is registered in a book-entry account managed by the account 

operator as holder of a Security. For nominee registered Securities the authorised custodial nominee ac-

count holder shall be considered to be the Security Holder. 
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If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – French Dematerialised Bearer Securities, the follow-

ing provisions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in follow-

ing paragraphs (2) to (4) of this section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclusively be 

governed by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be issued in bearer dematerialised form (titres au porteur dématérialisés). Title to the 

Securities will be evidenced by book entries (inscription en compte) in the system of Euroclear France, acting 

as central depositary (the "Central Securities Depository"), in accordance with the provisions of the French 

Monetary and Financial Code (Code Monétaire et Financier) relating to Holding of Securities (currently, Arti-

cles L. 211-3 et seq. and R. 211-1 et seq. of the French Code Monétaire et Financier). No physical document 

of title (including certificats représentatifs pursuant to Article R. 211-7 of the French Code Monétaire et Fi-

nancier) will be issued in respect of the Securities. Unless this possibility is expressly excluded in the rele-

vant Final Terms, according to Article L. 228-2 of the French Code de commerce, the Issuer may at any time 

request from the Central Securities Depositary identification information of holders of Securities in bearer 

form (au porteur) such as the name or the company name, nationality, date of birth or year of incorporation 

and mail address or, as the case may be, e-mail address of such holders. 

(3) Transfers of the Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance with the French 

Code Monétaire et Financier, the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by 

Euroclear France (the "Clearing System"). 

(4) "Security Holder" means any person holding Securities through a financial intermediary entitled to hold 

accounts with the Clearing System on behalf of its customers (the "Security Account Holder") or, in the 

case of a Security Account Holder acting for its own account, such Security Account Holder. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Italian Uncertificated Certificates, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in follow-

ing paragraphs (2) to (4) of this section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclusively be 

governed by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be issued in uncertificated and dematerialised book-entry form pursuant to the "Italian 

Financial Services Act" (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the relevant implementing regulations, and are 

registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with registered office in Piazza degli Affari, 6, 20123 Milan, Italy 

(the "Central Securities Depository") in accordance with the Italian Financial Services Act and the relevant 

implementing rules governing central depositories, settlement services, guarantee systems and related man-

agement companies, issued by Bank of Italy and the Italian securities regulator (Commissione Nazionale per 

le Società e la Borsa, "CONSOB"). No physical document of title will be issued to represent the Security.  

(3) "Clearing System" is Monte Titoli S.p.A., Piazza degli Affari 6, 20123 Milan, Italy. 

(4) In the clearing and settlement systems, the Securities are transferable in a number equal to the Minimum 

Trading Lot or an integer multiple thereof. 

(5) The transfer of the Securities operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened with the 

Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System (the "Security 

Account Holders"). As a consequence, the subject who from time to time is the owner of the account held 

with a Security Account Holder will be considered as the legitimate owner of the Securities (the "Security 

Holder") and will be authorized to exercise all rights related to them. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Norwegian Registered Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in para-

graphs (2) to (4) of this section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclusively be gov-

erned by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 
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(2) The Securities will be in dematerialized registered form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the 

system of the Norwegian Central Securities Depositary VPS ASA, P.O. Box 4, 0051, Oslo, Norway (the 

"Central Securities Depository") for registration of securities and settlement of securities transactions in 

accordance with the Norwegian Securities Register Act (lov om registrering av finansielle instrumenter 2002 

5. juli nr. 64). There will be neither global bearer securities nor definitive securities and no physical securities 

will be issued in respect of the Securities. Securities issued through the Central Securities Depository must 

comply with the Norwegian Securities Trading Act, and the procedures applicable to and/or issued by the 

Central Securities Depositary from time to time and as amended from time to time. 

(3) Transfers of the title to the Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance with 

the Norwegian Securities Register Act (lov om registrering av finansielle instrumenter 2002 5. juli nr. 64), the 

regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by the Norwegian Central Securities 

Depositary VPS ASA, P.O. Box 4, 0051, Oslo, Norway (the "Clearing System") (the "Norwegian CSD 

Rules"). 

(4) "Security Holder" means any person that is registered on an account of the Clearing System as holder 

of a Security or, where applicable, any other person acknowledged as the holder pursuant to the Norwegian 

CSD Rules. For nominee registered security the authorised nominee shall be considered to be the Security 

Holder. The Issuer shall be entitled to obtain information from the Clearing System in accordance with the 

Norwegian CSD Rules. Except as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction or as required by law, the 

Security Holder of any Security shall be deemed to be and may be treated as its absolute owner for all pur-

poses, whether or not it is overdue and regardless of any notice of ownership, trust or an interest in it and no 

person shall be liable for treating the holder as owner. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Swedish Registered Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply:  

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holder, the Issuer, the Paying Agents and the 

Calculation Agent shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Germany, except as provided for in the 

following paragraphs (2) to (5) of this Section 8. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Guarantee shall exclu-

sively be governed by the laws of Switzerland (Section 1 (6)). 

(2) The Securities will be in dematerialised form and will only be evidenced by book entries in the system of 

Euroclear Sweden AB, registration number 556112-8074, Klarabergsviadukten 63, Box 191, SE-101 23 

Stockholm, Kingdom of Sweden ("Euroclear Sweden" or the "Central Securities Depository") for registra-

tion of securities and settlement of securities transactions in accordance with Chapter 4 of the Swedish Fi-

nancial Instruments Accounts Act (lag (1998:1479) om värdepapperscentraler och kontoföring av finansiella 

instrument) (the "SFIA Act") to the effect that there will be no certificated securities. Securities registered in 

the Central Securities Depository are negotiable instruments and not subject to any restrictions on free nego-

tiability under Swedish law. The registration of Swedish Registered Securities in the Central Securities De-

pository will be governed by, and construed in accordance with, Swedish law. The Issuer shall have the right 

to obtain extracts from the debt register of Euroclear Sweden. 

(3) Registration requests relating to the Securities shall be directed to an account operator. 

(4) Transfers of Securities and other registration measures shall be made in accordance with the SFIA Act, 

the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear Sweden. The from 

time to time applicable Euroclear Sweden Rules for Issuers and Issuer Agents (the "Euroclear Sweden 

Rules") may be downloaded from its website: http://www.euroclear.eu. The Issuer is entitled to receive from 

Euroclear Sweden, at its request, a transcript of the register for the Securities. 

(5) "Security Holder" means any person that is registered in a book-entry account managed by the account 

operator as holder of a Security. For nominee registered Securities the authorised custodial nominee ac-

count holder shall be considered to be the Security Holder. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Swiss Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

(1) The Securities and the rights and duties of the Security Holders, the Issuer, the Paying Agents, the Cal-

culation Agent and the Guarantor shall in all respects be governed by the laws of Switzerland. 

(2) The Securities represent intermediated securities (the "Intermediated Securities") within the meaning of 

the Swiss Federal Act on Intermediated Securities (Bundesgesetz über Bucheffekten, "BEG"). They will be 
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issued initially in unsecuritised form pursuant to article 973 c of the Swiss Civil Code (Zivilgesetzbuch) (Code 

of Obligations) as uncertificated securities (Wertrechte) (the "Uncertificated Securities"). 

(3) Uncertificated Securities are created by the Issuer by an entry in a register of uncertificated securities 

maintained by the Issuer. These uncertificated securities are then entered into the main register of SIX SIS 

AG, Baslerstrasse 100, 4600 Olten, Switzerland (the "Central Securities Depository"). When the Uncertifi-

cated Securities are entered in the Central Securities Depository’s main register and credited in one or more 

securities accounts, Intermediated Securities are created in accordance with article 6 (1) c) BEG. 

(4) Uncertificated Securities in the form of intermediated securities may be transferred or disposed of in 

some other way only in accordance with the provisions of the Swiss Federal Act on Intermediated Securities 

and the law of the Swiss Confederation, i.e. by crediting the Intermediated Securities to a securities account 

of the purchaser. 

(5) Neither the Issuer nor the Security Holders are entitled at any time to convert the Uncertificated Securities 

into a global note or definitive securities or to demand such conversion or to cause or demand a delivery of a 

global note or definitive securities. 

(6) The records of the Central Securities Depository will determine the number of Intermediated Securities 

held through each participant with the Central Securities Depository. With respect to Intermediated Securi-

ties, holders of the Intermediated Securities are (i) the persons, other than the Central Securities Depository 

itself, holding the Intermediated Securities in a securities account (Effektenkonto) with the Central Securities 

Depository and (ii) the custodians holding the Intermediated Securities for their own account. The Paying 

Agent may assume that a bank or financial intermediary submitting or transmitting to it a notice of the Securi-

ty Holder pursuant to these Terms and Conditions has been duly authorised by the respective Security Hold-

er for these purposes. 

(7) "Clearing System" is each of Clearstream Banking AG, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, Germa-

ny and SIX SIS AG, Baslerstrasse 100, 4600 Olten, Switzerland. 

(8) In the clearing and settlement systems (Effektengiroverkehr), the Securities are transferable in a number 

equal to the Minimum Trading Lot or an integer multiple thereof. 

(9) "Security Holder" means the person holding the Securities in a securities account in its own name and 

for its own account. 

 

Section 9 Calculation Agent, Paying Agents 

(1) "Calculation Agent" shall be Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. The 

Issuer shall be entitled at any time to replace the Calculation Agent with another bank, to appoint one or 

more additional Calculation Agent(s) and/or to revoke their appointment. The Calculation Agent shall act 

solely to assist the Issuer in the performance of its duties and shall have no obligations of any kind to the 

Security Holders. The Calculation Agent shall be exempt from the restrictions contained in section 181 BGB 

(for Securities governed by German law) and any restrictions of a similar nature under the applicable law of 

other countries (if permitted). Notice shall be given of all of the measures referred to in sentence 2 pursuant 

to section 12. 

(2) "Principal Paying Agent" shall be Bank Vontobel AG, Zurich, Switzerland, "German Paying Agent" 

shall be Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Alter Hof 5, 80331 Munich, Germany, "Danish Paying Agent" shall be 

Handelsbanken, Danish branch of Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ), Havneholmen 29, DK-1561 Copen-

hagen V, Denmark, "Dutch Paying Agent" shall be BNP Paribas Securities Services, with registered office 

at 3, rue d’Antin, 75002 Paris, France, acting through its office at 9, Rue du Débarcadère, 93500 Pantin, 

France, "Finnish Paying Agent" shall be Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ), SE-106 70 Stockholm, Sweden, 

"French Paying Agent" shall be BNP Paribas Securities Services, with registered office at 3, rue d’Antin, 

75002 Paris, France, acting through its office at 9, Rue du Débarcadère, 93500 Pantin, France, and "Italian 

Paying Agent" shall be BNP PARIBAS Securities Services, Milan Branch, Via Ansperto no. 5, 20123 Milan, 

Italy, "Nowegian Paying Agent" shall be Handelsbanken Kapitalforvaltning AS, with registered office at 

Tjuvholmen allé 11, Postboks 1342 Vika 0113 Oslo, Norway, and "Swedish Paying Agent" shall be Svenska 

Handelsbanken AB (publ), SE-106 70 Stockholm, Sweden, (the Principal Paying Agent, the German Paying 

Agent, the Danish Paying Agent, the Dutch Paying Agent, the Finnish Paying Agent, the French Paying 

Agent, the Italian Paying Agent, the Norwegian Paying Agent and the Swedish Paying Agent together, the 

"Paying Agents"). 
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The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to replace any of the Paying Agents, to appoint one or more addition-

al Paying Agents and/or to revoke their appointment. A Paying Agent shall act solely to assist the Issuer in 

the performance of its duties and shall have no obligations of any kind to the Security Holder. The Paying 

Agent shall be exempt from the restrictions contained in section 181 BGB (for Securities governed by Ger-

man law) and any restrictions of a similar nature under the applicable law of other countries (if permitted). 

Notice shall be given of all of the measures referred to in sentence 2 pursuant to section 12. 

 

Section 10 Settlement 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – German Global Certificates, Swiss Uncertificated 

Securities or Italian Uncertificated Certificates, the following paragraph (1) shall apply: 

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it on the Maturity Date by way of 

making available the due payments to the Central Securities Depository for onward transfer to the Security 

Holders. Thus, the Issuer will be discharged of all of its performance obligations. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Danish Uncertificated Securities, the following para-

graph (1) shall apply: 

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it by not later than the Maturity 

Date by way of making available the due payments to the Danish Paying Agent for onward transfer to the 

Central Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction for credit to the 

relevant accountholders in accordance with the Danish Securities Trading Act and Executive Order No. 819 

of 26 June 2013 on the registration of demateralised securities in a central securities depository (Bekendtg-

ørelse om registrering m.v. af fondsaktiver i en værdipapircentral) as well as the regulations, rules and oper-

ating procedures applicable to and/or issued by the Central Securities Depository. The transfer to the Central 

Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction shall release the Issuer 

from its payment obligations under the Securities in the amount of such payment. Settlement shall be effect-

ed to the Security Holder recorded as such on the relevant record date in accordance with the regulations, 

rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by the Central Securities Depository. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Dutch Uncertificated Securities, the following para-

graph (1) shall apply:  

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it by way of making available the 

due payments to the Dutch Paying Agent for onward transfer by Euroclear Nederland or pursuant to the in-

struction by Euroclear Nederland for credit to the relevant accountholders in accordance with the Wge, the 

regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear Nederland. Payments 

of principal and/or interest in respect of the Securities shall be made to the Security Holders registered as 

such on the business day (as defined by the then applicable Euroclear Nederland rules) before the due date 

for such payment, or such other business day falling closer to the due date as then may be stipulated in the 

Euroclear Nederland rules and will be made in accordance with the Euroclear Nederland rules. Such day 

shall be the "Record Date" in respect of the Securities in accordance with the Euroclear Nederland rules. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Finnish Registered Securities, the following paragraph 

(1) shall apply:  

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it by not later than the Maturity 

Date by way of making available the due payments to the Finnish Paying Agent for onward transfer by the 

Central Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction for credit to the 

relevant accountholders in accordance with the Finnish Act on Book-Entry Accounts (827/1991, as amended 

and/or re-enacted from time to time) and the Finnish Act on the Book-Entry System and Clearing Operations 

(348/2017, as amended and/or re-enacted from time to time) as well as the regulations, rules and operating 

procedures applicable to and/or issued by the Central Securities Depository. The transfer by the Central 

Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction shall release the Issuer 

from its payment obligations under the Securities in the amount of such payment. Settlement shall be effect-

ed to the Security Holder recorded as such on the relevant Euroclear Finland record date in accordance with 

the regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by the Central Securities Deposi-

tory. 
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If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – French Dematerialised Bearer Securities, the follow-

ing paragraph (1) shall apply: 

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it by not later than the Maturity 

Date by way of making available the due payments to French Paying Agent for onward transfer by the Cen-

tral Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction for credit to the rele-

vant Securities Holders in accordance with the French Code monétaire et financier, the regulations, rules 

and operating procedures applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear France. The transfer by the Central Secu-

rities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction shall release the Issuer from its 

payment obligations under the Securities in the amount of such payment. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Swedish Registered Securities, the following para-

graph (1) shall apply:  

(1) The Issuer shall provide the due payments for all Securities issued by it by not later than the Maturity 

Date by way of making available the due payments to the Swedish Paying Agent for onward transfer by the 

Central Securities Depository or pursuant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction for credit to the 

relevant accountholders in accordance with the SFIA Act, the regulations, rules and operating procedures 

applicable to and/or issued by Euroclear Sweden. The transfer by the Central Securities Depository or pur-

suant to the Central Securities Depository’s instruction shall release the Issuer from its payment obligations 

under the Securities in the amount of such payment. 

The following paragraphs (2) to (8) shall apply to all Securities:  

(2) The due payments shall be calculated by the Calculation Agent and are binding for the Security Holders, 

unless there is an obvious error. 

(3) The figures resulting from the calculation of the cash amounts shall be rounded up or down to the number 

of decimal places pursuant of the Cash Amount Rounding in the Product Conditions. However, this does not 

apply to a Base Settlement Amount to be paid by the Issuer in accordance with Section 3 in connection with 

the Product Conditions; the Base Settlement Amount shall not be rounded.  

(4) A potential conversion of amounts payable from the Currency of the Underlying into the Settlement Cur-

rency shall be made pursuant to the Currency Conversion. 

(5) If a due payment is required to be made in accordance with the Terms and Conditions on a day that is not 

a Business Day, the payment may be postponed until the next following Business Day. The Security Holder 

shall not be entitled to demand interest or other compensation as a result of such a postponement. 

(6) All taxes, national and international transaction taxes, fees or other charges that may be incurred in con-

nection with the due payments shall be borne by the Security Holder. The Issuer and/or the Paying Agent 

shall be entitled to deduct any taxes, fees or charges payable by the Security Holder from the due payments. 

(7) Settlement of the Securities shall be subject to all laws, regulations, administrative requirements and 

procedures applicable on the respective Exercise Date, Expiry Date, Valuation Date, Termination Date or 

Maturity Date. The Issuer shall not be responsible for the eventuality that, as a result of these requirements 

and procedures, it is not in a position to meet its obligations in accordance with the preceding paragraphs 

despite making all reasonable efforts to do so, nor for actions or omissions by settlement agents arising from 

or in connection with the performance of the obligations arising from these Securities. 

(8) Neither the Issuer, the Calculation Agent nor the Paying Agent(s) shall be obliged to check the entitle-

ment of the Security Holders. 

 

Section 11 Replacement of the Issuer 

(1) The Issuer shall be entitled to substitute another obligor in respect of the Securities (the "New Issuer") for 

itself at any time without the consent of the Security Holders provided that: 

(a) the New Issuer assumes all obligations of the Issuer arising from or in connection with the Securities 

pursuant to an agreement with the Issuer, 

(b) the Issuer has provided an unconditional and irrevocable guarantee in favour of the Security Holders 

of the performance of all the obligations arising from or in connection with the Securities to be as-

sumed by the New Issuer and 
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(c) the New Issuer has received all necessary approvals from the authorities of the country in which it 

has its registered office. 

(2) In the event of such replacement, all references to the Issuer contained in the Terms and Conditions shall 

be deemed to refer henceforth to the New Issuer. 

(3) The replacement shall be notified without delay pursuant to section 12. 

 

Section 12 Notices 

(1) All notices relating to the Securities shall be published on the website of the Issuer at prospec-

tus.vontobel.com (on the relevant product page for the respective Security accessible by entry of the respec-

tive ISIN on the website prospectus.vontobel.com or generally under prospectus.vontobel.com under the 

section <<Notices>>) or on any other website which the Issuer will announce with at least six (6) weeks lead 

time in accordance with this section 12. Any such notice will be deemed to have been effected on the date of 

first publication of such notice. 

(2) The Issuer reserves the right, in addition to the publication of a notice pursuant to paragraph (1), to deliv-

er a notice to the relevant Central Securities Depository for communication by the Central Securities Deposi-

tory to the Security Holder. Even if the notice is communicated by the relevant Central Securities Depository 

the first publication pursuant to sentence 2 of paragraph (1) remains decisive for the time of effectiveness of 

the notice. 

(3) Notices shall additionally be published to the extent and as required by statute or by stock exchange reg-

ulations. 

(4) Unless required by statute or by stock exchange regulations or unless expressly so provided in these 

Terms and Conditions notices shall be given for information purposes only and do not represent a require-

ment for legal effectiveness. 

 

Section 13 Increase of Issue, Repurchase of Securities 

(1) The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to issue additional Securities with the same features in such a 

way that they are consolidated with the Securities, form a single issue with them and increase their number. 

In the case of such an increase, the term "Securities" shall also refer to the additional Securities issued. 

(2) The companies of the Vontobel Group (these include all consolidated subsidiaries of Vontobel Holding 

AG, Zurich) shall be entitled at any time during the Term of the Securities to buy or sell the latter in off-

market or, where applicable, on-market transactions. These companies are under no obligation to inform the 

Security Holders of such purchases or sales. Repurchased Securities may be cancelled, held, resold or oth-

erwise disposed of. 

 

Section 14 Presentation Period and Statute of Limitations 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – German Global Certificates, the following provisions 

shall apply:  

The presentation period for the Securities (pursuant to section 801 (1) sentence 1 BGB) shall be shortened 

to ten years, beginning with the date on which the relevant obligation of the Issuer arising from the Securities 

first becomes due. Claims arising from Securities presented during this presentation period shall lapse within 

two years beginning with the expiry of the presentation period. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Swiss Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply:  

In accordance with applicable law of the Swiss Confederation, claims of all kinds against the Issuer arising in 

connection with the Securities shall lapse ten years after the relevant payment becomes due. This provision 

does not apply to claims for interest payments which shall expire after five years after the relevant interest 

payments become due. 
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If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Danish Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

The presentation period for claims of a Security Holder against the Issuer for payment of principal corre-

sponds to ten (10) years from the due date of such payment. The presentation period for claims of a Security 

Holder against the Issuer for the payment of interest or other amounts payable corresponds to three (3) 

years from the due date of such payment. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Dutch Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

In accordance with applicable Dutch Law, claims of all kinds against the Issuer arising in connection with the 

Securities shall lapse five (5) years after the relevant payment becomes due. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – French Uncertificated Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

Claims against the Issuer for payment in respect of the Securities shall be prescribed unless made within five 

(5) years. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Finnish Registered Securities, the following provisions 

shall apply: 

In the case of Finnish Registered Securities, claims against the Issuer for the payment of any such amount 

payable in respect of the Securities shall become void unless made within three (3) years, in each case after 

the Relevant Date. For the purposes of this condition, "Relevant Date" means the date on which such pay-

ment first becomes due, or such later date on which an interruption of the period of limitation (Fi. vanhen-

tumisen katkaiseminen) is made in accordance with the Finnish Limitations Act (728/2003, as amended). 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Italian Uncertificated Certificates, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

The presentation period for claims of a Security Holders against the Issuer for the payment of principal cor-

responds to ten (10) years from the due date for such payment. The presentation period for claims of a Se-

curity Holder against the Issuer for the payment of interest corresponds to five (5) years from the due date for 

such payment. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Norwegian Registered Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

In accordance with the Norwegian Limitation Act of 1979, claims of Security Holders against the Issuer shall 

lapse ten years after the due dates of payment of principal. Any interest payments after such ten years have 

passed, lapse after three (3) years from the due dates of such later interest payments. 

If the Product Conditions stipulate Registry Type – Swedish Registered Securities, the following provi-

sions shall apply: 

Claims against the Issuer in respect of Swedish Registered Securities will be prescribed unless made within 

ten (10) years after the due date for payment. If the presentation period in respect of Swedish Registered 

Securities is interrupted a new presentation period of ten years will commence. Where the presentation peri-

od is interrupted through any acknowledgement, claim or reminder a new presentation period shall com-

mence on the date of the interruption or, where the presentation period is interrupted through legal proceed-

ings or the claims for payment is brought before in a court of law, enforcement authority or in arbitration pro-

ceedings, bankruptcy proceedings or proceedings for a judicial composition with creditors, a new presenta-

tion period shall commence on the date on which a judgment or final decision is rendered or the procedure is 

otherwise terminated. 

 

Section 15 Miscellaneous Provisions 

If the Governing Law is stipulated to be German Law pursuant to Section 8 (1) above, the following shall 

apply: 

(1) The place of performance shall be Frankfurt am Main. 
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 (2) The place of jurisdiction for all legal disputes arising from the matters dealt with in these Terms and Con-

ditions for merchants (Kaufleute), legal persons subject to public law, public-sector special corporations and 

persons without a general place of jurisdiction in Germany shall be, with the exception of the Guarantee 

(section 8), to the extent legally permitted, Frankfurt am Main. 

(3) To the extent that the Issuer or the Calculation Agent make or do not make adjustments in accordance 

with these Terms and Conditions and take or do not take other measures, they are liable only if they fail to 

meet the duty of care of a prudent businessman or in the event of gross negligence. 

(4) The Issuer shall be entitled to amend or to correct (i) obvious clerical or computational errors or other 

manifest mistakes and (ii) contradictory or incomplete provisions in these Terms and Conditions without the 

consent of the Security Holder. In this context, only such corrections or amendments are permitted in the 

cases specified under (ii) that, with due consideration for the interests of the Issuer, are not disadvantageous 

to the Security Holder i.e. that do not have a material adverse effect on the Security Holder’s financial posi-

tion. Amendments or corrections to these Terms and Conditions shall be notified without delay in accordance 

with section 12. 

(5) The Issuer as well as Vontobel Holding AG, Gotthardstrasse 44, 8022 Zürich, Switzerland, appoint each 

other as authorised recipients in Germany and Switzerland, respectively, for all proceedings in connection 

with the Securities pending in those countries. Delivery shall be deemed to have been effected when the 

item has been received by the relevant authorised recipient (irrespective of whether it has been passed on to 

the Issuer and the Guarantor and the latter have received it). The Issuer and the Guarantor undertake to 

appoint a substitute authorised recipient in the event that the relevant authorised recipient is no longer in a 

position for whatever reason to act as such, or no longer has an address in Germany or Switzerland, respec-

tively. Notice shall be given of such an appointment in accordance with section 12. The right to effect delivery 

in any other legally permitted manner shall remain unaffected by this provision. 

(6) The distribution of the Base Prospectus and of the Final Terms including the Terms and Conditions and 

the offering or purchase of the Securities may be subject to legal restrictions in certain countries. The Securi-

ties may be offered or purchased in a given country only if the applicable national requirements are ob-

served. 

(7) The English language version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for con-

venience only. 

If the Governing Law is stipulated to be Swiss Law pursuant to Section 8 (1) above, the following shall apply: 

(1) The Issuer and the Guarantor irrevocably declare themselves subject to the jurisdiction of the Commer-

cial Court of the Canton of Zurich for all legal disputes relating to the Securities. The place of jurisdiction shall 

be Zurich 1. The right to appeal against a decision to the Swiss Federal Supreme Court in Lausanne in ac-

cordance with the applicable procedural law shall remain reserved. In this respect the Issuer and the Guar-

antor waive the objection of lack of jurisdiction and the objection that proceedings have been brought before 

an inappropriate court (forum non conveniens). This declaration is made for the benefit of each Security 

Holder; it does not limit the right of the Security Holder to bring proceedings before any other competent 

court, nor do proceedings pending in one or more jurisdictions exclude proceedings in another jurisdiction 

(whether simultaneous or not). 

(2) The Issuer shall be entitled to amend or to correct all of the provisions without the consent of the Security 

Holders (i) for the purpose of correcting an obvious error and (ii) for the purpose of clarifying any matter 

which is unclear or for making any correction or amendment to the provisions that is necessary or desirable 

in the judgment of the Issuer, but only such corrections or amendments shall be permitted in the cases re-

ferred to under (ii) that do not have a material adverse effect on the financial situation of the Security Hold-

ers. The right of the Issuer to amend or to correct all of the provisions to the extent required by legislation or 

by decisions of the courts or of the authorities shall remain reserved. Notice shall be given of amendments or 

corrections to the provisions in accordance with section 12. 

(3) The Issuer and the Guarantor appoint each other as authorised recipients in Germany and Switzerland, 

respectively, for all proceedings in connection with the Securities pending in those countries. Delivery shall 

be deemed to have been effected when the item has been received by the relevant authorised recipient (ir-

respective of whether it has been passed on to the Issuer and the Guarantor and the latter have received it). 

The Issuer and the Guarantor undertake to appoint a substitute authorised recipient in the event that the 

relevant authorised recipient is no longer in a position for whatever reason to act as such, or no longer has 
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an address in Germany or Switzerland, respectively. Notice shall be given of such an appointment in accord-

ance with section 12. The right to effect delivery in any other legally permitted manner shall remain unaffect-

ed by this provision. 

(4) The distribution of the Base Prospectus and of the Final Terms including the Terms and Conditions and 

the offering or purchase of the Securities may be subject to legal restrictions in certain countries. The Securi-

ties may be offered or purchased in a given country only if the applicable national requirements are ob-

served. 

(5) The English language version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for con-

venience only. 

 

Section 16 Severability 

If a provision included in these Terms and Conditions is or becomes wholly or partly invalid, incomplete or 

impracticable, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. A provision corresponding to the 

meaning and purpose of these Terms and Conditions and to the interests of the parties shall replace the 

invalid, incomplete or impracticable provision and fill in the respective gaps in these Terms and Conditions. 
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7.2 Product Conditions 

The Product Features of the respective product presented in the Product Conditions below will be deter-
mined by the Issuer just shortly before the start of the offer and will be specified in the Final Terms. Depend-
ing on the respective type of security to be issued, for the purposes of the individual issue the relevant sec-
tion 7.2.1 to 7.2.7 in each case will be incorporated into section II. of the Final Terms, and the empty spaces 
and placeholders will be filled in and the relevant options selected. 

 

7.2.1 Product Conditions for Warrants (Product No. 1) 

 

   

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ● 

Option Type [Call] [Put]  

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●   ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 
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[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The Currency of the Underlying corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

Initial Reference Price ●  

Strike ●  

Ratio ●  

Cash Amount The Cash Amount (Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to: 

[in the case of Call Warrants, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is higher than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Reference Price – Strike) [/][x] Ratio].] 

[in the case of Put Warrants, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is lower than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Strike – Reference Price) [/][x] Ratio].] 
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Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Type of Exercise [European Exercise Type] 

[American Exercise Type] 

[insert in the case of American Exercise Type: 

Exercise Agent shall be the [Principal Paying Agent] [German Paying Agent] [Italian Paying Agent] 
[…] [insert other Exercise Agent, as the case may be:] 

Facsimile: ● 

Address: ● 

Exercise Cut-Off Date shall mean 

[each [fifth (5th)] [●] [Business Day] [●] before an Exercise Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Cut-Off 
Date, where applicable: ●] 

Exercise Time is [insert time: ●] 

Exercise Date shall mean 

[each Business Day commencing as of the First Exercise Date (including) up to 
the Final Exercise Date (including)] 

[any last Business Day in the months [insert relevant months: ●] of each 
calendar year commencing as of the month of ●] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Date, 
where applicable: ●]. 

First Exercise Date [insert date: ●] 

Final Exercise Date [insert date: ●] 

Minimum Exercise 
Number 

[1][●] Sercurit[y][ies] [(or a multiple of it)]] 

[insert only in case of Italian Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and regulations: 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza)  

[shall mean the Valuation Date.] [[●] Business Days following the Valuation 
Date.]  [●]] 

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

[the final settlement price for [options] [futures] on the Underlying determined 
and published by the Derivatives Exchange on the Valuation Date. In the event 
that the Valuation Date is not a final settlement day on the Derivatives Exchange 
for [options] [futures] on the Underlying, the Reference Price shall be the closing 
price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent.] 

[the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 
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[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

means the price of the Underlying [as set out in Table 2 in the Annex to the 
Product Conditions] determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation Time] 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

means the settlement price of the Underlying determined and published on the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account of the prices of the Underlying published by the Reference Agent on 
the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date [In the case of European Exercise Type: 

Subject to termination, the Valuation Date shall be [●] . 

If the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day, it shall be postponed to the [next 
following Exchange Day] [in the case of Indices as the Underlying, alternatively: 
Exchange Day preceding that day in the same calendar month. If the preceding 
Exchange Day does not fall into the same calendar month as the original 
Valuation Date, the Valuation Date shall be postponed to the following Exchange 
Day] 

[insert modified provision where applicable: ●].] 

[In the case of American Exercise Type: 

Subject to termination by the Issuer, the Valuation Date shall be 

(a) in each case in the event of effective exercise by the Security Holder, an 
Exercise Date on which the Security Right is exercised effectively by the 
Security Holder in accordance with section 4 of the General Conditions; 

(b) in other cases the Final Exercise Date on which the Security Right is 
deemed to be exercised automatically pursuant to section 3 of the General 
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Conditions. 

[If (i) the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day or (ii) in the event of effective 
exercise by the Security Holder, the Exercise Notice is not received by the 
Exercise Agent until after the Reference Price has been determined by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date, then the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the next following Exchange Day] 

[insert modified provision where applicable: ●].] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent [and on 
which trading in [options] [futures] on the Underlying is not excluded in accord-
ance with special provisions of the Derivatives Exchange (for example, holiday 
rules and regulations)].] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Issuer has no right to ordinarily terminate the Securities. Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall not apply. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall end 
– subject to Extraordinary Termination by the Issuer pursuant to Section 6 of the 
General Conditions – on the Valuation Date. 

Maturity Date [In the case of European Exercise Type: 

The Maturity Date shall be [●] [the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day 
after the Valuation Date].] 

[In the case of American Exercise Type: 

The Maturity Date shall be  

(a) if the Valuation Date is the same as the Final Exercise Date, [insert date: 
●][the Maturity Date as set out in Table 1 in the Annex to the Product 
Conditions]; 

(b) in other cases the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the 
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Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified definition for the Maturity Date, where applicable: ●] 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 
(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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7.2.2 Product Conditions for Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 2) 

   

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Option Type [Call] [Put]   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●   ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 
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[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The "Currency of the Underlying" corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

Initial Reference Price ●   

Strike ●   

Ratio ●   

Cash Amount If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Cash Amount 
(Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is higher than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Reference Price – Strike) [/][x] Ratio] 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is lower than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Strike – Reference Price) [/][x] Ratio]. 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Type of Exercise European Exercise Type 

Barrier Event A Barrier event shall occur if [during] [at] the Observation Period [and the usual 
times at which the Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference 
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Agent,] the Observation Price [touches or] [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants of 
the "Call" Type, insert: is lower than] [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the 
"Put" Type, insert: is higher than] the Knock-Out Barrier, in which case the 
Securities are exercised automatically and expire worthless immediately. 

The Term of the Securities shall end upon the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

Notice shall be given of the occurrence of the Barrier Event in accordance with 
Section 12 of the General Conditions. 

Knock-Out Barrier ●   

Observation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●] [shall correspond to the Term] [shall begin on the 
[●] and shall end on the Valuation Date (in each case inclusive)]    

[in the case of exchange rates and commodities as the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

However, the Observation Period (every day, 24 hours per day) shall be limited 
to Monday 0:00 a.m. until Friday 9:00 p.m. (London time in each case).] 

[insert alternative Observation Period] 

Observation Price Shall mean 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), oth-
er dividend-bearing securities, indices, futures or interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent. 

[in the case of bonds, commodities, interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the price in the interbank market as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 
BGB)].] 

[in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

each market price determined during the Observation Period by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sec-
tions 315, 317 BGB)] that is derived from the bid and offer prices for the Underly-
ing as available and published on the respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].] 

[insert alternative provision relating to the Observation Price for an Underlying] 

[In the event of a change in the times at which the Underlying is calculated and 
published by the Reference Agent, the Observation Price within the meaning of 
these Terms and Conditions shall change analogously.] 

[For the purpose of determining whether the Observation Price [touches or] [in 
the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: falls below] [in the 
case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: rises above] the Knock-
Out Barrier, each determination of the price of the Underlying] by the [Reference 
Agent] [Calculation Agent] [during] [at] the Observation Period shall be relevant[, 
and specifically, subject to any future changes in the calculation times by the 
Reference Agent, at the usual times at which the Underlying is calculated and 
published by the Reference Agent.]] 

[insert only in case of Italian Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and regulations: 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza)  

[shall mean the Valuation Date.] [[●] Business Days following the Valuation 
Date.] [●]]  

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
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Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

[the final settlement price for [options] [futures] on the Underlying determined 
and published by the Derivatives Exchange on the Valuation Date. In the event 
that the Valuation Date is not a final settlement day on the Derivatives Exchange 
for [options] [futures] on the Underlying, the Reference Price shall be the closing 
price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent.] 

[the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation 
Time] on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

the settlement price of the Underlying determined and published on the Refer-
ence Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date The Valuation Date shall be ●. 

If the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day, it shall be postponed to the [next 
following Exchange Day] [Exchange Day preceding that day in the same 
calendar month. If the preceding Exchange Day does not fall into the same 
calendar month as the original Valuation Date, the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the following Exchange Day] [insert modified provision where 
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applicable: ●].] 

[Valuation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●] [begin on the time of the [determina-
tion][publication] of the Closing Price of the Underlying by the Referenc Agent on 
the Valuation Date and shall end on the time of the [determination][publication] 
of the Closing Price of the Underlying by the Referenc Agent on the [next follow-
ing][●] Exchange Day after the Valuation Date (in each case inclusive)]    [If a 
Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7 of the General Conditions occurs or 
exists during the Observation Period, the provisions of Section 7 of the General 
Conditions shall apply accordingly.] 

[insert alternative Valuation Period]] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent [and on 
which trading in [options] [futures] on the Underlying is not excluded in accord-
ance with special provisions of the Derivatives Exchange (for example, holiday 
rules and regulations)].] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Issuer has no right to ordinarily terminate the Securities. Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall not apply. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall end 
– subject to the occurrence of a Barrier Event or to Extraordinary Termination by 
the Issuer pursuant to section 6 of the General Conditions – on the Valuation 
Date. 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be  

[the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the Valuation Date or the 
[fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the date on which a Barrier 
Event occurs] 

[insert alternative definition of Maturity Date, as the case may be: ●]. 
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Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 
(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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7.2.3 Product Conditions for Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss (Product No. 3) 

 

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●  ] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Option Type [Call] [Put]   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●   ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 
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[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The "Currency of the Underlying" corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

Initial Reference Price ●   

Strike ●   

Ratio ●   

Cash Amount [If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Cash Amount 
(Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to] 

[The Cash Amount (Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to] 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Call" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Valuation Price on the Valuation Date is higher than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Valuation Price – Strike) [/][x] Ratio] 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Put" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Valuation Price on the Valuation Date is lower than the Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Strike – Valuation Price) [/][x] Ratio]. 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Type of Exercise European Exercise Type 
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Barrier Event A Barrier event shall occur if [during] [at] the Observation Period [and the usual 
times at which the Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference 
Agent,] the Observation Price [touches or] [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants with 
Stop Loss of the "Call" Type, insert: is lower than] [in the case of Knock-Out 
Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Put" Type, insert: is higher than] the Stop Loss 
Barrier, in which case the Securities are exercised automatically. 

If a Barrier Event occurs, the Valuation Price for the purpose of determining the 
Cash Amount shall be equal to the Stop Loss Reference Price. 

The Term of the Securities shall end upon the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

Notice shall be given of the occurrence of the Barrier Event in accordance with 
Section 12 of the General Conditions. 

Stop Loss Barrier ●   

Observation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●] [shall correspond to the Term] [shall begin on the 
[●] and shall end on the Valuation Date (in each case inclusive)]   . 

[in the case of exchange rates and commodities as the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

However, the Observation Period (every day, 24 hours per day) shall be limited 
to Monday 0:00 a.m. until Friday 9:00 p.m. (London time in each case).] 

[insert alternative Observation Period] 

Observation Price Shall mean 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), oth-
er dividend-bearing securities, indices, futures or interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 

[in the case of bonds, commodities, interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the price in the interbank market as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 
BGB)].] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

each market price determined during the Observation Period by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sec-
tions 315, 317 BGB)] that is derived from the bid and offer prices for the Underly-
ing as available and published on the respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].] 

[insert alternative provision relating to the Observation Price for an Underlying] 

[In the event of a change in the times at which the Underlying is calculated and 
published by the Reference Agent, the Observation Price within the meaning of 
these Terms and Conditions shall change analogously.] 

[For the purpose of determining whether the Observation Price [touches or] [in 
the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Call" Type, insert: falls 
below] [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Put" Type, 
insert: rises above] the Stop Loss Barrier, each determination of the price of the 
Underlying] by the [Reference Agent] [Calculation Agent] [during] [at] the 
Observation Period shall be relevant[, and specifically, subject to any future 
changes in the calculation times by the Reference Agent, at the usual times at 
which the Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference Agent.]] 

Valuation Price The Valuation Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows: 

[If a Barrier Event occurs, the Valuation Price shall be the Stop Loss Reference 
Price. If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Valua-
tion Price shall be equal to the Reference Price on the Valuation Date.] [insert 
modified provision relating to the determination of the Valuation Price, where 
applicable: ●] 
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Stop Loss Reference 
Price 

shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for the purpose of cal-
culating the Cash Amount if a Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation 
Period, and shall be determined as follows: 

The Stop Loss Reference Price shall be  

[an amount determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for 
Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking into account 
quotations on the Reference Agent as the price of the Underlying within [a peri-
od of [one hour] [●] during the trading hours for the Underlying following the oc-
currence of the Barrier Event]. If a Barrier Event occurs less than [one hour] [●] 
prior to the end of the trading hours for the Underlying, that period shall be ex-
tended accordingly to the next Exchange Day. [in case of Securities with Regis-
try Type - Italian Uncertificated Securities, insert: However, the Stop Loss Refer-
ence Price shall not be [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the 
"Call" Type, insert: lower than the minimum] [in the case of Knock-Out Warrants 
with Stop Loss of the "Put" Type, insert: higher than the maximum] quotation on 
the Reference Agent during that time span.] 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss with Valuation Period, insert: 
the [if "Call" Type, insert: lowest][if "Put" Type, insert: highest] amount deter-
mined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities sub-
ject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking into account quotations on 
the Reference Agent as the rate, price or level of the Underlying within the Valu-
ation Period.]  

[in case of Securities with Registry Type - Italian Uncertificated Securities, insert: 
However, the Stop Loss Reference Price shall not be [in the case of Knock-Out 
Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Call" Type, insert: lower than the minimum] [in 
the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss of the "Put" Type, insert: higher 
than the maximum] quotation on the Reference Agent during that time span.]] 

[insert modified method of determining the Stop Loss Reference Price, where 
applicable: ●] 

[insert only in case of Italian Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and regulations: 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza)  

[shall mean the Valuation Date.] [[●] Business Days following the Valuation 
Date.] [●]] 

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount if no Barrier Event has occurred dur-
ing the Observation Period, and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

[the final settlement price for [options] [futures] on the Underlying determined 
and published by the Derivatives Exchange on the Valuation Date. In the event 
that the Valuation Date is not a final settlement day on the Derivatives Exchange 
for [options] [futures] on the Underlying, the Reference Price shall be the closing 
price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent.]] 

[the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
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Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation 
Time] on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

the settlement price of the Underlying determined and published on the Refer-
ence Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date The Valuation Date shall be 

(a) [insert date: ●]   or 

(b) in the case of a Barrier Event, the date on which the Barrier Event oc-
curs. 

If the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day, it shall be postponed to the [next 
following Exchange Day] [Exchange Day preceding that day in the same 
calendar month. If the preceding Exchange Day does not fall into the same 
calendar month as the original Valuation Date, the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the following Exchange Day] [insert modified provision where 
applicable: ●].] 

[Valuation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●.] [begin on the time of the [determina-
tion][publication] of the Closing Price of the Underlying by the Referenc Agent on 
the Valuation Date and shall end on the time of the [determination][publication] 
of the Closing Price of the Underlying by the Referenc Agent on the [next follow-
ing][●] Exchange Day after the Valuation Date (in each case inclusive).] [begin 
on the time of the [determination][publication] of the Barrier Event and shall end 
on the time of the [determination][publication] of the Closing Price of the Under-
lying by the Referenc Agent on the [next following][●] Exchange Day after the 
day of the Barrier Event (in each case inclusive)]   [If a Market Disruption pursu-
ant to Section 7 of the General Conditions occurs or exists during the Observa-
tion Period, the provisions of Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply 
accordingly.] 
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[insert alternative Valuation Period]] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent [and on 
which trading in [options] [futures] on the Underlying is not excluded in accord-
ance with special provisions of the Derivatives Exchange (for example, holiday 
rules and regulations)].] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Issuer has no right to ordinarily terminate the Securities. Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall not apply. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall end 
– subject to the occurrence of a Barrier Event or to extraordinary termination by 
the Issuer pursuant to Section 6 of the General Conditions – on the Valuation 
Date. 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be  

[the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the Valuation Date or the 
[fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the date on which a Barrier 
Event occurs] 

[insert alternative definition of Maturity Date, as the case may be: ●]. 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 
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(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 

]  
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7.2.4 Product Conditions for Open End Knock-Out Warrants (Product No. 4) 

 

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●  ] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Option Type [Call] [Put]   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●  ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 
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[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The "Currency of the Underlying" corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Initial Underlying 

[● [([Bloomberg][●] symbol: ●)]]   

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Current Underlying 

[On each Rollover Date a Rollover procedure shall be carried out whereby the 
Issuer replaces the respective Current Underlying with another Underlying 
(future) which, except for the maturity date which is further in the future, has the 
same or comparable contract specifications. 

The "Current Underlying" from the Issue Date until the first Rollover Date shall 
be the "Initial Underlying", as specified above. On the first Rollover Date this 
Underlying shall lose its validity and shall be replaced by the Underlying falling 
due on the Reference Agent in the next following Rollover Month. On each 
subsequent Rollover Date, the Current Underlying shall be replaced analogously 
by the underlying contract falling due on the Reference Agent in the next 
following Rollover Month.  

[The above described replacement is subject to the condition, that the Rollover 
Reference Price of the Underlying falling due on the Reference Agent in the next 
following Rollover Month is positive on the Rollover Date.  

If the Rollover Reference Price of such Underlying is zero (0) or negative on the 
Rollover Date, the Current Underlying shall be replaced analogously by the un-
derlying contract falling due on the Reference Agent in the next following Rollo-
ver Month at the Reference Agent that has a positive Rollover Reference Price 
on the Rollover Date.]] 
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[In the case that no following underlying contract exists for which the Rollover 
Reference Price of the Underlying is positive [or that the Rollover Reference 
Price of any of the following underlying contracts is lower than the Rollover Ref-
erence Price for the Current Underlying before Rollover on the Rollover Date 
minus the Strike on the Rollover Date], the Issuer is entitled to terminate the 
Securities extraordinarily [(in accordance with § 6 paragraph 3 of the General 
Conditions)].]] 

[insert modified provision relating to the Rollover, where applicable: ●]] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Rollover Date 

[shall be determined in each case by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] and 
shall fall within a period [starting with the first Trading Day on which, in the con-
text of a Rollover, the Underlying contract has been replaced by the Current 
Underlying and ending with] [of ten Trading Days prior to] the last Trading Day of 
the Current Underlying on the Reference Agent. [In the event that the first notice 
day of the Current Underlying is before its last Trading Day, the period for the 
Rollover Date shall begin ten Trading Days prior to the first notice day and shall 
end with the last Trading Day of the Current Underlying.]] [insert alternative defi-
nition of a Rollover Date: ●]] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Rollover Month(s) 

shall be [insert corresponding contract months: ●]   [each contract month defined 
in relation to the Underlying on the Reference Agent]. 

Initial Reference Price ●   

Initial Strike  ●   

Adjustment Date shall be [each Trading Day – beginning with the first Trading Day following the 
Issue Date] [insert alternative specification of the Adjustment Date: ●]. 

Current Strike/ 

Adjustment of the Current 
Strike  

The Current Strike on the Issue Date shall correspond to the Initial Strike. The 
Current Strike shall be adjusted by the Calculation Agent [at the end of each 
Adjustment Date] [insert alternative adjustment time: ●]]. 

The Current Strike shall be adjusted using the following formula: 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: 

[FLn = – divf∙div ]  

[insert modified formula where applicable, in particular in the case of fu-
tures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the reference interest 
rate r must be removed from the formula: ●]] 

 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: 

[FLn = – divf∙div ] 

[insert modified formula where applicable, in particular in the case of fu-
tures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the reference interest 
rate r must be removed from the formula: ●]] 

 

where: 

FLn: Strike following the adjustment = Current Strike. 

FLa: Strike before the adjustment. 

[r: reference interest rate: [the current money market rate of interest for over-
night deposits in the Currency of the Underlying determined by the Calcula-
tion Agent.] [in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: the cur-
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rent money market rate of interest for overnight deposits in the Strike Curren-
cy (Currency of the Underlying) determined by the Calculation Agent, less the 
current money market rate of interest for overnight deposits in the Base Cur-
rency determined by the Calculation Agent (as specified above). 

r = r(Strike Currency) – r(Base Currency).] 

[specify alternative interest rate, where applicable: ●] 

FS: Current Financing Spread. The "Current Financing Spread" shall be 
specified on each Adjustment Date by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion in a range between zero (0) and the Maximum Financing Spread. 
For this purpose, factors such as the level of interest rates, changes in market 
expectations relating to interest rates and margin considerations may be tak-
en into account. 

n: number of calendar days between the current Adjustment Date (exclusive) 
and the next Adjustment Date (inclusive). 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), 
other dividend-bearing securities and indices as Underlying: 

divf: Dividend Factor. Means  

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or 
GDRs), other dividend-bearing securities and price indices as Under-
lying: a value between 0 and 1, calculated by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [(for Securities governed by German law in ac-
cordance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the taxes or charges 
payable by the Calculation Agent or companies affiliated with it on the 
dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends distributed on that 
day on the relevant share or one or several of the shares comprised in 
the index.] 

[in the case of performance indices as Underlying: the difference be-
tween (A) 1 and (B) a value between 0 and 1, calculated by the Calcula-
tion Agent in its reasonable discretion [(for Securities governed by Ger-
man law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the taxes 
or charges payable by the Calculation Agent or companies affiliated with 
it on the dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends distribut-
ed on that day on the relevant share or one or several of the shares 
comprised in the index. [If the index (Underlying) consists of more than 
100 constituents, the Calculation Agent shall have the right, in its rea-
sonable discretion [(for Securities governed by German law in accord-
ance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] to use a correspondingly smoothed 
divf for the purposes of the adjustment on each Trading Day.]] 

div: Dividend Effect. Means [(i) an amount, calculated by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [(in accordance with sections 315, 317 
BGB)] based on the dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends 
distributed on an Ex-Dividend Date on [the relevant share][on one or several 
constituents of the Underlying]. "Ex-Dividend Date" is a day on which shares 
of the relevant company for which dividends or cash amounts equivalent to 
dividends are to be distributed are traded "ex dividend" on their relevant pri-
mary exchange.][insert modified method of dealing with dividends and distri-
butions, where applicable: ●]] 

The result of the calculation shall be rounded [in the case of Open End Knock-
Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: upwards] [in the case of Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: downwards] to the nearest 
multiple of the rounding of the Strike. The rounding of the Strike shall be ●. 

Financing Spread The Financing Spread on the Issue Date shall amount to ●. 

Maximum Financing 
Spread 

The Maximum Financing Spread shall amount to ●. 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 

The Current Strike shall be adjusted on each Rollover Date. The adjustment 
shall take place immediately following the adjustment of the Current Strike de-
scribed above and shall be made using the following formula: 
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additionally:  

Current Strike after 
Rollover 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: 

] 

 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: 

] 

 

where: 

FLns: Current Strike after Rollover 

FLn: Current Strike before Rollover 

RORPa: Rollover Reference Price for the Current Underlying before Rollo-
ver 

RORPn: Rollover Reference Price for the Current Underlying after Rollover 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally:  

Rollover Reference Price 

The "Rollover Reference Price" shall be determined on each Rollover Date by 
the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to Ger-
man law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the prices of the Current Underly-
ing traded and published on the Reference Agent within a period of one hour 
prior to and including the time of determination of the official settlement price of 
the Current Underlying.] 

Ratio ●   

Cash Amount If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the Cash Amount 
(Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is higher than the Current Strike, [divided 
by] [multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Reference Price – Current Strike) [/][x] Ratio] 

[In the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Reference Price on the Valuation Date is lower than the Current Strike, [divided 
by] [multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Current Strike – Reference Price) [/][x] Ratio]. 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Barrier Event A Barrier event shall occur if [during] [at] the Observation Period [and the usual 
times at which the [Current] Underlying is calculated and published by the 
Reference Agent,] the Observation Price [touches or] [in the case of Open End 
Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: is lower than] [in the case of Open 
End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: is higher than] the Current 
Knock-Out Barrier, in which case the Securities are exercised automatically and 
expire worthless immediately. 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event shall take precedence over exercise by the 
Security Holder or termination by the Issuer. The Term of the Securities shall end 
upon the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

[The Issuer shall arrange for the payment of an amount of [insert Settlement 
Currency] [0.001] [●] instead of debiting the Securities for no value.] 

Notice shall be given of the occurrence of the Barrier Event in accordance with 
Section 12 of the General Conditions. 
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Initial Knock-Out Barrier ● 

Current Knock-Out Barrier The Current Knock-Out Barrier shall correspond to the Current Strike. 

Observation Period The Observation Period shall be every day from the [Issue Date] [●] [(inclusive)]. 

[in the case of exchange rates and commodities as the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

However, the Observation Period (every day, 24 hours per day) shall be limited 
to Monday 0:00 a.m. until Friday 9:00 p.m. (London time in each case).] 

[insert alternative Observation Period] 

Observation Price Shall mean 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), oth-
er dividend-bearing securities, indices, futures or interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the [Current] Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent. 

[in the case of bonds, commodities, interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the price in the interbank market as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 
BGB)].] 

[in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

each market price determined during the Observation Period by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sec-
tions 315, 317 BGB)] that is derived from the bid and offer prices for the Underly-
ing as available and published on the respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].] 

[insert alternative provision relating to the Observation Price for an Underlying] 

[In the event of a change in the times at which the [respective Current] Underly-
ing is calculated and published by the Reference Agent, the Observation Price 
within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions shall change analogously.] 

[For the purpose of determining whether the Observation Price [touches or] [in 
the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: falls below] 
[in the case of Open End Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: rises 
above] the Current Knock-Out Barrier, each determination of the price of the 
[Current] Underlying] by the [Reference Agent] [Calculation Agent] [during] [at] 
the Observation Period shall be relevant[, and specifically, subject to any future 
changes in the calculation times by the Reference Agent, at the usual times at 
which the [Current] Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference 
Agent.]] 

Type of Exercise American Exercise Type 

Exercise Agent shall be the [Principal Paying Agent] [German Paying Agent] [Italian Paying Agent] 
[insert other Exercise Agent, as the case may be:] 

Facsimile: ● 

Address: ● 

Exercise Cut-Off Date Exercise Cut-Off Date shall mean 

[each [fifth (5th)] [●] [Business Day] [●] before an Exercise Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Cut-Off 
Date, where applicable: ●] 

Exercise Time is ● 

Exercise Date Exercise Date shall mean 

[each Business Day commencing as of the First Exercise Date (including)] 

[any last Business Day in the months [insert relevant months: ●] of each 
calendar year commencing as of the month of ●] 
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[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Date, 
where applicable: ●]. 

First Exercise Date [insert date: ●] 

Minimum Exercise 
Number 

[1][●] Sercurit[y][ies] [(or a multiple of it)]] 

[insert only in case of Italian Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and regulations: 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza)  

[shall mean the Valuation Date.] [[●] Business Days following the Valuation 
Date.] [●]]  

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the [Current] 
Underlying for the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be 
determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert: 

the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation 
Time] on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

the settlement price of the Current Underlying determined and published on the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 
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[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date The Valuation Date shall be 

[(a) in case of valid exercise by the Security Holder pursuant to Section 4 of 
the General Conditions the relevant Exercise Date; 

(b) in case of Ordinary Termination by the Issuer pursuant to Section 5 of the 
General Conditions the Ordinary Termination Date] 

[the Expiry Date] [●].] 

[If (i) the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day or (ii) in the event of effective 
exercise by the Security Holder, the Exercise Notice is not received by the 
Exercise Agent until after the Reference Price has been determined by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date, then the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the next following Exchange Day.] 

[insert modified provision where applicable: ●] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert: 

a day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Current Underlying takes place on the Reference 
Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Right of Ordinary Termination of the Issuer pursuant to Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall apply. The Ordinary Termination Amount shall be 
calculated and paid in accordance with Section 5 (3) of the General Conditions as 
in the case of effective exercise. 
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Termination Cut-Off Date is [one (1)] [five (5)] [●] [calendar month[s]] [Business Day[s]] before the relevant 
Termination Date. 

First Termination Date ● 

Termination Dates Termination Date shall be each [Business Day] [●] commencing from the First 
Termination Date. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall be – 
subject to the occurrence of a Barrier Event or to ordinary or extraordinary 
termination by the Issuer – unlimited (Open End). 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be  

[the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the Valuation Date or the 
[fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the date on which a Barrier 
Event occurs] 

[insert alternative definition of Maturity Date, as the case may be: ●]. 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 
(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
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Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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7.2.5 Product Conditions for Mini Futures (Product No. 5) 

 

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●  ] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Option Type [Long] [Short]   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ● ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●   ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●   ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●   ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 
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[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The "Currency of the Underlying" corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Initial Underlying 

[● [([Bloomberg][●] symbol: ●)]]   

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Current Underlying 

[On each Rollover Date a Rollover procedure shall be carried out whereby the 
Issuer replaces the respective Current Underlying with another Underlying 
(future) which, except for the maturity date which is further in the future, has the 
same or comparable contract specifications. 

The "Current Underlying" from the Issue Date until the first Rollover Date shall 
be the "Initial Underlying", as specified above. On the first Rollover Date this 
Underlying shall lose its validity and shall be replaced by the Underlying falling 
due on the Reference Agent in the next following Rollover Month. On each 
subsequent Rollover Date, the Current Underlying shall be replaced 
analogously by the underlying contract falling due on the Reference Agent in the 
next following Rollover Month.  

[The above described replacement is subject to the condition, that the Rollover 
Reference Price of the Underlying falling due on the Reference Agent in the next 
following Rollover Month is positive on the Rollover Date. 

If the Rollover Reference Price of such Underlying is zero (0) or negative on the 
Rollover Date, the Current Underlying shall be replaced analogously by the 
underlying contract falling due on the Reference Agent in the next following 
Rollover Month at the Reference Agent that has a positive Rollover Reference 
Price on the Rollover Date.]] 
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[In the case that no following underlying contract exists for which the Rollover 
Reference Price of the Underlying is positive [or that the Rollover Reference 
Price of any of the following underlying contracts is lower than the Rollover Ref-
erence Price for the Current Underlying before Rollover on the Rollover Date 
minus the Strike on the Rollover Date], the Issuer is entitled to terminate the 
Securities extraordinarily [(in accordance with § 6 paragraph 3 of the General 
Conditions)].]] 

[insert modified provision relating to the Rollover, where applicable: ●]] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Rollover Date 

[shall be determined in each case by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] and 
shall fall within a period [starting with the first Trading Day on which, in the con-
text of a Rollover, the Underlying contract has been replaced by the Current 
Underlying and ending with] [of ten Trading Days prior to] the last Trading Day 
of the Current Underlying on the Reference Agent. [In the event that the first 
notice day of the Current Underlying is before its last Trading Day, the period for 
the Rollover Date shall begin ten Trading Days prior to the first notice day and 
shall end with the last Trading Day of the Current Underlying.]] [insert alternative 
definition of a Rollover Date: ●]] 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

Rollover Month(s) 

shall be [insert corresponding contract months: ●]   [each contract month de-
fined in relation to the Underlying on the Reference Agent]. 

Initial Reference Price ●   

Initial Strike ●   

Adjustment Date shall be [each Trading Day – beginning with the first Trading Day following the 
Issue Date] [insert alternative specification of the Adjustment Date: ●]. 

Current Strike/ 

Adjustment of the Current 
Strike 

The Current Strike on the Issue Date shall correspond to the Initial Strike. The 
Current Strike shall be adjusted by the Calculation Agent [at the end of each 
Adjustment Date] [insert alternative adjustment time: ●]]. 

The Current Strike shall be adjusted using the following formula: 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: 

[FLn = – divf∙div ] 

[insert modified formula where applicable, in particular in the case of fu-
tures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the reference interest 
rate r must be removed from the formula: ●]] 

 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: 

[FLn = – divf∙div ] 

[insert modified formula where applicable, in particular in the case of fu-
tures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, the reference interest 
rate r must be removed from the formula: ●]] 

 

where: 

FLn: Strike following the adjustment = Current Strike. 

FLa: Strike before the adjustment. 

[r: reference interest rate: [the current money market rate of interest for over-
night deposits in the Currency of the Underlying determined by the Calcula-
tion Agent.] [in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: the cur-
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rent money market rate of interest for overnight deposits in the Strike Curren-
cy (Currency of the Underlying) determined by the Calculation Agent, less the 
current money market rate of interest for overnight deposits in the Base Cur-
rency determined by the Calculation Agent (as specified above). 

r = r(Strike Currency) – r(Base Currency).] 

[specify alternative interest rate, where applicable: ●] 

FS: Current Financing Spread. The "Current Financing Spread" shall be 
specified on each Adjustment Date by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion in a range between zero (0) and the Maximum Financing Spread. 
For this purpose, factors such as the level of interest rates, changes in mar-
ket expectations relating to interest rates and margin considerations may be 
taken into account. 

n: number of calendar days between the current Adjustment Date (exclusive) 
and the next Adjustment Date (inclusive). 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), 
other dividend-bearing securities and indices as Underlying: 

divf: Dividend Factor. Means  

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or 
GDRs), other dividend-bearing securities and price indices as Un-
derlying: a value between 0 and 1, calculated by the Calculation Agent 
in its reasonable discretion [(for Securities governed by German law in 
accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the taxes or charges 
payable by the Calculation Agent or companies affiliated with it on the 
dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends distributed on that 
day on the relevant share or one or several of the shares comprised in 
the index.] 

[in the case of performance indices as Underlying: the difference be-
tween (A) 1 and (B) a value between 0 and 1, calculated by the Calcula-
tion Agent in its reasonable discretion [(for Securities governed by Ger-
man law in accordance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the tax-
es or charges payable by the Calculation Agent or companies affiliated 
with it on the dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends dis-
tributed on that day on the relevant share or one or several of the shares 
comprised in the index. [If the index (Underlying) consists of more than 
100 constituents, the Calculation Agent shall have the right, in its rea-
sonable discretion [(for Securities governed by German law in accord-
ance with sections 315, 317 BGB)] to use a correspondingly smoothed 
divf for the purposes of the adjustment on each Trading Day.]] 

div: Dividend Effect. Means [(i) an amount, calculated by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [(in accordance with sections 315, 317 
BGB)] based on the dividends or cash distributions equivalent to dividends 
distributed on an Ex-Dividend Date on [the relevant share][on one or several 
constituents of the Underlying]. "Ex-Dividend Date" is a day on which shares 
of the relevant company for which dividends or cash amounts equivalent to 
dividends are to be distributed are traded "ex dividend" on their relevant pri-
mary exchange.][insert modified method of dealing with dividends and distri-
butions, where applicable: ●] 

] 

The result of the calculation shall be rounded [in the case of Mini Futures of the 
"Long" Type, insert: upwards] [in the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, 
insert: downwards] to the nearest multiple of the rounding of the Strike. The 
rounding of the Strike shall be ●. 

Financing Spread The Financing Spread on the Issue Date shall amount to ●  . 

Maximum Financing 
Spread 

The Maximum Financing Spread shall amount to ●  . 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 

The Current Strike shall be adjusted on each Rollover Date. The adjustment 
shall take place immediately following the adjustment of the Current Strike de-
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the Underlying, insert 
additionally:  

Current Strike after 
Rollover 

scribed above and shall be made using the following formula: 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: 

] 

 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: 

 ] 

 

where: 

FLns: Current Strike after Rollover 

FLn: Current Strike before Rollover 

RORPa: Rollover Reference Price for the Current Underlying before Rollo-
ver 

RORPn: Rollover Reference Price for the Current Underlying after Rollover 

[in the case of futures or 
interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert 
additionally:  

Rollover Reference Price 

The "Rollover Reference Price" shall be determined on each Rollover Date by 
the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to Ger-
man law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] based on the prices of the Current Underly-
ing traded and published on the Reference Agent within a period of one hour 
prior to and including the time of determination of the official settlement price of 
the Current Underlying.] 

Ratio ●   

Cash Amount The Cash Amount (section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Valuation Price on the Valuation Date is higher than the Current Strike, [divided 
by] [multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Valuation Price – Current Strike) [/][x] Ratio] 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: 

the difference, expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the relevant 
Valuation Price on the Valuation Date is lower than the Current Strike, [divided by] 
[multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. (Current Strike – Valuation Price) [/][x] Ratio]. 

[If the Cash Amount is not positive, the Issuer shall arrange for the payment of an 
amount of [insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●] instead of debiting the 
Securities for no value.] 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Barrier Event A Barrier event shall occur if [during] [at] the Observation Period [in the case of 
indices as the Underlying, insert: and the usual times at which the [Current] 
Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference Agent,] the Observation 
Price [touches or] [in the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: is lower 
than] [in the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: is higher than] the 
Current Stop Loss Barrier, in which case the Securities are exercised 
automatically. 

If a Barrier Event occurs, the Valuation Price for the purpose of determining the 
Cash Amount shall be equal to the Stop Loss Reference Price. 

The occurrence of a Barrier Event shall take precedence over exercise by the 
Security Holder or termination by the Issuer. The Term of the Securities shall end 
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upon the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

Notice shall be given of the occurrence of the Barrier Event in accordance with 
Section 12 of the General Conditions. 

Valuation Price The Valuation Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows:  

The Valuation Price shall be, in the event of (a) exercise by the Security Holder 
or (b) termination by the Issuer, the Reference Price on the Valuation Date, or, 
in the event of (c) the occurrence of a Barrier Event, the Stop Loss Reference 
Price (as defined respectively in these Product Conditions). 

Initial Stop Loss Barrier ●   

Initial Stop Loss Buffer [●%]  . 

Maximum Stop Loss 
Buffer 

[●%]  . 

Current Stop Loss Barrier on the Issue Date shall be equal to the Initial Stop Loss Barrier. The Stop Loss 
Barrier shall be adjusted by the Calculation Agent [on] [with effect as of] each 
Stop Loss Barrier Adjustment Date. 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: 

The Current Stop Loss Barrier shall be determined in accordance with the fol-
lowing formula and rounded up to the nearest multiple of the rounding of the 
Stop Loss Barrier: 

] 

[In the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: 

The Current Stop Loss Barrier shall be determined in accordance with the fol-
lowing formula and rounded down to the nearest multiple of the rounding of the 
Stop Loss Barrier: 

] 

where: 

StL: Current Stop Loss Barrier. 

FLn: Strike following the adjustment = Current Strike. 

StLP: Current Stop Loss Buffer. 

 

The rounding of the Stop Loss Barrier shall be ●. 

Stop Loss Barrier 
Adjustment Date 

shall be [the first Trading Day of each month [and every day on which the 
Underlying is traded ex – i.e. without – dividend or other distributions on the 
Underlying (<<Ex-Dividend Date>> of the Underlying)] [and each Rollover 
Date]. [In the reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: 
(sections 315, 317 BGB)] of the Calculation Agent, an adjustment may be made 
if necessary on any Trading Day of the Securities] [insert alternative definition of 
the Stop Loss Barrier Adjustment Date: ●]. 

Current Stop Loss Buffer The Current Stop Loss Buffer shall be a buffer determined by the Calculation 
Agent on each Stop Loss Barrier Adjustment Date in a range between zero (0) 
and the Maximum Stop Loss Buffer specified on the Issue Date for the entire 
Term. 

Observation Period The Observation Period shall be every day from the [Issue Date] [●] [(inclusive)]. 

[in the case of exchange rates and commodities as the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

However, the Observation Period (every day, 24 hours per day) shall be limited 
to Monday 0:00 a.m. until Friday 9:00 p.m. (London time in each case).] 

[insert alternative Observation Period] 

)%100( StLPFLStL
n

+⋅=

)%100( StLPFLStL
n

−⋅=
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Observation Price shall mean 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), oth-
er dividend-bearing securities, indices, futures or interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the [Current] Underlying determined and published by the Refer-
ence Agent. 

[in the case of bonds, commodities, interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the price in the interbank market as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 
BGB)].] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

each market price determined during the Observation Period by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sec-
tions 315, 317 BGB)] that is derived from the bid and offer prices for the Under-
lying as available and published on the respective screenpage on [Bloom-
berg][●].] 

[insert alternative provision relating to the Observation Price for an Underlying] 

[In the event of a change in the times at which the [respective Current] Underly-
ing is calculated and published by the Reference Agent, the Observation Price 
within the meaning of these Terms and Conditions shall change analogously.] 

[For the purpose of determining whether the Observation Price [touches or] [in 
the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" Type, insert: falls below] [in the case of 
Mini Futures of the "Short" Type, insert: rises above] the Current Stop Loss 
Barrier, each determination of the price of the [Current] Underlying] by the 
[Reference Agent] [Calculation Agent] [during] [at] the Observation Period shall 
be relevant[, and specifically, subject to any future changes in the calculation 
times by the Reference Agent, at the usual times at which the [Current] 
Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference Agent.]] 

Type of Exercise American Exercise Type 

Exercise Agent shall be the [Principal Paying Agent] [German Paying Agent] [Italian Paying 
Agent] [insert other Exercise Agent, as the case may be:] 

Facsimile: ● 

Address: ● 

Exercise Cut-Off Date Exercise Cut-Off Date shall mean 

[each [fifth (5th)] [●] [Business Day] [●] before an Exercise Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Cut-Off 
Date, where applicable: ●] 

Exercise Time is ● 

Exercise Date Exercise Date shall mean 

[each Business Day commencing as of the First Exercise Date (including)] 

[any last Business Day in the months [insert relevant months: ●] of each 
calendar year commencing as of the month of ●] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Exercise Date, 
where applicable: ●]. 

First Exercise Date [insert date: ●] 

Minimum Exercise 
Number 

[1][●] Sercurit[y][ies] [(or a multiple of it)]] 

[insert only in case of Italian Uncertificated Certificates and if applicable under Italian laws and regulations: 

Expiry Date (Data di 
Scadenza)  

[shall mean the Valuation Date.] [[●] Business Days following the Valuation 
Date.] [●]]  
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Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the [Current] Un-
derlying for the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount if no Barrier Event has 
occurred during the Observation Period, and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert: 

the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price 
on the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is 
not included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation 
Time] on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

the settlement price of the Current Underlying determined and published on the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasona-
ble discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] 
taking into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference 
Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Stop Loss Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the [Current] Underlying for the pur-
pose of calculating the Cash Amount if a Barrier Event has occurred during the 
Observation Period, and shall be determined as follows: 
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The Stop Loss Reference Price shall be  

[an amount determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for 
Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking into account 
quotations on the Reference Agent as the price of the [Current] Underlying within 
a period of [one hour] [●] during the trading hours for the [Current] Underlying 
following the occurrence of the Barrier Event. If a Barrier Event occurs less than 
[one hour] [●] prior to the end of the trading hours for the Underlying, that period 
shall be extended accordingly to the next Exchange Day. [in case of Securities 
with Registry Type - Italian Uncertificated Securities, insert: However, the Stop 
Loss Reference Price shall not be [in the case of Mini Futures of the "Long" 
Type, insert: lower than the minimum] [in the case of Mini Futures of the "Short" 
Type, insert: higher than the maximum] quotation on the Reference Agent during 
that time span.] 

[In the case of Knock-Out Warrants with Stop Loss with Valuation Period, insert: 
the [if "Call" Type, insert: lowest][if "Put" Type, insert: highest] amount 
determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities 
subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking into account quotations 
on the Reference Agent as the rate, price or level of the [Current] Underlying 
within the Valuation Period.] 

[insert modified method of determining the Stop Loss Reference Price, where 
applicable: ●]. 

Valuation Date The Valuation Date shall be 

[(a) in case of a valid exercise by the Security Holder, the Exercise Date 
pursuant to Section 4 of the General Conditions; 

(b) in case of an Ordinary Termination by the Issuer pursuant to Section 5 of 
the General Conditions, the Ordinary Termination Date; 

(c) in the case of a Barrier Event, the date on which the Barrier Event occurs] 

[the Expiry Date] [●].] 

[If (i) the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day or (ii) in the event of effective 
exercise by the Security Holder, the Exercise Notice is not received by the 
Exercise Agent until after the Reference Price has been determined by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date, then the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the next following Exchange Day.] 

[insert modified provision where applicable: ●]. 

[Valuation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●.] [begin on the time of the [determina-
tion][publication] of the Closing Price of the [Current] Underlying by the Referenc 
Agent on the Valuation Date and shall end on the time of the [determina-
tion][publication] of the Closing Price of the [Current] Underlying by the Referenc 
Agent on the [next following][●] Exchange Day after the Valuation Date (in each 
case inclusive).] [begin on the time of the [determination][publication] of the Bar-
rier Event and shall end on the time of the [determination][publication] of the 
Closing Price of the [Current] Underlying by the Referenc Agent on the [next 
following][●] Exchange Day after the day of the Barrier Event (in each case in-
clusive)]    [If a Market Disruption pursuant to Section 7 of the General Condi-
tions occurs or exists during the Observation Period, the provisions of Section 7 
of the General Conditions shall apply accordingly.] 

[insert alternative Valuation Period]] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

a day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
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[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Current Underlying takes place on the Reference 
Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference 
Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference 
Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Right of Ordinary Termination of the Issuer pursuant to Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall apply. The Ordinary Termination Amount shall be 
calculated and paid in accordance with Section 5 (3) of the General Conditions as 
in the case of effective exercise. 

Termination Cut-Off Date is [one (1)] [five (5)] [●] [calendar month[s]] [Business Day[s]] before the relevant 
Termination Date. 

First Termination Date ● 

Termination Dates Termination Date shall be each [Business Day] [●] commencing from the First 
Termination Date. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall be – 
subject to the occurrence of a Barrier Event or to ordinary or extraordinary 
termination by the Issuer – unlimited (Open End). 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be  

[the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the Valuation Date or the 
[fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the date on which a Barrier 
Event occurs] 

[insert alternative definition of Maturity Date, as the case may be: ●]. 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 p.m. 
(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
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changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by 
more than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion 
Rate applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment and 
Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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7.2.6 Product Conditions for Inline Warrants (Product No. 6) 

 

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●]  

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●   ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 
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[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The "Currency of the Underlying" corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

Initial Reference Price ●   

Strike ●   

Ratio ●   

Cash Amount [If no Barrier Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the][The] Cash 
Amount (section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to [[insert Settlement 
Currency] [0.001] [●]][insert alternative method for the determination of the Cash 
Amount: ●]. 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[insert alternative method for the determination of the Base Settlement Amount, 
if applicable: ●] 

[Not applicable] 

Type of Exercise European Exercise Type 

Barrier Event A Barrier event shall occur if  during the Observation Period [and the usual times 
at which the Underlying is calculated and published by the Reference Agent,] the 
Observation Price is at least once at or below the Lower Barrier or at or above the 
Upper Barrier in which case the Securities are exercised automatically [and 
expire worthless immediately]. 

[In this case the Security Holder receives only the Base Settlement Amount.] 

The Term of the Securities shall end upon the occurrence of a Barrier Event. 

Notice shall be given of the occurrence of the Barrier Event in accordance with 
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section 12 of the General Conditions. 

Upper Barrier ●   

Lower Barrier ●   

Observation Period The Observation Period [shall be from ● to ● (first day and last day inclusive in 
each case)] [shall be on the ●] [shall correspond to the Term] [shall begin on the 
● and shall end on the Valuation Date (in each case inclusive)]    

[in the case of exchange rates and commodities as the Underlying, insert 
additionally: 

However, the Observation Period (every day, 24 hours per day) shall be limited 
to Monday 0:00 a.m. until Friday 9:00 p.m. (London time in each case).] 

[insert alternative Observation Period] 

Observation Price Shall mean 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), oth-
er dividend-bearing securities, indices, futures or interest rate futures as 
the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent. 

[in the case of bonds, commodities, interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the price in the interbank market as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 
reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 
BGB)].] 

[in the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

each market price determined during the Observation Period by the Calculation 
Agent in its reasonable discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sec-
tions 315, 317 BGB)] that is derived from the bid and offer prices for the Underly-
ing as available and published on the respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].] 

[insert alternative provision relating to the Observation Price for an Underlying] 

[In the event of a change in the times at which the Underlying is calculated and 
published by the Reference Agent, the Observation Price within the meaning of 
these Terms and Conditions shall change analogously.] 

[For the purpose of determining whether the Observation Price [touches or] [in 
the case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Call" Type, insert: falls below] [in the 
case of Knock-Out Warrants of the "Put" Type, insert: rises above] the Knock-
Out Barrier, each determination of the price of the Underlying] by the [Reference 
Agent] [Calculation Agent] [during] [at] the Observation Period shall be relevant[, 
and specifically, subject to any future changes in the calculation times by the 
Reference Agent, at the usual times at which the Underlying is calculated and 
published by the Reference Agent.]] 

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

[the final settlement price for [options] [futures] on the Underlying determined 
and published by the Derivatives Exchange on the Valuation Date. In the event 
that the Valuation Date is not a final settlement day on the Derivatives Exchange 
for [options] [futures] on the Underlying, the Reference Price shall be the closing 
price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent.] 

[the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
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Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation 
Time] on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

the settlement price of the Underlying determined and published on the Refer-
ence Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date The Valuation Date shall be ●. 

If the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day, it shall be postponed to the [next 
following Exchange Day] [Exchange Day preceding that day in the same 
calendar month. If the preceding Exchange Day does not fall into the same 
calendar month as the original Valuation Date, the Valuation Date shall be 
postponed to the following Exchange Day] [insert modified provision where 
applicable: ●].] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent [and on 
which trading in [options] [futures] on the Underlying is not excluded in accord-
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ance with special provisions of the Derivatives Exchange (for example, holiday 
rules and regulations)].] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Issuer has no right to ordinarily terminate the Securities. Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall not apply. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall end 
– subject to the occurrence of a Barrier Event or to Extraordinary Termination by 
the Issuer pursuant to Section 6 of the General Conditions – on the Valuation 
Date. 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be  

[the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the Valuation Date or the 
[fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day after the date on which a Barrier 
Event occurs] 

[insert alternative definition of Maturity Date, as the case may be: ●]. 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ●. [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 
http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 
(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
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Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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7.2.7 Product Conditions for Discount Warrants (Product No. 7) 

 

Issue Date ● 

[Fixing Date ●] 

Issue Size [(up to)] ●   

Option Type [Call] [Put]   

Underlying [insert designation of Underlying: ●   ] 

[in the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs), other 
dividend-bearing securities and indices as the Underlying, insert: 

[Type:  ●  ] 

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one index point corresponds to 
one unit of the Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Unit of measurement:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Derivatives Exchange: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ] 

[In the case of interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert additionally: 

For the purposes of the Terms and Conditions, one percentage point in the 
pricing of the Underlying by the Reference Agent corresponds to one unit of the 
Currency of the Underlying.]] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 
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[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[The Currency of the Underlying corresponds to the Strike Currency.]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●]] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Reference Page: ●  ] 

[Valuation Time: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●  ] 

[[Bloomberg][●] symbol:  ●  ] 

[Reference Agent: ●  ] 

[Currency: ●  ]] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

[ISIN Underlying:  ●] 

[[Bloomberg][●] Symbol:  ●] 

[Base Currency / Strike Currency:  ●] 

[Reference Agent: ●]] 

[All references to ● should be understood as references to [insert details of the 
Currency: ●].] 

Initial Reference Price ●  

Strike ●  

Ratio ●  

Cap ●  

Cash Amount The Cash Amount (Section 3 of the General Conditions) shall be equal to: 

[in the case of Call Warrants, insert: 

1. If the Reference Price is equal to or higher than the Cap, the difference, 
expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the Cap is higher than the 
Strike, [divided by] [multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. 

Call: (Cap - Strike) [/][x] Ratio 

2. If the Reference Price is below the Cap but above the Strike, the difference, 
expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the Valuation Date is higher than the Strike, [divided by] [multiplied 
by] the Ratio, i.e. 

(Reference Price - Strike) [/][x] Ratio 

3. If the Reference Price is equal to or lower than the Strike, the Security Holder 
will receive a Cash Amount equal to [0 (Null)][●].] 

[in the case of Put Warrants, insert: 

1. If the Reference Price is equal to or lower than the Cap, the difference, 
expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the Strike is higher than the 
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Cap, [divided by] [multiplied by] the Ratio, i.e. 

(Strike - Cap) [/][x] Ratio 

2. If the Reference Price is above the Cap but below the Strike, the difference, 
expressed in the Currency of the Underlying, by which the Strike is higher than the 
Reference Price of the Underlying on the Valuation Date, [divided by] [multiplied 
by] the Ratio, i.e. 

(Strike - Reference Price) [/][x] Ratio 

3. If the Reference Price is equal to or higher than the Strike, the Security Holder 
will receive a Cash Amount equal to [0 (Null)][●].] 

However, the Cash Amount is – due to the cap – limited to a maximum amount. 

Cash Amount Rounding The figures resulting from the calculation of the Cash Amount shall be 
commercially rounded to [two (2)][three (3)][four (4)][●] decimal places. 

Base Settlement Amount [[insert Settlement Currency] [0.001] [●]] 

[Not applicable] 

Type of Exercise European Exercise Type 

Reference Price The Reference Price shall be the relevant rate, price or level of the Underlying for 
the purpose of calculating the Cash Amount and shall be determined as follows: 

Reference Price shall mean 

[In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

the closing price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference 
Agent on the [Exchange Day immediately preceding the] Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

[the final settlement price for [options] [futures] on the Underlying determined 
and published by the Derivatives Exchange on the Valuation Date. In the event 
that the Valuation Date is not a final settlement day on the Derivatives Exchange 
for [options] [futures] on the Underlying, the Reference Price shall be the closing 
price of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent.] 

[the [opening] [closing] price of the Underlying determined and published by the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.]] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

[(a) the value of the Underlying determined and published as the closing price on 
the Reference Agent on the Valuation Date] 

[(a) the price of the Underlying displayed on page [screen page ●] at the Valua-
tion Time on the Valuation Date and obtainable from there]. 

[, and (b) in the absence of such price display, the arithmetical mean of the [bid 
prices] [offer prices] for the Underlying determined and notified on the Valuation 
Date at the request of the Calculation Agent by five (5) leading market partici-
pants that are not affiliated companies of the Issuer or of the Calculation Agent] 

[, and with the addition of interest accrued on the Underlying (if the interest is not 
included in the price determined)].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

means the price of the Underlying [as set out in Table 2 in the Annex to the 
Product Conditions] determined by the Reference Agent [at the Valuation Time] 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

means the settlement price of the Underlying determined and published on the 
Reference Agent on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

[the exchange rate determined by the Reference Agent at the Valuation Time on 
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the Valuation Date and then published on the Reference Page.] 

[the rate of the Underlying in the international interbank market at the Valuation 
Time on the Valuation Date as determined by the Calculation Agent in its rea-
sonable discretion under consideration of the bid and ask prices shown on the 
respective screenpage on [Bloomberg][●].]] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

the interest rate [determined by the Reference Agent] [at the Valuation Time] 
[and] published on the Reference Page on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

the value of the Underlying determined and published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert: 

the price of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 
discretion [for Securities subject to German law: (sections 315, 317 BGB)] taking 
into account the prices of the Underlying as published by the Reference Agent 
on the Valuation Date.] 

[insert modified provision relating to the determination of the Reference Price, 
where applicable: ●] 

Valuation Date Subject to termination, the Valuation Date shall be ● . 

If the Valuation Date is not an Exchange Day, it shall be postponed to the [next 
following Exchange Day] [in the case of Indices as the Underlying, alternatively: 
Exchange Day preceding that day in the same calendar month. If the preceding 
Exchange Day does not fall into the same calendar month as the original 
Valuation Date, the Valuation Date shall be postponed to the following Exchange 
Day] 

[insert modified provision where applicable: ●].] 

Exchange Day [In the case of shares, securities representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and 
other dividend-bearing securities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of indices as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent [and on 
which trading in [options] [futures] on the Underlying is not excluded in accord-
ance with special provisions of the Derivatives Exchange (for example, holiday 
rules and regulations)].] 

[In the case of bonds as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which [trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent] 
[bid and offer prices for the Underlying are set by at least 3 leading market par-
ticipants].] 

[In the case of commodities as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the interbank market for the Underlying is open and on which a 
price for the Underlying is calculated by the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of futures or interest rate futures as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which trading in the Underlying takes place on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of exchange rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of interest rates as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which fixing for the Underlying usually occurs on the Reference Agent.] 

[In the case of investment units as the Underlying, insert: 

A day on which the value of the Underlying is usually determined by the respec-
tive Reference Agent.] 
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[In the case of virtual currencies as the Underlying, insert:  

A day on which the Reference Agents normally determine a price for the Under-
lying.] 

[insert modified definition of Exchange Day, where applicable: ●] 

Right of Ordinary 
Termination of the Issuer 

The Issuer has no right to ordinarily terminate the Securities. Section 5 of the 
General Conditions shall not apply. 

Term The Term of the Securities shall begin on the Issue Date (inclusive) and shall end 
– subject to Extraordinary Termination by the Issuer pursuant to Section 6 of the 
General Conditions – on the Valuation Date. 

Maturity Date The Maturity Date shall be [●]  [the [fifth (5th)] [seventh (7th)] [●] Business Day 
after the Valuation Date].] 

[insert modified definition for the Maturity Date, where applicable: ●] 

Settlement Currency of the Securities shall be ● . [All references to ● should be understood as 
references to [insert details of the Currency: ●].] 

Currency Conversion [in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) not being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at the Conversion Rate. 

"Conversion Rate" means 

[the relevant conversion rate as determined by Bloomberg L.P. [for the 
Valuation Date][●] and as retrievable on the website 

http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currencies/fx-fixings around [2:00 PM 

(local time Frankfurt am Main][●].] 

[additionally insert, as the case may be: If such a Conversion Rate is not 
determined or published or if the method of calculating the Conversion Rate 
changes materially or the time of the regular publication is changed by more 
than 30 minutes, the Calculation Agent shall specify the Conversion Rate 
applicable at the time of determination of the Reference Price on the 
Valuation Date in its reasonable discretion.]] 

[insert modified provision for the determination of the relevant Conversion 
Rate, as the case may be: ●] 

[in the case of an exchange rate hedging (Quanto) being applicable: 

All cash amounts payable under the Securities shall be converted into the 
Settlement Currency at a conversion rate of 1 : 1, i.e. one unit of the Currency of 
the Underlying shall correspond to one unit of the Settlement Currency of the 
Security ("Quanto Structure").] 

Registry Type [German Global Certificates] 

[Swiss Uncertified Securities] 

[Italian Uncertificated Certificates] 

[Danish Uncertificated Securities] 

[Dutch Uncertificated Securities] 

[Finnish Registered Securities] 

[French Dematerialised Bearer Securities] 

[Norwegian Registered Securities] 

[Swedish Registered Securities] 

Minimum Trading Lot ●  

Applicable Adjustment 
and Market Disruption 
Provisions  

The rules for adjustments and Market Disruptions for [shares, securities 
representing shares (ADRs or GDRs) and other dividend-bearing securities] 
[indices] [bonds] [commodities] [futures or interest rate futures] [exchange rates] 
[interest rates] [investment units] [virtual currencies] specified in Section 6 and 
Section 7 of the General Conditions shall apply to this Security. 
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Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich 
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8. Guarantee 

(1) Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich, Switzerland (the "Guarantor") hereby unconditionally and irrevocably, in 
accordance with article 111 of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, 
"OR"), guarantees to the holders of the securities for which the Guarantor is stipulated to be Vontobel 
Holding AG, Zurich in the respective Product Conditions (the "Creditors") issued by Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany (the "Debtor") under the Base Prospectus (the 
"Securities") the proper payment of all amounts payable in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of the securities, subject to the following conditions: 

(2) This guarantee represents an independent, unsecured and non-subordinated obligation of the Guar-
antor, which ranks pari passu with all its other unsecured and non-subordinated obligations, except 
those that have preference by law. 

(3) The intent and purpose of this guarantee is to ensure that, under all actual or legal circumstances and 
irrespective of motivations, defences, or objections on whose grounds payments may fail to be made 
by the Debtor, and irrespective of the effectiveness and enforceability of the obligations of the Debtor 
under the Securities, the Creditors receive the amounts payable on the maturity date and in the man-
ner specified in the terms and conditions of the Securities. 

(4) Upon first demand by the holders and their written confirmation that an amount under the Securities 
has not been paid when due by the Debtor, the Guarantor shall pay to them immediately all amounts 
required to fulfil the intent and purpose of this guarantee specified in paragraph (2) above. 

(5) The guarantee shall remain in force until all amounts under paragraph (3) have been paid in full, irre-
spective of any concessions the Creditors have granted the Debtor. 

(6) For as long as the Guarantor has not paid in full amounts that have become due and are payable by it, 
it shall not claim vis-à-vis the Debtor, in respect of any payments it has made according to the guaran-
tee, any recourse or other rights to which it may become entitled in relation to or as a result of such 
partial payment. 

(7) Each payment made under this guarantee shall reduce the Guarantor's obligation accordingly. 

(8) This guarantee represents an independent guarantee (and not surety (Bürgschaft)) under Swiss law. 
All rights and obligations arising from the guarantee are subject in all respects to Swiss law. 

(9) The courts of law of the Canton of Zurich shall have exclusive jurisdiction over all actions and legal 
disputes relating to the guarantee. The place of jurisdiction shall be Zurich 1. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, appeals may be lodged with the Swiss Federal Supreme Court in Lausanne, whose deci-
sion shall be final. 

 

Zurich, 27 May 2021 

Vontobel Holding AG 

 

 

signed Bruno Kohli     signed Florian Bättig 
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9. Form of Final Terms 

 

 
 

Issuer: Vontobel Financial Products GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

Guarantor: Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich, Switzerland 

Offeror: Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Munich, Germany 

Securities identification numbers: ISIN: ● [/ WKN: ●] [/ Valor: ●] [/ NGM Symbol: ●] [/] [insert additional 
securities identification number where applicable: ●] 

Total offer volume: ● Securities 

 

I. Introduction 

These final terms (the "Final Terms") have been prepared for the purposes of Article 8 paragraph 4 
of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (the "Prospectus Regulation"). To obtain all relevant information, the 
Final Terms should be read together with the base prospectus dated 27 May 2021 (the "Base Pro-
spectus") and any supplements thereto in accordance with Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation 
(the "Supplements").  

The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto will be published in electronic form on the web-
site http://prospectus.vontobel.com in accordance with Article 21 of the Prospectus Regulation by 
entering the relevant ISIN. 

[if the minimum denomination of the securities is less than EUR 100,000: An issue specific summary is 
annexed to the Final Terms.] 

[if the term of the securities extends beyond the last day of validity of this Base Prospectus, insert:  
Continuation of the Public Offer 

The Base Prospectus (including any Supplements thereto) (the "Initial Base Prospectus") is valid until 27 
May 2022 in accordance with Article 12 of the Prospectus Regulation. Following this date, the public offer 
will be continued until the Date of the End of the Public Offer (as defined in section IV.2 of the Final Terms) 
on the basis of one or more succeeding base prospectuses (each a "Succeeding Base Prospectus") in 
accordance with Article 8 paragraph 11 of the Prospectus Regulation, to the extent the Succeeding Base 
Prospectus envisages a continuation of the public offer of the Securities. In this context, these Final Terms 

Final Terms 
dated [insert date of Final Terms: ●] 
[in the case of a replacement (which term shall exclude the case of an Increase) of 
the Final Terms: (which replace the Final Terms dated ●)] 
 
for 
 
[insert Nordic Growth Market (NGM) symbol, if applicable: ●] 
[type of Security: ●] 
[insert marketing name, if appropriate: ●] 
 
linked to 
 
[insert Underlying: ●] 
 
[ISIN ●] 
 
(the "Securities") 
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are, in each case, to be read in conjunction with the most recent Succeeding Base Prospectus. The re-
spective Succeeding Base Prospectus will be approved and published prior to the expiry of the validity of 
the respective preceding base prospectus. The respective Succeeding Base Prospectus will be published 
in electronic form on the website http://prospectus.vontobel.com.] 
 
[insert if the Securities may constitute "packaged" products and no key information document (KID) will be 
provided: Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail Investors 

The Securities must not be distributed, sold, marketed, advertised or otherwise made available for pur-
chase to clients which qualify as retail clients (as defined in Article 4(1) point (11) of Directive 2014/65/EU 
(as amended, "MiFID II") or any legislation of an EEA member state transposing Article 4(1) point (11) Mi-
FID II), who have to be provided with a key information document (KID) within the meaning of Regulation 
(EU) No 1286/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council ("PRIIPS-Regulation") in respect of the 
Securities before taking any investment decision, and therefore offering or selling the Securities or other-
wise making them available to any retail investor.] 

 

II. Terms and Conditions 

The Securities are subject to the General Conditions in the [in case of a new issue or an increase of Se-
curities issued under this Base Prospectus: Base Prospectus dated 27 May 2021 (section 7.1)] [in case 
of an increase of Securities initially issued under the Base Prospectus dated 29 May 2020: Base Prospec-
tus dated 29 May 2021] [in case of an increase of Securities initially issued under the Base Prospectus 
dated 8 July 2019: Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019] [in case of an increase of Securities initially is-
sued under the Base Prospectus dated 24 August 2018: Base Prospectus dated 24 August 2018] [in 
case of an increase of Securities initially issued under the Base Prospectus dated 31 August 2017: Base 
Prospectus dated 31 August 2017] [in case of an increase of Securities initially issued under the Base 
Prospectus dated 21 September 2016: Base Prospectus dated 21 September 2016] [in case of an in-
crease of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 19 July 2016: Base Prospectus dated 
19 July 2016] [in case of an increase of Securities initially issued under the Base Prospectus dated 
1 December 2015: Base Prospectus dated 1 December 2015] [in case of an increase of Securities initial-
ly issued under the Base Prospectus dated 4 December 2014, insert chapter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus 
dated 4 December 2014: Base Prospectus dated 4 December 2014] and the corresponding Product 
Conditions for [Warrants [(Product No. 1)]] [Knock-Out Warrants [(Product No. 2)]] [Knock-Out War-
rants with Stop Loss [(Product No. 3)]] [Open End Knock-Out Warrants [(Product No. 4)]] [Mini Fu-
tures [(Product No. 5)]] [Inline Warrants [(Product No. 6)]] [Discount Warrants [(Product No. 7)]] 
which together constitute the terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions"). 

[In case of a new issue or an increase of Securities initially publicly offered under this Base Prospectus, 
insert applicable table from section 7.2, select applicable options and complete applicable placeholders.] 

[In case of an increase of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 29 May 2020, insert chapter 
7.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 29 May 2020, select applicable options and complete applicable place-
holders.] 

[In case of an increase of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019, insert chapter 
8.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019, select applicable options and complete applicable place-
holders.]  

[In case of an increase of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 24 August 2018, insert chap-
ter 8.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 24 August 2018, select applicable options and complete applicable 
placeholders.]  

[In case of an increase of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 31 August 2017, insert chap-
ter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 31 August 2017, select applicable options and complete applicable 
placeholders.]  

[In case of an increase of Securities issued under the Base Prospectus dated 21 September 2016, insert 
chapter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 21 September 2016, select applicable options and complete 
applicable placeholders.]  

[In case of an increase of Securities initially publicly offered under the Base Prospectus dated 19 July 2016, 
insert chapter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 19 July 2016, select applicable options and complete 
applicable placeholders.] 
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[In case of an increase of Securities initially publicly offered under the Base Prospectus dated 1 December 
2015, insert chapter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 1 December 2015, select applicable options and 
complete applicable placeholders.] 

[In case of an increase of Securities initially publicly offered under the Base Prospectus dated 4 December 
2014, insert chapter VII.2 of the Base Prospectus dated 4 December 2014, select applicable options and 
complete applicable placeholders.] 

 

III. Information about the Underlying 

[The Underlying to which the Securities are linked is:] 

[share, security representing shares (ADR/GDR) or other dividend-bearing security, issuer, ISIN and/or 
Bloomberg or other symbol, currency, further details where relevant] 

[bond, issuer, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, currency, further details where relevant] 

[index, index calculation agent, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, currency, index disclaimer where 
relevant, indication of where information about this index can be obtained, further details where relevant] 

[commodity, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, currency, brief description where relevant, further details 
where relevant] 

[future, interest rate future, expiry month/year, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, brief description where 
relevant, further details where relevant] 

[exchange rate, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, brief description where relevant, further details where 
relevant] 

[interest rate, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, brief description where relevant, further details where 
relevant] 

[investment unit, description of fund, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol, currency, further details where 
relevant] 

[virtual currency, ISIN and/or Bloomberg or other symbol where relevant, brief description where relevant, 
further details where relevant] 

Information about the historical and future performance of the Underlying and [its volatility] [their volatilities] 
can be obtained on the internet from [●] [http://www.bloomberg.com] [(symbol: ●)] [the [respective] website 
specified above]. 

[in the case of an index as Underlying and if such index is provided by a legal entity or a natural person acting 
in association with, or on behalf of, the Issuer, insert: 

The Issuer makes the following statements: 

• the complete set of rules of the index and information on the performance of the index are freely 
accessible on the website[s] of [the Issuer (prospectus.vontobel.com)] [and/or] [the Reference Agent 
([relevant website(s) of the Reference Agent])]; and 

• the governing rules (including methodology of the index for the selection and the rebalancing of the 
constituents of the index, description of market disruption events and adjustment rules) are based on 
predetermined and objective criteria.] 

[If applicable, insert relevant statement on benchmarks according to Article 29 para. 2 of Regulation (EU) 
2016/1011 (the Benchmark Regulation):  

Information in connection with the Benchmark Regulation  

[The Cash Amount may be calculated or otherwise determined by reference to [insert specific 
benchmark(s): ●] which is provided by [insert legal name of administrator(s): ●]]. As at the date of these Final 
Terms, [[insert legal name of administrator(s): ●] is [not] included in the register of administrators and 
benchmarks established and maintained by the European Securities and Markets Authority ("ESMA") 
pursuant to Article 36 of the Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 (the "Benchmark Regulation").] [insert alternative 
and/or additional statement(s) on benchmarks according to Article 29 para. 2 of the Benchmark Regulation: 
●]] 

[if applicable, insert tax relevant information in relation with the Securities, e.g. in relation to Section 871(m) of 
the Internal Revenue Code: ●] 
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[if applicable, insert relevant information in relation with ESG/sustainability features, e.g. in relation to 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 of 27 November 2019 on sustainability‐related disclosures in the financial 
services sector and/or a regulation on the establishment of a framework to facilitate sustainable investment: 
●] 

 

IV. Further Information on the Offer of the Securities 

1. Stock exchange listing and trading arrangements 

Stock exchange listing 

[without an application for admission to a regulated market or MTF: [No application has been made for the 
Securities to be admitted to trading on a regulated market, on an MTF or an equivalent market, and no such 
application is currently planned.] [●] ] 

[with application for admission to the regulated market and / or MTF: [An application for admission to trading 
on the following [regulated market[s]][,][and] [unofficial regulated market[s]] [and] [multilateral trading facilities 
(MTF)] [was made] [will be make]  for the Securities: [Application for admission to the regulated market only 
on regulated markets: [Euronext Paris] [,] [and] [ Euronext Amsterdam] [,] [and] [●]; [insert if an application for 
admission to an unofficial regulated market and/or MTF is planned: [: [the unofficial regulated market (Open 
Market (Freiverkehr)) of the Börse Frankfurt Zertifikate AG (Börse Frankfurt Zertifikate Premium)][,][and] 
[Baden-Württembergische Wertpapierbörse (EUWAX)]] [,][and] [Euronext Access Paris (Structured Products 
segment)] [,][and] [●]]. 

[with application for admission to a market outside the European Union: [An application for admission to 
trading on the following trading venues outside the European Union is being made for the securities: [SIX 
Swiss Exchange AG] [,] [and] [●]] [●].] 

[in case of an Increase and if the original Securities have already been admitted to trading: The Securities are 
admitted to trading on ●] [●].]: 

[Market Maker 

[Bank Vontobel Europe AG, Alter Hof 5, 80331 Munich, Germany][●]] 

[Last stock exchange trading day 

●] 

[Minimum trading size 

●] 

 

2. Information on the terms of the offer 

[In the case of a public offer, insert: 

The Issue Price and Value Date of the Securities and the start [as well as the expected end] of the Public 
Offer are specified below.] 

[In the case of a Private Placement, insert: 

The Issue Price and the Value Date of the Securities are specified below.] 

Issue Price 

● 

Value Date 

● 

Start of the Public Offer 

[insert only in the case of a private placement which at the same time is admitted to trading on a regulated 
market: A Public Offer with regard to the Securities is not intended.]  

[if a public offer is envisaged (the order of the countries listed below may need to be adjusted to different 
ones): The public offer of the Securities in [Denmark] [starts on ●] [and] [,] [Finland] [starts on ●] [and] [,] 
[France] [starts on ●] [and] [,] [Italy] [starts on ●] [and] [,] [the Netherlands] [starts on ●] [and] [,] [Belgium] 
[starts on ●] [and] [,] [Norway] [starts on ●] [and] [Sweden] [starts on ●]. 
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[possibly, if a public offer is planned and / or if the term of the securities extends beyond the last day of the 
validity of this base prospectus, add if necessary:  

End of the Public Offer 

The Public Offer of the Securities will end [if the date is certain: on ●] [with the term of the Securities[except 
for products without predefined term (Open End), insert: , expected on [insert the Valuation Date of the 
Securities: ●,] [in case the term of the Securities outlast the last day of validity of the Base Prospectus, 
additionally insert as the case may be: or – in case that a base prospectus which follows the Base 
Prospectus has not been published on the website prospectus.vontobel.com under the respective heading 
until the last date of the validity of the Base Prospectus – with expiration of the validity of the Base 
Prospectus pursuant to Article 12 of the Prospectus Regulation.] [insert alternative provision regarding the 
end of the Public Offer, as the case may be: ●]] 

 

[If placement of the Securities is planned through "door-to-door selling" in Italy: 

Placement of the Securities through "door-to-door selling" in Italy 

The Securities will be placed in Italy through a so called "door-to-door selling" (as defined in Article 30 of the 
Italian Legislative Decree n. 58 dated 24 February 1998, as amended, the "Italian Financial Service Act"). 
[The offer period for the Securities placed through "door-to-door selling" in Italy shall be from [the Start of the 
Public Offer (as described above)] [●] to [the End of the Public Offer] [●][, save for any early termination of the 
offer period]][●].] 

[●, with registered office ● (website: ●) will act as lead manager or intermediary in connection with the offer of 
the Securities in Italy, i.e. as the "Responsabile del Collocamento" pursuant to Article 93-bis lit. e) of the 
Italian Financial Service Act.]] 

 

3. Costs and charges 

The Issue Price and the bid and ask prices provided by the Market Maker during the term of the Securities 
are based on internal pricing models. Among other things, the prices include a margin which the Market 
Maker determines at his own discretion and which, in addition to profit, also covers the costs of structuring 
of the Security and, if any, possible costs for distribution ("distribution fees"). [No costs [or taxes] will be 
deducted by the Issuer to the Security Holders in connection with an off-exchange purchase of the 
Securities or the purchase of the Securities on a stock exchange [(for possible commissions see below) ]. 

[In addition to the Issue Price, the bank (customer bank) or distributor may receive a Price Surcharge 
(premium) of [up to] [●] [%] [of] [the [Issue Price] [Nominal Amount]] from the investor as part of the 
purchase price.] 

[Distribution fees of [up to] [●] [%] are already included in the price of the Security. Such distribution fees 
refer to the Issue Price or, if this is higher, to the selling price of the Securities in the secondary market.]] 

[A management fee of [up to] [●] [%] will be charged and is already included in the price of the Security [by 
reducing the ratio of] [●] [%] [yearly] [monthly] [●]] [●].] 

[Insert description of costs, commissions and charges: ●] 

[In addition, [further] non-product-related fees and costs may incur for which the purchaser of the Securities 
is billed in particular for services, e.g., for the execution of the Securities order or for the safekeeping of the 
Securities in the investor’s custody account. These costs are regularly shown separately and depend 
exclusively on the terms and conditions of the respective bank (customer bank).] [In addition, profits from 
Securities may be subject to profit taxation or the capital from the Securities may be subject to capital 
taxation]. 

 

4. Publication of information after completion of the issue 

[With the exception of the notices specified in the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer does not intend to 
publish any information after the issue has been completed.] [insert alternative provision with respect to 
publication of post-issuance information, where relevant: ●] 
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[Annex – Issue Specific Summary 

●] 
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10. Information incorporated by reference 

In this Base Prospectus, reference is made to information pursuant to Article 19 para. 1 of the 

Prospectus Regulation which represents an integral part of the Base Prospectus. The information thus 

incorporated by reference in the Base Prospectus is identified in the following table by the mandatory 

information according to the Delegated Regulation and the name of the document (including page 

number) in which the relevant information is contained. 

 

10.1 Information incorporated by reference regarding Vontobel Financial Products GmbH (Is-
suer) 

MANDATORY DISCLOSURES 
UNDER THE DELEGATED REG-
ULATION 

DOCUMENT (INCORPORATED SECTION 
/ PAGE OF THE DOCUMENT) 

SECTION / PAGE 
IN THE BASE 
PROSPECTUS 

PERSONS RESPONSIBLE, THIRD PARTY INFORMATION, EXPERTS’ REPORTS AND COMPE-
TENT AUTHORITY APPROVAL 

Responsible persons, information 
from third parties, expert reports 
and approval by the competent 
authority (Annex 6, Section 1 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

STATUTORY AUDITORS 

Statutory auditors (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 2 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 2.4 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

RISK FACTORS 

Risk factors (Annex 6, Section 3.1 
of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 1 / page 4 et seq.) 

Section 2.1 /  
Page 9 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER 

History and development (Annex 6, 
Section 4.1 of the Delegated Regu-
lation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.1 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Legal and commercial name (An-
nex 6, Section 4.1.1 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.2 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Place of registration, registration 
number and legal entity identifier 
(LEI) (Annex 6, Section 4.1.2 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.2 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Date of incorporation and the 
length of life (Annex 6, Section 
4.1.3 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.1 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 
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Domicile and legal form of the issu-
er, the legislation under which the 
issuer operates, its country of in-
corporation, the address, telephone 
number of its registered office (or 
principal place of business if differ-
ent from its registered office) and 
website of the issuer, if any, with a 
disclaimer that the information on 
the website does not form part of 
the prospectus unless that infor-
mation is incorporated by reference 
into the prospectus (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 4.1.4 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.2 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Description of the expected financ-
ing of the issuer’s activities (Annex 
6, Section 4.1.8 of the Delegated 
Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.7 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

Principal activities and principle 
markets (Annex 6, Section 5.1 and 
5.1.1 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.3 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Organisational structure (Annex 6, 
Section 6 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.4 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

TREND INFORMATION 

Trend Information (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 7 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.5 / page 6-7) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT, AND SUPERVISORY BODIES 

Administrative, management, and 
supervisory bodies’ including con-
flicts of interests (Annex 6, Section 
9 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 5 / page 8) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS 

Major shareholders (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 10 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 4 / page 7) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

Audited historical financial infor-
mation for the financial years ended 
31 December 2019 and 31 Decem-
ber 2020 and their audit (Annex 6, 
Section 11.1 and 11.3 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 6 / page 10 (annual financial 
statements as of 31.12.2020) and page 11 
(annual financial statements as of 
31.12.2019)); incorporated are the following 
sections of the documents mentioned be-
low: 

Section 3 / Page 40 
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Annual Financial Statements of the Is-
suer as of 31.12.2020* 

• Balance sheet as of 31 December 2020 
(page 4) 

• Income statement for the period from 
1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020 
(page 5) 

• Statement of cash flows (indirect meth-
od) (page 7) 

• Notes to the financial statements as of 
31 December 2020 (page 8-15) 

• Auditor`s report (page 23-26) 
 

Annual Financial Statements of the Is-
suer as of 31.12.2019* 

• Balance sheet as of 31 December 2019 
(page 2-3) 

• Income statement for the period from 
1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019 
(page 4) 

• Statement of cash flows (indirect meth-
od) (page 6) 

• Notes to the financial statements as of 
31 December 2019 (page 7-14) 

• Auditor`s report (page 22-26) 
 

* Page numbers within the annual financial 
statements refer to the consecutive num-
bering of pages in the footer of the respec-
tive page. 

Legal and arbitration proceedings 
(Annex 6, Section 11.4 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.8 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Description of any significant 
change in the financial position 
(Annex 6, Section 11.5.1 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.6 / page 6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Share capital (Annex 6, Section 
12.1 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.1 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Memorandum and Articles of Asso-
ciation (Annex 6, Section 12.2 of 
the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.2 / page 5-6) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Material contracts (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 13.1 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 3.9 / page 7-8) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Documents available (Annex 6, 
Section 14.1 of the Delegated Reg-
ulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Finan-
cial Products GmbH dated 21 April 2021 
(section 2.5 / page 5) 

Section 3 / Page 40 

Where reference is only made to specific sections/pages of a document, only the information 

contained in those sections or pages shall be part of the base prospectus, while the rest of the 
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information contained in the relevant document is either not relevant for the investor or already 

included elsewhere in the Base Prospectus. 

 

10.2 Information incorporated by reference regarding Vontobel Holding AG (Guarantor) 

MANDATORY DISCLOSURES 
UNDER THE DELEGATED REG-
ULATION 

DOCUMENT (INCORPORATED SECTION 
/ PAGE OF THE DOCUMENT) 

SECTION / PAGE 
IN THE BASE 
PROSPECTUS 

PERSONS RESPONSIBLE, THIRD PARTY INFORMATION, EXPERTS’ REPORTS AND COMPE-
TENT AUTHORITY APPROVAL 

Responsible persons, information 
from third parties, expert reports 
and approval by the competent 
authority (Annex 6, Section 1 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 2.1, 2.2 and 
2.3 / page 5) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

STATUTORY AUDITORS 

Statutory auditors (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 2 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 2.4 / page 
6) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

RISK FACTORS 

Risk factors (Annex 6, Section 3.1 
of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 1 / page 4 
et seq.) 

Section 2.2 /  
Page 9 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER 

History and development (Annex 6, 
Section 4.1 of the Delegated Regu-
lation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.1 / page 
6-7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Legal and commercial name (An-
nex 6, Section 4.1.1 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Place of registration, registration 
number and legal entity identifier 
(LEI) (Annex 6, Section 4.1.2 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Date of incorporation and the 
length of life (Annex 6, Section 
4.1.3 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 
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Domicile and legal form of the issu-
er, the legislation under which the 
issuer operates, its country of in-
corporation, the address, telephone 
number of its registered office (or 
principal place of business if differ-
ent from its registered office) and 
website of the issuer, if any, with a 
disclaimer that the information on 
the website does not form part of 
the prospectus unless that infor-
mation is incorporated by reference 
into the prospectus (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 4.1.4 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of 
Vontobel Holding AG dated 
6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Credit ratings assigned to an issuer 
at the request or with the coopera-
tion of the issuer in the rating pro-
cess. A brief explanation of the 
meaning of the ratings if this has 
previously been published by the 
rating provider (Annex 6, Section 
4.1.6 of the Delegated Regulation). 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.10 / page 
9) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Description of the expected financ-
ing of the issuer’s activities (Annex 
6, Section 4.1.8 of the Delegated 
Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.7 / page 
8) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

Principal activities and principle 
markets (Annex 6, Section 5.1 and 
5.1.1 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.3 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Organisational structure (Annex 6, 
Section 6 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.4 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

TREND INFORMATION 

Trend Information (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 7 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.5 / page 
8) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT, AND SUPERVISORY BODIES 

Administrative, management, and 
supervisory bodies’ including con-
flicts of interests (Annex 6, Section 
9 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 5 / page 10-
11); Annual Report of the Guarantor as of 
31.12.2020* (Board of Directors: page 31-
43; Executive Committee: page 43-46)  

* Page numbers within the annual report 
refer to the consecutive numbering of pag-
es in the header of the respective page. 

Section 4. / Page 41 

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS 
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Major shareholders (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 10 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 4 / page 10) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

Audited historical financial infor-
mation for the financial years ended 
31 December 2019 and 31 Decem-
ber 2020 and their audit (Annex 6, 
Section 11.1 and 11.3 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Annual Report of Vontobel Holding AG as 
of 31.12.2020 and Annual Report of Vonto-
bel Holding AG as of 31.12.2019; incorpo-
rated are the following sections of the doc-
uments mentioned below: 

Annual Report of the Guarantor as of 
31.12.2020* 

Consolidated financial statements (IFRS) 

• Consolidated income statement (page 
112) 

• Consolidated statement of comprehen-
sive income (page 113) 

• Consolidated balance sheet (page 114-
115) 

• Statement of equity (page 116-117) 
• Consolidated cash flow statement (page 

118-119) 
• Notes to the consolidated financial 

statements (page 120-208) 
• Report of the statutory auditor (page 

209-213) 

Vontobel Holding AG (separate financial 
statements) 

• Income statement (page 218-219) 
• Balance sheet (page 220-221) 
• Notes to the financial statements (page 

222-225) 
• Report of the statutory auditor (page 

227-229) 

Annual Report of the Guarantor as of 
31.12.2019* 

Consolidated financial statements (IFRS) 

• Consolidated income statement (page 
120) 

• Consolidated statement of comprehen-
sive income (page 121) 

• Consolidated balance sheet (page 122-
123) 

• Statement of equity (page 124-125) 
• Consolidated cash flow statement (page 

126-127) 
• Notes to the consolidated financial 

statements (page 128-218) 
• Report of the statutory auditor (page 

219-223) 

Vontobel Holding AG (separate financial 
statements) 

• Income statement (page 228-229) 
• Balance sheet (page 230-231) 
• Notes to the consolidated financial 

statements (page 232-236) 
• Report of the statutory auditor (page 

Section 4. / Page 41 
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237-239) 
* Page numbers within the annual report 
refer to the consecutive numbering of pag-
es in the header of the respective page. 

Legal and arbitration proceedings 
(Annex 6, Section 11.4 of the Dele-
gated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.8 / page 
8) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Description of any significant 
change in the financial position 
(Annex 6, Section 11.5.1 of the 
Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.6 / page 
8) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Share capital (Annex 6, Section 
12.1 of the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Memorandum and Articles of Asso-
ciation (Annex 6, Section 12.2 of 
the Delegated Regulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.2 / page 
7) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Material contracts (Annex 6, Sec-
tion 13.1 of the Delegated Regula-
tion) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 3.9 / page 
9) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Documents available (Annex 6, 
Section 14.1 of the Delegated Reg-
ulation) 

Registration Document of Vontobel Holding 
AG dated 6 April 2021 (section 2.5 / page 
6) 

Section 4. / Page 41 

Where reference is only made to specific sections/pages of a document, only the information 

contained in those sections or pages shall be part of the base prospectus, while the rest of the 

information contained in the relevant document is either not relevant for the investor or already 

included elsewhere in the Base Prospectus. 

 

10.3 Other information incorporated by reference 

Furthermore, in this Base Prospectus reference is made to various base prospectuses, from which the 

following information is incorporated by reference in accordance with Article 19 para. 1 of the 

Prospectus Regulation in this Base Prospectus: 

DOCUMENT INCORPORATED SECTION / 
PAGE OF THE DOCUMENT 

SECTION / PAGE IN THE BASE 
PROSPECTUS 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
29 May 2020 for Leverage Prod-
ucts 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
107 to 192 

Form of Final Terms on pages 
220 to 227 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Section 6.8 / Page 73 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated  
8 July 2019 for Leverage Prod-
ucts 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
107 to 192 

Form of Final Terms on pages 
220 to 227 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 
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Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
24 August 2018 for Leverage 
Products 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
110 to 195 

Form of Final Terms on pages 
219 to 225 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
31 August 2017 for Leverage 
Products 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
122 to 224 

Form of Final Terms on pages 
255 to 262 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
21 September 2016 for Leverage 
Products 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
114 to 216 

Form of Final Terms on pages 
247 to 254 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
19 July 2016 for Leverage Prod-
ucts 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
99 to 131 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
1 December 2015 for Leverage 
Products 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
99 to 131 

Section 6.6 / Page 72 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 
Financial Products GmbH dated 
4 December 2014 for Leverage 
Products 

Terms and Conditions on pages 
127 to 159 

Section 6.6 / Page 72  

Where reference is only made to specific sections/pages of a document, only the information con-
tained in those sections or pages shall be part of the base prospectus, while the rest of the information 
contained in the relevant document is either not relevant for the investor or already included elsewhere 
in the Base Prospectus. 

 

10.4 Hyperlink to the respective document 

A hyperlink to the respective document is included in the following: 

DOCUMENT HYPERLINK 

Registration Document dated 

21 April 2021 of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectusadditionaldocument/58.pdf 

Registration Document dated 6 

April 2021 of Vontobel Holding 

AG 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectusadditionaldocument/56.pdf 

Annual Report of Vontobel 

Holding AG as of 31.12.2020 

https://www.vontobel.com/siteassets/about-

vontobel/downloads/2021-02-11_fr_full-year-report_en.pdf  

Annual Report of Vontobel 

Holding AG as of 31.12.2019 

https://www.vontobel.com/siteassets/about-

vontobel/downloads/2020-02-12_fr_full-year-report_en.pdf 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 29 May 2020 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/63.pdf  

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 8 July 2019 for Leverage 

Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/52.pdf  

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/46.pdf  
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dated 24 August 2018 for 

Leverage Products 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 31 August 2017 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/35.pdf  

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 21 September 2016 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/27.pdf  

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 19 July 2016 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/25.pdf 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 1 December 2015 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/21.pdf 

Base Prospectus of Vontobel 

Financial Products GmbH 

dated 4 December 2014 for 

Leverage Products 

https://derinet.vontobel.ch/baseprospectus/10.pdf 
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11. Description of the taxation of the Securities 

11.1 General description 

The tax legislation of the member state of the investor and of the member state of incorporation of the 
Issuer may affect the income generated by the Securities. 

Each potential investor should seek advice from a representative of the tax advisory profession with 
respect to the tax implication of acquiring, holding and selling the Securities; this includes the tax 
treatment in Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Norway, The Netherland, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United States and each country in which the investor has his domicile or 
is otherwise taxable. 

11.2 Description of the taxation in connection with the U.S. withholding tax pursuant to sec-
tion 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code 

Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") and the provisions issued thereunder stipu-
late that for certain financial instruments (such as for the Securities) a withholding tax (of up to 30% 
depending on the application of income tax treaties) shall be imposed if the payment (or deemed 
payment) on the financial instruments is contingent upon, or determined by reference to, the payment 
of a dividend from sources within the United States.  

Pursuant to these U.S. legal provisions, certain payments (or deemed payments) under certain equity-
linked instruments that refer to the performance of U.S. equities or certain indices that contain U.S. 
equities, as an Underlying, shall be treated as dividend equivalents ("Dividend Equivalents") and 
shall be subject to U.S. withholding tax of 30% (or a lower income tax treaties rate). This tax liability 
shall apply even if pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Securities no actual dividend-
related amount is paid or an adjustment is made and thus investors can only determine with 
difficulty or not at all any connection to the payments to be made in respect of the Securities.  

It is thus possible that these U.S. provisions also apply to the Securities, particularly if an Underlying 
contains dividends from sources within the United States. In such case U.S. withholding tax may be 
due, pursuant to the relevant US provisions, on payments (or deemed payments) made in respect of 
Securities issued (or whose features have been modified significantly) after 1 January 2017 (however, 
the implementation rules issued for the U.S. provisions stipulate that the tax liability will be phased in, 
not commencing until 1 January 2023 for some securities).  

The Issuer intends, if possible, to take any tax liability pursuant to section 871(m) into account 
in original and continuous pricing of the Securities and to comply with the withholding obliga-
tion using provisions that have to be made accordingly. For Securities structured in such a way 
that expected dividends cannot be factored into original pricing, the Issuer takes the tax liability into 
account in its continuous adjustment of amounts such as the underlying price to dividends paid and 
other factors. Investors should note that compliance with tax liability in this manner precludes the issue 
of tax certificates for tax payments rendered for individual investors and that no potential tax refund 
pursuant to the relevant U.S. provisions may be claimed either. Moreover, a 30% tax rate is generally 
applied, also when taking account of the tax liability in continuously adjusting amounts, due to the 
necessity of using a uniform rate for all investors in all cases mentioned.  

If, however, on the basis of section 871(m), an amount of interest, principal or other payments on the 

Securities is deducted or withheld, neither the Issuer nor any paying agent or other person pursuant to 

the terms and conditions of the Securities would be obliged to pay additional amounts to the Security 

Holders as a result of the deduction or withholding, in which case the Security Holders would thus 

potentially receive less interest or principal than expected. In the worst case, any payments to be 

made in respect of the Security would be reduced to zero (0) or the amount of tax due would even 

exceed the payments to be made in respect of the Security (the latter situation may also arise if the 

Securities were to expire worthless and no payment was made to investors). 
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12. Selling restrictions 

12.1 Introduction 

The distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer of the Securities may be subject to legal re-
strictions in certain countries. This may, in particular, concern the offer, sale, holding and/or delivery of 
securities as well as the distribution, publication and holding of the Base Prospectus. Persons who 
gain access to the securities and/or the Base Prospectus are requested to inform themselves about 
and to observe any such restrictions. 

Except for the publication and filing of this Base Prospectus, any supplements thereto and/or the re-
spective Final Terms in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the countries to which the Base Pro-
spectus has been notified, the Issuer has not taken and will not take any action to make the public 
offer of the securities or the holding or distribution of offer documents relating to the securities permis-
sible in any jurisdiction where special measures would be required for this purpose. 

The Securities and the Base Prospectus may only be distributed within a jurisdiction provided that this 
is done in accordance with the laws in force in that jurisdiction and that no obligations arise for the 
Issuer, the Guarantor and the Offeror in this respect. In particular, the Base Prospectus may not be 
used by anyone for the purpose of an offer or advertisement (a) in a country where the offer or adver-
tisement is not authorised, but where it is necessary and/or (b) to or towards a person to whom such 
an offer or advertisement may not lawfully be made. 

Neither the Base Prospectus, nor any supplement thereto, nor the relevant Final Terms constitutes an 
offer or invitation to any person to purchase securities and should not be construed as a recommenda-
tion by the Issuer or the Offeror to purchase securities. 

12.2 European Economic Area 

In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area, any person offering the Securities 
has represented and agreed that it has not made and will not make an offer of Securities which are the 
subject of the offering contemplated by the Base Prospectus as completed by the Final Terms in rela-
tion thereto to the public in a Member State except that it may make an offer of such Securities to the 
public in a Member State: 

(a) if the Final Terms relating to the Securities specify that an offer of those Securities may be 
made otherwise than pursuant to Article 1 (4) of the Prospectus Regulation in that Member 
State (a "Non-Exempt Offer"), following the date of publication of the Base Prospectus in rela-
tion to such Securities which has been approved by the competent authority of that Member 
State or, where applicable, approved in another Member State and notified to the competent au-
thority in that Member State, provided that the Base Prospectus has subsequently been com-
pleted by the Final Terms contemplating such Non-Exempt Offer in accordance with the Pro-
spectus Regulation, in the period beginning and ending on the dates specified in the Base Pro-
spectus and Final Terms, as applicable and the Issuer has consented in writing to its use for the 
purposes of that Non-Exempt Offer; 

(b) at any time to persons who are qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Regulation; 

(c) at any time to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined 
in the Prospectus Regulation), subject to obtaining the prior consent of the respective dealer or 
dealers nominated by the Issuer for any such offer; or 

(d) at any time in any other circumstances falling within Article 1 (4) of the Prospectus Regulation, 

provided that no such offer referred to in (b) to (d) above shall require the Issuer or any person offering 
the Securities under an obligation to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Reg-
ulation or a supplement to a prospectus pursuant to Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. 

For the purposes of this provision, the term "offer of the Securities to the public", in relation to any 
Securities in any Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient 
information about the conditions of the offer and the Securities to be offered to enable an investor to 
decide whether to purchase or subscribe the Securities and the expression "Prospectus Regulation" 
means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129. 

12.3 Belgium 

Securities in bearer form 

Securities in bearer form (including, without limitation, definitive securities in bearer form and securities 
in bearer form underlying the Securities) shall not be physically delivered in Belgium, except to a clear-
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ing system, a depository or other institution for the purpose of their immobilisation in accordance with 
article 4 of the Belgian Law of 14 December 2005. 

Securities with a maturity of less than 12 months 

With regard to Securities having a maturity of less than 12 months (and which therefore fall outside the 
scope of the Prospectus Directive), this Prospectus has not been, and it is not expected that it will be, 
submitted for approval to the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority. Accordingly, the Secu-
rities may not be subjected to any action that would be characterised as or result in a public offering of 
these Securities in Belgium in accordance with the Belgian Law of 16 June 2006 on public offerings of 
investment instruments and the admission of investment instruments to trading on regulated markets, 
as amended or replaced from time to time. 

12.4 Denmark 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to Denmark: 

No Securities may be offered to the public in Denmark nor admitted to trading on a regulated market in 
Denmark unless and until (a) a prospectus in relation to those Securities has been approved by the 
Danish Financial Services Authority (Finanstilsynet) being the competent authority or, where appropri-
ate, approved in another Relevant Member State and such competent authority has notified the Dan-
ish Financial Supervisory Authority in accordance with the Prospectus Directive and the Danish Secu-
rities Trading Act and the relevant executive orders cf. chapter 6 or (ii) an exemption from the prospec-
tus requirements is available pursuant to the Danish Securities Trading Act and the relevant executive 
orders. 

12.5 Finland 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to Finland: 

Unless the relevant Final Terms specify that a public offer is made in Finland, the offering of the Secu-
rities has not been prepared to comply with the standards and requirements applicable under Finnish 
law, including the Finnish Securities Market Act (746/2012) as amended and it has not been approved 
by the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority. Accordingly, the Securities cannot, directly or indirectly, 
be offered or sold in Finland other than in compliance with all applicable provisions of the laws of Fin-
land, including the Finnish Securities Market Act (746/2012) and any regulation issued thereunder, as 
supplemented and amended from time to time. 

12.6 France 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to France. 

An offer of Securities to the public in France may only be made and will only be made following the 
notification of the approval of this Base Prospectus to the Autorité des marchés financiers ("AMF") by 
the BaFin, all in accordance with Articles L.411-1, L.412-2, L. 412-1 and L.621-8 et seq. of the French 
Code monétaire et financier and the Règlement général of the AMF. 

Where an issue, offer or sale of Securities is effected in respect of an exception to the public offer 
rules in France by way of an offer or a sale exclusively addressed to (a) persons providing investment 
services relating to portfolio management for the account of third parties (personnes fournissant le 
service d’investissement de gestion de portefeuille pour compte de tiers), and/or (b) qualified investors 
(investisseurs qualifiés) other than individuals acting for their own account and/or (iii) a restricted circle 
of investors (cercle restreint d’investisseurs) providing that these investors are acting for their own 
account, all as defined in, and in accordance with, Articles L.411-1, L.411-2, and D.411-1, D.411-4, 
D.734-1, D.744-1, D.754-1 and D.764-1 of the French Code monétaire et financier, these qualified 
investors or these investors must be informed that:  

• this issue, offer or sale of Securities does not require a prospectus to be submitted to 
the AMF;  

• they can only invest in the Securities for their own account or for account of third parties 
in the conditions specified in article D.411-1 of the French Code monétaire et financier; 

• the direct or indirect offer or sale, to the public in France, of Securities so purchased can 
be made only in accordance with Articles L.411-1, L.411-2, and D.411-1, D.411-4, 
D.734-1, D.744-1, D.754-1 and D.764-1 of the French Code monétaire et financier. 
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12.7 Italy 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to Italy: 

The offering of the Securities has not been registered and will not be registered with the Italian Finan-
cial Regulator (Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa or "CONSOB") pursuant to Italian 
securities legislation and, accordingly, the financial intermediary in charge of the offering, if any, has 
represented and agreed, and each further financial intermediary appointed under the Base Prospectus 
and each other dealer will be required to represent and agree, that no Securities may be offered, sold, 
promoted, advertised or delivered, directly or indirectly, in the Republic of Italy, nor may copies of the 
Base Prospectus, any Final Terms or any other document relating to the Securities be distributed, 
made available or advertised in the Republic of Italy, except: 

(1) if it is specified that an offer (that does not fall under an exemption pursuant to the Prospectus 
Directive) may be made to the public in the Republic of Italy, that it may offer, sell or deliver Se-
curities or distribute copies of any prospectus relating to the Securities, provided that such pro-
spectus has been (i) approved in another Relevant Member State and notified for the offering in 
Italy in compliance with the provisions set forth by article 98, paragraph 2 of the Italian Legisla-
tive Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998, as amended from time to time ("Italian Financial Ser-
vices Act"); and (ii) completed by final terms (if applicable) expressly contemplating such offer, 
in the twelve months period of validity of the Base Prospectus commencing on the date of its 
approval, in accordance with the Prospectus Directive, as implemented in the Republic of Italy 
under the Italian Financial Services Act and the CONSOB Issuers Regulation; 

(2) with regard to an offer to "Qualified Investors" (Investitori Qualificati) as defined pursuant to 
article 100, paragraph 1 a) of Italian Financial Services Act, and the combined provisions of arti-
cle 34-ter paragraph 1. letter b) of the CONSOB Issuers Regulation, and article 26 paragraph 1 
d) of the CONSOB Regulation No. 16190 of 29 October 2007, as amended from time to time 
("CONSOB Intermediaries Regulation"); or 

(3)  in any other circumstances where an express applicable exemption from compliance with the 
restrictions on the offer of financial products to the public applies, as provided under the Italian 
Financial Services Act and/or CONSOB Issuers Regulation and any other applicable laws and 
regulations. 

Any such offer, sale or delivery of the Securities or distribution of copies of the Base Prospectus, any 
Final Terms or any other document relating to the Securities in the Republic of Italy under (1), (2) or 
(3) above must be: 

(a) made by an investment firm, bank or financial intermediary permitted to conduct such activities 
in the Republic of Italy in accordance with the Italian Financial Services Act, CONSOB Interme-
diaries Regulation and the Italian legislative decree No. 385 of 1 September 1993, as amended 
from time to time (the "Italian Banking Act"); and any other applicable law and regulations; 
and 

(b) in compliance with any securities, tax exchange control and any other applicable laws and regu-
lations including any limitation or notifications requirements which may be imposed from time to 
time by CONSOB or the Bank of Italy (including the reporting requirements, where applicable, 
pursuant to Article 129 of the Italian Banking Act and the implementing guidelines of the Bank of 
Italy, as amended from time to time) and/or any other Italian competent authority. 

Provisions relating to the secondary market in Italy  

Investors should also note that, in any subsequent distribution of the Securities in the Republic of Italy, 

Article 100-bis of Decree No. 58 of 24 February 1998 may require compliance with the law relating to 

public offers of securities. Furthermore, where the Securities are placed solely with "qualified inves-

tors" and are then systematically resold on the secondary market at any time in the 12 months follow-

ing such placing, purchasers of Securities who are acting outside of the course of their business or 

profession may in certain circumstances be entitled to declare such purchase void and, in addition, to 

claim damages from any authorised person at whose premises the Securities were purchased, unless 

an exemption provided for under Decree No. 58 of 24 February 1998 applies. 

12.8 The Netherlands 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to The Neth-
erlands: 
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Unless relevant Final Terms specify that a public offer is made in the Netherlands, the Securities have 
not and shall not been admitted to trading on a regulated market situated or operating in the Nether-
lands nor be offered, sold, transferred or delivered to the public in the Netherlands, unless (1) a pro-
spectus in relation to the Securities has been approved by the competent authority in the Netherlands 
or, where appropriate, approved in another Relevant Member State and such competent authority has 
notified the competent authority in the Netherlands, all in accordance with the Prospectus Directive 
and the Dutch Financial Supervision Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht) or (2) in respect of such offer-
ing to the public in the Netherlands in reliance on (the Dutch implementation of) Article 3(2) of the Pro-
spectus Directive and provided: 

(a) such offer is made exclusively to qualified investors (gekwalificeerde beleggers) within the 
meaning of the Dutch Financial Supervision Act in the Netherlands; or 

(b) standard logo and exemption wording are incorporated in the Final Terms, advertisements and 
documents in which the offer is announced, as required by article 5:20(5) of the Dutch Financial 
Supervision Act; or 

(c) such offer is otherwise made in circumstances in which article 5:20(5) of the Dutch Financial 
Supervision Act is not applicable. 

12.9 Norway 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to Norway: 

No Securities may be offered to the public in Norway nor admitted to trading on a regulated market in 
Norway unless and until (a) a prospectus in relation to those Securities has been approved by the 
Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway or, where appropriate, approved in another Relevant Mem-
ber State and such competent authority has notified the Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway, all 
in accordance with the Prospectus Directive and the Norwegian Securities Trading Act; or (b) an ex-
emption from the requirement to prepare a prospectus is available under the Norwegian Securities 
Trading Act. 

12.10 Sweden 

In addition to the restrictions described in the selling restrictions for the European Economic Area (see 
section 12.2 of the Base Prospectus), the following matters should be noted with respect to Sweden: 

No Securities may be offered to the public in Sweden nor admitted to trading on a regulated market in 
Sweden unless and until (a) a prospectus in relation to those Securities has been approved by the 
competent authority in Sweden or, where appropriate, approved in another Relevant Member State 
and such competent authority has notified the competent authority in Sweden, all in accordance with 
the Prospectus Directive and the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act; or (b) an exemption from 
the requirement to prepare a prospectus is available under the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading 
Act. 

12.11 Restrictions outside the EEA 

In a jurisdiction outside the EEA, the Securities may be publicly offered only in compliance with all 
applicable rules and regulations in force in such jurisdiction, to the extent that this takes place in ac-
cordance with the regulations applicable in each case and other relevant provisions and to the extent 
that neither the Issuer nor the Offeror enters into any obligations in this respect. 

12.12 United Kingdom 

Public Offer Selling Restriction Under The UK Prospectus Regulation 

In relation to the United Kingdom, any person offering the Securities has represented and agreed that 
it has not made and will not make an offer of Securities which are the subject of the offering contem-
plated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the Final Terms in relation thereto to the public in the 
United Kingdom other than the offers contemplated in the Base Prospectus as completed by the Final 
Terms in relation thereto in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 as it forms part of domestic 
law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the "UK Prospectus Regulation"), and 
provided that the Issuer has consented in writing to use of the Base Prospectus as completed by the 
Final Terms in relation thereto for any such offers, except that it may make an offer of such Securities 
to the public in the United Kingdom: 

(a)  to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in Article 2 of the UK Prospectus Regu-
lation; 
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(b)  to fewer than 150, natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the UK 
Prospectus Regulation), as permitted under the UK Prospectus Regulation, subject to obtaining 
the prior consent of the respective dealer or dealers nominated by the Issuer for any such offer; 
or 

(c)  in any other circumstances falling within section 86 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 ("FSMA"), 

provided that no such offer of Securities shall require the Issuer or any person offering the Securities 
to publish a prospectus pursuant to section 85 of the FSMA or supplement a prospectus pursuant to 
Article 23 of the UK Prospectus Regulation. 

For the purposes of this provision, the expression an "offer of Securities to the public" in relation to 
any Securities in the United Kingdom means the communication in any form and by any means of 
sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the Securities to be offered so as to enable an in-
vestor to decide to purchase or subscribe. 

Other UK regulatory restrictions 

Any Authorised Offeror of Securities will be required to represent and agree that: 

(a)  in relation to any Securities which have a maturity of less than one year, (i) it is a person whose 
ordinary activities involve it in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of investments (as prin-
cipal or agent) for the purposes of its business and (ii) it has not offered or sold and will not offer 
or sell any Securities other than to persons whose ordinary activities involve them in acquiring, 
holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or as agent) for the purposes of their 
businesses or who it is reasonable to expect will acquire, hold, manage or dispose of investments 
(as principal or agent) for the purposes of their businesses where the issue of the Securities 
would otherwise constitute a contravention of Section 19 of the FSMA by the Issuer; 

(b)  it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to 
be communicated an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the mean-
ing of Section 21 of the FSMA) received by it in connection with the issue or sale of any Securi-
ties in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the Issuer; and 

(c)  it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to any-
thing done by it in relation to any Securities in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom. 

12.13 Switzerland 

In addition to the selling restrictions described for offers outside the EEA (see section 12.11 of the 
Base Prospectus), the following conditions must be observed in Switzerland: 

An offer of these Securities in Switzerland may be prepared in accordance with the applicable rules 
and regulations in Switzerland, including, but not limited to, the regulations issued by the Swiss Fed-
eral Banking Commission and / or the Swiss National Bank in respect of the offer, sale, delivery or 
transfer of the Securities or the dissemination of sales documents relating to such securities in Swit-
zerland. 

12.14 USA 

Neither the Securities nor the Guarantee in respect of obligations in relation to the Securities has been 
or will be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities 
Act") and neither the Securities nor the Guarantee may be offered or sold within the United States or 
to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons (as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act). 

Trading in the Securities has not been and will not be approved by the United States Commodity Fu-
tures Trading Commission under the United States Commodity Exchange Act or by any other state 
securities commission nor has the Commodity Futures Trading Commission or any other state securi-
ties commission passed upon the accuracy or the adequacy of the Base Prospectus. The Base Pro-
spectus may not be used in the United States and may not be delivered in the United States. 

The Securities will not be directly or indirectly offered, sold, traded or delivered within the United 
States or to or for the account or benefit of U.S. persons (as defined in Regulation S under the Securi-
ties Act). 

Each offeror is required to agree that it will not offer or sell the Securities as part of their distribution at 
any time within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons (as defined in 
Regulation S under the Securities Act). 
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The term "United States" as used herein means the United States of America, its territories or pos-
sessions, any state of the United States, the District of Columbia or any other enclave of the United 
States government, its agencies or instrumentalities. 

12.15 Hong Kong 

Each offeror of Securities represents and agrees that:  

(1)  it has not offered or sold and will not offer or sell in Hong Kong, by means of any document, any 
Securities (except for Securities which are a "structured product" as defined in the Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) laws of Hong Kong) (the "SFO") other than (a) to "profes-
sional investors" within the meaning of Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the SFO and any rules made 
there under; or (b) in other circumstances which do not require a document that is a "prospec-
tus" or do not result in any document being a "prospectus" as defined in the Companies (Wind-
ing Up and Miscellaneous Provisions Ordinance (Cap. 32) laws of Hong Kong (the 
"C(WUMP)O") or which do not constitute an offer to the public or an invitation of offers by the 
public within the meaning of the C(WUMP)O; and 

(2)  it has not issued or had in its possession for the purposes of issue, and will not issue or have in 
its possession for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertise-
ment, invitation or document relating to the Securities, which is directed at, or the contents of 
which are likely to be accessed r read by, the public in Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so 
under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to the Securities which are or 
are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to "professional in-
vestors" as defined in the SFO and any rules made there under. 

12.16 Singapore 

Each offeror of Securities acknowledges that this Base Prospectus has not been registered as a pro-
spectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore (the "MAS"). Accordingly, each offeror has repre-
sented, warranted and agreed that it has not offered or sold any Securities or caused the Securities to 
be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase and will not offer or sell any Securi-
ties or cause the Securities to be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, and 
has not circulated or distributed, nor will it circulate or distribute, this Base Prospectus or any other 
document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of 
the Securities, whether directly or indirectly, to any person in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional 
investor (as defined in Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289 of Singapore) (the 
"SFA")) pursuant to Section 274 of the SFA, (ii) to a relevant person (as defined in Section 275(2) of 
the SFA) pursuant to Section 275(1) of the SFA, or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A) of the 
SFA, and in accordance with the conditions specified in Section 275 of the SFA, or (iii) otherwise pur-
suant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA. 

Where the Securities are subscribed or purchased under Section 275 of the SFA by a relevant person 
which is: 

(a)  a corporation (which is not an accredited investor (as defined in Section 4A of the SFA)) the 
sole business of which is to hold investments and the entire share capital of which is owned by 
one or more individuals, each of whom is an accredited investor; or 

(b)  a trust (where the trustee is not an accredited investor) whose sole purpose is to hold invest-
ments and each beneficiary of the trust is an individual who is an accredited investor, 

securities (as defined in Section 239(1) of the SFA) of that corporation or the beneficiaries’ rights and 
interest (howsoever described) in that trust shall not be transferred within six months after that corpo-
ration or that trust has acquired the Securities pursuant to an offer made under Section 275 of the SFA 
except: 

(1)  to an institutional investor or to a relevant person defined in Section 275(2) of the SFA, or to any 
person arising from an offer referred to in Section 275(1A) or Section 276(4)(i)(B) of the SFA; 

(2)  where no consideration is or will be given for the transfer; 

(3)  where the transfer is by operation of law; 

(4)  as specified in Section 276(7) of the SFA; or 

(5)  as specified in Regulation 32 of the Securities and Futures (Offers of Investments) (Shares and 
Debentures) Regulations 2005 of Singapore. 
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13. List of Securities with a continuation of the public offer 

 
DE000VQ4DHE7 DE000VQ36N65 DE000VQ7ED43 DE000VQ7ED50 DE000VQ7ED76 DE000VQ6DPT3 

DE000VP90K88 DE000VQ4XCL1 DE000VQ388F4 DE000VQ388G2 DE000VP68D02 DE000VP9WQG3 

DE000VP6ZUA7 DE000VP4YB87 DE000VQ7RF38 DE000VQ7RGB8 DE000VP4WSF2 DE000VQ57V44 

DE000VP4YJP6 DE000VQ3LQU9 DE000VP6AZ69 DE000VP51152 DE000VP6QVN7 DE000VP65R33 

DE000VQ5D4T0 DE000VQ13E06 DE000VP68057 DE000VQ551E0 DE000VQ7LJN0 DE000VQ7LJY7 

DE000VQ28WK1 DE000VQ1HBF4 DE000VQ57WB9 DE000VQ2YT95 DE000VQ6NQR4 DE000VQ28083 

DE000VP568L0 DE000VP4WP18 DE000VQ6NM42 DE000VP6P6K1 DE000VQ5U284 DE000VQ2YTL7 

DE000VP8STY0 DE000VP93BN5 DE000VQ5TGW4 DE000VQ57T55 DE000VQ7QZ19 DE000VQ2YUY8 

DE000VQ7QZX4 DE000VQ5U318 DE000VQ5U300 DE000VQ7QZ35 DE000VP7LVM8 DE000VQ35443 

DE000VQ35476 DE000VQ6JWL3 DE000VP6P6B0 DE000VQ4DGL4 DE000VQ2YYZ7 DE000VQ6JX03 

DE000VQ487E7 DE000VQ1WVR6 DE000VQ51NV9 DE000VP6M1G3 DE000VQ4BQP8 DE000VQ756W7 

DE000VQ756Y3 DE000VQ520S5 DE000VQ520P1 DE000VQ756X5 DE000VQ7S334 DE000VP8M625 

DE000VQ30A90 DE000VQ57X42 DE000VP4WS07 DE000VQ48JG4 DE000VP8M021 DE000VP6KT99 

DE000VP6QG72 DE000VP8M864 DE000VP7HM17 DE000VQ31KK0 DE000VP68420 DE000VP80NG1 

DE000VP4XYH4 DE000VQ50NK4 DE000VQ50ND9 DE000VP65ST4 DE000VP4WSS5 DE000VQ7K9J9 

DE000VQ6DM36 DE000VQ6AY76 DE000VP8UN00 DE000VQ7Q247 DE000VQ7Q254 DE000VQ7QKG1 

DE000VQ7QKE6 DE000VQ27622 DE000VP9WC83 DE000VQ6DN84 DE000VQ6DN92 DE000VQ4XHH8 

DE000VQ27457 DE000VQ4TVB0 DE000VQ1GDH8 DE000VP4WXU1 DE000VQ2KVQ1 DE000VQ1KLN1 

DE000VQ66XU8 DE000VQ282E2 DE000VQ2GQU1 DE000VP8Q261 DE000VQ1X1T6 DE000VP68W33 

DE000VQ2J1L0 DE000VQ1X3K1 DE000VQ2YZD1 DE000VQ2YZC3 DE000VP4X4B7 DE000VQ281X4 

DE000VQ2LPK4 DE000VQ7TWV9 DE000VQ7LRX2 DE000VQ1M124 DE000VQ4W820 DE000VP38TY9 

DE000VQ13CS8 DE000VQ7QZS4 DE000VQ278D2 DE000VQ1PVC2 DE000VQ6NM00 DE000VP6A8W9 

DE000VP6ZU73 DE000VQ388J6 DE000VQ388L2 DE000VQ29L33 DE000VQ1GH84 DE000VQ7QZN5 

DE000VQ7TWB1 DE000VQ7TWF2 DE000VQ7WQ95 DE000VQ7TWM8 DE000VQ1GJH5 DE000VQ7TWW7 

DE000VQ52ZA5 DE000VQ4GJ71 DE000VQ5MVE6 DE000VQ7Q4M8 DE000VQ7ECK6 DE000VQ35484 

DE000VP7HSB5 DE000VQ6NP80 DE000VQ7W9W8 DE000VQ7W9X6 DE000VQ7W922 DE000VQ6LF76 

DE000VQ6LGA5 DE000VQ2E2F5 DE000VQ7W7S0 DE000VQ6NMW3 DE000VQ5TEU3 DE000VQ6RRF8 

DE000VQ2YY07 DE000VQ27XJ3 DE000VQ283E0 DE000VQ52Y12 DE000VP6ZT92 DE000VQ52YQ4 

DE000VQ7QXA7 DE000VQ1GLQ2 DE000VQ278M3 DE000VQ28QS6 DE000VQ31LV5 DE000VQ7QZU0 

DE000VQ57VF2 DE000VQ3EQC2 DE000VQ2TLW1 DE000VQ5PY21 DE000VQ70NX5 DE000VQ70N05 

DE000VQ3E4D5 DE000VQ24EH4 DE000VP7HS11 DE000VQ3E3B1 DE000VQ50NU3 DE000VQ50NW9 

DE000VQ24HN5 DE000VQ7Q4K2 DE000VQ7LR14 DE000VQ36WA5 DE000VP62T18 DE000VQ2MWF8 

DE000VP4WL61 DE000VQ6NMX1 DE000VQ7Q4H8 DE000VQ52YT8 DE000VQ70XU0 DE000VQ5D6V1 

DE000VQ2E8M8 DE000VQ1BJT1 DE000VQ7DLC6 DE000VQ7DLD4 DE000VQ7DLE2 DE000VQ6RQP9 

DE000VP962T8 DE000VQ6FEN5 DE000VQ281W6 DE000VQ3C7C2 DE000VQ13BQ4 DE000VP6HZP2 

DE000VQ5D8B9 DE000VQ28X48 DE000VP5YNH2 DE000VP567H0 DE000VQ1BMK4 DE000VQ4FPC9 

DE000VP6MX91 DE000VP8WM41 DE000VQ3EJ66 DE000VQ6NPU0 DE000VQ13A83 DE000VQ2Y0H1 

DE000VQ4W911 DE000VQ7RDM2 DE000VQ7RDJ8 DE000VQ283M3 DE000VQ57VV9 DE000VP7H5U1 

DE000VP689N0 DE000VP9WTV6 DE000VQ4J215 DE000VQ2GRS3 DE000VQ6NNA7 DE000VQ39YU3 

DE000VQ4JJ94 DE000VQ39YT5 DE000VQ7QZH7 DE000VP97WJ0 DE000VQ7AD21 DE000VQ7ADX5 

DE000VQ7ADZ0 DE000VQ7ADY3 DE000VQ7Q3H0 DE000VQ7RD30 DE000VQ2GT89 DE000VQ39AS7 

DE000VP93295 DE000VQ6FK51 DE000VP9WJR5 DE000VP6KUN2 DE000VQ64TX5 DE000VQ6FDF3 

DE000VQ5MF27 DE000VQ28091 DE000VQ7Q312 DE000VQ28K01 DE000VQ1M1Y9 DE000VQ13CE8 

DE000VQ57VQ9 DE000VQ2TLS9 DE000VQ30AB2 DE000VQ5TEN8 DE000VP7HGB0 DE000VQ1GMT4 

DE000VQ2GQZ0 DE000VQ7QZR6 DE000VP9RMV1 DE000VQ488R7 DE000VQ1MHR6 DE000VQ282P8 

DE000VQ28VA4 DE000VQ280A4 DE000VQ7RFX4 DE000VQ281Q8 DE000VQ27XP0 DE000VQ1GJA0 

DE000VQ7D971 DE000VQ1S1W7 DE000VQ27531 DE000VQ2YTY0 DE000VQ2YTX2 DE000VQ18TT9 

DE000VP7HQT1 DE000VP64N95 DE000VQ275X6 DE000VQ1JZ22 DE000VQ6JK81 DE000VQ1BM66 

DE000VQ5VFH3 DE000VQ4T5R4 DE000VQ6S9B9 DE000VQ7LL28 DE000VQ7LMA1 DE000VQ7LMH6 

DE000VQ7QUU1 DE000VP964S6 DE000VQ7QZC8 DE000VQ6FC69 DE000VQ6B9P8 DE000VQ5MXU8 

DE000VQ2TPZ5 DE000VQ46AH5 DE000VQ4J2T9 DE000VQ6ZS91 DE000VQ5D4M5 DE000VQ268W3 

DE000VQ6FBD2 DE000VQ5THB6 DE000VP9RLU5 DE000VQ7D5Z2 DE000VQ7D500 DE000VQ2CXW2 

DE000VQ2CXX0 DE000VQ5FRT6 DE000VQ5P9V1 DE000VQ5TFH7 DE000VQ5D6F4 DE000VQ2JX49 

DE000VQ28WJ3 DE000VQ7QRF8 DE000VQ7QRJ0 DE000VQ7QRN2 DE000VQ7VWK8 DE000VQ7XDT5 

DE000VQ73NR1 DE000VQ7XDU3 DE000VP8Q1Z7 DE000VQ1SV74 DE000VP900M3 DE000VP90J73 

DE000VQ6LG67 DE000VQ7D609 DE000VQ4J108 DE000VQ36FW4 DE000VP7HUK2 DE000VQ4JSJ0 

DE000VQ4JSK8 DE000VQ5VFF7 DE000VQ28TB6 DE000VQ5P3J9 DE000VQ4UEM1 DE000VQ4UEQ2 

DE000VQ3VUU0 DE000VQ5V1G1 DE000VQ2KYU7 DE000VQ4JRV7 DE000VQ57VK2 DE000VQ57UR9 

DE000VQ5V0Q2 DE000VQ7QY51 DE000VP9WJT1 DE000VQ7F8Y7 DE000VQ4TXT8 DE000VP7HST7 

DE000VP9WLH2 DE000VQ1SUV8 DE000VQ6NMP7 DE000VQ4MAP9 DE000VQ287H4 DE000VQ287K8 

DE000VQ7QY93 DE000VP7HQP9 DE000VQ4T6G5 DE000VQ6NPG9 DE000VQ4MBH4 DE000VQ27796 

DE000VQ7AB49 DE000VP6QA45 DE000VQ4BT25 DE000VP6M157 DE000VQ6RML7 DE000VP5U7A4 

DE000VQ73T30 DE000VQ3Y604 DE000VQ6LN01 DE000VQ1WSM3 DE000VP7HTS7 DE000VP4WSQ9 

DE000VP550S3 DE000VQ35021 DE000VP4WPP7 DE000VP74YL1 DE000VP4YGT4 DE000VP5W091 

DE000VP6ZVR9 DE000VQ73T63 DE000VP6DJB5 DE000VP6S0X4 DE000VP6TW38 DE000VP90YL7 
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DE000VP93FS5 DE000VP93FU1 DE000VQ6KZ65 DE000VQ2PAT8 DE000VQ35J62 DE000VQ57VE5 

DE000VQ6MJM2 DE000VQ4T636 DE000VQ36540 DE000VQ7TWU1 DE000VQ12905 DE000VQ57VZ0 

DE000VQ6NPA2 DE000VP7H3T8 DE000VQ6NPX4 DE000VQ5TDV3 DE000VQ4T7L3 DE000VQ1LXH6 

DE000VP6STC0 DE000VQ4T1T9 DE000VQ7WQ12 DE000VQ13B66 DE000VQ27YR4 DE000VQ4DJG8 

DE000VQ5TEP3 DE000VQ1BAW4 DE000VQ1PVA6 DE000VQ7WK18 DE000VQ7ECR1 DE000VQ4JTJ8 

DE000VQ4JTL4 DE000VP6DJV3 DE000VQ352J2 DE000VP7RN55 DE000VQ57VR7 DE000VQ7QZP0 

DE000VQ2TLV3 DE000VQ3X8D3 DE000VQ6LFH2 DE000VP6S022 DE000VQ7T1L3 DE000VP7H5W7 

DE000VQ7ECL4 DE000VQ7ECN0 DE000VQ7ECP5 DE000VQ7ECQ3 DE000VQ1S0J6 DE000VQ4T7J7 

DE000VQ2PBV2 DE000VQ4W7H6 DE000VQ1FD48 DE000VQ24E86 DE000VQ6NPK1 DE000VQ28V32 

DE000VQ6RRK8 DE000VQ2CXJ9 DE000VQ6NQG7 DE000VQ6NMD3 DE000VQ52VK3 DE000VQ7W526 

DE000VQ7W534 DE000VQ7W542 DE000VQ7W559 DE000VQ6MJN0 DE000VQ6MJQ3 DE000VQ4XHU1 

DE000VQ7W7J9 DE000VP90LE9 DE000VQ16BV7 DE000VQ1J518 DE000VQ6FE00 DE000VP4X9A8 

DE000VQ4DD39 DE000VQ6U225 DE000VQ6SWF6 DE000VQ1MHX4 DE000VP8WNE7 DE000VQ1SVT0 

DE000VQ49A73 DE000VQ7QXC3 DE000VQ7QU55 DE000VQ6RL07 DE000VQ283D2 DE000VQ7QXK6 

DE000VQ4DDV0 DE000VQ24GT4 DE000VQ12806 DE000VQ280T4 DE000VQ6BN60 DE000VQ5P771 

DE000VQ1GKQ4 DE000VQ661B3 DE000VQ6W999 DE000VQ6XAE5 DE000VQ4XAT8 DE000VQ38868 

DE000VQ6FMQ1 DE000VQ5MET0 DE000VQ5MER4 DE000VQ5MGT5 DE000VQ351K2 DE000VQ5MGR9 

DE000VQ6TGL5 DE000VQ6DR15 DE000VQ2YZP5 DE000VQ2YZS9 DE000VQ38942 DE000VQ128M0 

DE000VQ270E7 DE000VQ6YQL4 DE000VQ6YQP5 DE000VQ5MSQ6 DE000VP8Q9P1 DE000VQ7EDQ1 

DE000VQ4DDR8 DE000VQ5P433 DE000VQ2KY52 DE000VQ27VA6 DE000VQ7EDY5 DE000VP5VG92 

DE000VQ1VXP8 DE000VQ49BE4 DE000VQ4JRX3 DE000VQ28P48 DE000VQ6TCN0 DE000VQ271H8 

DE000VQ271G0 DE000VQ704F2 DE000VQ5MY16 DE000VQ278K7 DE000VQ7QXB5 DE000VQ698W1 

DE000VQ28299 DE000VQ4PKL0 DE000VQ6JX94 DE000VQ6AZ00 DE000VQ601X3 DE000VQ4UBE4 

DE000VQ13AF9 DE000VP93AQ0 DE000VQ5VZE8 DE000VQ4YSN1 DE000VQ6JX11 DE000VQ5RE98 

DE000VQ4QGA9 DE000VQ7QT17 DE000VQ28F40 DE000VQ28F65 DE000VQ7EA04 DE000VP9WLF6 

DE000VQ4L369 DE000VQ2X1T5 DE000VQ7QX60 DE000VQ5P490 DE000VQ5P5A3 DE000VQ5P5C9 

DE000VQ4JSY9 DE000VQ7ZWZ7 DE000VQ7ZW29 DE000VQ2J268 DE000VQ28X97 DE000VQ6XC83 

DE000VQ52Z37 DE000VQ7ZYY6 DE000VQ7ZY84 DE000VQ7ZY92 DE000VQ2PVB2 DE000VQ4DE12 

DE000VQ5VRN6 DE000VQ6DPK2 DE000VQ7LP24 DE000VQ7QX37 DE000VQ6FFS1 DE000VQ6FFN2 

DE000VQ6FFR3 DE000VQ4DJR5 DE000VQ5DWW5 DE000VQ3Y778 DE000VQ7UV09 DE000VQ6ZJ35 

DE000VQ6ZJ19 DE000VQ1LV97 DE000VQ6DNC4 DE000VQ31KZ8 DE000VQ4XBC2 DE000VQ4JL66 

DE000VQ2YT79 DE000VQ278A8 DE000VQ1SXX8 DE000VQ6V4Y7 DE000VQ6V4Z4 DE000VQ2YWS6 

DE000VQ6V264 DE000VQ6ZN54 DE000VQ636U5 DE000VQ28Z95 DE000VQ6K2Q0 DE000VQ6K2R8 

DE000VQ6V2G8 DE000VQ4SSH5 DE000VQ48909 DE000VQ4DC06 DE000VQ280Q0 DE000VQ5MWE4 

DE000VQ6ZST0 DE000VQ6DP74 DE000VQ7W5N5 DE000VQ7W5Q8 DE000VQ7W5T2 DE000VQ4DB31 

DE000VQ4XAS0 DE000VQ5MSR4 DE000VQ7W7E0 DE000VP4WP00 DE000VQ6K0H3 DE000VQ28ZZ2 

DE000VQ1A7Z7 DE000VQ47R92 DE000VQ62KC2 DE000VQ62KB4 DE000VQ62KE8 DE000VQ6ZSS2 

DE000VQ6ZJQ5 DE000VQ6RNV4 DE000VQ7QT58 DE000VQ58QZ8 DE000VQ2CXR2 DE000VQ7QX11 

DE000VQ7EEK2 DE000VQ7W7X0 DE000VQ703J6 DE000VQ703E7 DE000VQ4QGC5 DE000VQ703Z2 

DE000VQ70325 DE000VQ7XBD3 DE000VQ1QB21 DE000VQ58N68 DE000VQ52Y04 DE000VQ51ME7 

DE000VQ58NL5 DE000VQ6FDS6 DE000VQ6FDV0 DE000VQ6FD19 DE000VQ6AP51 DE000VQ5U3W5 

DE000VQ6S914 DE000VQ6DRS1 DE000VQ487H0 DE000VQ6TD62 DE000VQ6V3J0 DE000VQ6V3Q5 

DE000VQ6ZQM9 DE000VQ6ZQN7 DE000VQ70754 DE000VQ6XBY1 DE000VQ6XCS1 DE000VQ73HN2 

DE000VQ6K2E6 DE000VQ62HL9 DE000VQ7W7V4 DE000VQ7W7U6 DE000VQ6Y3U4 DE000VQ51K50 

DE000VQ7XB42 DE000VQ7XB75 DE000VQ7XB67 DE000VQ7XB91 DE000VQ6XDM2 DE000VQ62LF3 

DE000VQ62LB2 DE000VQ62LC0 DE000VQ62LD8 DE000VQ73KP1 DE000VQ73KQ9 DE000VQ73KR7 

DE000VQ73KT3 DE000VQ73KV9 DE000VQ2GRR5 DE000VQ73KU1 DE000VQ73KS5 DE000VQ73KW7 

DE000VQ73K47 DE000VQ73K39 DE000VQ73K54 DE000VQ73K70 DE000VQ74AR6 DE000VQ74AS4 

DE000VQ74AT2 DE000VQ74AU0 DE000VQ74AV8 DE000VQ74AW6 DE000VQ7EFD4 DE000VQ7EFF9 

DE000VQ7EFE2 DE000VQ7EFG7 DE000VQ35J39 DE000VQ49BN5 DE000VQ6RPD7 DE000VQ7JJ42 

DE000VQ7JJ26 DE000VQ7JJ59 DE000VQ7JJ34 DE000VP5QYR4 DE000VQ62HR6 DE000VQ2JWD9 

DE000VQ6B9J1 DE000VQ6U621 DE000VQ660Z4 DE000VP935F3 DE000VQ7V4F5 DE000VQ7V445 

DE000VQ7V452 DE000VQ7W1B9 DE000VQ7RHK7 DE000VQ7RHX0 DE000VP9WLE9 DE000VQ7Y910 

DE000VQ7ECV3 DE000VQ7LH16 DE000VQ1GK71 DE000VQ7V478 DE000VQ7V486 DE000VQ7V494 

DE000VQ7RGW4 DE000VQ7RG60 DE000VQ7RG52 DE000VQ7RG78 DE000VQ7RG86 DE000VQ1NXZ4 

DE000VQ7EDH0 DE000VQ7W2G6 DE000VQ7W2N2 DE000VQ7W2P7 DE000VQ7W2Q5 DE000VQ7W2R3 

DE000VQ7W2S1 DE000VQ7W2Z6 DE000VQ7W3R1 DE000VQ7W302 DE000VQ7W328 DE000VQ7LWN3 

DE000VQ13BU6 DE000VQ6B5M3 DE000VQ4XGY5 DE000VQ25NF6 DE000VQ25NG4 DE000VQ5D6H0 

DE000VQ5D6K4 DE000VQ7W2H4 DE000VP96710 DE000VP92E19 DE000VQ6UDN6 DE000VQ6ZSA0 

DE000VQ703G2 DE000VP964F3 DE000VP9X7Z4 DE000VQ27762 DE000VP6HZQ0 DE000VQ69657 

DE000VQ4XG57 DE000VQ1BFG6 DE000VQ7S631 DE000VQ27VL3 DE000VQ3A893 DE000VQ3A9C0 

DE000VP90408 DE000VQ7JJP9 DE000VQ4XGL2 DE000VQ1LV22 DE000VQ7S4Y1 DE000VP99ZF7 

DE000VP90LB5 DE000VQ7RB99 DE000VQ73M52 DE000VQ73M94 DE000VQ31J58 DE000VP8WV65 

DE000VQ40EQ1 DE000VP689Q3 DE000VQ41HD0 DE000VQ1BDV0 DE000VP6QA03 DE000VQ5D7C9 

DE000VQ5VXR5 DE000VP6QA29 DE000VQ6B5J9 DE000VQ703T5 DE000VQ703U3 DE000VQ7QYL2 

DE000VQ4MBR3 DE000VQ1BDW8 DE000VQ275C0 DE000VQ4XGQ1 DE000VQ6ZJ50 DE000VQ6FLM2 

DE000VQ6ZJ27 DE000VQ3X2K1 DE000VQ6ZTT8 DE000VQ36BP7 DE000VQ1QBZ3 DE000VQ6TFP8 

DE000VQ1A4X9 DE000VQ58PZ0 DE000VQ58PK2 DE000VQ58PN6 DE000VQ1BGJ8 DE000VQ1A5Q0 
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DE000VQ6LJU7 DE000VP90J99 DE000VP93AM9 DE000VQ3Z874 DE000VQ24JZ5 DE000VQ1GJV6 

DE000VQ28141 DE000VQ36VE9 DE000VQ7XDX7 DE000VQ4XG73 DE000VQ1BET2 DE000VQ6ZTS0 

DE000VP6BJY1 DE000VQ7LMG8 DE000VQ6LG83 DE000VQ6M776 DE000VQ6FDJ5 DE000VP9QPS2 

DE000VP8WV40 DE000VQ1J9S9 DE000VQ3EEB0 DE000VP7HPP1 DE000VP9WMZ2 DE000VP9S2K4 

DE000VQ5V3H5 DE000VP964D8 DE000VQ28RW6 DE000VP900K7 DE000VQ276C8 DE000VQ129J4 

DE000VQ6AX36 DE000VP6A8K4 DE000VQ4XHE5 DE000VP9WQK5 DE000VQ6LLG2 DE000VQ2GSQ5 

DE000VQ2GSS1 DE000VQ1GJT0 DE000VQ7XDR9 DE000VQ7XDS7 DE000VQ6LF84 DE000VQ2Y0F5 

DE000VQ281R6 DE000VP8FLE6 DE000VQ28158 DE000VQ5YA51 DE000VQ7QRG6 DE000VQ5VPQ3 

DE000VQ40EP3 DE000VQ1GNQ8 DE000VQ1A8U6 DE000VP93E34 DE000VP685G2 DE000VQ7XD32 

DE000VQ29KQ1 DE000VQ30AN7 DE000VQ30AQ0 DE000VP7HX63 DE000VP9X570 DE000VP65UP8 

DE000VQ128C1 DE000VQ28X55 DE000VQ57VM8 DE000VQ28QT4 DE000VQ13BN1 DE000VP8WPN3 

DE000VP90LH2 DE000VQ49A65 DE000VQ57U11 DE000VQ57UY5 DE000VQ39AB3 DE000VP4WSA3 

DE000VQ1M116 DE000VQ2YXQ8 DE000VQ1WRP8 DE000VQ5TDA7 DE000VQ5TDB5 DE000VQ5TDE9 

DE000VQ5TDD1 DE000VQ58N43 DE000VQ28P89 DE000VQ6FKC5 DE000VP964X6 DE000VP8F4H2 

DE000VQ1BBQ4 DE000VQ7ABQ3 DE000VQ7Q3C1 DE000VQ6FGJ8 DE000VQ36N57 DE000VQ283J9 

DE000VQ1JZ30 DE000VP6AXP2 DE000VQ7QY44 DE000VQ3Z965 DE000VQ24HM7 DE000VQ1J2H7 

DE000VQ7Q9X4 DE000VQ4XHC9 DE000VQ27788 DE000VP9R0G7 DE000VP4X340 DE000VQ282W4 

DE000VQ282Z7 DE000VQ6DL45 DE000VQ6DL60 DE000VQ3U0G6 DE000VP6Y517 DE000VQ70XT2 

DE000VQ73Q82 DE000VQ73RA8 DE000VQ73Q90 DE000VQ73RC4 DE000VQ73RB6 DE000VQ73RD2 

DE000VQ2GTS9 DE000VQ2GTW1 DE000VQ4DYE2 DE000VQ28FY7 DE000VQ4XGC1 DE000VQ6DM93 

DE000VQ6SWC3 DE000VQ62H86 DE000VQ62H60 DE000VP6KRW9 DE000VP8UN59 DE000VQ6TEA3 

DE000VQ28281 DE000VQ12939 DE000VQ6M8P7 DE000VQ62J43 DE000VQ283L5 DE000VQ3A9G1 

DE000VQ281A2 DE000VQ7LBL1 DE000VQ7LBG1 DE000VQ1BMW9 DE000VQ6V397 DE000VQ6V4B5 

DE000VQ27VN9 DE000VQ128Z2 DE000VQ128U3 DE000VQ7QPN6 DE000VQ1X3E4 DE000VP9WJS3 

DE000VQ29A93 DE000VQ5P9E7 DE000VQ6U746 DE000VQ63445 DE000VQ6V4N0 DE000VQ62K32 

DE000VQ4DGJ8 DE000VQ2GTY7 DE000VQ5P6M6 DE000VQ551D2 DE000VQ6U1S6 DE000VQ6B647 

DE000VQ6JMM2 DE000VQ6JMN0 DE000VQ6JMQ3 DE000VQ6DRU7 DE000VQ4L2L2 DE000VQ352E3 

DE000VQ28U82 DE000VQ6K085 DE000VQ1SU18 DE000VQ6TAA1 DE000VQ5VY64 DE000VQ28U41 

DE000VQ7QWN2 DE000VQ6XBG8 DE000VQ3A8Y6 DE000VQ6U1H9 DE000VQ6U1K3 DE000VQ6U1M9 

DE000VQ47GW9 DE000VQ2YXA2 DE000VQ28VB2 DE000VQ4GJ89 DE000VQ7QVD5 DE000VQ28SY0 

DE000VQ2YV67 DE000VQ487G2 DE000VQ1G9S2 DE000VQ4DBL5 DE000VQ4QGB7 DE000VQ2YMT5 

DE000VQ489A1 DE000VQ5MXS2 DE000VQ5MXT0 DE000VQ3A8T6 DE000VQ2TPE0 DE000VQ2YVV2 

DE000VQ2YVU4 DE000VQ272Z8 DE000VQ5MYN1 DE000VQ7REJ6 DE000VQ7REK4 DE000VQ4BU06 

DE000VQ4DC48 DE000VQ6A0G7 DE000VQ6TD54 DE000VQ7QXN0 DE000VP904P8 DE000VQ280U2 

DE000VQ3X2N5 DE000VQ28WE4 DE000VQ58N19 DE000VQ7D9V3 DE000VQ1MHA2 DE000VQ66RH7 

DE000VQ7D4P6 DE000VQ1D149 DE000VQ5MEX2 DE000VQ28K76 DE000VQ5QCY5 DE000VQ5MW26 

DE000VQ7LH99 DE000VQ15CE3 DE000VQ6JH94 DE000VQ6DQC7 DE000VQ6YRD9 DE000VQ6YRE7 

DE000VQ7D5W9 DE000VQ7LRM5 DE000VP7HSC3 DE000VP7H2H5 DE000VQ6U3J1 DE000VQ5PZ38 

DE000VQ4HCZ4 DE000VQ6A2D0 DE000VQ6A2F5 DE000VQ58M85 DE000VQ58M93 DE000VQ2S0F3 

DE000VQ7LE19 DE000VQ6V5J5 DE000VQ6V5K3 DE000VQ6V5L1 DE000VQ6V5N7 DE000VQ7LE43 

DE000VQ6XCJ0 DE000VQ6SWK6 DE000VQ2DCV6 DE000VQ2TPN1 DE000VQ6U563 DE000VQ6K2K3 

DE000VQ4XKS9 DE000VQ4XKP5 DE000VQ4XKR1 DE000VQ7AE04 DE000VQ7K9U6 DE000VQ6K0G5 

DE000VQ6KZ99 DE000VQ6K0D2 DE000VQ6K0C4 DE000VQ6YJE4 DE000VP935H9 DE000VQ4HAJ2 

DE000VQ7AES3 DE000VQ4DCG3 DE000VQ6V4D1 DE000VQ6V4G4 DE000VQ6V4J8 DE000VQ6V4H2 

DE000VQ5KRL3 DE000VQ7QVP9 DE000VQ6YLB6 DE000VQ5MPY6 DE000VQ6LJB7 DE000VQ6LJD3 

DE000VQ1J6J4 DE000VQ4DB98 DE000VQ4DJL8 DE000VQ4DJM6 DE000VQ6TAB9 DE000VQ7LAF5 

DE000VQ6RJ92 DE000VQ6RKA4 DE000VQ1G7X6 DE000VQ6K135 DE000VQ6V207 DE000VQ6V5G1 

DE000VQ6V5H9 DE000VQ2Y0R0 DE000VQ7QVK0 DE000VP9WJZ8 DE000VQ24KW0 DE000VQ7K9N1 

DE000VQ7K9P6 DE000VQ7K9Q4 DE000VQ6ZRM7 DE000VQ6FNY3 DE000VQ6Y3X8 DE000VQ36UB7 

DE000VQ7AE61 DE000VQ7AE12 DE000VQ5P8G4 DE000VQ6DNN1 DE000VQ6DNP6 DE000VQ6DNT8 

DE000VP932Y1 DE000VQ1LVH0 DE000VQ5MXR4 DE000VQ7QXS9 DE000VQ5U3V7 DE000VQ24AG4 

DE000VQ7K968 DE000VQ7K976 DE000VQ6V6W6 DE000VQ7QVL8 DE000VQ2XCP6 DE000VQ5TFM7 

DE000VQ5V068 DE000VQ6JMR1 DE000VQ47GR9 DE000VQ47N96 DE000VQ28Q13 DE000VP97WT9 

DE000VQ6LHR7 DE000VQ6K1U4 DE000VQ6YUF8 DE000VP96413 DE000VQ5EVN4 DE000VQ6S9R5 

DE000VQ2MRJ0 DE000VQ2TKH4 DE000VP7H0K3 DE000VQ2YP16 DE000VQ7AUC3 DE000VQ2KZA6 

DE000VQ36JS4 DE000VQ4FT39 DE000VQ4FT05 DE000VQ5U3U9 DE000VQ6YN22 DE000VQ7LCV8 

DE000VQ36NG1 DE000VP9V954 DE000VP9WQN9 DE000VQ2PC20 DE000VQ4UA72 DE000VQ47TS0 

DE000VQ2PC04 DE000VQ1SWH3 DE000VQ4XF58 DE000VQ4DCQ2 DE000VP9WNX5 DE000VP8M7S3 

DE000VQ6K0R2 DE000VQ6K0M3 DE000VQ5P2Z7 DE000VQ6TAR5 DE000VQ4PKR7 DE000VQ6DNM3 

DE000VQ5D6D9 DE000VQ5D6G2 DE000VP7HUV9 DE000VQ7NDF5 DE000VQ7NDG3 DE000VQ7NDH1 

DE000VQ7NDJ7 DE000VQ7NDK5 DE000VQ7NC50 DE000VQ7NC84 DE000VQ7NDA6 DE000VQ7NDB4 

DE000VQ7NDC2 DE000VQ36CQ3 DE000VQ4XGD9 DE000VP904N3 DE000VQ52CS6 DE000VP8WV24 

DE000VQ2TF72 DE000VQ7LKZ2 DE000VQ62JB6 DE000VQ62JC4 DE000VQ62JX0 DE000VQ2JPB7 

DE000VQ77QS3 DE000VQ4XGF4 DE000VQ62G87 DE000VQ28SK9 DE000VQ70YR4 DE000VQ4XGU3 

DE000VQ28XX2 DE000VQ7Q015 DE000VQ2YU01 DE000VQ7Q8W8 DE000VQ5WCQ9 DE000VQ5QEJ2 

DE000VQ4XGN8 DE000VQ5MYX0 DE000VQ2YV75 DE000VQ70YT0 DE000VQ1A269 DE000VQ24AJ8 

DE000VQ49B31 DE000VQ6B5C4 DE000VQ2TPU6 DE000VQ6XB76 DE000VQ6V2N4 DE000VP9VAU0 

DE000VQ4L6G3 DE000VQ6U9M2 DE000VQ551F7 DE000VQ7LE50 DE000VQ7LE35 DE000VQ7LEY8 
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DE000VQ2YW09 DE000VQ73PE4 DE000VQ73PH7 DE000VQ2XCG5 DE000VQ6ZSP8 DE000VQ6U6N6 

DE000VQ4J2S1 DE000VP8UN34 DE000VQ4XKJ8 DE000VQ4XKH2 DE000VQ4XKL4 DE000VQ38H46 

DE000VQ7Q288 DE000VQ6DQD5 DE000VQ6DQE3 DE000VQ7Q8P2 DE000VQ73P67 DE000VQ73QF9 

DE000VQ73QC6 DE000VQ1A1D7 DE000VQ29BA4 DE000VQ7W8P4 DE000VQ1JZ48 DE000VQ6TCE9 

DE000VQ5MYD2 DE000VQ5P1R6 DE000VQ5PX48 DE000VQ7EDA5 DE000VQ2GTX9 DE000VQ6DQ24 

DE000VQ6DQ65 DE000VQ6DQ73 DE000VQ6DQ81 DE000VQ5P1Q8 DE000VQ7W831 DE000VQ6LF50 

DE000VQ6DQF0 DE000VQ4BR84 DE000VQ1QDE4 DE000VQ4DH84 DE000VQ5P805 DE000VQ7QXZ4 

DE000VQ7VX89 DE000VQ7VYD9 DE000VQ7VYL2 DE000VQ2TRK3 DE000VQ5V4U6 DE000VQ7D6X5 

DE000VP4WMF5 DE000VQ6U4Y8 DE000VQ5P2W4 DE000VQ5P2X2 DE000VQ6YUR3 DE000VQ2CXK7 

DE000VP9ZAW7 DE000VQ28RM7 DE000VQ5D1M1 DE000VQ69871 DE000VQ69897 DE000VQ69889 

DE000VQ2PBK5 DE000VQ4G955 DE000VP6QA60 DE000VQ51M41 DE000VP9U659 DE000VQ7REX7 

DE000VQ6V3E1 DE000VQ6V3C5 DE000VQ6DLE4 DE000VQ6DLT2 DE000VQ2YU27 DE000VQ6B639 

DE000VQ6DK61 DE000VQ2TJ94 DE000VQ699B3 DE000VQ7W9K3 DE000VQ6LLL2 DE000VQ283A8 

DE000VQ4XGS7 DE000VQ7LP57 DE000VQ27XL9 DE000VQ7EA12 DE000VP5VGM2 DE000VQ30AH9 

DE000VQ5EVT1 DE000VP9WM08 DE000VP9WP13 DE000VQ3HLM5 DE000VQ6XCL6 DE000VQ6XCM4 

DE000VQ6B720 DE000VP7H6A1 DE000VQ6B753 DE000VQ6K1Y6 DE000VQ24GZ1 DE000VQ2PJB7 

DE000VQ15KS6 DE000VQ6ZTP6 DE000VP9WLM2 DE000VQ129S5 DE000VQ1A5P2 DE000VQ2TDX6 

DE000VQ28W15 DE000VQ6DND2 DE000VQ50NE7 DE000VQ50NM0 DE000VQ5MV84 DE000VQ268Z6 

DE000VQ36458 DE000VQ28703 DE000VQ4DCJ7 DE000VQ5MUA6 DE000VQ6FDT4 DE000VQ27XH7 

DE000VP9WT76 DE000VQ62KH1 DE000VQ4DGM2 DE000VQ6DMX2 DE000VQ1S1X5 DE000VP7HXS9 

DE000VQ4DF37 DE000VQ2YW66 DE000VQ6AP93 DE000VQ6AQA7 DE000VQ129V9 DE000VQ16872 

DE000VQ169A9 DE000VQ56YA9 DE000VP9WPM3 DE000VQ5P2G7 DE000VQ2CU64 DE000VQ6BN45 

DE000VQ6BN37 DE000VQ6RP11 DE000VP8US39 DE000VQ66YG5 DE000VQ4DDY4 DE000VQ6LE44 

DE000VQ5D1C2 DE000VQ6FLY7 DE000VQ7JNZ0 DE000VQ7JNY3 DE000VQ7JN04 DE000VQ36HG3 

DE000VQ2JX31 DE000VQ2YVE8 DE000VQ28XC6 DE000VQ36508 DE000VQ6FJ88 DE000VQ6FKG6 

DE000VQ6FKK8 DE000VQ278J9 DE000VQ551A8 DE000VQ1JYB1 DE000VQ6NLT1 DE000VQ7TA49 

DE000VQ7VWM4 DE000VQ30AE6 DE000VQ2YVC2 DE000VQ6JKJ2 DE000VQ13CP4 DE000VQ5TDN0 

DE000VQ3HC94 DE000VQ6B6V2 DE000VQ4HCT7 DE000VQ6FL68 DE000VQ7ACM0 DE000VQ7ACP3 

DE000VP8UTB4 DE000VQ6U2R6 DE000VQ6U2Q8 DE000VQ13CB4 DE000VQ7LWQ6 DE000VQ6B8Z9 

DE000VQ6B803 DE000VQ6B811 DE000VQ36T02 DE000VQ5P268 DE000VQ36K01 DE000VP7HYK4 

DE000VQ6DRQ5 DE000VQ58Q32 DE000VQ24DX3 DE000VQ24DY1 DE000VQ1VXS2 DE000VQ4J165 

DE000VQ5P9D9 DE000VQ5D058 DE000VQ5D066 DE000VQ2YWM9 DE000VQ27UL5 DE000VQ27T03 

DE000VQ2YT53 DE000VQ6NRW2 DE000VQ6AXW7 DE000VQ6AXX5 DE000VQ4QFW5 DE000VQ1G944 

DE000VQ6JJM8 DE000VQ6DQX3 DE000VQ51M74 DE000VQ27WT4 DE000VQ6B6L3 DE000VQ6B6M1 

DE000VQ6FHQ1 DE000VQ6FH07 DE000VQ6FH15 DE000VQ6FHZ2 DE000VQ2E2E8 DE000VQ6FHR9 

DE000VQ27U75 DE000VQ27W65 DE000VQ29B76 DE000VQ5PYV7 DE000VQ5MVT4 DE000VQ4JTC3 

DE000VQ5D9N2 DE000VQ49CZ7 DE000VQ2GRW5 DE000VQ7LBV0 DE000VQ5MUJ7 DE000VQ1SWL5 

DE000VQ4JP05 DE000VQ6XB92 DE000VQ4TTS8 DE000VQ5VW09 DE000VQ1S170 DE000VQ28JC5 

DE000VQ6YKQ6 DE000VQ6B837 DE000VQ28SJ1 DE000VQ2GR99 DE000VQ5MYC4 DE000VQ5N3D4 

DE000VQ28RQ8 DE000VQ6LH82 DE000VQ6LH66 DE000VQ5P128 DE000VQ2YZA7 DE000VQ2YZG4 

DE000VQ6BN11 DE000VQ2YZN0 DE000VQ4BT82 DE000VP9WRD8 DE000VQ2PN27 DE000VQ6FDQ0 

DE000VQ7QU30 DE000VQ5MDZ9 DE000VQ6A1Z5 DE000VQ4DEM7 DE000VQ270F4 DE000VQ7ABY7 

DE000VQ28WD6 DE000VQ27YY0 DE000VQ7JRZ1 DE000VQ7JRV0 DE000VQ7JNC9 DE000VQ7JNF2 

DE000VQ6LHP1 DE000VQ58P74 DE000VQ58QB9 DE000VQ58QD5 DE000VQ2TJL8 DE000VP550X3 

DE000VQ6B662 DE000VQ2E1P6 DE000VQ2GTB5 DE000VP7H5R7 DE000VQ51KW3 DE000VQ6DLF1 

DE000VQ4JMV8 DE000VQ6DLC8 DE000VQ6DLG9 DE000VQ6JLF8 DE000VQ58PT3 DE000VQ58PX5 

DE000VQ28Q39 DE000VQ6JSJ5 DE000VQ2MQ84 DE000VQ7AB72 DE000VQ4JM65 DE000VQ6U761 

DE000VQ5D736 DE000VQ2KXZ8 DE000VQ28V81 DE000VQ13BB6 DE000VQ2TRF3 DE000VQ6B6D0 

DE000VQ6B6E8 DE000VQ6FLU5 DE000VQ6DRV5 DE000VQ58PL0 DE000VQ15CA1 DE000VQ6SCP7 

DE000VQ6LLB3 DE000VQ6FC85 DE000VQ1PVK5 DE000VQ2MPS5 DE000VQ58PM8 DE000VQ58PR7 

DE000VQ28UL3 DE000VQ2GRB9 DE000VQ280P2 DE000VQ4L8A2 DE000VQ6TDG2 DE000VQ6AZM3 

DE000VQ7JNM8 DE000VQ7JNL0 DE000VQ28018 DE000VQ5D785 DE000VQ4HAR5 DE000VQ4T2K6 

DE000VQ27U26 DE000VQ6M4R2 DE000VQ4HB60 DE000VQ6YN30 DE000VQ6FKF8 DE000VQ1SU59 

DE000VQ5WCR7 DE000VQ4W754 DE000VQ4BLP9 DE000VQ13AW4 DE000VP32QE0 DE000VQ13BH3 

DE000VQ4T5F9 DE000VQ2YPZ5 DE000VQ6DRY9 DE000VQ6YP46 DE000VQ6NKY3 DE000VQ4L1S9 

DE000VQ4G9Y7 DE000VQ41NB2 DE000VQ12863 DE000VQ5P2L7 DE000VQ5P2M5 DE000VQ4USB4 

DE000VQ5MD94 DE000VQ2GR08 DE000VQ6S997 DE000VQ58Q08 DE000VQ58Q16 DE000VQ3D806 

DE000VQ1MGX6 DE000VP7HX14 DE000VQ4JH39 DE000VQ4HAG8 DE000VQ28Q21 DE000VQ7D5V1 

DE000VQ6V2S3 DE000VQ6V2R5 DE000VQ2PCR8 DE000VQ4HA38 DE000VQ6M8A9 DE000VQ4HC85 

DE000VQ47UW0 DE000VQ6DQU9 DE000VQ6DQS3 DE000VQ6DQR5 DE000VQ4TRA0 DE000VQ56YB7 

DE000VQ1A2Z8 DE000VQ6B5R2 DE000VQ2YR48 DE000VQ5Q7H3 DE000VQ5Q7D2 DE000VQ5Q7P6 

DE000VQ27WQ0 DE000VQ4BT33 DE000VP54CQ8 DE000VQ6B7C0 DE000VQ4JE99 DE000VQ24GE6 

DE000VQ6NL01 DE000VQ488Z0 DE000VQ4JMA2 DE000VQ7W4K4 DE000VQ47GQ1 DE000VQ4DGF6 

DE000VQ6KZT7 DE000VQ28XL7 DE000VQ1RG41 DE000VQ2E1M3 DE000VQ7D872 DE000VQ7D880 

DE000VQ7D9H2 DE000VQ62KY6 DE000VQ632L3 DE000VQ62LH9 DE000VQ5MEV6 DE000VQ5MEW4 

DE000VQ2GS23 DE000VQ6ZT17 DE000VQ6ZT33 DE000VQ6ZT41 DE000VQ6ZT66 DE000VQ2DCY0 

DE000VQ7Q163 DE000VQ1SW99 DE000VQ7F5B1 DE000VQ4HC51 DE000VQ6AP44 DE000VQ4TP94 

DE000VQ6DLR6 DE000VQ6DLZ9 DE000VQ2YVA6 DE000VQ28YD2 DE000VQ2BKX9 DE000VQ5MYF7 
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DE000VQ4JT76 DE000VP90XS4 DE000VQ58RC5 DE000VQ5NW58 DE000VQ6DNV4 DE000VQ6DNW2 

DE000VQ6DP09 DE000VQ6DP17 DE000VQ6DP25 DE000VQ6JSQ0 DE000VQ6DNS0 DE000VQ6DNU6 

DE000VQ7AAF8 DE000VQ7AAH4 DE000VQ6B480 DE000VQ7F5Q9 DE000VQ7F5U1 DE000VQ7F5T3 

DE000VQ7F5S5 DE000VQ4DG51 DE000VQ5MXK9 DE000VQ6DQK0 DE000VQ6K1H1 DE000VP90Z57 

DE000VQ7F7F8 DE000VQ7F7J0 DE000VQ7F7M4 DE000VQ7F7Q5 DE000VQ7F7H4 DE000VQ24GV0 

DE000VQ58MS2 DE000VQ661P3 DE000VQ661Q1 DE000VQ6K150 DE000VQ6ZNP9 DE000VQ28Z12 

DE000VQ24K96 DE000VQ6LNZ8 DE000VQ6K143 DE000VQ6V249 DE000VQ6V3B7 DE000VQ5PYA1 

DE000VQ1PU94 DE000VQ66NW5 DE000VQ58K95 DE000VQ52CN7 DE000VQ277M5 DE000VQ4DDK3 

DE000VQ7LRF9 DE000VQ277G7 DE000VQ4T5M5 DE000VQ6B4N4 DE000VQ660U5 DE000VQ660W1 

DE000VQ6B7B2 DE000VQ6TCW1 DE000VQ6DPG0 DE000VQ58P17 DE000VQ58P25 DE000VP7HSR1 

DE000VQ5D6J6 DE000VQ3U0H4 DE000VQ5QD58 DE000VQ5QEA1 DE000VQ2YT12 DE000VQ4W4R2 

DE000VQ1LW47 DE000VQ5REC5 DE000VQ27440 DE000VQ1X2S6 DE000VQ128J6 DE000VQ390R5 

DE000VQ7QZV8 DE000VQ1SXD0 DE000VQ4L3A3 DE000VQ57TX9 DE000VQ27WZ1 DE000VQ1GLR0 

DE000VQ4J1W5 DE000VP6KUY9 DE000VQ4DBJ9 DE000VQ5MGD9 DE000VQ6SWG4 DE000VQ57X26 

DE000VQ2B5R6 DE000VQ2B6U8 DE000VQ5REK8 DE000VQ4DFW3 DE000VQ7QY85 DE000VQ27WW8 

DE000VQ36VT7 DE000VQ6DNF7 DE000VQ6DNQ4 DE000VP90LX9 DE000VQ7D518 DE000VQ3XBT8 

DE000VQ7QY69 DE000VQ7Q395 DE000VQ47R84 DE000VQ47R76 DE000VQ6LHD7 DE000VQ2B5N5 

DE000VQ13A75 DE000VQ7Q171 DE000VQ7XD57 DE000VQ7XD65 DE000VQ7XD40 DE000VQ7XD73 

DE000VQ7XD81 DE000VQ7XEC9 DE000VQ7XD99 DE000VQ13BR2 DE000VQ25ND1 DE000VQ19TN0 

DE000VQ2DC32 DE000VQ4JS36 DE000VP4XYW3 DE000VQ7Q3E7 DE000VQ6ZTF7 DE000VQ6SWL4 

DE000VQ6SWM2 DE000VQ1BEU0 DE000VQ2GUF4 DE000VQ282A0 DE000VQ15CG8 DE000VQ6RPS5 

DE000VQ280V0 DE000VQ28NU9 DE000VQ4HKV6 DE000VQ7QUP1 DE000VQ6LL60 DE000VQ1SV33 

DE000VQ2CT75 DE000VQ6LJW3 DE000VP904R4 DE000VQ2YWL1 DE000VQ4HAF0 DE000VQ280G1 

DE000VQ280L1 DE000VQ7QZE4 DE000VQ7QV70 DE000VQ281H7 DE000VQ281J3 DE000VQ2S0K3 

DE000VQ31HJ8 DE000VQ7RFL9 DE000VQ39ZU0 DE000VQ4JT27 DE000VQ6FCG3 DE000VQ2YZF6 

DE000VQ57V69 DE000VQ5VW90 DE000VQ2Y0Q2 DE000VQ13CF5 DE000VQ4DDZ1 DE000VQ7QZD6 

DE000VQ4JS02 DE000VQ4XB94 DE000VQ6LJ64 DE000VQ6LJ72 DE000VQ6LLE7 DE000VQ28Q88 

DE000VQ3EJ74 DE000VQ6FF82 DE000VQ6FF74 DE000VQ6FGB5 DE000VQ6FGA7 DE000VQ52BG3 

DE000VQ13AK9 DE000VQ2YPX0 DE000VQ2YLH2 DE000VQ128N8 DE000VQ1GLK5 DE000VQ1LXK0 

DE000VQ7RDF6 DE000VQ4DEY2 DE000VQ4DEZ9 DE000VQ49B56 DE000VQ3LR91 DE000VQ48H28 

DE000VQ5D6A5 DE000VQ2RU67 DE000VQ4JLD8 DE000VQ50N90 DE000VQ15CC7 DE000VQ27UY8 

DE000VQ278B6 DE000VQ2JPH4 DE000VQ27VM1 DE000VQ356U0 DE000VQ4BW04 DE000VQ31K97 

DE000VQ52YU6 DE000VQ1WVN5 DE000VQ2E2Q2 DE000VQ7QUS5 DE000VQ2GSR3 DE000VQ29AV2 

DE000VQ36M74 DE000VP8M1U2 DE000VQ27W57 DE000VQ27W73 DE000VQ30VQ6 DE000VQ5TET5 

DE000VQ6DP33 DE000VQ28SL7 DE000VQ7ADD7 DE000VQ2YP32 DE000VQ282F9 DE000VQ5TD06 

DE000VQ1MHN5 DE000VP9X6M4 DE000VQ7Q4A3 DE000VQ1WSP6 DE000VQ57V02 DE000VQ280E6 

DE000VQ3ED39 DE000VQ25NA7 DE000VQ4XGK4 DE000VQ5QCL2 DE000VQ57VC9 DE000VP992Q1 

DE000VQ13AY0 DE000VQ4T149 DE000VQ4DE79 DE000VP8SG60 DE000VQ2YW82 DE000VP92EV4 

DE000VQ6JLS1 DE000VQ6JLW3 DE000VQ7TAE1 DE000VQ1RGV9 DE000VQ6THK5 DE000VP97WV5 

DE000VQ7TAT9 DE000VP6SSS8 DE000VQ36BB7 DE000VP5QXN5 DE000VQ1GJ09 DE000VP6ZUC3 

DE000VQ5QB76 DE000VP7HSQ3 DE000VQ4L104 DE000VQ7Q5C6 DE000VP8UNW3 DE000VP7AUH3 

DE000VP6ZUW1 DE000VQ5MY73 DE000VP4X274 DE000VQ7Q478 DE000VP9Y9Y2 DE000VQ7RA09 

DE000VQ7LQC8 DE000VQ36KZ7 DE000VQ5TDL4 DE000VQ4BRL5 DE000VQ4W3W4 DE000VQ7TAZ6 

DE000VQ7TAJ0 DE000VP8V618 DE000VP9WJJ2 DE000VQ5TG60 DE000VQ1MGY4 DE000VQ6NPB0 

DE000VQ29J86 DE000VQ52059 DE000VQ47GS7 DE000VQ5V6W7 DE000VQ6NN41 DE000VQ52WA2 

DE000VQ2GTQ3 DE000VQ7EAL8 DE000VQ352G8 DE000VQ3Y7K9 DE000VQ6LJQ5 DE000VQ6LJN2 

DE000VQ5MW00 DE000VQ5PYU9 DE000VQ2CYL3 DE000VQ5NW90 DE000VQ3EJ25 DE000VQ7QRR3 

DE000VQ7QRQ5 DE000VQ7LMX3 DE000VQ6FF33 DE000VQ7QS18 DE000VQ6CKM1 DE000VQ6CKN9 

DE000VQ1BJK0 DE000VQ58PG0 DE000VQ35013 DE000VP60VT9 DE000VP4WLU6 DE000VP8ZXG4 

DE000VP8V634 DE000VQ7LMR5 DE000VQ6V5R8 DE000VQ4DH68 DE000VP967X9 DE000VP6Y8U5 

DE000VQ73JR9 DE000VP6ZUY7 DE000VQ7XC66 DE000VQ7JCB4 DE000VQ611M5 DE000VQ611P8 

DE000VQ70W79 DE000VP7HK68 DE000VQ6YKC6 DE000VQ6YL32 DE000VQ6YL24 DE000VP6KRB3 

DE000VQ5MSW4 DE000VQ3Y7J1 DE000VQ6YMC2 DE000VQ707C2 DE000VQ707E8 DE000VQ707F5 

DE000VQ5MSU8 DE000VP7DZQ7 DE000VQ6V579 DE000VQ73MZ6 DE000VQ7XDE7 DE000VQ7XDJ6 

DE000VQ7QRM4 DE000VQ7XEK2 DE000VQ7XEP1 DE000VQ7XEL0 DE000VQ7XEM8 DE000VQ7XEN6 

DE000VQ7XEQ9 DE000VP9B998 DE000VQ73QU8 DE000VQ73QV6 DE000VQ7LGY3 DE000VQ7LG33 

DE000VQ7LG25 DE000VP5YML6 DE000VP60VR3 DE000VQ5TC49 DE000VQ57V36 DE000VQ3Y7P8 

DE000VQ6FGT7 DE000VP992T5 DE000VP6Y6E3 DE000VQ5MSY0 DE000VQ27XA2 DE000VQ2YWH9 

DE000VP90LL4 DE000VQ2TLY7 DE000VQ31L54 DE000VP6CP85 DE000VQ1FSG0 DE000VQ7UTA7 

DE000VQ15N03 DE000VQ27689 DE000VQ6JQL5 DE000VQ6JQS0 DE000VQ289Q1 DE000VQ127V3 

DE000VQ488K2 DE000VP6QGY5 DE000VQ6FEB0 DE000VQ6FEE4 DE000VQ1GES3 DE000VQ1S147 

DE000VP6QGE7 DE000VQ4DJV7 DE000VQ1X3C8 DE000VQ5Q7Q4 DE000VQ4GJ55 DE000VQ5MYP6 

DE000VQ5MYT8 DE000VP7H0A4 DE000VQ6JLX1 DE000VQ29JW1 DE000VQ37A85 DE000VQ4W2R6 

DE000VQ1BLG4 DE000VQ6JKM6 DE000VQ1MHJ3 DE000VP6KT16 DE000VP90242 DE000VQ6PBK6 

DE000VQ28TW2 DE000VP9WR11 DE000VQ2YWD8 DE000VQ1BK01 DE000VQ7QSG4 DE000VQ28YM3 

DE000VQ24LD8 DE000VQ2GUD9 DE000VP90LC3 DE000VQ1FBS1 DE000VQ28U17 DE000VQ2GSN2 

DE000VP97WA9 DE000VQ3HDF6 DE000VQ4W4M3 DE000VQ7S2Y5 DE000VQ6LHY3 DE000VQ2YUP6 

DE000VQ7JQP4 DE000VQ28PT6 DE000VQ7QSL4 DE000VQ6JN54 DE000VQ6LGB3 DE000VQ2TYR4 
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DE000VQ36CJ8 DE000VQ2YW41 DE000VQ2MVG8 DE000VQ2PC38 DE000VQ7LLR7 DE000VQ7QSV3 

DE000VQ2YUA8 DE000VQ5P334 DE000VQ7QVT1 DE000VQ6NAQ0 DE000VQ4B8Q0 DE000VQ1J2B0 

DE000VQ7QSU5 DE000VP9WNS5 DE000VQ28YU6 DE000VQ2XCF7 DE000VP8SFL6 DE000VQ5MYR2 

DE000VQ1M2U5 DE000VQ4JT92 DE000VQ13B82 DE000VQ1NX02 DE000VQ489S3 DE000VQ13AZ7 

DE000VQ29B84 DE000VQ39ZX4 DE000VQ28XK9 DE000VQ1MHK1 DE000VQ6DQ32 DE000VQ277E2 

DE000VQ28WN5 DE000VQ3A828 DE000VQ4T4P1 DE000VQ27WY4 DE000VQ2GSV5 DE000VP93E75 

DE000VQ4L153 DE000VQ4DA65 DE000VQ4DDD8 DE000VP9WQM1 DE000VP9WP21 DE000VQ1LW62 

DE000VQ4UBA2 DE000VQ4DJU9 DE000VQ56X50 DE000VQ73QD4 DE000VQ73QJ1 DE000VP964Y4 

DE000VQ73QL7 DE000VQ73QE2 DE000VQ1WSK7 DE000VQ73QH5 DE000VQ73QG7 DE000VQ73QK9 

DE000VQ1MGT4 DE000VQ1BM17 DE000VQ7W8H1 DE000VQ2YTJ1 DE000VQ1M4T3 DE000VQ7W8T6 

DE000VQ2YXR6 DE000VQ24AL4 DE000VQ7ZW86 DE000VQ275A4 DE000VQ7ZY76 DE000VQ1FD55 

DE000VP93816 DE000VQ49BM7 DE000VP82SP7 DE000VP904X2 DE000VQ281N5 DE000VQ4L468 

DE000VQ281M7 DE000VQ6LJZ6 DE000VQ2SY62 DE000VQ6LJ23 DE000VQ6LJ49 DE000VQ35K93 

DE000VQ6LJ15 DE000VQ5D4A0 DE000VQ7W823 DE000VQ7W815 DE000VP5YPB0 DE000VP7HVX3 

DE000VQ1S1Z0 DE000VQ28TX0 DE000VQ4TNN2 DE000VQ28Q47 DE000VQ5QCC1 DE000VQ278H3 

DE000VQ5P4R0 DE000VQ4W6F2 DE000VQ4W6G0 DE000VQ4W6H8 DE000VQ6JQW2 DE000VQ6JQY8 

DE000VP4YEQ5 DE000VQ1J0Z3 DE000VQ1M1Z6 DE000VQ4T6S0 DE000VQ4XF09 DE000VQ5P2F9 

DE000VP6DHP9 DE000VQ1LWM8 DE000VQ2PBJ7 DE000VQ2E3Q0 DE000VP93FV9 DE000VQ1BJ46 

DE000VQ6QVJ4 DE000VQ4DAL7 DE000VQ5N222 DE000VQ57WD5 DE000VQ5MSE2 DE000VP9WDL1 

DE000VQ28XJ1 DE000VQ7ADG0 DE000VP9WUF7 DE000VQ7V288 DE000VQ7V3F7 DE000VQ5G9E8 

DE000VQ1A1E5 DE000VQ2TRJ5 DE000VQ1V2Q2 DE000VQ6JQ36 DE000VQ6LFK6 DE000VQ6JQ51 

DE000VQ6JQ44 DE000VQ6AP36 DE000VQ6AP28 DE000VQ40351 DE000VQ2TJY1 DE000VP9WJW5 

DE000VP8M4Q4 DE000VQ6JM89 DE000VQ36K27 DE000VQ29AZ3 DE000VQ6JK57 DE000VQ280Z1 

DE000VQ2YU43 DE000VQ49BT2 DE000VP9WP39 DE000VQ6B6U4 DE000VQ6B6W0 DE000VQ6B605 

DE000VQ1GM20 DE000VP96702 DE000VQ1J5U3 DE000VQ7ECH2 DE000VQ2YWC0 DE000VQ1M1T9 

DE000VQ28XH5 DE000VQ6LHM8 DE000VQ1WY67 DE000VQ6FMT5 DE000VQ24K70 DE000VQ2E2V2 

DE000VQ24GN7 DE000VQ6FJT1 DE000VQ36DX7 DE000VQ28V08 DE000VQ28VZ1 DE000VP846S5 

DE000VQ3KKS8 DE000VQ1FSA3 DE000VP8NAL8 DE000VQ1WX43 DE000VQ7QVV7 DE000VQ24ET9 

DE000VQ5MPE8 DE000VP7H3L5 DE000VP9WPU6 DE000VP8WNJ6 DE000VQ1S162 DE000VQ70QC2 

DE000VQ70QD0 DE000VQ47MR7 DE000VQ7D641 DE000VQ7D666 DE000VP4X5M1 DE000VQ7QVU9 

DE000VQ164G7 DE000VQ1RG58 DE000VQ3GKP2 DE000VQ6B9A0 DE000VQ7QVX3 DE000VQ28VW8 

DE000VQ28TJ9 DE000VQ24A31 DE000VQ27WU2 DE000VP97WP7 DE000VQ7LLU1 DE000VQ6FGE9 

DE000VQ69483 DE000VQ6LEZ7 DE000VQ6LE02 DE000VQ3V1G3 DE000VQ5P4S8 DE000VQ5P4U4 

DE000VQ4JHU0 DE000VQ4FPH8 DE000VQ7D724 DE000VQ7D7Z8 DE000VQ6ZRW6 DE000VQ5P9X7 

DE000VQ5P9Y5 DE000VQ1M1S1 DE000VQ5TJC0 DE000VQ7JJC7 DE000VQ7ABB5 DE000VQ7ABC3 

DE000VQ7XAG8 DE000VQ6JQE0 DE000VQ28P55 DE000VQ6B9Q6 DE000VQ5P748 DE000VQ2YZZ4 

DE000VQ27T86 DE000VQ2CXU6 DE000VQ6FHX7 DE000VQ5RED3 DE000VQ36PF8 DE000VQ36PG6 

DE000VQ2YVG3 DE000VQ7DK94 DE000VQ27YW4 DE000VQ12707 DE000VQ7JJL8 DE000VQ7JJM6 

DE000VQ2DDE0 DE000VQ4TZJ4 DE000VQ41L45 DE000VQ4G930 DE000VQ6V6L9 DE000VQ7QVW5 

DE000VQ7LLP1 DE000VQ1G7J5 DE000VP92EQ4 DE000VQ6FMC1 DE000VQ51LY7 DE000VQ7JSB0 

DE000VQ6WTE7 DE000VQ13D72 DE000VP8UN18 DE000VQ4JSH4 DE000VQ54CT0 DE000VP90LW1 

DE000VQ6B9H5 DE000VQ2YP08 DE000VQ30VP8 DE000VQ128K4 DE000VQ6LFM2 DE000VQ4DC14 

DE000VQ13A67 DE000VQ2GSC5 DE000VQ44BG0 DE000VQ2YUC4 DE000VQ2YUD2 DE000VQ4DG36 

DE000VQ4JPX7 DE000VQ6LHA3 DE000VQ6LHF2 DE000VP9WUG5 DE000VQ66091 DE000VQ6FCB4 

DE000VQ2MWK8 DE000VQ4MBD3 DE000VP55013 DE000VQ28034 DE000VQ12947 DE000VQ2JZ54 

DE000VQ4L3P1 DE000VP4X5A6 DE000VQ18UB5 DE000VQ7LN91 DE000VQ48917 DE000VQ48933 

DE000VP9ELR9 DE000VP4WNN7 DE000VQ4FQD5 DE000VP8WV73 DE000VQ4T5B8 DE000VQ28P97 

DE000VQ4HKD4 DE000VQ276U0 DE000VQ7LA96 DE000VQ7LBC0 DE000VP90LS9 DE000VQ57WT1 

DE000VQ13BY8 DE000VQ57UZ2 DE000VQ57UX7 DE000VQ7JSE4 DE000VQ7JSF1 DE000VQ28JR3 

DE000VQ27W32 DE000VQ1GJU8 DE000VQ277Q6 DE000VQ277U8 DE000VQ28FW1 DE000VQ7Q9T2 

DE000VQ29AQ2 DE000VQ73U78 DE000VQ73U60 DE000VQ73NA7 DE000VQ7XDB3 DE000VP8UNV5 

DE000VQ7LN26 DE000VQ697W3 DE000VQ7Q9W6 DE000VP8M096 DE000VQ7QYY5 DE000VP6BHR9 

DE000VQ6FH64 DE000VP7H544 DE000VQ2TKV5 DE000VQ1BDX6 DE000VQ6LE36 DE000VQ2WKA3 

DE000VQ6B9L7 DE000VQ29KM0 DE000VQ27697 DE000VQ277S2 DE000VQ1MHE4 DE000VQ5V043 

DE000VP9WQP4 DE000VQ390N4 DE000VQ1BJZ8 DE000VP9WQJ7 DE000VQ28GJ6 DE000VP4WST3 

DE000VQ7Q9V8 DE000VP932W5 DE000VQ13A42 DE000VQ5W6A2 DE000VP93AX6 DE000VQ4FPU1 

DE000VQ4DYG7 DE000VQ7QYZ2 DE000VQ4W2Y2 DE000VQ51MW9 DE000VQ7QY02 DE000VQ35KA2 

DE000VQ6UBG4 DE000VP99ZC4 DE000VQ7Q3D9 DE000VQ129N6 DE000VQ6AZX0 DE000VQ4DBC4 

DE000VQ51MX7 DE000VQ57U37 DE000VQ4T644 DE000VQ52YW2 DE000VQ73NG4 DE000VQ73NL4 

DE000VQ7XDM0 DE000VQ3A9B2 DE000VQ28ZY5 DE000VQ1FSC9 DE000VQ6FHY5 DE000VQ4DGT7 

DE000VQ282Y0 DE000VQ3D830 DE000VQ1RF67 DE000VQ7QY77 DE000VQ49C97 DE000VQ1UX78 

DE000VQ2YZR1 DE000VQ4TT09 DE000VQ2GSG6 DE000VQ5P1M7 DE000VQ6JK24 DE000VQ6JK40 

DE000VQ3E4T1 DE000VP8P7Y8 DE000VP7HS60 DE000VQ7EAH6 DE000VQ7QX78 DE000VQ5TD14 

DE000VQ1JZN3 DE000VQ7QX86 DE000VP8WQF7 DE000VP97WS1 DE000VP6QGB3 DE000VQ30X36 

DE000VQ1GD47 DE000VQ36W98 DE000VQ36UX1 DE000VQ75WP1 DE000VQ70W95 DE000VQ6DLK1 

DE000VQ28QQ0 DE000VP9X7X9 DE000VQ1GM04 DE000VQ7LPC0 DE000VQ57W92 DE000VP92610 

DE000VQ6YKR4 DE000VQ6THL3 DE000VQ5MF01 DE000VP9WPA8 DE000VQ7QS26 DE000VQ550E2 

DE000VP8Q220 DE000VQ38JR2 DE000VQ6NRC4 DE000VQ28YE0 DE000VP69AH9 DE000VQ6YJW6 
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DE000VQ1MG61 DE000VQ6B860 DE000VP9Y9U0 DE000VP4WPY9 DE000VQ27507 DE000VQ58KM9 

DE000VP8WM74 DE000VP9ZAR7 DE000VQ2YUZ5 DE000VQ288L4 DE000VQ6DPY3 DE000VQ6DPZ0 

DE000VQ1JZZ7 DE000VP7HS86 DE000VQ7Q5E2 DE000VQ57S98 DE000VQ30BZ9 DE000VQ57YN0 

DE000VQ7QTB3 DE000VQ4DFG6 DE000VQ1GKE0 DE000VQ5RE31 DE000VQ7S8A2 DE000VQ3A7X0 

DE000VQ35468 DE000VQ6RSN0 DE000VQ4DJ25 DE000VQ6NP07 DE000VQ6NQV6 DE000VQ6NQW4 

DE000VQ6UB12 DE000VQ7QYD9 DE000VP7HSF6 DE000VQ6CKT6 DE000VQ6NLR5 DE000VQ75WJ4 

DE000VQ7EE91 DE000VQ5TC31 DE000VQ5TC23 DE000VQ40EE7 DE000VQ1J0Y6 DE000VQ5RFG3 

DE000VQ7QSB5 DE000VQ7QR01 DE000VQ7QRV5 DE000VQ4DDJ5 DE000VQ4W3B8 DE000VQ7JME7 

DE000VQ7XBA9 DE000VQ7XBC5 DE000VP90143 DE000VQ4DC22 DE000VQ7QYJ6 DE000VP967S9 

DE000VQ703P3 DE000VQ4XHD7 DE000VQ4XHR7 DE000VQ5D0G5 DE000VQ6NQ06 DE000VQ6NQS2 

DE000VQ1GHR8 DE000VQ7TBC3 DE000VQ7TBL4 DE000VQ7RDK6 DE000VQ4XF25 DE000VQ5P2U8 

DE000VQ4JTA7 DE000VQ4DA57 DE000VP6P5Z1 DE000VQ6NK36 DE000VQ7ABV3 DE000VP900E0 

DE000VQ6JS75 DE000VQ4JMZ9 DE000VP939H1 DE000VQ7Q5G7 DE000VP7HS29 DE000VQ42B79 

DE000VP38WE5 DE000VQ28SD4 DE000VQ30X28 DE000VP6QG80 DE000VQ1MGS6 DE000VQ7QR19 

DE000VQ356J3 DE000VQ3Y7L7 DE000VQ7ABT7 DE000VQ7S391 DE000VQ6S9H6 DE000VQ1FE47 

DE000VQ7LL93 DE000VQ7LMF0 DE000VQ4DAS2 DE000VP7NYF2 DE000VQ4DE95 DE000VQ4DF78 

DE000VQ5VB38 DE000VP97WG6 DE000VQ286H6 DE000VQ6JWY6 DE000VQ70XC8 DE000VQ30AG1 

DE000VQ1FR83 DE000VQ6JKR5 DE000VQ6JKU9 DE000VQ41M36 DE000VQ39V47 DE000VQ31P76 

DE000VQ7S3Q9 DE000VQ5V084 DE000VQ5V100 DE000VQ6B5K7 DE000VP900D2 DE000VP74RV4 

DE000VQ5REN2 DE000VQ5QCZ2 DE000VQ28505 DE000VQ3X2L9 DE000VQ5QEE3 DE000VQ1GK48 

DE000VP5QXK1 DE000VQ6RRV5 DE000VQ1GM46 DE000VQ6RJK5 DE000VQ4DG44 DE000VQ7QYF4 

DE000VQ7QYG2 DE000VP9WEK1 DE000VP9X6Q5 DE000VQ6KZ16 DE000VP6A6H4 DE000VQ7AC63 

DE000VQ4XBM1 DE000VQ4XBP4 DE000VQ4XBN9 DE000VQ4XBQ2 DE000VQ4XBR0 DE000VQ7V0U2 

DE000VQ282C6 DE000VP8WNC1 DE000VQ28PF5 DE000VQ7S615 DE000VQ5V6C9 DE000VQ4XGP3 

DE000VQ57VU1 DE000VQ1GJ82 DE000VQ7S8M7 DE000VP4WUG6 DE000VQ6JKP9 DE000VQ6FDX6 

DE000VQ7TBM2 DE000VQ6FGP5 DE000VQ6FGN0 DE000VQ6FGR1 DE000VQ4W5H0 DE000VQ1JZH5 

DE000VP4WXS5 DE000VQ6RSK6 DE000VP7HUD7 DE000VQ4MCL4 DE000VP9WJL8 DE000VP8WP22 

DE000VQ3ED96 DE000VP90KU7 DE000VQ13A26 DE000VQ1VXR4 DE000VQ6NRV4 DE000VQ7LM92 

DE000VQ6U027 DE000VP904L7 DE000VQ2YXS4 DE000VQ7RDV3 DE000VQ1JCG6 DE000VQ283N1 

DE000VQ5P9J6 DE000VQ4UBG9 DE000VP90JT1 DE000VQ2GTN0 DE000VQ272X3 DE000VQ272W5 

DE000VQ2TKU7 DE000VP93Y30 DE000VP8WPM5 DE000VP90LD1 DE000VQ2CYN9 DE000VQ3EWW8 

DE000VQ7JM62 DE000VQ6SV87 DE000VQ7QR92 DE000VQ6JL31 DE000VQ6JL49 DE000VQ52Z11 

DE000VQ4DHK4 DE000VQ6RJQ2 DE000VP6QFJ8 DE000VQ6FD35 DE000VQ3X2M7 DE000VQ7Q676 

DE000VQ7Q7E8 DE000VQ7Q7N9 DE000VQ7Q7L3 DE000VQ6LJX1 DE000VQ7Q6W2 DE000VQ7Q6Z5 

DE000VQ7Q619 DE000VQ4BUM7 DE000VQ1M5E2 DE000VQ7JMN8 DE000VQ7S8Q8 DE000VP5W1P3 

DE000VQ7LPK3 DE000VP97WU7 DE000VQ2YV83 DE000VQ281P0 DE000VQ1JYG0 DE000VQ7VZ95 

DE000VQ6JR27 DE000VQ6JR01 DE000VQ3Y620 DE000VQ5PZZ5 DE000VQ7V0S6 DE000VQ7VZ38 

DE000VQ3Z5C9 DE000VQ7RCT9 DE000VQ3Y7V6 DE000VQ7S9Z7 DE000VP968K4 DE000VQ6JNE7 

DE000VP684S0 DE000VQ4PKT3 DE000VQ6NKM8 DE000VQ6NKN6 DE000VQ7QSC3 DE000VQ2ANE5 

DE000VQ4BUR6 DE000VQ7RC23 DE000VQ7RC49 DE000VQ7RC07 DE000VQ7RC80 DE000VQ7RC72 

DE000VQ57XY9 DE000VQ7EAE3 DE000VQ7LQM7 DE000VQ7Q0E3 DE000VQ6DR07 DE000VQ36C27 

DE000VP8V626 DE000VQ7UV17 DE000VQ7UV25 DE000VP8ZU71 DE000VP9WP47 DE000VQ7LPG1 

DE000VQ7QSP5 DE000VQ5DXT9 DE000VQ6JN39 DE000VP6QFS9 DE000VQ57VD7 DE000VQ58PH8 

DE000VQ5VXJ2 DE000VQ6AX69 DE000VQ6FHA5 DE000VQ6FD92 DE000VQ7S8U0 DE000VQ1WQ91 

DE000VQ5TDG4 DE000VQ5TDF6 DE000VQ7LPJ5 DE000VQ27747 DE000VQ2YT04 DE000VQ6DN50 

DE000VQ4XH80 DE000VQ1BCX8 DE000VQ1BMJ6 DE000VQ4L9S2 DE000VP65TJ3 DE000VP9WLK6 

DE000VP9ZAS5 DE000VQ7S5F7 DE000VP6KT32 DE000VQ4DA24 DE000VP6P4V3 DE000VP90LQ3 

DE000VP6QGP3 DE000VQ7WTB1 DE000VQ2DC24 DE000VQ57VJ4 DE000VQ1A2W5 DE000VQ2YRZ1 

DE000VQ5P8U5 DE000VP8WWH1 DE000VQ36W80 DE000VQ36XA3 DE000VQ4DBU6 DE000VQ7RFF1 

DE000VQ7VW80 DE000VQ7VXB5 DE000VQ7VXH2 DE000VQ4DGR1 DE000VQ35ZZ7 DE000VP6P879 

DE000VQ6FHB3 DE000VQ5TC98 DE000VQ7QYU3 DE000VQ5VBZ4 DE000VQ1RG17 DE000VP9QQW2 

DE000VP4XZF5 DE000VQ28L83 DE000VQ390T1 DE000VQ2J3U7 DE000VP90JN4 DE000VQ4XG65 

DE000VQ52Z78 DE000VQ24EG6 DE000VQ4XB03 DE000VP967T7 DE000VP8F0M0 DE000VQ6MJR1 

DE000VQ6JPV6 DE000VQ2GQX5 DE000VQ2DDM3 DE000VP9WAG7 DE000VQ5QD41 DE000VQ3E4J2 

DE000VQ1A4S9 DE000VQ7QSJ8 DE000VP90KY9 DE000VQ1LVW9 DE000VP9WPV4 DE000VQ7F547 

DE000VQ38793 DE000VQ354Y7 DE000VQ4UE37 DE000VQ7F893 DE000VQ31P68 DE000VQ7LFS7 

DE000VQ6YKP8 DE000VQ3VW35 DE000VQ7F5X5 DE000VQ4XHX5 DE000VQ6NPT2 DE000VP6ZVV1 

DE000VQ1WWV6 DE000VP50Z14 DE000VQ286D5 DE000VQ286G8 DE000VQ6DQY1 DE000VQ6DQW5 

DE000VP6QPJ7 DE000VQ4L880 DE000VQ7QQ51 DE000VQ7QRD3 DE000VQ3VUV8 DE000VQ28QD8 

DE000VQ351V9 DE000VQ3Z791 DE000VQ27YP8 DE000VQ3VUT2 DE000VQ27VE8 DE000VQ6RLV8 

DE000VQ1UYB8 DE000VQ5MY32 DE000VQ7QXH2 DE000VQ7UWG8 DE000VP97WM4 DE000VQ3Z973 

DE000VP8UNS1 DE000VP6BFV5 DE000VP9Y396 DE000VQ6AXM8 DE000VQ1MHZ9 DE000VQ7LGA3 

DE000VQ4T1B7 DE000VQ4T1C5 DE000VQ28R38 DE000VQ7QXR1 DE000VQ6KZE9 DE000VQ12764 

DE000VP62TV5 DE000VQ27432 DE000VQ7F737 DE000VQ7F745 DE000VQ1BK50 DE000VP8M2H7 

DE000VQ7F6A1 DE000VQ2GRL8 DE000VQ7F6C7 DE000VQ7F6B9 DE000VQ52Y95 DE000VQ5MSL7 

DE000VQ7F554 DE000VP4WNQ0 DE000VQ3GLT2 DE000VQ7LQP0 DE000VQ7LQN5 DE000VQ28UA6 

DE000VQ6V5Q0 DE000VQ7QXM2 DE000VP6SD81 DE000VQ6NQ22 DE000VP97XQ3 DE000VP6BG04 

DE000VQ4JLB2 DE000VQ6V5X6 DE000VP6HHC8 DE000VQ5TJF3 DE000VQ52YY8 DE000VQ2YT46 
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DE000VQ7UWN4 DE000VQ5MSK9 DE000VQ1J6W7 DE000VQ4JKU4 DE000VQ6RRT9 DE000VQ13A91 

DE000VQ30VK9 DE000VQ1WSS0 DE000VQ6NP64 DE000VQ6LHL0 DE000VQ5P9R9 DE000VQ6RR35 

DE000VQ1GK63 DE000VP6H348 DE000VQ2TTU8 DE000VP6DJH2 DE000VP97WF8 DE000VQ6S9E3 

DE000VP9WRL1 DE000VQ7Q4W7 DE000VQ4TMX3 DE000VQ3A7U6 DE000VQ6RJP4 DE000VQ7Q4Z0 

DE000VQ6NKT3 DE000VP4WS56 DE000VQ282N3 DE000VQ28240 DE000VQ6NMG6 DE000VQ6NMF8 

DE000VQ12848 DE000VQ7F7W3 DE000VQ7F7T9 DE000VQ7UWL8 DE000VQ6NMY9 DE000VQ13AB8 

DE000VQ7F8E9 DE000VQ7F8H2 DE000VQ7Q0L8 DE000VQ4J199 DE000VP7BDA2 DE000VQ12889 

DE000VQ6BJ90 DE000VQ4TMR5 DE000VQ6UDR7 DE000VQ35898 DE000VQ52V56 DE000VQ4XHK2 

DE000VQ7QZ84 DE000VQ7QXX9 DE000VQ1LWT3 DE000VQ28TZ5 DE000VQ2E1H3 DE000VQ24S07 

DE000VQ5QCM0 DE000VP6A814 DE000VQ6TEW7 DE000VQ5THG5 DE000VQ57WA1 DE000VP6M165 

DE000VP62T42 DE000VQ47N54 DE000VQ7QXT7 DE000VQ6JJW7 DE000VQ7Q973 DE000VQ6UZ97 

DE000VQ6NMC5 DE000VQ58K20 DE000VQ6NMN2 DE000VQ2GUC1 DE000VQ7Q445 DE000VQ7LLZ0 

DE000VQ36CD1 DE000VQ4FT96 DE000VQ435L1 DE000VQ7QXU5 DE000VQ6NMQ5 DE000VQ38JF7 

DE000VQ2YW58 DE000VQ75YQ5 DE000VP6M0U6 DE000VP9RX51 DE000VP6ZVN8 DE000VQ57TF6 

DE000VP62UA7 DE000VQ6NPH7 DE000VQ7Q4X5 DE000VQ7QXW1 DE000VQ36FV6 DE000VQ4HC69 

DE000VP4YB12 DE000VQ7V1X4 DE000VQ7LKL2 DE000VQ488N6 DE000VQ7QQY1 DE000VQ7Q6H3 

DE000VP4X258 DE000VP4WWR9 DE000VQ7LKD9 DE000VQ6DQ99 DE000VP6WPB2 DE000VP39LP2 

DE000VQ7EA20 DE000VP6P507 DE000VP7EJV9 DE000VQ6NMH4 DE000VQ28F81 DE000VQ36B51 

DE000VQ36CA7 DE000VQ6NP72 DE000VQ7LPW8 DE000VQ75ZM1 DE000VQ75ZN9 DE000VP93AL1 

DE000VP6QJN2 DE000VQ4DJC7 DE000VQ28S94 DE000VQ5P8T7 DE000VQ7LP81 DE000VP9X687 

DE000VQ4W7K0 DE000VP97AB3 DE000VQ73JT5 DE000VQ73JS7 DE000VP97XM2 DE000VQ2PUE8 

DE000VQ73KZ0 DE000VQ73K21 DE000VQ274Y7 DE000VQ73LQ7 DE000VQ73LP9 DE000VQ73MS1 

DE000VQ1BKN2 DE000VQ2TZV3 DE000VP7J409 DE000VQ4L1H2 DE000VQ2FUV3 DE000VQ7LP99 

DE000VQ6AXN6 DE000VQ2THR9 DE000VQ6JYD6 DE000VQ4JTP5 DE000VQ4JTQ3 DE000VQ7LP32 

DE000VQ6DM51 DE000VQ6DM77 DE000VQ3ED47 DE000VQ7Q452 DE000VQ4TXY8 DE000VP4X9X0 

DE000VQ6S898 DE000VP714S5 DE000VQ7TAC5 DE000VQ1J252 DE000VP80M96 DE000VP92ER2 

DE000VQ36BU7 DE000VP9WEH7 DE000VQ74A63 DE000VQ70W20 DE000VQ7TA31 DE000VP99ZD2 

DE000VP65NT5 DE000VQ7XDL2 DE000VQ7XDP3 DE000VQ7XDN8 DE000VQ73PR6 DE000VQ73QS2 

DE000VQ73QX2 DE000VQ73QY0 DE000VQ50N82 DE000VQ7QS42 DE000VQ57XZ6 DE000VP715F9 

DE000VQ5TDJ8 DE000VQ7QXV3 DE000VQ2Y0G3 DE000VP6RAQ2 DE000VQ4XF82 DE000VP93DQ4 

DE000VQ358K7 DE000VP6YYQ8 DE000VQ6JW12 DE000VQ1BFE1 DE000VQ7QX29 DE000VQ7LL02 

DE000VP90KE1 DE000VQ4TYE8 DE000VQ5MFT7 DE000VQ5MFU5 DE000VP8WNA5 DE000VQ4FU77 

DE000VQ4DJZ8 DE000VQ520H8 DE000VP6HHA2 DE000VP4YAC3 DE000VQ5QER5 DE000VQ5QES3 

DE000VQ28N57 DE000VQ7LME3 DE000VQ7LMK0 DE000VQ6FCN9 DE000VQ7LAJ7 DE000VQ7LAZ3 

DE000VQ7LA13 DE000VQ7LA21 DE000VP5QWW8 DE000VP73UW8 DE000VQ7LCU0 DE000VQ6ZSK9 

DE000VQ41GK7 DE000VP6BF54 DE000VP6HGU2 DE000VQ6U8Q5 DE000VQ7D6B1 DE000VQ366S3 

DE000VP5YNK6 DE000VQ698Z4 DE000VQ7D5E7 DE000VQ7D5H0 DE000VQ7D5D9 DE000VQ7D5G2 

DE000VQ6VAP5 DE000VQ6ZPH1 DE000VQ3Y638 DE000VP73UU2 DE000VP64SG4 DE000VQ4UEJ7 

DE000VP68DZ7 DE000VQ5U3T1 DE000VQ4DGD1 DE000VP6H991 DE000VQ7MWC4 DE000VP7Y6Z7 

DE000VP929C3 DE000VP96926 DE000VP73UJ5 DE000VQ36JC8 DE000VP6QX55 DE000VQ5VUD1 

DE000VQ36XD7 DE000VQ6B845 DE000VP38DU1 DE000VQ6S856 DE000VQ4XB86 DE000VP90KS1 

DE000VQ6RJ01 DE000VP6QGN8 DE000VQ5VW41 DE000VP8M245 DE000VP6AVW2 DE000VP6ZUB5 

DE000VQ6UZH1 DE000VP38D66 DE000VQ707N9 DE000VQ707M1 DE000VQ7XB18 DE000VQ73HJ0 

DE000VQ7XCY7 DE000VP8SKF8 DE000VQ49E04 DE000VP6P8Q4 DE000VP88436 DE000VP90LU5 

DE000VQ4DEV8 DE000VQ6U0N9 DE000VQ2GUK4 DE000VQ4DGK6 DE000VQ50N41 DE000VQ7Q6K7 

DE000VP6P598 DE000VP7Y6Y0 DE000VP6QGR9 DE000VQ7XBM4 DE000VP8STZ7 DE000VP6KT40 

DE000VP90J08 DE000VQ6A1D2 DE000VQ73RT8 DE000VP6Q372 DE000VP4WP26 DE000VQ73RR2 

DE000VQ4DA73 DE000VQ47GU3 DE000VQ47GV1 DE000VQ36VP5 DE000VQ6FLG4 DE000VQ73RS0 

DE000VQ7S5T8 DE000VQ7S5S0 DE000VQ7S5U6 DE000VQ7S5V4 DE000VQ7S5W2 DE000VQ7S5X0 

DE000VQ7S6Y6 DE000VQ73R08 DE000VQ76S20 DE000VQ5D0V4 DE000VQ73RY8 DE000VP939D0 

DE000VP5PNK4 DE000VQ73RX0 DE000VQ73RW2 DE000VP8FH49 DE000VP4WXT3 DE000VP6QGZ2 

DE000VQ73RV4 DE000VQ73R24 DE000VP4WNF3 DE000VQ36SK2 DE000VP4X399 DE000VP5QXX4 

DE000VQ50N66 DE000VQ6JWF5 DE000VQ6JWG3 DE000VQ6FHC1 DE000VQ6FHG2 DE000VP9ZAP1 

DE000VP929E9 DE000VP8F0W9 DE000VQ7NCT8 DE000VP90Z65 DE000VP4WPH4 DE000VQ3LYN8 

DE000VQ73RZ5 DE000VP969S5 DE000VQ73R32 DE000VQ369A5 DE000VP5QXP0 DE000VQ3V0G5 

DE000VQ28RE4 DE000VQ6UZ63 DE000VQ50N74 DE000VQ7XE72 DE000VQ5MEQ6 DE000VQ6FJH6 

DE000VQ6FJJ2 DE000VQ6FJK0 DE000VQ6FJL8 DE000VQ6FJN4 DE000VP8Q1C6 DE000VQ6B4Y1 

DE000VQ7D9A7 DE000VQ7D9B5 DE000VP6QFQ3 DE000VQ76S79 DE000VQ4XBY6 DE000VP5QXU0 

DE000VP7HPF2 DE000VQ76S46 DE000VP5XCF1 DE000VQ7XE80 DE000VQ1BB28 DE000VP87CJ3 

DE000VP8P7X0 DE000VP6P6D6 DE000VP6P8W2 DE000VP6QGT5 DE000VQ6Y3R0 DE000VP8Q907 

DE000VQ5QCA5 DE000VP6DH84 DE000VP4WP75 DE000VP6DJW1 DE000VP6AXR8 DE000VQ36BW3 

DE000VQ6S864 DE000VP64SZ4 DE000VQ6U1A4 DE000VQ6U7D5 DE000VQ6YJB0 DE000VQ6YJD6 

DE000VP565Q5 DE000VQ4XBW0 DE000VQ3VUK1 DE000VP5PM92 DE000VQ7XE98 DE000VP8Q1F9 

DE000VP6QGD9 DE000VP938V4 DE000VQ47QA4 DE000VQ47P86 DE000VQ1UX94 DE000VP9WNW7 

DE000VQ1ME63 DE000VQ73PB0 DE000VQ73PC8 DE000VQ73PD6 DE000VQ73PZ9 DE000VQ73P18 

DE000VQ73P00 DE000VQ73KX5 DE000VQ73L20 DE000VQ73L53 DE000VQ73L87 DE000VQ73Q25 

DE000VQ73Q17 DE000VQ3E3M8 DE000VQ3EBN1 DE000VQ28QN7 DE000VP902V0 DE000VP6BFT9 

DE000VQ3LVK0 DE000VQ58M36 DE000VQ41M93 DE000VQ6KZ57 DE000VQ6YMN9 DE000VQ6YMS8 
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DE000VQ4DHD9 DE000VQ7Q4J4 DE000VQ6FE67 DE000VP4X001 DE000VP4X0W1 DE000VQ4T602 

DE000VQ4T610 DE000VQ7F8L4 DE000VP4WPG6 DE000VP9WEB0 DE000VQ28000 DE000VP7H1U0 

DE000VQ7QYP3 DE000VQ3LR42 DE000VQ2YTR4 DE000VQ4TM89 DE000VQ6K1K5 DE000VQ6K1M1 

DE000VQ277P8 DE000VQ277V6 DE000VQ2TRE6 DE000VQ7QUV9 DE000VQ1A6X4 DE000VQ4UAZ1 

DE000VQ4XGA5 DE000VQ7LPM9 DE000VQ7QYT5 DE000VQ53M56 DE000VP9WEM7 DE000VP8WWA6 

DE000VQ6DLN5 DE000VQ6DLP0 DE000VQ6DLQ8 DE000VQ6DL11 DE000VQ6DL03 DE000VQ6DL29 

DE000VQ1GJ74 DE000VP90LN0 DE000VQ4DAB8 DE000VP7HJA6 DE000VQ18UC3 DE000VP4WLY8 

DE000VQ277D4 DE000VQ3U6Y6 DE000VQ48GP1 DE000VQ40EM0 DE000VQ1XYW8 DE000VQ4DJH6 

DE000VP8Q4Q0 DE000VQ28WF1 DE000VQ5MX25 DE000VQ2KY78 DE000VQ7QQS3 DE000VQ3EWY4 

DE000VQ5Q7M3 DE000VQ27UF7 DE000VQ6ANE6 DE000VQ6FL50 DE000VQ4W382 DE000VQ3X2P0 

DE000VQ2GTL4 DE000VQ2GQ09 DE000VQ13B58 DE000VQ2GR73 DE000VQ7RFJ3 DE000VQ28XW4 

DE000VQ5D1A6 DE000VQ5D1B4 DE000VQ1SZH6 DE000VQ520B1 DE000VQ128D9 DE000VQ1HCZ0 

DE000VP88B67 DE000VQ18RD7 DE000VQ5MSM5 DE000VQ5VW33 DE000VQ3L437 DE000VQ1SWK7 

DE000VQ4JSX1 DE000VQ1BA37 DE000VQ28SW4 DE000VQ368C3 DE000VQ4UBB0 DE000VP7HR61 

DE000VQ4JTE9 DE000VQ2ES41 DE000VQ2YW17 DE000VQ280M9 DE000VQ5PXU1 DE000VQ1SXT6 

DE000VP8SMA5 DE000VQ15C06 DE000VQ4XZ96 DE000VQ28SZ7 DE000VQ1M108 DE000VQ52XA0 

DE000VQ52XD4 DE000VQ4DDP2 DE000VQ28WB0 DE000VP7HTT5 DE000VQ6LEL7 DE000VQ128B3 

DE000VQ5P409 DE000VQ1GLN9 DE000VQ6RPZ0 DE000VQ278P6 DE000VQ4L294 DE000VP8NFZ7 

DE000VP9WTW4 DE000VQ1J708 DE000VQ1SWN1 DE000VQ1SWP6 DE000VP966V5 DE000VP9U683 

DE000VQ1WW85 DE000VQ288Y7 DE000VQ28257 DE000VQ28QZ1 DE000VQ58P41 DE000VQ4DCV2 

DE000VQ4FT88 DE000VQ2YP81 DE000VQ15N29 DE000VQ6DNG5 DE000VP8ZXV3 DE000VP969T3 

DE000VQ13AL7 DE000VP93FL0 DE000VQ28VQ0 DE000VQ6LKF6 DE000VQ5D1H1 DE000VQ6JM63 

DE000VP8V667 DE000VQ3A2F8 DE000VQ3A2E1 DE000VQ3A2J0 DE000VQ7Q155 DE000VQ2GSY9 

DE000VQ6JWK5 DE000VQ6JSD8 DE000VQ3A8Z3 DE000VQ4FQ57 DE000VP69H72 DE000VP6FDX7 

DE000VQ6AQP5 DE000VQ28XA0 DE000VQ1A7A0 DE000VQ3EES4 DE000VQ3EEN5 DE000VQ1J591 

DE000VQ6ZPY6 DE000VQ7E045 DE000VQ7E060 DE000VQ57V10 DE000VQ7Q9S4 DE000VQ29L17 

DE000VQ1J1W8 DE000VQ6LMX5 DE000VQ6LMV9 DE000VQ3E366 DE000VQ6DQ40 DE000VQ6DRB7 

DE000VP4WPZ6 DE000VQ37AH4 DE000VQ3A7Y8 DE000VQ1LVQ1 DE000VQ3L4U0 DE000VQ6FMV1 

DE000VQ3A2D3 DE000VQ58N01 DE000VQ1SX72 DE000VQ7LM27 DE000VQ4L2V1 DE000VQ7Q3B3 

DE000VQ1QDF1 DE000VQ3LRL6 DE000VQ5MVX6 DE000VQ1SUZ9 DE000VQ1LWE5 DE000VP6MYM2 

DE000VQ7QUX5 DE000VQ1VZZ2 DE000VQ7JPE0 DE000VQ7JPG5 DE000VQ2E1D2 DE000VP4X6B2 

DE000VQ4XH15 DE000VQ281V8 DE000VQ486F6 DE000VP5YNG4 DE000VP4WNH9 DE000VQ278C4 

DE000VQ39AP3 DE000VP924D2 DE000VQ1GJS2 DE000VQ6MJJ8 DE000VQ41L29 DE000VQ7Q3F4 

DE000VQ29KK4 DE000VQ3EJ41 DE000VQ3EJ58 DE000VQ3EJ82 DE000VQ1TTY2 DE000VP5W059 

DE000VQ282U8 DE000VQ2GUS7 DE000VQ66YR2 DE000VQ1BER6 DE000VQ36VD1 DE000VQ18UA7 

DE000VP8ZU55 DE000VP6P6A2 DE000VQ36VL4 DE000VQ1P2G1 DE000VQ39ZY2 DE000VQ4XKW1 

DE000VQ6NPV8 DE000VP60VY9 DE000VQ6UZ48 DE000VQ1XYT4 DE000VQ281K1 DE000VP6BGE9 

DE000VQ51KJ0 DE000VP6SSY6 DE000VQ28SE2 DE000VP6P5K3 DE000VQ39ZZ9 DE000VQ39ZW6 

DE000VQ1J1Y4 DE000VP4WNW8 DE000VP4WR99 DE000VQ73RG5 DE000VQ7D6D7 DE000VQ4MA72 

DE000VQ73RK7 DE000VP4YBX7 DE000VQ4DGB5 DE000VQ5MNU9 DE000VQ28XZ7 DE000VP39LQ0 

DE000VQ13CT6 DE000VQ6W9T5 DE000VQ6V6S4 DE000VQ5P0E6 DE000VQ4L435 DE000VQ5P1S4 

DE000VQ5P136 DE000VQ2YVL3 DE000VQ7LGC9 DE000VQ6XC26 DE000VQ6XC34 DE000VQ6XC67 

DE000VQ6U3V6 DE000VQ6U3U8 DE000VQ6XBX3 DE000VQ7D5T5 DE000VQ7D5U3 DE000VQ7D5S7 

DE000VQ7D5Y5 DE000VQ7D5X7 DE000VP9X7U5 DE000VQ6DQL8 DE000VQ6DQM6 DE000VQ1LWQ9 

DE000VQ6DQP9 DE000VQ4HCV3 DE000VQ4HCW1 DE000VQ36U82 DE000VQ7QVE3 DE000VQ6XB68 

DE000VQ6DLW6 DE000VQ6DLX4 DE000VQ6DLY2 DE000VQ6V3V5 DE000VQ6V3W3 DE000VQ6XB43 

DE000VQ7LNZ6 DE000VQ69426 DE000VQ69459 DE000VQ6XDP5 DE000VQ5MD78 DE000VQ7QVH6 

DE000VQ4L2X7 DE000VQ6TAC7 DE000VQ28VP2 DE000VQ5VB53 DE000VQ7K828 DE000VQ6B399 

DE000VQ4FT13 DE000VQ6U4E0 DE000VQ6U4F7 DE000VQ6ZRH7 DE000VQ6ZRK1 DE000VQ7LBE6 

DE000VQ2E5B7 DE000VQ6V6V8 DE000VQ6V6X4 DE000VQ7LCP0 DE000VQ7LCN5 DE000VQ7LCQ8 

DE000VQ7LCS4 DE000VQ6U6A3 DE000VQ5P1H7 DE000VQ48GS5 DE000VQ1WRU8 DE000VQ7AFV4 

DE000VQ7LDF9 DE000VQ2GR57 DE000VQ6FH80 DE000VQ5Q7R2 DE000VQ5Q7S0 DE000VQ58M69 

DE000VQ1MHC8 DE000VQ1S113 DE000VQ1S121 DE000VQ5MWV8 DE000VQ5P1W6 DE000VQ6ZRF1 

DE000VQ7MS46 DE000VQ2YT20 DE000VQ1LVF4 DE000VQ6U8W3 DE000VQ4DBH3 DE000VQ1X3N5 

DE000VQ5D520 DE000VQ6XA36 DE000VQ6XA02 DE000VQ6XA10 DE000VQ24K47 DE000VQ5P3S0 

DE000VQ277Y0 DE000VQ695C9 DE000VQ6U5K4 DE000VQ2GQ25 DE000VP884K3 DE000VQ7Q1G6 

DE000VQ1JZW4 DE000VQ28UF5 DE000VQ2XDL3 DE000VQ636P5 DE000VQ636Q3 DE000VQ636N0 

DE000VQ6V2Z8 DE000VQ6V215 DE000VQ6K0E0 DE000VQ2YZ22 DE000VQ6TD13 DE000VQ5D6C1 

DE000VQ6K044 DE000VQ6K051 DE000VQ6K1F5 DE000VQ6K069 DE000VQ1SUX4 DE000VQ6K077 

DE000VQ6K1B4 DE000VQ6K192 DE000VQ6K2P2 DE000VQ6V4K6 DE000VQ6V4L4 DE000VQ6V4M2 

DE000VQ6V4Q3 DE000VQ6V4P5 DE000VQ283C4 DE000VQ5MXW4 DE000VQ58NF7 DE000VQ50NQ1 

DE000VQ706D2 DE000VQ2YQD0 DE000VQ636S9 DE000VQ636T7 DE000VQ6U5M0 DE000VQ6U5L2 

DE000VQ6U5N8 DE000VQ1LVN8 DE000VQ6V223 DE000VQ6V3G6 DE000VQ6V3S1 DE000VQ4HBZ6 

DE000VQ2KV71 DE000VQ4DC89 DE000VQ6U3C6 DE000VQ58LW6 DE000VQ58LV8 DE000VQ58LU0 

DE000VQ636L4 DE000VQ636M2 DE000VQ6U3R4 DE000VQ7LHU9 DE000VQ1S154 DE000VQ7XBN2 

DE000VQ7XBQ5 DE000VQ6ZPG3 DE000VQ6K1J7 DE000VQ5P2P8 DE000VQ6THC2 DE000VQ6K2G1 

DE000VQ7XB34 DE000VQ6LM85 DE000VQ7XC25 DE000VQ6XDR1 DE000VQ73K96 DE000VQ73K88 

DE000VQ73L61 DE000VQ7LEU6 DE000VQ1SV58 DE000VQ7LFC1 DE000VQ7LFB3 DE000VQ7LFJ6 
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DE000VQ7LFH0 DE000VQ7V4H1 DE000VQ7V4G3 DE000VQ7V4K5 DE000VQ4BR01 DE000VQ4BR19 

DE000VQ7W1Q7 DE000VQ7W1S3 DE000VQ7W1T1 DE000VQ6U2Z9 DE000VQ7RGX2 DE000VQ7RGY0 

DE000VQ28TH3 DE000VQ7ZT81 DE000VQ7ZT99 DE000VQ6K0A8 DE000VQ4HB52 DE000VQ2YZU5 

DE000VQ4TY02 DE000VQ6TA65 DE000VQ4JMU0 DE000VP7H0C0 DE000VQ5D504 DE000VQ6FNX5 

DE000VQ7LE68 DE000VQ7LE76 DE000VQ6V2J2 DE000VQ6V2K0 DE000VQ6V2L8 DE000VQ5P3N1 

DE000VQ6ZP37 DE000VQ27WX6 DE000VQ47GH0 DE000VQ2PAQ4 DE000VQ62LE6 DE000VQ632S8 

DE000VQ6K0L5 DE000VQ6K0K7 DE000VQ6V4S9 DE000VQ6V405 DE000VQ48925 DE000VP9WT92 

DE000VQ4X0G2 DE000VQ28YV4 DE000VQ2TTY0 DE000VQ271J4 DE000VQ5MDA2 DE000VP9QPT0 

DE000VQ47N62 DE000VQ2KYV5 DE000VQ1RGW7 DE000VP9X885 DE000VQ27W40 DE000VQ4DFH4 

DE000VQ6XB01 DE000VQ6TAN4 DE000VQ6XC59 DE000VQ5MV01 DE000VQ2YY49 DE000VQ4T6U6 

DE000VQ2XCW2 DE000VQ2ES17 DE000VQ4SSE2 DE000VQ4DER6 DE000VQ6YT67 DE000VQ365E5 

DE000VQ6ZQJ5 DE000VQ6ZQK3 DE000VQ6B738 DE000VQ1X105 DE000VQ6LKH2 DE000VQ5NW33 

DE000VQ5MV35 DE000VQ49B98 DE000VQ28UP4 DE000VQ5P9T5 DE000VQ6FG16 DE000VQ6FG24 

DE000VQ6FG32 DE000VQ2E1N1 DE000VQ6V3M4 DE000VQ6V3P7 DE000VQ5MVM9 DE000VQ2FYM4 

DE000VQ28QC0 DE000VQ6DK87 DE000VQ6DK95 DE000VQ6DLA2 DE000VQ6A0N3 DE000VQ6A0P8 

DE000VQ4TWF9 DE000VQ2YV18 DE000VQ7Y9Y2 DE000VQ7Y902 DE000VQ7ECZ4 DE000VQ1LV89 

DE000VQ7RGG7 DE000VQ7RGH5 DE000VQ7W062 DE000VQ7W070 DE000VQ7W1G8 DE000VQ7W1H6 

DE000VQ6TAD5 DE000VQ2F0T9 DE000VQ4XZ39 DE000VQ6FJD5 DE000VQ6FJE3 DE000VQ13AJ1 

DE000VQ2GQ74 DE000VQ73RM3 DE000VQ1WRD4 DE000VQ356H7 DE000VQ3GKN7 DE000VP6P4M2 

DE000VQ6ZN39 DE000VQ5P0Q0 DE000VQ6V496 DE000VQ6FLK6 DE000VQ278F7 DE000VQ278G5 

DE000VQ28YR2 DE000VQ6K0N1 DE000VQ6K0P6 DE000VQ5VFR2 DE000VQ6BNY2 DE000VP4YA88 

DE000VQ6XDC3 DE000VQ6XDD1 DE000VQ6XDB5 DE000VQ4XAX0 DE000VQ28216 DE000VP5YN66 

DE000VP61XY3 DE000VQ4HLS0 DE000VP5YNL4 DE000VQ7EDR9 DE000VQ7EDS7 DE000VQ6FFT9 

DE000VQ6FFV5 DE000VP8Q3D0 DE000VQ2YUB6 DE000VQ6U2E4 DE000VQ3VUH7 DE000VQ5MD29 

DE000VQ5DDC7 DE000VQ2YWB2 DE000VQ28UZ3 DE000VQ6XDA7 DE000VQ4HCQ3 DE000VQ7DTQ9 

DE000VQ6AY68 DE000VQ635G6 DE000VQ6ZSV6 DE000VQ2GT22 DE000VQ1JZX2 DE000VQ6JX86 

DE000VQ4L146 DE000VQ4XAW2 DE000VQ1GEP9 DE000VQ7W9N7 DE000VQ7W9T4 DE000VQ7W9U2 

DE000VP4X9D2 DE000VQ6THD0 DE000VQ7W6Z7 DE000VQ7W609 DE000VQ13AN3 DE000VP67901 

DE000VQ28U25 DE000VQ7D6G0 DE000VQ6S9U9 DE000VQ4DG69 DE000VQ7D6F2 DE000VQ7D6J4 

DE000VQ7D6E5 DE000VQ5P3Q4 DE000VQ4DHB3 DE000VP9WCH1 DE000VQ6B7J5 DE000VQ6B7K3 

DE000VQ62H45 DE000VQ4DFR3 DE000VQ4DFS1 DE000VQ7EEB1 DE000VQ7EEA3 DE000VQ69798 

DE000VQ15KJ5 DE000VQ5MGQ1 DE000VQ62GH9 DE000VP96629 DE000VQ58QJ2 DE000VQ6K0Z5 

DE000VQ6B761 DE000VQ6B746 DE000VQ4XJ47 DE000VQ4DFF8 DE000VQ62LA4 DE000VQ62LG1 

DE000VQ6B8C8 DE000VQ6B5F7 DE000VP4YB79 DE000VQ7XE56 DE000VQ4W457 DE000VQ6YJ77 

DE000VQ6V561 DE000VQ58PD7 DE000VQ57X91 DE000VQ6JX78 DE000VQ6V546 DE000VQ6V3Z6 

DE000VQ6V371 DE000VQ6V306 DE000VQ5SUD7 DE000VQ6RMK9 DE000VP6WJS9 DE000VQ707S8 

DE000VQ6B7H9 DE000VQ6B7G1 DE000VQ6S9J2 DE000VQ6U258 DE000VQ4DF94 DE000VQ6U266 

DE000VP5ZRR9 DE000VQ73HP7 DE000VQ73HQ5 DE000VQ73HZ6 DE000VQ73KE5 DE000VQ73LD5 

DE000VQ74A89 DE000VQ74A71 DE000VQ74A97 DE000VQ74BB8 DE000VQ74BC6 DE000VQ3V0S0 

DE000VQ3V0W2 DE000VQ74AJ3 DE000VQ1FSF2 DE000VQ7V411 DE000VQ7V429 DE000VQ7V437 

DE000VQ7RGS2 DE000VQ7RGT0 DE000VQ7RGV6 DE000VQ7RHY8 DE000VQ7RHZ5 DE000VQ7W740 

DE000VQ7ECU5 DE000VQ7RGK9 DE000VQ7RGM5 DE000VQ7RGL7 DE000VQ7RGN3 DE000VQ7W088 

DE000VQ7W096 DE000VQ7D5K4 DE000VQ7D5L2 DE000VQ7D5R9 DE000VQ7D5P3 DE000VQ7D5N8 

DE000VQ289E7 DE000VQ7W0U1 DE000VQ6AZ83 DE000VQ7W229 DE000VQ2CXN1 DE000VQ38H53 

DE000VP8SPV4 DE000VQ6FEW6 DE000VP4X3P9 DE000VQ4DES4 DE000VQ4T446 DE000VP5VE37 

DE000VQ1JX24 DE000VQ6FGH2 DE000VQ7D559 DE000VQ7D591 DE000VP6JE99 DE000VP6P572 

DE000VP6A8H0 DE000VQ7D7W5 DE000VP6DJE9 DE000VP50PC8 DE000VP8Q1K9 DE000VQ6AW11 

DE000VP51103 DE000VP7H254 DE000VQ50N33 DE000VQ5REJ0 DE000VQ36UV5 DE000VQ6CKX8 

DE000VP6YZ38 DE000VQ5MQV0 DE000VP64SX9 DE000VP6P556 DE000VQ7W583 DE000VQ7W6A0 

DE000VQ7W6B8 DE000VQ7W4Z2 DE000VP4WNJ5 DE000VQ5DWL8 DE000VP60VS1 DE000VQ6FKM4 

DE000VP8Q1S2 DE000VQ287Y9 DE000VP8Q1N3 DE000VP6Y6G8 DE000VQ4DJD5 DE000VQ5QBR1 

DE000VP60VU7 DE000VP6JFJ3 DE000VP6ZBY7 DE000VQ5RFW0 DE000VP6S0A2 DE000VP8Q2S0 

DE000VQ5N3G7 DE000VQ6FKW3 DE000VP6M2C0 DE000VP58VC9 DE000VQ4BR43 DE000VP4YB46 

DE000VQ6VEB7 DE000VP4YGB2 DE000VQ69822 DE000VQ69855 DE000VQ69830 DE000VQ69848 

DE000VP99144 DE000VP6S030 DE000VP8Q1V6 DE000VQ7JHV1 DE000VP6ZT50 DE000VP7Y8M1 

DE000VQ5YBG8 DE000VQ4DGV3 DE000VP6ZU99 DE000VP6CPU4 DE000VP714Q9 DE000VQ4DHW9 

DE000VQ1A764 DE000VQ5MQG1 DE000VQ4MA64 DE000VQ6FGF6 DE000VP7NZX2 DE000VQ5P516 

DE000VP993L0 DE000VQ1M504 DE000VQ289Z2 DE000VQ129Y3 DE000VQ1G9D4 DE000VQ6JL23 

DE000VQ7D682 DE000VQ6DQZ8 DE000VP6DG51 DE000VP7N013 DE000VQ271F2 DE000VQ62KS8 

DE000VQ62KT6 DE000VQ27580 DE000VQ276A2 DE000VQ58P82 DE000VQ58P90 DE000VQ6V298 

DE000VQ6V3A9 DE000VQ5P1C8 DE000VQ2YMX7 DE000VQ6U0D0 DE000VQ4L3R7 DE000VQ36EY3 

DE000VQ6JJV9 DE000VQ4DFV5 DE000VQ7F4W0 DE000VQ7F4V2 DE000VQ7F6D5 DE000VQ12897 

DE000VQ28Z79 DE000VQ7S4Q7 DE000VQ4W242 DE000VQ4L9Q6 DE000VQ7F7X1 DE000VQ7F7L6 

DE000VQ7F8K6 DE000VQ6JWV2 DE000VQ5D1E8 DE000VQ5DW19 DE000VP8FYQ3 DE000VQ6JMW1 

DE000VQ6JMZ4 DE000VQ6JM06 DE000VQ2YX57 DE000VQ5D1D0 DE000VP7HHB8 DE000VQ5REP7 

DE000VQ4TX45 DE000VQ28U74 DE000VQ2Y0J7 DE000VQ58528 DE000VQ7QWV5 DE000VQ6XC18 

DE000VQ6XCU7 DE000VQ36F08 DE000VQ36XZ0 DE000VQ6DPD7 DE000VQ6DPF2 DE000VQ24E11 

DE000VQ3EMX7 DE000VQ364Q2 DE000VP62T34 DE000VQ7LRJ1 DE000VQ1VXT0 DE000VQ47TN1 
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DE000VQ6NL19 DE000VQ6U2K1 DE000VQ28SS2 DE000VQ2YTQ6 DE000VQ4L7Z1 DE000VP4WL95 

DE000VQ5MDM7 DE000VP90LG4 DE000VQ58P09 DE000VQ3KUJ6 DE000VQ7QWK8 DE000VQ5U3F0 

DE000VQ5U359 DE000VQ52XB8 DE000VQ6BN52 DE000VQ54BG9 DE000VQ27663 DE000VQ6NAU2 

DE000VQ6NBC8 DE000VQ17K20 DE000VQ4TUY4 DE000VQ164J1 DE000VQ6FJM6 DE000VQ4BTG1 

DE000VQ6TAK0 DE000VQ6TAJ2 DE000VQ6XAB1 DE000VP8Q4P2 DE000VQ5MW42 DE000VQ4BLR5 

DE000VQ4BLT1 DE000VQ6DNB6 DE000VQ2YTK9 DE000VQ289C1 DE000VQ4L9L7 DE000VQ5P4T6 

DE000VQ274X9 DE000VQ6RSE9 DE000VQ4JKX8 DE000VQ2GTK6 DE000VQ4W3J1 DE000VQ1LVG2 

DE000VP7H5S5 DE000VQ4JV64 DE000VQ6DPH8 DE000VQ1SXA6 DE000VQ7LQ72 DE000VQ633Q0 

DE000VQ662Y3 DE000VQ6A2M1 DE000VQ5MYQ4 DE000VQ5MYS0 DE000VQ7LQ56 DE000VQ129D7 

DE000VQ28WQ8 DE000VQ487Z2 DE000VP38UF6 DE000VQ2J185 DE000VQ7AUJ8 DE000VQ58PW7 

DE000VQ58PY3 DE000VQ6LJT9 DE000VP7HU33 DE000VQ4JR11 DE000VQ4HDS7 DE000VP5QYJ1 

DE000VQ5P1T2 DE000VQ7QWP7 DE000VQ7LNT9 DE000VQ36VF6 DE000VQ3LVH6 DE000VQ7QWW3 

DE000VQ2PVC0 DE000VQ7QWM4 DE000VQ6K0F7 DE000VQ6K0J9 DE000VQ49EY6 DE000VQ49EZ3 

DE000VQ6V2H6 DE000VQ4JMD6 DE000VQ6K2L1 DE000VQ6K2M9 DE000VQ62KP4 DE000VP8M7R5 

DE000VQ4DCM1 DE000VQ27YV6 DE000VQ4L450 DE000VQ7LQ49 DE000VQ7LQ64 DE000VQ4UA98 

DE000VQ7XAM6 DE000VQ47QM9 DE000VP6A8S7 DE000VQ4HDA5 DE000VQ5MGP3 DE000VQ5P8C3 

DE000VQ5V373 DE000VP6P8U6 DE000VQ4FS22 DE000VQ4BSR0 DE000VQ6JX45 DE000VQ2CXD2 

DE000VQ551R2 DE000VQ30AD8 DE000VQ6JK32 DE000VQ7LAP4 DE000VQ7LAQ2 DE000VQ7LAS8 

DE000VQ7LAR0 DE000VQ7LAU4 DE000VQ7LAT6 DE000VQ7LAY6 DE000VQ7AFE0 DE000VQ286N4 

DE000VQ1J2K1 DE000VQ5DW27 DE000VQ7D6P1 DE000VQ7D6R7 DE000VQ7D6Q9 DE000VQ2SY39 

DE000VQ3L4Y2 DE000VQ24LB2 DE000VQ1BGY7 DE000VQ7LQF1 DE000VQ286M6 DE000VQ7AFX0 

DE000VQ5MP09 DE000VQ6LLS7 DE000VQ6LLT5 DE000VQ6DMU8 DE000VQ6DMV6 DE000VQ7LBR8 

DE000VQ352C7 DE000VP6QGM0 DE000VQ488L0 DE000VQ5MTR2 DE000VQ5MTS0 DE000VQ62J01 

DE000VQ6K2F3 DE000VQ6K2B2 DE000VP8UNX1 DE000VQ1P0Q4 DE000VQ7QU63 DE000VQ6QVF2 

DE000VQ6LL11 DE000VQ6U8A9 DE000VQ6U8B7 DE000VQ6XA28 DE000VQ6U3B8 DE000VQ62K24 

DE000VQ4DDX6 DE000VQ7QWQ5 DE000VQ2GT30 DE000VQ6VEP7 DE000VQ6VER3 DE000VQ62K65 

DE000VQ62K73 DE000VQ1LU56 DE000VQ28042 DE000VQ5Q7C4 DE000VQ2E1A8 DE000VQ277A0 

DE000VQ4DFB7 DE000VQ4DFD3 DE000VQ6K093 DE000VQ6V314 DE000VQ6U1J5 DE000VQ272D5 

DE000VQ6V330 DE000VQ7QWU7 DE000VQ58QE3 DE000VP8P719 DE000VQ520N6 DE000VP6P5W8 

DE000VQ632Q2 DE000VQ6YRF4 DE000VQ6YRH0 DE000VQ6YRG2 DE000VQ5DZK3 DE000VQ3KUR9 

DE000VQ66026 DE000VP6DHN4 DE000VQ58P33 DE000VP93824 DE000VQ7LNP7 DE000VQ7QWT9 

DE000VQ13AQ6 DE000VQ4G989 DE000VP93FT3 DE000VQ28XG7 DE000VQ2E2P4 DE000VQ2GT48 

DE000VQ4W283 DE000VQ4PR54 DE000VQ6DP90 DE000VQ6DQB9 DE000VQ6DQA1 DE000VQ6U241 

DE000VQ6V6T2 DE000VQ6V6U0 DE000VP78E41 DE000VQ5QDY3 DE000VQ6Y3Q2 DE000VP76704 

DE000VQ31P50 DE000VP5VE45 DE000VP7CDT0 DE000VQ70YG7 DE000VP4WPW3 DE000VQ1JZ06 

DE000VP6P5H9 DE000VP4X175 DE000VQ70YH5 DE000VQ7D7X3 DE000VP5XCG9 DE000VQ1A7G7 

DE000VQ1GLJ7 DE000VP6JGS2 DE000VQ2GRQ7 DE000VP4WNB2 DE000VQ487T5 DE000VQ28V57 

DE000VQ6A0C6 DE000VQ28X14 DE000VP7HER1 DE000VQ5MQQ0 DE000VQ5MQU2 DE000VQ62J76 

DE000VQ6U6R7 DE000VP6P5P2 DE000VQ7D8H4 DE000VQ7D8J0 DE000VQ5MEJ1 DE000VQ7D3S2 

DE000VQ4DF11 DE000VQ52BS8 DE000VQ6YPF8 DE000VQ5V0B4 DE000VQ6YPC5 DE000VQ6YQA7 

DE000VQ7QT66 DE000VQ7W716 DE000VQ7XAQ7 DE000VQ6DRX1 DE000VQ6DRZ6 DE000VQ703H0 

DE000VQ703K4 DE000VQ7XAV7 DE000VQ7XAW5 DE000VQ704G0 DE000VQ7XA43 DE000VQ704J4 

DE000VQ704K2 DE000VQ58QG8 DE000VQ58QH6 DE000VP9X7K6 DE000VQ5V0C2 DE000VQ2PA22 

DE000VQ359S8 DE000VQ2MM54 DE000VQ5MSS2 DE000VQ5MST0 DE000VQ2E384 DE000VQ5P4K5 

DE000VQ5P9P3 DE000VQ5P9Q1 DE000VQ6YPB7 DE000VQ6YPD3 DE000VQ62J35 DE000VQ6DNL5 

DE000VQ4ER57 DE000VQ6XA69 DE000VQ1A6R6 DE000VQ2WJD9 DE000VQ7LAB4 DE000VQ7F3H3 

DE000VQ7F3J9 DE000VQ7F3K7 DE000VP9S133 DE000VQ1GKR2 DE000VQ489P9 DE000VQ63437 

DE000VQ6TAT1 DE000VQ4JTS9 DE000VQ3X7Y1 DE000VQ7MV41 DE000VQ7MV58 DE000VQ7MV66 

DE000VP7H312 DE000VQ28YJ9 DE000VQ7LBB2 DE000VQ7LBD8 DE000VQ28ZV1 DE000VQ28Z04 

DE000VQ28Z87 DE000VQ7JNA3 DE000VQ7F5R7 DE000VQ7F562 DE000VQ1WNG6 DE000VQ7JKC5 

DE000VQ7JKB7 DE000VQ7JPV4 DE000VQ7JPT8 DE000VQ7JPS0 DE000VQ7JPU6 DE000VQ7JP02 

DE000VQ5MR56 DE000VQ7CWB7 DE000VP84K78 DE000VQ7JPB6 DE000VQ2GJ32 DE000VQ6U7V7 

DE000VQ7LAA6 DE000VQ7LAH1 DE000VQ5MW59 DE000VP92EP6 DE000VQ6K1S8 DE000VQ6K1V2 

DE000VQ7MWG5 DE000VQ5Q8U4 DE000VQ5Q8V2 DE000VQ76ZP2 DE000VQ76ZN7 DE000VP80NA4 

DE000VQ52BJ7 DE000VQ1FR91 DE000VQ7XBX1 DE000VQ7XBZ6 DE000VQ708H9 DE000VQ73H75 

DE000VQ5Q894 DE000VQ73KC9 DE000VQ73KD7 DE000VP6QG64 DE000VQ3LT40 DE000VQ6K2D8 

DE000VQ6ZR19 DE000VQ15CU9 DE000VQ662G0 DE000VQ24GW8 DE000VQ7NDD0 DE000VQ6KZ81 

DE000VQ6KZ73 DE000VQ6K010 DE000VQ6K1R0 DE000VQ1SY89 DE000VQ36VQ3 DE000VQ7LP16 

DE000VQ13BG5 DE000VQ57VT3 DE000VQ4XGW9 DE000VQ7EE00 DE000VQ7LEH3 DE000VQ7LEM3 

DE000VQ7LED2 DE000VQ2KUR1 DE000VQ636R1 DE000VQ74AF1 DE000VQ6JPG7 DE000VQ6YUE1 

DE000VQ6B4A1 DE000VQ6B4E3 DE000VQ5D5Z4 DE000VQ66YK7 DE000VQ6ZRL9 DE000VQ28YA8 

DE000VP8WQE0 DE000VQ6RQS3 DE000VQ12921 DE000VQ4DBD2 DE000VQ2YXH7 DE000VQ4L2Y5 

DE000VP8WV81 DE000VQ352D5 DE000VQ36M33 DE000VQ6A0J1 DE000VQ31LG6 DE000VQ4DH92 

DE000VQ7JNK2 DE000VQ7QX94 DE000VQ58QY1 DE000VQ2PBP4 DE000VQ6V6Y2 DE000VP8V642 

DE000VQ5REW3 DE000VQ7Q3A5 DE000VQ4DEQ8 DE000VQ7T1R0 DE000VQ1A3E1 DE000VQ4DJY1 

DE000VP8WM33 DE000VP8WM58 DE000VP93A87 DE000VQ1GM38 DE000VQ4XHQ9 DE000VQ6FF41 

DE000VQ1D180 DE000VQ4JR45 DE000VP8WWB4 DE000VQ613S8 DE000VQ613R0 DE000VQ6FJ62 

DE000VQ6FKX1 DE000VQ6XBZ8 DE000VQ4JFF5 DE000VQ4HDP3 DE000VQ7LA47 DE000VQ27515 
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DE000VQ4XEJ1 DE000VQ66RZ9 DE000VQ2KY94 DE000VQ6JPA0 DE000VQ6JN96 DE000VQ6JPC6 

DE000VQ6JPD4 DE000VQ5RET9 DE000VQ7QYA5 DE000VQ5P243 DE000VQ1WSU6 DE000VQ28851 

DE000VQ1BFD3 DE000VQ4DCT6 DE000VQ661C1 DE000VQ127X9 DE000VQ6DLB0 DE000VQ6DPB1 

DE000VQ6DPM8 DE000VQ1GNV8 DE000VP84K94 DE000VP76NW6 DE000VQ7F4P4 DE000VQ52X62 

DE000VQ1J2J3 DE000VQ7AAM4 DE000VQ7AAQ5 DE000VQ7AAP7 DE000VQ7QYH0 DE000VQ7UWC7 

DE000VQ7UWD5 DE000VQ4W226 DE000VP97WN2 DE000VQ70291 DE000VQ703B3 DE000VQ6LEW4 

DE000VP9WPD2 DE000VQ5V134 DE000VP7HVJ2 DE000VP8WV16 DE000VP8WVX0 DE000VP93AZ1 

DE000VQ35ZR4 DE000VP6KRD9 DE000VQ7S8T2 DE000VQ7S8V8 DE000VQ6LKJ8 DE000VQ6UDS5 

DE000VQ7JNT3 DE000VQ4TYL3 DE000VP8M1T4 DE000VQ7JQH1 DE000VQ7JK80 DE000VQ7JLB5 

DE000VQ7JLA7 DE000VQ7JLD1 DE000VQ30AL1 DE000VQ24SR3 DE000VQ24VJ4 DE000VP7HSM2 

DE000VQ4T2R1 DE000VQ697J0 DE000VQ697G6 DE000VQ7D435 DE000VQ5TC56 DE000VQ4UEZ3 

DE000VQ7LKV1 DE000VQ4MBS1 DE000VQ2YRJ5 DE000VQ35J70 DE000VQ4SUA6 DE000VQ4SUC2 

DE000VQ4SUE8 DE000VQ27473 DE000VQ28XM5 DE000VQ7S8S4 DE000VQ6DNJ9 DE000VQ6DNA8 

DE000VQ7S6Z3 DE000VQ698A7 DE000VQ698B5 DE000VQ1BJW5 DE000VQ6DMW4 DE000VQ40EF4 

DE000VQ7RTL0 DE000VQ4XGT5 DE000VQ28W64 DE000VQ2YYW4 DE000VP7HR04 DE000VQ6LHU1 

DE000VQ47NC7 DE000VQ2YVK5 DE000VQ7V395 DE000VQ50PA0 DE000VQ6TAF0 DE000VQ6UDQ9 

DE000VQ38819 DE000VQ55ZN1 DE000VQ7ZW52 DE000VQ47MS5 DE000VQ7ZYZ3 DE000VQ4UEX8 

DE000VQ6V6P0 DE000VQ1FM70 DE000VQ703N8 DE000VP567X7 DE000VP6MU03 DE000VQ7RCA9 

DE000VQ7RCB7 DE000VQ7RCC5 DE000VP7HTZ2 DE000VQ5P2H5 DE000VQ1D164 DE000VP8WNQ1 

DE000VQ4HB11 DE000VQ4L6L3 DE000VP9S141 DE000VQ19TM2 DE000VQ5P2N3 DE000VP90LJ8 

DE000VQ44BW7 DE000VQ57X34 DE000VQ6AW03 DE000VQ5REX1 DE000VQ5DZY4 DE000VQ7QUN6 

DE000VQ7CWC5 DE000VQ5Q753 DE000VQ7LPP2 DE000VQ7LHE3 DE000VQ7Q1Z6 DE000VQ3P057 

DE000VQ2TU73 DE000VP7HTJ6 DE000VQ5PZ12 DE000VQ6JLP7 DE000VQ4BYX6 DE000VQ5P0K3 

DE000VQ36P22 DE000VQ5Q738 DE000VQ5Q746 DE000VQ5Q7K7 DE000VP92602 DE000VQ47S26 

DE000VQ3U0J0 DE000VQ7JG78 DE000VQ210M6 DE000VQ1JX32 DE000VQ4DD62 DE000VQ39AR9 

DE000VQ6ZQU2 DE000VQ1UX45 DE000VP9V9M0 DE000VQ4BQY0 DE000VQ2E3R8 DE000VQ1P0P6 

DE000VQ1LV06 DE000VQ28P71 DE000VQ4MMQ2 DE000VQ4JTD1 DE000VQ5Q7Y8 DE000VQ5Q7X0 

DE000VQ5Q7Z5 DE000VQ2GSW3 DE000VQ3A7P6 DE000VQ277C6 DE000VQ277X2 DE000VQ4JR29 

DE000VQ4HDR9 DE000VQ2GTP5 DE000VQ5D5B5 DE000VQ6NPS4 DE000VP6HV25 DE000VQ7QZA2 

DE000VQ52YV4 DE000VQ7Q320 DE000VP965D5 DE000VQ36QS9 DE000VQ6DL37 DE000VP9WUN1 

DE000VQ3Y9K5 DE000VQ57TY7 DE000VQ5P1B0 DE000VQ5TER9 DE000VQ7Q3G2 DE000VQ4T7E8 

DE000VQ5REB7 DE000VQ7TBN0 DE000VP93Y55 DE000VQ7VXE9 DE000VQ7VXN0 DE000VQ7VXW1 

DE000VQ7VX30 DE000VQ7VYB3 DE000VP4X0X9 DE000VQ58NH3 DE000VQ7Q3K4 DE000VQ27UM3 

DE000VQ7QZF1 DE000VQ28BL3 DE000VQ3E2J6 DE000VQ2MQE3 DE000VQ3E4S3 DE000VQ6KZK6 

DE000VQ13A18 DE000VQ7Q4D7 DE000VQ7Q3J6 DE000VQ6NMK8 DE000VQ1A814 DE000VQ27UH3 

DE000VQ5MTU6 DE000VQ3A8U4 DE000VQ57VP1 DE000VQ2MKS6 DE000VP65TE4 DE000VQ1SUY2 

DE000VQ5TEM0 DE000VQ6NM18 DE000VQ351X5 DE000VQ4MBL6 DE000VQ55Z34 DE000VQ27UX0 

DE000VQ57VS5 DE000VQ6LFX9 DE000VQ6LFZ4 DE000VQ3X6K2 DE000VQ3EY26 DE000VQ35LR4 

DE000VQ7TWG0 DE000VQ48958 DE000VP8WQA8 DE000VQ286L8 DE000VQ4W333 DE000VQ7QZJ3 

DE000VQ2YWF3 DE000VP4X266 DE000VQ7LRV6 DE000VQ1GLM1 DE000VQ7EAA1 DE000VP9V772 

DE000VQ6NN66 DE000VQ35J47 DE000VQ57T30 DE000VQ5P1N5 DE000VQ7QZQ8 DE000VQ29J37 

DE000VQ4FRH4 DE000VQ57T48 DE000VQ1X3B0 DE000VP4WT30 DE000VQ6NQQ6 DE000VP97WW3 

DE000VQ2YZ48 DE000VQ4T677 DE000VQ2YZK6 DE000VQ282Q6 DE000VQ6JWU4 DE000VQ2TZY7 

DE000VQ52V80 DE000VP6M041 DE000VQ1SVZ7 DE000VQ27T78 DE000VP9WT84 DE000VQ6NMS1 

DE000VQ4XJH4 DE000VQ6VAM2 DE000VQ4L2F4 DE000VQ6JS91 DE000VQ28QU2 DE000VQ28V24 

DE000VQ57VH8 DE000VQ30VM5 DE000VQ2AMX7 DE000VQ5D4Q6 DE000VQ7WQ04 DE000VQ7WQ38 

DE000VP9WQE8 DE000VP4WUA9 DE000VQ52Y53 DE000VQ27UV4 DE000VQ2KUX9 DE000VQ55Z75 

DE000VQ6FE18 DE000VQ6FE26 DE000VQ6LE69 DE000VQ6UZ55 DE000VQ4BVR4 DE000VQ4W2P0 

DE000VQ36V08 DE000VQ6RRS1 DE000VQ351G0 DE000VQ351H8 DE000VQ1X1Z3 DE000VQ52WV8 

DE000VQ2YTG7 DE000VQ7UWF0 DE000VQ28Q05 DE000VP65VA8 DE000VQ28MD7 DE000VQ6NRJ9 

DE000VQ2DCU8 DE000VQ6RSB5 DE000VQ13AT0 DE000VQ5THQ4 DE000VQ7QZT2 DE000VQ28YB6 

DE000VQ5W8W2 DE000VP7HS37 DE000VQ28WC8 DE000VP4WSP1 DE000VP6DG85 DE000VQ55ZS0 

DE000VQ4G9R1 DE000VQ7Q4P1 DE000VQ7QZY2 DE000VQ4JPD9 DE000VQ4T7G3 DE000VQ4T7K5 

DE000VQ6S9C7 DE000VQ54B25 DE000VP6P5B2 DE000VQ6RLU0 DE000VQ1PYF9 DE000VQ6NQN3 

DE000VP6ZUV3 DE000VQ27W08 DE000VQ47PH1 DE000VQ4L5Y8 DE000VQ52YZ5 DE000VQ6JWM1 

DE000VQ7S3Y3 DE000VQ4TNV5 DE000VQ5DDB9 DE000VQ28JS1 DE000VQ5MSG7 DE000VQ5MSN3 

DE000VQ5MSP8 DE000VQ52Z52 DE000VP7J417 DE000VQ52YX0 DE000VQ280C0 DE000VQ57U29 

DE000VQ4XZ21 DE000VQ7UWH6 DE000VP931N6 DE000VP8Q212 DE000VQ7Q4Q9 DE000VQ1SY97 

DE000VQ1X1P4 DE000VQ7LR55 DE000VQ17LD2 DE000VP6QGV1 DE000VQ7QZ50 DE000VQ7UWJ2 

DE000VQ57V51 DE000VQ7UWK0 DE000VQ4DFX1 DE000VQ7WQ53 DE000VQ36V32 DE000VQ6JXT4 

DE000VQ6FKL6 DE000VQ2CXC4 DE000VQ276J3 DE000VQ287E1 DE000VQ2CYM1 DE000VQ5EVM6 

DE000VP62T00 DE000VQ27US0 DE000VQ1SU67 DE000VQ4JJ37 DE000VQ5MDX4 DE000VQ5MDY2 

DE000VQ1WVP0 DE000VQ47QE6 DE000VQ47QF3 DE000VQ38876 DE000VQ1LVT5 DE000VQ27T29 

DE000VQ5P3P6 DE000VQ5P3R2 DE000VQ5P3U6 DE000VQ4L7P2 DE000VQ4BR27 DE000VQ4DCU4 

DE000VQ3E291 DE000VQ7Q4V9 DE000VQ7Q4R7 DE000VQ4T7H1 DE000VQ28TT8 DE000VQ47SB8 

DE000VQ28844 DE000VP4YGC0 DE000VP6Q4A6 DE000VQ47EB8 DE000VP39F14 DE000VQ6TG28 

DE000VP7H5X5 DE000VQ2TJV7 DE000VP62TY9 DE000VP6ZU65 DE000VQ280H9 DE000VQ280K3 

DE000VQ4DCD0 DE000VQ286F0 DE000VQ28QH9 DE000VQ4XJQ5 DE000VQ55151 DE000VQ171A5 
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DE000VP6QEZ7 DE000VQ2YLM2 DE000VQ1LWP1 DE000VQ5PZD2 DE000VQ7QZ76 DE000VQ2PC12 

DE000VQ6A2U4 DE000VQ6A2S8 DE000VQ6B373 DE000VQ2GQN6 DE000VQ4DGU5 DE000VQ4BWX0 

DE000VQ24AT7 DE000VQ2XB05 DE000VP681P2 DE000VP97XN0 DE000VQ24AZ4 DE000VQ7QZ68 

DE000VQ7Q0A1 DE000VQ287G6 DE000VQ2DDA8 DE000VQ6NP49 DE000VQ2SZA9 DE000VQ1GKM3 

DE000VQ4T6B6 DE000VQ4T6C4 DE000VP50PB0 DE000VQ1P1U4 DE000VQ3A7V4 DE000VP56XC9 

DE000VQ6VE59 DE000VQ5DVG0 DE000VQ2YZ89 DE000VQ2YZ97 DE000VQ5P8X9 DE000VQ6TGB6 

DE000VQ6JS83 DE000VQ1P1X8 DE000VQ355R8 DE000VQ2XCE0 DE000VQ6A2N9 DE000VQ4DGW1 

DE000VQ5D1L3 DE000VQ5D1K5 DE000VQ62KD0 DE000VQ62KN9 DE000VQ62KG3 DE000VQ2SZB7 

DE000VQ28RR6 DE000VQ7RFU0 DE000VQ6XCA9 DE000VQ2GSK8 DE000VQ2GSD3 DE000VQ6NRG5 

DE000VQ5MWT2 DE000VQ1JZ55 DE000VQ13AR4 DE000VQ2PAH3 DE000VQ7ACU3 DE000VQ6DN27 

DE000VQ6DPE5 DE000VQ6DPC9 DE000VQ5MTT8 DE000VQ5Q9D8 DE000VQ1WVQ8 DE000VQ25M93 

DE000VQ2FAH4 DE000VQ7RFR6 DE000VQ6XDQ3 DE000VQ2YU84 DE000VQ4TYU4 DE000VQ28Q96 

DE000VQ5P1E4 DE000VQ4DDF3 DE000VQ5MXE2 DE000VQ5U326 DE000VQ5U3Y1 DE000VQ5Q7F7 

DE000VQ6FDB2 DE000VQ6LKV3 DE000VQ28224 DE000VQ6JM14 DE000VQ2YTB8 DE000VQ6M768 

DE000VQ7Q403 DE000VQ4DHJ6 DE000VQ3P156 DE000VQ5MYL5 DE000VQ4W9L4 DE000VQ6NLL8 

DE000VQ7RF12 DE000VQ2TPY8 DE000VQ2GTM2 DE000VQ2PBL3 DE000VQ57YA7 DE000VQ4L2W9 

DE000VQ75ZB4 DE000VQ75Y98 DE000VQ2GQV9 DE000VQ3LXC3 DE000VQ7Q429 DE000VQ1A574 

DE000VQ6LFE9 DE000VQ390P9 DE000VQ6NM75 DE000VQ5PY96 DE000VQ2SQ62 DE000VQ4HBK8 

DE000VQ5D074 DE000VQ28026 DE000VQ2GSE1 DE000VQ6NL76 DE000VQ6JK16 DE000VQ6RR19 

DE000VQ36MJ7 DE000VQ5VB12 DE000VQ28W31 DE000VQ5TEG2 DE000VQ6JQ77 DE000VQ6K101 

DE000VQ6K127 DE000VQ6K119 DE000VQ58LQ8 DE000VQ6UZ71 DE000VQ7JNH8 DE000VQ7TAG6 

DE000VQ5U3B9 DE000VQ6ZUB4 DE000VQ29BX6 DE000VP38UA7 DE000VQ1LW54 DE000VQ5P1Y2 

DE000VQ2E1Q4 DE000VQ2E1R2 DE000VQ7AAD3 DE000VQ5W7B8 DE000VQ5MYJ9 DE000VQ5D7F2 

DE000VQ7Q5A0 DE000VQ2GS31 DE000VQ12731 DE000VQ6AZN1 DE000VQ5MGN8 DE000VQ6WTP3 

DE000VQ2GUB3 DE000VQ28U90 DE000VQ7UWW5 DE000VQ7F653 DE000VQ6NA53 DE000VQ6NBD6 

DE000VQ6NBG9 DE000VQ4HB45 DE000VQ5Q8R0 DE000VQ5Q8S8 DE000VQ47NS3 DE000VQ6B6R0 

DE000VQ62KU4 DE000VQ6U3N3 DE000VQ28P22 DE000VQ520X5 DE000VQ29A28 DE000VQ29A36 

DE000VQ2GTZ4 DE000VQ6B6X8 DE000VQ4J2R3 DE000VQ28Q70 DE000VQ5Q720 DE000VQ5P227 

DE000VQ2TKN2 DE000VQ23720 DE000VQ1P0Z5 DE000VQ36P55 DE000VQ4DCW0 DE000VQ660Q3 

DE000VQ6ZQY4 DE000VQ6ZSF9 DE000VQ6XDS9 DE000VQ4DJN4 DE000VQ47PF5 DE000VQ488H8 

DE000VQ6KZQ3 DE000VQ6JPU8 DE000VQ28SV6 DE000VQ6NQE2 DE000VQ2N765 DE000VQ6K0T8 

DE000VQ6K1N9 DE000VQ28KX9 DE000VQ6V462 DE000VQ6V470 DE000VQ6V488 DE000VQ6V5A4 

DE000VQ6B621 DE000VQ13EK1 DE000VQ6ZQG1 DE000VQ660K6 DE000VQ5QDX5 DE000VQ6DPR7 

DE000VQ6DPS5 DE000VQ6DPW7 DE000VQ5TEE7 DE000VQ28QA4 DE000VQ1SZT1 DE000VQ6JLD3 

DE000VQ28Q54 DE000VQ4TPT4 DE000VQ6YPV5 DE000VQ6YPW3 DE000VQ3A2V5 DE000VQ4BTQ0 

DE000VQ2TRG1 DE000VQ3EB15 DE000VQ2N740 DE000VQ2N849 DE000VQ2TF98 DE000VQ28E17 

DE000VQ6DPQ9 DE000VQ29A44 DE000VQ28SP8 DE000VQ7TA15 DE000VQ2PBF5 DE000VQ13AG7 

DE000VQ5MYA8 DE000VQ5MYB6 DE000VP7AUE0 DE000VP6BFH4 DE000VQ7Q486 DE000VQ13BJ9 

DE000VQ1P135 DE000VQ3D7Z2 DE000VQ4TVF1 DE000VQ5AB41 DE000VQ1SUW6 DE000VQ6RRU7 

DE000VQ2TJR5 DE000VQ7TA72 DE000VQ7TAL6 DE000VP5W1X7 DE000VQ36CF6 DE000VQ7TAK8 

DE000VQ7TAP7 DE000VQ6DPU1 DE000VQ4W4Q4 DE000VQ7TAM4 DE000VQ6NQX2 DE000VQ5PXR7 

DE000VQ5PXP1 DE000VQ6JJQ9 DE000VP8SW37 DE000VQ6NP31 DE000VQ390Q7 DE000VQ39AE7 

DE000VQ6LL78 DE000VP4X5F5 DE000VQ2YTA0 DE000VQ7Q5B8 DE000VQ6NM34 DE000VQ6S9A1 

DE000VQ3HDD1 DE000VQ6S9F0 DE000VQ6NQZ7 DE000VQ28P63 DE000VQ3EWU2 DE000VQ6JJS5 

DE000VQ7UW57 DE000VQ390C7 DE000VQ3X6W7 DE000VQ2WJ40 DE000VQ52V72 DE000VQ7RA25 

DE000VQ6RRQ5 DE000VP93Y63 DE000VQ6RJD0 DE000VQ1GLA6 DE000VQ5W7A0 DE000VQ3LUT3 

DE000VQ35708 DE000VQ2FUP5 DE000VQ7Q5H5 DE000VQ5TF46 DE000VQ5MP58 DE000VQ6XCH4 

DE000VQ6JNA5 DE000VP7UVS6 DE000VQ36V81 DE000VQ1X1S8 DE000VQ287L6 DE000VQ7JMK4 

DE000VQ7JMJ6 DE000VQ28A94 DE000VP7H4M1 DE000VQ1J1V0 DE000VQ52W48 DE000VQ5MY40 

DE000VP9JEA9 DE000VQ390F0 DE000VP686B1 DE000VQ6NNU5 DE000VQ52CV0 DE000VQ2YTS2 

DE000VQ2GT14 DE000VP97WX1 DE000VP97WY9 DE000VQ2GTG4 DE000VQ6UZ89 DE000VQ36PH4 

DE000VQ5Q7T8 DE000VQ13CH1 DE000VP8P7Z5 DE000VQ5VWA3 DE000VQ58L45 DE000VQ58L29 

DE000VQ58L52 DE000VQ7EA87 DE000VQ6V6R6 DE000VQ5MD86 DE000VQ6JM55 DE000VQ6JM97 

DE000VQ6JNC1 DE000VQ6NQB8 DE000VP6JZH5 DE000VP931M8 DE000VQ7EBA9 DE000VQ5DW01 

DE000VQ6NPM7 DE000VP7HUJ4 DE000VQ364N9 DE000VQ364P4 DE000VQ7Q5K9 DE000VQ5VXT1 

DE000VQ50NY5 DE000VQ2FS99 DE000VQ2YY15 DE000VQ28SU8 DE000VQ6NLD5 DE000VQ5W8Z5 

DE000VQ4DJS3 DE000VQ6TFA0 DE000VQ3EMY5 DE000VQ364L3 DE000VQ1P2Y4 DE000VQ36D59 

DE000VQ6DNY8 DE000VQ2GS98 DE000VQ281U0 DE000VQ281T2 DE000VQ50NZ2 DE000VQ2GTJ8 

DE000VQ5P1F1 DE000VQ28V40 DE000VQ4JN80 DE000VQ487F4 DE000VQ7D963 DE000VQ6JM71 

DE000VQ2YW74 DE000VQ12822 DE000VQ4DDA4 DE000VQ7S4Z8 DE000VQ7DNS8 DE000VQ28YP6 

DE000VQ13B74 DE000VQ5D7W7 DE000VP6KUW3 DE000VQ58QA1 DE000VQ28WR6 DE000VQ7F4J7 

DE000VQ4DEE4 DE000VQ6ZT74 DE000VQ6ZT82 DE000VQ763J0 DE000VQ6ZR01 DE000VQ28XN3 

DE000VQ129L0 DE000VQ28RG9 DE000VQ7Q999 DE000VQ57VG0 DE000VQ763H4 DE000VQ29KA5 

DE000VQ36FH5 DE000VQ7RSS7 DE000VQ520Q9 DE000VQ49CP8 DE000VQ6A0D4 DE000VQ6RRB7 

DE000VQ6RRC5 DE000VQ6JWD0 DE000VQ763K8 DE000VQ6DMT0 DE000VQ763G6 DE000VQ7AAW3 

DE000VQ7AAV5 DE000VQ5TC80 DE000VQ5TC72 DE000VQ5TDC3 DE000VQ4L2K4 DE000VQ4L2N8 

DE000VP9WLD1 DE000VP6KQX9 DE000VP939E8 DE000VQ129A3 DE000VQ7AAT9 DE000VQ7AAX1 

DE000VQ7AAY9 DE000VQ70NQ9 DE000VQ28FX9 DE000VQ7XBJ0 DE000VP8Q2V4 DE000VQ4DF52 
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DE000VQ4TAV2 DE000VQ5D6W9 DE000VQ283B6 DE000VQ2S1J3 DE000VQ7QXG4 DE000VQ5VWL0 

DE000VQ58L37 DE000VQ4XGG2 DE000VQ28UQ2 DE000VQ1V2B4 DE000VQ6AZ59 DE000VQ6AZ67 

DE000VQ6V6B0 DE000VQ6U522 DE000VQ4DE46 DE000VQ62K08 DE000VQ5MX90 DE000VP76N75 

DE000VQ1GK30 DE000VQ6V6E4 DE000VP74M37 DE000VP68412 DE000VQ5SUE5 DE000VQ6RRM4 

DE000VP6QDV8 DE000VQ28EC6 DE000VP764V4 DE000VP9WLJ8 DE000VQ4XHJ4 DE000VQ1BGE9 

DE000VQ3L4T2 DE000VQ58RD3 DE000VQ58RE1 DE000VQ58RF8 DE000VQ6B654 DE000VQ29BB2 

DE000VQ550B8 DE000VQ1LXE3 DE000VQ52XU8 DE000VP8V659 DE000VQ3KKV2 DE000VQ62K57 

DE000VQ62K81 DE000VQ1X1Y6 DE000VQ1A6V8 DE000VQ6DN68 DE000VQ6DN76 DE000VQ62HN5 

DE000VQ62HM7 DE000VQ6ZQ77 DE000VQ27W99 DE000VQ2YVZ3 DE000VQ4TX60 DE000VQ2F0J0 

DE000VP9RX28 DE000VQ1LVU3 DE000VQ281L9 DE000VP8WVQ4 DE000VP9WEG9 DE000VQ24D79 

DE000VP8WWE8 DE000VP6BLA7 DE000VQ6AXH8 DE000VQ6S971 DE000VQ1GJZ7 DE000VQ7Q8V0 

DE000VQ7Q8Z1 DE000VP93BL9 DE000VQ7LPU2 DE000VP93FP1 DE000VQ4XBS8 DE000VQ6DRA9 

DE000VQ6V6H7 DE000VQ7QX03 DE000VP9WPF7 DE000VQ6XAA3 DE000VQ5DZR8 DE000VQ7LNQ5 

DE000VQ489U9 DE000VQ6RQ93 DE000VQ6V5P2 DE000VQ1GLL3 DE000VQ5MDN5 DE000VQ5VTE1 

DE000VQ7LPX6 DE000VQ7LPV0 DE000VP88402 DE000VQ47R01 DE000VQ47SA0 DE000VP6BCP4 

DE000VQ6APX1 DE000VQ6AP02 DE000VQ7AA99 DE000VP928P7 DE000VQ5DZL1 DE000VQ7XCC3 

DE000VQ7XCA7 DE000VQ2YZT7 DE000VQ6B6Q2 DE000VP7H4P4 DE000VQ7TZ16 DE000VQ27T45 

DE000VQ41KQ6 DE000VQ4XBJ7 DE000VQ30B16 DE000VQ7QSZ4 DE000VQ5QDZ0 DE000VQ49C22 

DE000VQ1JZV6 DE000VQ364Y6 DE000VQ4DG10 DE000VQ57YC3 DE000VQ57YD1 DE000VQ7HCN3 

DE000VQ36FC6 DE000VQ5D5C3 DE000VQ6B7Q0 DE000VQ6ZSE2 DE000VQ7QWL6 DE000VQ28TY8 

DE000VQ3LU05 DE000VQ5G9D0 DE000VQ6AP10 DE000VQ1BMQ1 DE000VQ7QVF0 DE000VQ7LNR3 

DE000VQ5DZM9 DE000VQ6THH1 DE000VQ6RN13 DE000VQ4DHY5 DE000VP74W76 DE000VQ7JH36 

DE000VQ7JH51 DE000VQ6APY9 DE000VQ62GV0 DE000VQ62GY4 DE000VQ62GZ1 DE000VQ62HQ8 

DE000VP97V96 DE000VQ7JJ83 DE000VQ7JKA9 DE000VQ36F16 DE000VQ6YS84 DE000VQ6TEB1 

DE000VQ4J2Q5 DE000VP92E35 DE000VQ129W7 DE000VQ6M8Q5 DE000VQ6B7D8 DE000VQ1GNS4 

DE000VP93CG7 DE000VQ4BQW4 DE000VQ2E4D6 DE000VQ4W3X2 DE000VQ4L260 DE000VQ7EAZ8 

DE000VQ277F9 DE000VQ6DLD6 DE000VQ6DL52 DE000VQ2MLG9 DE000VQ7ABN0 DE000VQ6U2S4 

DE000VQ7QVQ7 DE000VQ7QVM6 DE000VQ6K184 DE000VQ6K168 DE000VQ6K176 DE000VQ6TAX3 

DE000VQ6TA16 DE000VQ6TAW5 DE000VQ3EMZ2 DE000VQ2SY96 DE000VQ4UEY6 DE000VQ6S922 

DE000VQ6S930 DE000VQ6V3N2 DE000VQ6V3R3 DE000VQ6U8E1 DE000VQ4DGH2 DE000VQ6DNR2 

DE000VQ6DP66 DE000VQ632K5 DE000VQ632M1 DE000VQ632R0 DE000VQ632N9 DE000VQ7JFR3 

DE000VQ7JFS1 DE000VQ7JFU7 DE000VP8SUM3 DE000VQ3EGD1 DE000VQ28U58 DE000VQ76ZQ0 

DE000VQ4HD68 DE000VQ7QU97 DE000VQ7QU89 DE000VQ7QU71 DE000VQ44BF2 DE000VQ76ZR8 

DE000VQ6U647 DE000VQ6V322 DE000VQ6DP41 DE000VQ6YUA9 DE000VQ6YUC5 DE000VQ5MPF5 

DE000VQ6DP82 DE000VQ28TV4 DE000VQ13CL3 DE000VQ4T2Q3 DE000VQ2YVM1 DE000VQ7QVB9 

DE000VQ41FA0 DE000VQ5QCR9 DE000VQ7QTA5 DE000VP76NJ3 DE000VQ35401 DE000VP6SSV2 

DE000VP7RN22 DE000VQ6YL81 DE000VQ1MHB0 DE000VQ5MGH0 DE000VQ30AM9 DE000VQ4DG77 

DE000VQ66Z98 DE000VQ6V6Q8 DE000VP8Q204 DE000VQ5QEH6 DE000VP69CT0 DE000VQ52091 

DE000VQ58KL1 DE000VP8Q147 DE000VQ4X0D9 DE000VQ5VUV3 DE000VQ6ZPT6 DE000VQ7QRP7 

DE000VQ7QRL6 DE000VQ6FD01 DE000VQ5MN43 DE000VP96736 DE000VQ6FF17 DE000VQ6FGC3 

DE000VQ28745 DE000VQ31XQ0 DE000VQ7LMU9 DE000VQ36WE7 DE000VQ36WF4 DE000VQ4TTD0 

DE000VQ7QRT9 DE000VQ29J94 DE000VQ7QS75 DE000VQ7QTF4 DE000VQ6DQ16 DE000VQ35J96 

DE000VQ7JCA6 DE000VP7AS00 DE000VQ5TC64 DE000VQ7VZ20 DE000VP8WVY8 DE000VQ31KC7 

DE000VQ4MBF8 DE000VP6MXV5 DE000VQ6TBJ0 DE000VQ128Y5 DE000VP90275 DE000VP60VZ6 

DE000VQ7VZ87 DE000VQ7RC31 DE000VQ7RC56 DE000VQ7RCV5 DE000VP9S8Q8 DE000VQ4X0C1 

DE000VP4YES1 DE000VP8Q105 DE000VP8WV32 DE000VQ7VZ04 DE000VQ27W16 DE000VQ7VZY2 

DE000VP6KQ84 DE000VQ6LH74 DE000VQ6LJA9 DE000VQ6LJC5 DE000VQ6LJ07 DE000VP9GYJ4 

DE000VQ6FDW8 DE000VP90XA2 DE000VP5U9V6 DE000VP936T2 DE000VQ4JGP2 DE000VQ7QSE9 

DE000VQ5MQ65 DE000VQ6UZ22 DE000VQ57V77 DE000VP6P5Q0 DE000VQ7QS34 DE000VP67927 

DE000VQ5RFU4 DE000VP68D44 DE000VP8Q2U6 DE000VQ7QTK4 DE000VQ1BEP0 DE000VQ6NLN4 

DE000VP567V1 DE000VQ5VW58 DE000VQ6B829 DE000VP5QYT0 DE000VP68D36 DE000VQ6YPR3 

DE000VQ47FD1 DE000VQ6ZQC0 DE000VQ6TBL6 DE000VQ6TBM4 DE000VQ28QP2 DE000VQ29J03 

DE000VQ7QR68 DE000VQ3Z6D5 DE000VQ66YN1 DE000VQ30X10 DE000VQ1A2Y1 DE000VP81R25 

DE000VP9U9Y6 DE000VQ71YV4 DE000VQ41JN5 DE000VP6A8J6 DE000VQ57WW5 DE000VP4WMQ2 

DE000VQ5MGG2 DE000VQ707U4 DE000VQ73NH2 DE000VQ73NK6 DE000VQ29L82 DE000VQ52ZE7 

DE000VQ73JW9 DE000VQ73JY5 DE000VQ73J16 DE000VQ1BEV8 DE000VQ7Q6X0 DE000VQ7Q6V4 

DE000VQ7Q8A4 DE000VQ7Q8L1 DE000VQ7TWT3 DE000VQ7TWY3 DE000VP7UQ40 DE000VQ7D9N0 

DE000VP8M4N1 DE000VQ1BJU9 DE000VP7Y8F5 DE000VP8Q162 DE000VQ1BF08 DE000VQ1A756 

DE000VQ31KE3 DE000VP8Q2X0 DE000VQ58M44 DE000VQ58M51 DE000VQ58M77 DE000VQ7LL77 

DE000VP96439 DE000VQ1GJE2 DE000VP9WDC0 DE000VQ6AXQ9 DE000VQ5TG03 DE000VP554T3 

DE000VQ47G79 DE000VQ6FM91 DE000VP9WQL3 DE000VQ1FB24 DE000VQ16BW5 DE000VQ41F35 

DE000VQ5RDT1 DE000VQ7S5Z5 DE000VP9E075 DE000VP9U9H1 DE000VQ2YVY6 DE000VP8FTJ8 

DE000VP65SY4 DE000VP650J0 DE000VP9K965 DE000VQ7QRZ6 DE000VP93E67 DE000VQ2CXT8 

DE000VQ7LMC7 DE000VQ58PJ4 DE000VQ7S5J9 DE000VQ7S5L5 DE000VQ7S5M3 DE000VQ28SC6 

DE000VQ2SQ70 DE000VQ7EBN2 DE000VQ7EBQ5 DE000VQ1PZG4 DE000VQ5TD48 DE000VQ2YVR0 

DE000VQ2E2U4 DE000VQ1LV48 DE000VQ6JR84 DE000VQ6JR50 DE000VQ6JR35 DE000VQ28L91 

DE000VQ4MAX3 DE000VQ2YTP8 DE000VQ2YTN3 DE000VQ6FGM2 DE000VP90K39 DE000VP5VBR2 

DE000VQ4DA81 DE000VQ3U0F8 DE000VQ7QR35 DE000VP93AW8 DE000VP99WX7 DE000VP93A04 
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DE000VQ7WTA3 DE000VQ7WTC9 DE000VP9WJX3 DE000VQ3A836 DE000VP8MZV6 DE000VQ1A780 

DE000VP9E5Y4 DE000VQ7VWP7 DE000VQ7VWS1 DE000VQ7VWQ5 DE000VP7HS45 DE000VQ5N4A8 

DE000VQ6KZ40 DE000VQ7RDD1 DE000VQ7VXP5 DE000VQ7REW9 DE000VQ5P888 DE000VQ7VZJ3 

DE000VQ7VZL9 DE000VQ7VZM7 DE000VQ7VXA7 DE000VQ354Z4 DE000VQ6YPG6 DE000VQ1VZY5 

DE000VQ58KU2 DE000VQ58KT4 DE000VP6H4Y7 DE000VP90X18 DE000VQ5P193 DE000VQ5P2B8 

DE000VQ5MYU6 DE000VQ5RE64 DE000VQ1PXU0 DE000VQ7LNJ0 DE000VQ1PVB4 DE000VQ6A0M5 

DE000VP90J57 DE000VQ7AD54 DE000VQ58Q65 DE000VQ4T628 DE000VP50XD0 DE000VQ5PZA8 

DE000VQ5MES2 DE000VQ2B5X4 DE000VQ47GX7 DE000VP90267 DE000VQ7LM19 DE000VQ4TXN1 

DE000VQ5TFP0 DE000VQ3A9A4 DE000VQ6NAS6 DE000VQ2J227 DE000VQ6B5D2 DE000VQ6B5E0 

DE000VQ1GJR4 DE000VQ7ZY19 DE000VQ7EDN8 DE000VP6ZVQ1 DE000VQ277B8 DE000VQ2LPP3 

DE000VQ70XX4 DE000VQ4HA20 DE000VQ660M2 DE000VQ660P5 DE000VQ57V85 DE000VQ47TL5 

DE000VQ6FNF2 DE000VP4X5K5 DE000VQ28QV0 DE000VQ2TPS0 DE000VQ2GTR1 DE000VQ57VW7 

DE000VQ70XY2 DE000VP93FH8 DE000VQ2YVQ2 DE000VQ128Q1 DE000VQ7W8Y6 DE000VQ7W5G9 

DE000VQ7W5F1 DE000VQ7W5C8 DE000VQ7W5D6 DE000VQ7W5H7 DE000VQ7W5E4 DE000VQ2TD17 

DE000VP5VLP5 DE000VQ5YAA3 DE000VQ4J132 DE000VQ5P664 DE000VQ2YT38 DE000VQ4DJT1 

DE000VQ27648 DE000VQ24G35 DE000VQ1LVR9 DE000VQ1LVS7 DE000VQ52W63 DE000VP4WSV9 

DE000VQ4FTH0 DE000VQ13FH4 DE000VQ35LN3 DE000VQ4J249 DE000VQ70XZ9 DE000VQ6ZR43 

DE000VQ6ZR50 DE000VQ3E3L0 DE000VQ3A9E6 DE000VQ6LJF8 DE000VP7HS52 DE000VQ28059 

DE000VQ37AQ5 DE000VP4WPQ5 DE000VQ28FZ4 DE000VQ2N872 DE000VQ12871 DE000VQ282S2 

DE000VQ282T0 DE000VQ4G963 DE000VQ4G9Z4 DE000VQ3A7R2 DE000VQ2KV89 DE000VQ6JSV0 

DE000VQ7RF53 DE000VQ7RF46 DE000VQ70X03 DE000VQ6CKQ2 DE000VQ5MV50 DE000VQ2XCH3 

DE000VQ5P185 DE000VQ13AE2 DE000VQ4TVN5 DE000VP4WPF8 DE000VP8ST73 DE000VP6H959 

DE000VQ28W23 DE000VQ48GR7 DE000VQ369T5 DE000VP6S0S4 DE000VP4WT48 DE000VQ7LES0 

DE000VP6HYA7 DE000VQ51K43 DE000VQ5MVU2 DE000VQ28WL9 DE000VP50GU9 DE000VQ6XBV7 

DE000VQ6XDK6 DE000VQ2GQY3 DE000VQ4DHN8 DE000VQ6B4R5 DE000VQ58NG5 DE000VQ7LJM2 

DE000VQ282R4 DE000VQ58PV9 DE000VQ58PU1 DE000VQ6B670 DE000VQ28X71 DE000VQ2PCB2 

DE000VQ7W9M9 DE000VQ1HBG2 DE000VP7HR46 DE000VQ6LJ80 DE000VQ1WNF8 DE000VQ1LVZ2 

DE000VQ1NP77 DE000VQ6U5X7 DE000VQ2DCW4 DE000VQ6LKA7 DE000VQ6LJ98 DE000VQ696Y1 

DE000VQ6U9A7 DE000VQ3LRS1 DE000VQ4DJJ2 DE000VP60VG6 DE000VQ7DLA0 DE000VQ7DLB8 

DE000VP68438 DE000VQ4XCE6 DE000VQ7VXX9 DE000VQ7VXY7 DE000VQ7VX14 DE000VQ7VXZ4 

DE000VQ7VX06 DE000VQ7VX22 DE000VP6QPK5 DE000VQ6FER6 DE000VQ3X6Z0 DE000VQ1PY74 

DE000VQ41NJ5 DE000VQ7V3J9 DE000VQ7V3H3 DE000VQ28TA8 DE000VQ15PD7 DE000VQ6XBA1 

DE000VQ6XBF0 DE000VQ6XBB9 DE000VQ28PR0 DE000VQ6B9U8 DE000VQ57UU3 DE000VQ2YZJ8 

DE000VQ6ZRU0 DE000VQ5U3A1 DE000VQ5MNC7 DE000VQ4UEB4 DE000VQ7QWF8 DE000VQ7JP28 

DE000VQ7JP36 DE000VQ7JP44 DE000VQ7JP51 DE000VQ6B9K9 DE000VQ7JRF3 DE000VQ2GST9 

DE000VP6Y8X9 DE000VQ4SSG7 DE000VP8ZS59 DE000VQ2JN82 DE000VQ7Q7Q2 DE000VQ6NML6 

DE000VQ5P5D7 DE000VQ4UEK5 DE000VQ7ADW7 DE000VQ7AD13 DE000VQ52CP2 DE000VQ7V3W2 

DE000VQ5LU60 DE000VQ5LU94 DE000VQ24EU7 DE000VP8WQN1 DE000VQ6XBR5 DE000VQ41NH9 

DE000VQ6FLP5 DE000VQ2ES66 DE000VP6HZS6 DE000VQ5P8D1 DE000VQ27U59 DE000VQ6JQ85 

DE000VQ2YXU0 DE000VQ3A2R3 DE000VP6ZVD9 DE000VQ6B9V6 DE000VQ6FFG6 DE000VQ6FFP7 

DE000VQ5YJL1 DE000VQ1WSR2 DE000VQ28265 DE000VQ28273 DE000VQ6FCZ3 DE000VQ4XBU4 

DE000VQ4XBT6 DE000VQ3KUS7 DE000VQ5RDY1 DE000VQ4UE11 DE000VQ7JN87 DE000VP6S0L9 

DE000VQ7F687 DE000VQ7F679 DE000VQ7F695 DE000VQ7F7G6 DE000VQ7F7C5 DE000VQ7F7D3 

DE000VQ7F7E1 DE000VQ2TTG7 DE000VQ2YUL5 DE000VQ1QDG9 DE000VQ6U5G2 DE000VQ6U5J6 

DE000VQ6U5H0 DE000VQ4XB11 DE000VQ7D526 DE000VQ7D542 DE000VQ7D567 DE000VQ7D534 

DE000VQ7D575 DE000VP97WL6 DE000VP9WP05 DE000VQ129E5 DE000VQ2SY21 DE000VQ36VN0 

DE000VQ5MQ73 DE000VQ6AYF0 DE000VQ6FF25 DE000VQ1S2N4 DE000VQ487X7 DE000VQ4L7H9 

DE000VQ2YTM5 DE000VQ283H3 DE000VQ6FCW0 DE000VQ6FC10 DE000VQ2XCD2 DE000VP6M2A4 

DE000VQ7LFY5 DE000VQ696T1 DE000VQ51M25 DE000VQ51M17 DE000VQ6B6S8 DE000VQ6B6T6 

DE000VQ7D799 DE000VQ7D8A9 DE000VP6ZT84 DE000VQ5MTQ4 DE000VQ2YUK7 DE000VQ28R61 

DE000VQ25NC3 DE000VQ1HCC9 DE000VQ4PKP1 DE000VQ6FKB7 DE000VQ25NB5 DE000VQ27424 

DE000VP8UN83 DE000VQ2YTZ7 DE000VP97XP5 DE000VQ5MF76 DE000VQ47SE2 DE000VP6ZUT7 

DE000VQ5P813 DE000VP60VN2 DE000VQ128S7 DE000VQ4TMP9 DE000VQ28KY7 DE000VP5QXT2 

DE000VQ6LJK8 DE000VP4YB95 DE000VQ4DHC1 DE000VQ5RFZ3 DE000VP62T26 DE000VQ2JXS5 

DE000VQ6LJY9 DE000VQ129G0 DE000VQ49BS4 DE000VQ357L7 DE000VQ28ZX7 DE000VQ28ZW9 

DE000VQ6FBS0 DE000VP6CTC4 DE000VQ5MDD6 DE000VP7HV08 DE000VP6S0K1 DE000VQ6LF27 

DE000VQ28F08 DE000VQ28ZU3 DE000VQ5P9M0 DE000VQ2TRH9 DE000VQ1LWA3 DE000VQ6DRR3 

DE000VQ6DRT9 DE000VQ6DRW3 DE000VQ4XJF8 DE000VQ5REA9 DE000VP6RDL7 DE000VQ2MWE1 

DE000VQ13BX0 DE000VQ287F8 DE000VQ1SWQ4 DE000VQ520G0 DE000VQ55XE5 DE000VQ2GT71 

DE000VQ5MTM3 DE000VQ1G9L7 DE000VQ52W55 DE000VP6MXT9 DE000VQ4JLY4 DE000VQ4JLZ1 

DE000VQ57WV7 DE000VQ58LN5 DE000VQ4DGQ3 DE000VQ5D6T5 DE000VP4YER3 DE000VQ28XQ6 

DE000VQ6LKB5 DE000VQ6LKC3 DE000VQ6LKD1 DE000VQ1A5H9 DE000VQ129K2 DE000VQ5D7H8 

DE000VQ6U6D7 DE000VQ35823 DE000VQ24DJ2 DE000VQ2SY88 DE000VP8SXE4 DE000VP90LT7 

DE000VQ6U0A6 DE000VQ5P1A2 DE000VQ4PKN6 DE000VQ4JN49 DE000VQ27UE0 DE000VQ6NM83 

DE000VQ1SXR0 DE000VP8UNY9 DE000VQ5P2A0 DE000VQ13BC4 DE000VQ27T60 DE000VQ36BA9 

DE000VP68R55 DE000VP6Q6F0 DE000VQ2Y0C2 DE000VQ4DFL6 DE000VQ128L2 DE000VQ70QR0 

DE000VQ7LNU7 DE000VQ30AA4 DE000VQ6FEZ9 DE000VQ6FES4 DE000VQ6FET2 DE000VQ282D4 

DE000VQ5MC95 DE000VQ2YVP4 DE000VQ7LNW3 DE000VQ7QW95 DE000VQ4JHW6 DE000VQ39V88 
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DE000VP8SUK7 DE000VQ5MYW2 DE000VQ36P48 DE000VQ350F4 DE000VP7LVL0 DE000VQ6NRD2 

DE000VQ5D5V3 DE000VQ4JRW5 DE000VQ4TM06 DE000VQ6FH31 DE000VQ6FH49 DE000VQ4TPR8 

DE000VQ4TPQ0 DE000VQ40EK4 DE000VQ2E1E0 DE000VQ12962 DE000VQ12970 DE000VQ17MG3 

DE000VP93261 DE000VQ5PYW5 DE000VQ5MVS6 DE000VQ41GQ4 DE000VP768T9 DE000VQ7XAN4 

DE000VQ7XAP9 DE000VQ7XAX3 DE000VQ704V9 DE000VQ6JXN7 DE000VQ6NMT9 DE000VQ6KZZ4 

DE000VQ7XC74 DE000VQ7XC82 DE000VQ5MEM5 DE000VQ73PF1 DE000VQ73PG9 DE000VQ73PJ3 

DE000VQ73PK1 DE000VQ73PQ8 DE000VQ73PM7 DE000VQ7XES5 DE000VQ7XET3 DE000VQ7XEU1 

DE000VQ272V7 DE000VQ75YR3 DE000VQ75YS1 DE000VP71432 DE000VQ31HA7 DE000VQ5MQA4 

DE000VQ280R8 DE000VQ4J116 DE000VP4X5G3 DE000VQ2YY23 DE000VQ6NRL5 DE000VP9WRN7 

DE000VQ4HDW9 DE000VQ4JPW9 DE000VQ4JKL3 DE000VQ48GT3 DE000VQ6NA20 DE000VQ2X2A3 

DE000VQ51LP5 DE000VQ6NA04 DE000VQ6NA12 DE000VQ4FSC3 DE000VQ4W3K9 DE000VP6QA11 

DE000VQ6RRR3 DE000VQ6FA04 DE000VP97WZ6 DE000VQ5D777 DE000VP4YKK5 DE000VQ28X22 

DE000VQ5SXA7 DE000VQ5VWB1 DE000VQ24DN4 DE000VQ1NX10 DE000VQ4G9S9 DE000VQ389J4 

DE000VQ6DNE0 DE000VQ6U217 DE000VQ2KY60 DE000VQ6LNG8 DE000VP4YKM1 DE000VQ52Z60 

DE000VQ1GJK9 DE000VQ6AQN0 DE000VP4WUC5 DE000VQ46E98 DE000VQ46E80 DE000VQ6FK10 

DE000VP6P8V4 DE000VP6YSH9 DE000VQ7QR43 DE000VQ7QR76 DE000VQ47P37 DE000VQ7RCQ5 

DE000VQ1WSL5 DE000VQ4DHF4 DE000VQ3A9H9 DE000VQ4L6H1 DE000VQ1D123 DE000VQ2S0U2 

DE000VQ2TFJ0 DE000VP64SR1 DE000VQ6LMU1 DE000VQ5TDQ3 DE000VQ7VZZ9 DE000VQ57YQ3 

DE000VQ28ZT5 DE000VQ36FF9 DE000VQ6FL76 DE000VQ5VVP3 DE000VQ7Q7D0 DE000VQ7Q7F5 

DE000VQ7Q817 DE000VQ7Q8Y4 DE000VQ17078 DE000VQ5PYE3 DE000VQ489T1 DE000VQ4JGQ0 

DE000VQ5RD40 DE000VQ5RD57 DE000VP8Q139 DE000VQ1HT14 DE000VQ6LM69 DE000VQ7V0R8 

DE000VQ7V0N7 DE000VQ29BF3 DE000VQ2KYX1 DE000VQ40EN8 DE000VQ7QSF6 DE000VQ6DN43 

DE000VQ6LJ31 DE000VQ6LJ56 DE000VQ7RD55 DE000VQ7RD97 DE000VQ4BU71 DE000VQ5RE15 

DE000VQ5RE07 DE000VQ7Q0H6 DE000VQ7V072 DE000VQ7V1B0 DE000VQ7V197 DE000VQ7V2D4 

DE000VP6QGJ6 DE000VP7HQH6 DE000VQ5MGJ6 DE000VP8WVP6 DE000VP8NFY0 DE000VQ7RCG6 

DE000VQ57VX5 DE000VQ7RCD3 DE000VQ29B68 DE000VQ5TDY7 DE000VQ7S6K5 DE000VQ7EBS1 

DE000VQ7EBR3 DE000VQ7EBT9 DE000VQ7EBY9 DE000VQ5QCV1 DE000VQ6JWH1 DE000VQ6B7V0 

DE000VQ6JR92 DE000VQ6JSK3 DE000VQ46FN2 DE000VQ3DDH1 DE000VP8FY63 DE000VP8Q352 

DE000VP9RX69 DE000VQ4DA32 DE000VQ4DAY0 DE000VQ4DA08 DE000VQ2E3T4 DE000VP8ZYY5 

DE000VQ35757 DE000VQ35765 DE000VQ4DAZ7 DE000VQ1TVF7 DE000VP7HS03 DE000VP8WPV6 

DE000VQ7US61 DE000VP6KQ92 DE000VQ1FSL0 DE000VQ5P4N9 DE000VQ7JG94 DE000VP8Q402 

DE000VQ7VWT9 DE000VP6A6Q5 DE000VP846U1 DE000VP6QGK4 DE000VQ7VXD1 DE000VQ7VYZ2 

DE000VQ7VY05 DE000VQ7RD71 DE000VQ7REA5 DE000VQ7RED9 DE000VQ7VY39 DE000VQ7VY47 

DE000VP64SY7 DE000VQ18Q98 DE000VP7HQX3 DE000VQ283P6 DE000VQ7LMW5 DE000VQ27VD0 

DE000VP900L5 DE000VP5YMA9 DE000VQ28ST0 DE000VQ1GHT4 DE000VQ36GN1 DE000VQ1MG95 

DE000VQ5MDL9 DE000VQ694Z3 DE000VP8WNK4 DE000VP6ZD58 DE000VQ5RER3 DE000VQ5REU7 

DE000VP92362 DE000VQ1XYK3 DE000VP78D75 DE000VQ1A8A8 DE000VQ1LWR7 DE000VP8WPY0 

DE000VP9WUC4 DE000VQ5MRE4 DE000VQ4TRR4 DE000VQ27XE4 DE000VQ2KZK5 DE000VQ28VX6 

DE000VQ36EH8 DE000VQ2MVH6 DE000VQ36A78 DE000VQ36A86 DE000VQ1RG25 DE000VP6CTB6 

DE000VQ5TD63 DE000VQ38JG5 DE000VQ73P34 DE000VQ73P26 DE000VQ73Q66 DE000VQ73Q41 

DE000VQ73Q58 DE000VQ73Q74 DE000VQ7LF83 DE000VP90XQ8 DE000VQ6JNN8 DE000VQ5MTH3 

DE000VQ5X973 DE000VQ1G9P8 DE000VP6FDG2 DE000VP7HQM6 DE000VP90WU2 DE000VQ4DHG2 

DE000VP8WM66 DE000VP9WLL4 DE000VQ2CVJ3 DE000VP8SJ67 DE000VQ58MX2 DE000VQ1QDL9 

DE000VQ6FM83 DE000VP9X9M8 DE000VP80M54 DE000VP6JFK1 DE000VQ2GUT5 DE000VP74XE8 

DE000VQ7US79 DE000VQ7QTR9 DE000VQ2YWZ1 DE000VQ4TU06 DE000VP90KF8 DE000VQ5MRA2 

DE000VQ5MQ81 DE000VQ13AP8 DE000VQ5DVZ0 DE000VQ7QTQ1 DE000VQ1LXA1 DE000VP68T95 

DE000VQ6U7Q7 DE000VQ47QD8 DE000VQ4FQC7 DE000VP7HRL6 DE000VQ4JP21 DE000VQ1X2X6 

DE000VP939F5 DE000VQ38JH3 DE000VQ6JLR3 DE000VQ6JLU7 DE000VQ27YM5 DE000VP67919 

DE000VQ1A517 DE000VQ36LR2 DE000VQ6YJZ9 DE000VP7HSY7 DE000VP93AN7 DE000VQ75YV5 

DE000VQ75YW3 DE000VQ75YX1 DE000VQ75YY9 DE000VQ58PP1 DE000VP8Q4R8 DE000VP6KU54 

DE000VQ1BLN0 DE000VQ7W732 DE000VQ704Q9 DE000VQ704R7 DE000VQ36GY8 DE000VQ28YN1 

DE000VQ1SXP4 DE000VP6QFE9 DE000VQ5TDK6 DE000VQ2K0C8 DE000VP5VGF6 DE000VP6QG15 

DE000VQ4L765 DE000VQ2GS15 DE000VQ5VB04 DE000VQ7LM50 DE000VQ7QTH0 DE000VQ6LNB9 

DE000VQ27YQ6 DE000VQ1J6Z0 DE000VQ24HQ8 DE000VQ5YLQ6 DE000VQ1WW28 DE000VQ7QSK6 

DE000VQ2BRB0 DE000VP7H5T3 DE000VQ1LVV1 DE000VP9U7L7 DE000VQ28M90 DE000VP90J16 

DE000VQ5D538 DE000VQ4TTB4 DE000VQ27200 DE000VQ5MSF9 DE000VQ24FS8 DE000VQ2E1J9 

DE000VP7H5P1 DE000VQ7LM35 DE000VP7HSP5 DE000VP931W7 DE000VQ1P0N1 DE000VQ3VZD5 

DE000VQ6B8Q8 DE000VQ5MEG7 DE000VQ5MEH5 DE000VQ36P06 DE000VQ2CU72 DE000VQ5MM93 

DE000VP9WN49 DE000VQ1PY33 DE000VQ4TAW0 DE000VQ289S7 DE000VQ289T5 DE000VQ1J1J5 

DE000VQ6JN47 DE000VQ1M1P7 DE000VQ5REE1 DE000VP88B83 DE000VQ357K9 DE000VQ5P4Q2 

DE000VQ1M3K4 DE000VP8Q3B4 DE000VQ1SXC2 DE000VQ1GKL5 DE000VQ5P2D4 DE000VQ5P7F8 

DE000VQ1S196 DE000VP9WNU1 DE000VQ36N32 DE000VQ2GSX1 DE000VQ2E4C8 DE000VQ49B23 

DE000VP90Z81 DE000VQ3LR83 DE000VQ2ES82 DE000VQ31LB7 DE000VQ2YWA4 DE000VP9WUA8 

DE000VQ359E8 DE000VQ4FS14 DE000VQ1A715 DE000VQ6B8S4 DE000VP5W1K4 DE000VQ4DYJ1 

DE000VQ3LWB7 DE000VP885Z8 DE000VQ57X18 DE000VQ4L9B8 DE000VP7HSX9 DE000VQ2TFZ6 

DE000VP8WNH0 DE000VP7HSS9 DE000VQ2N9Z7 DE000VQ1LWU1 DE000VP99WY5 DE000VP93FF2 

DE000VQ6JLM4 DE000VQ6JLG6 DE000VQ57X75 DE000VQ2XCT8 DE000VP7HUM8 DE000VQ27YU8 

DE000VQ27XD6 DE000VQ6JK65 DE000VP6QGW9 DE000VQ7LM76 DE000VQ390U9 DE000VQ5DV85 
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DE000VQ1GMS6 DE000VQ1XZH6 DE000VP8WWF5 DE000VQ1HTW1 DE000VQ2YXE4 DE000VP6QG31 

DE000VP9WQR0 DE000VQ2JN74 DE000VP68404 DE000VQ27UC4 DE000VQ6B5L5 DE000VQ3Y687 

DE000VQ5RE49 DE000VQ355Q0 DE000VQ4W4N1 DE000VQ1XWY8 DE000VP7HSH2 DE000VQ7JJF0 

DE000VP90LF6 DE000VQ1GLS8 DE000VP7H1F1 DE000VQ1M5F9 DE000VQ6FNG0 DE000VQ5V4S0 

DE000VQ2RGH6 DE000VQ24EW3 DE000VQ6FGG4 DE000VP9WFV5 DE000VQ2TDW8 DE000VQ4DBP6 

DE000VQ28P06 DE000VQ2PAJ9 DE000VQ4QGK8 DE000VQ277K9 DE000VQ1WQ42 DE000VQ276G9 

DE000VQ4MMK5 DE000VQ27T37 DE000VQ1MGW8 DE000VQ2XD78 DE000VQ28XY0 DE000VQ2PAK7 

DE000VQ31L13 DE000VQ7QSS9 DE000VQ42B53 DE000VQ42B46 DE000VQ4FQB9 DE000VQ288N0 

DE000VQ6NKD7 DE000VQ6NKC9 DE000VQ6NKF2 DE000VQ7TA64 DE000VQ7TBB5 DE000VQ7TBF6 

DE000VQ4QGJ0 DE000VQ6JME9 DE000VQ57TD1 DE000VQ5SXB5 DE000VQ4B8Z1 DE000VQ1G7G1 

DE000VQ28QE6 DE000VQ7Q2W1 DE000VQ2YWY4 DE000VP93E83 DE000VQ128T5 DE000VQ7Q2C3 

DE000VQ3A8X8 DE000VQ2TPX0 DE000VQ2TEU0 DE000VQ6JRS8 DE000VQ6JRN9 DE000VQ6JRM1 

DE000VQ6JRP4 DE000VQ3L4S4 DE000VP9WNZ0 DE000VP93B78 DE000VQ6FEG9 DE000VQ2GSP7 

DE000VQ1PW92 DE000VQ7QPE5 DE000VQ7LBU2 DE000VQ7LBX6 DE000VP8SUP6 DE000VQ51KT9 

DE000VP9WNV9 DE000VQ4XF66 DE000VQ2PB05 DE000VQ2GSF8 DE000VQ4BYR8 DE000VP9WPX0 

DE000VQ36XJ4 DE000VQ7F3X0 DE000VQ7F3Y8 DE000VQ7LCZ9 DE000VQ28BA6 DE000VQ6ZJR3 

DE000VQ7QPV9 DE000VQ7VW31 DE000VQ7VW64 DE000VQ6ZJT9 DE000VQ7VYK4 DE000VQ1GK89 

DE000VQ6ZJU7 DE000VQ7VYC1 DE000VQ2E2J7 DE000VQ275H9 DE000VQ7K869 DE000VQ31L05 

DE000VQ6JLC5 DE000VQ6JLB7 DE000VP32QC4 DE000VQ7VYS7 DE000VQ36V57 DE000VQ15KL1 

DE000VQ6ZJV5 DE000VP9X6R3 DE000VQ5RD99 DE000VQ4XGR9 DE000VQ36GT8 DE000VQ277W4 

DE000VQ2JPE1 DE000VQ47M89 DE000VP6ZEF0 DE000VQ6ZJE1 DE000VQ6FJ47 DE000VQ6FJ39 

DE000VQ13EH7 DE000VQ2TGU5 DE000VQ36NL1 DE000VQ6DLH7 DE000VQ6DLM7 DE000VQ6ZJG6 

DE000VQ4HCB5 DE000VQ287J0 DE000VQ6ZJF8 DE000VQ1FD89 DE000VQ52BC2 DE000VP8Q3A6 

DE000VQ352S3 DE000VQ4XG32 DE000VQ6ZJH4 DE000VQ5N230 DE000VQ5N248 DE000VQ5P4G3 

DE000VP7HW98 DE000VQ3L4W6 DE000VP8WND9 DE000VP7HUX5 DE000VQ6NKV9 DE000VQ6NKU1 

DE000VQ6RJ27 DE000VQ4DHL2 DE000VQ288B5 DE000VP7HVU9 DE000VQ4XHP1 DE000VQ6ZJJ0 

DE000VQ6ZJK8 DE000VQ4L9V6 DE000VQ6FKH4 DE000VQ6FKJ0 DE000VQ27770 DE000VP8ZRZ6 

DE000VQ4DDE6 DE000VP8NFT0 DE000VQ2KWQ9 DE000VQ1BGZ4 DE000VQ6ZJL6 DE000VQ2XCU6 

DE000VQ54ET6 DE000VQ1SZF0 DE000VQ6AQM2 DE000VQ16BS3 DE000VQ4XF33 DE000VQ5P4Z3 

DE000VQ3A844 DE000VQ28SX2 DE000VQ6JRT6 DE000VP9KH82 DE000VQ4XGJ6 DE000VQ1LXN4 

DE000VQ2GQS5 DE000VQ1BEX4 DE000VQ5MTL5 DE000VQ5MTJ9 DE000VQ6ZH86 DE000VQ6ZJM4 

DE000VQ6UDM8 DE000VQ6ZH94 DE000VQ2GR81 DE000VQ6ZJA9 DE000VQ6FH72 DE000VQ6FJC7 

DE000VQ7RE88 DE000VQ7RFB0 DE000VP5QYK9 DE000VP8F0F4 DE000VQ5Q7B6 DE000VQ2X4G6 

DE000VQ6DMS2 DE000VQ4BR50 DE000VQ4JJ86 DE000VQ6ZJW3 DE000VQ7AE46 DE000VQ7AE87 

DE000VQ6ZJX1 DE000VP9WNP1 DE000VQ2YWE6 DE000VQ4FS89 DE000VQ4XF90 DE000VQ5D4U8 

DE000VQ4DCH1 DE000VP931Z0 DE000VQ2S0L1 DE000VQ1BJY1 DE000VQ3A7N1 DE000VQ6LEU8 

DE000VQ1S139 DE000VQ4DBB6 DE000VQ4XG16 DE000VQ5TFN5 DE000VQ4FRB7 DE000VP9S2V1 

DE000VP4WMP4 DE000VQ2TES4 DE000VQ6JMU5 DE000VQ7VZK1 DE000VQ7QST7 DE000VQ6LHH8 

DE000VQ129F2 DE000VQ4L161 DE000VQ6WTH0 DE000VQ27176 DE000VQ2PBG3 DE000VP97WE1 

DE000VQ28EY0 DE000VQ4L583 DE000VQ28VY4 DE000VQ4XHG0 DE000VP5ZRV1 DE000VQ4DH01 

DE000VQ2E350 DE000VQ6ZQS6 DE000VQ6ZQR8 DE000VQ3EJQ7 DE000VQ27YS2 DE000VQ4DD88 

DE000VQ36H14 DE000VQ5RE80 DE000VQ2GQ17 DE000VP4WT22 DE000VQ7LLN6 DE000VP9Y982 

DE000VQ6FLL4 DE000VQ6FLJ8 DE000VQ28YL5 DE000VQ5P6S3 DE000VP6HZR8 DE000VQ28J61 

DE000VQ488P1 DE000VQ54EZ3 DE000VQ6KZS9 DE000VQ6KZR1 DE000VQ6FJ54 DE000VQ282V6 

DE000VQ6JSG1 DE000VQ17NK3 DE000VP6HHD6 DE000VQ2TPP6 DE000VQ1MGV0 DE000VQ6LLQ1 

DE000VQ6LLM0 DE000VQ6LLR9 DE000VQ48818 DE000VQ356S4 DE000VQ7LRR4 DE000VQ3VZM6 

DE000VQ27T94 DE000VQ28UN9 DE000VQ7LRT0 DE000VP6QFN0 DE000VQ28K68 DE000VQ4DD13 

DE000VQ1J1M9 DE000VQ2N856 DE000VQ4DDW8 DE000VQ4DHH0 DE000VQ29AY6 DE000VQ15CZ8 

DE000VQ1LU31 DE000VQ2WH83 DE000VQ4L3M8 DE000VQ28TG5 DE000VQ55177 DE000VQ55169 

DE000VQ6NKA3 DE000VQ1NX28 DE000VQ16864 DE000VQ389X5 DE000VQ51LF6 DE000VQ3L411 

DE000VQ253Q7 DE000VQ435E6 DE000VQ2CXS0 DE000VQ128X7 DE000VQ4L4M6 DE000VQ27UN1 

DE000VQ1WTD0 DE000VQ4PR39 DE000VQ4PR47 DE000VQ2YLL4 DE000VQ4B808 DE000VQ129P1 

DE000VQ5RFB4 DE000VQ2KL40 DE000VQ66YH3 DE000VQ66YL5 DE000VQ13B41 DE000VQ5Q7L5 

DE000VQ27713 DE000VQ5MSJ1 DE000VQ2DDR2 DE000VQ4FQF0 DE000VP90K21 DE000VQ5P1J3 

DE000VP9WRG1 DE000VQ4DC55 DE000VP7HX30 DE000VQ6ZNZ8 DE000VQ5MWY2 DE000VQ4JUR9 

DE000VQ5U243 DE000VP9WUB6 DE000VQ4BTP2 DE000VQ4TXV4 DE000VQ66083 DE000VQ2GRH6 

DE000VQ5PZ61 DE000VQ1XWX0 DE000VQ635P7 DE000VQ2YZ14 DE000VQ1SVY0 DE000VQ28TU6 

DE000VQ36PD3 DE000VQ36PE1 DE000VQ6AQB5 DE000VQ1PXB0 DE000VQ7Q2Z4 DE000VQ6LFD1 

DE000VQ6DQJ2 DE000VQ6JQN1 DE000VQ6JQT8 DE000VQ4DAU8 DE000VQ2GS64 DE000VQ6ZQV0 

DE000VQ520F2 DE000VQ36JD6 DE000VQ1MGU2 DE000VQ2GRE3 DE000VP9WJU9 DE000VQ5MWW6 

DE000VQ4HDQ1 DE000VQ2GUG2 DE000VQ5P9W9 DE000VP6DG36 DE000VQ1J0V2 DE000VP5QYQ6 

DE000VQ27XG9 DE000VQ1J047 DE000VQ4DC63 DE000VQ4DC71 DE000VQ1SV09 DE000VQ28WG9 

DE000VQ58LA2 DE000VQ4DAW4 DE000VQ6B779 DE000VQ6B8A2 DE000VQ36VU5 DE000VQ7W864 

DE000VQ7W872 DE000VQ7W5U0 DE000VQ7W5V8 DE000VQ7W5W6 DE000VQ28F57 DE000VQ6SWJ8 

DE000VQ7W690 DE000VQ4T1R3 DE000VQ6JKL8 DE000VQ6JKT1 DE000VQ281B0 DE000VP4WNE6 

DE000VQ1SU00 DE000VQ7QXF6 DE000VQ128P3 DE000VQ760F4 DE000VP4X530 DE000VQ760G2 

DE000VQ6RQM6 DE000VQ6RQN4 DE000VQ6RQR5 DE000VQ28133 DE000VQ760J6 DE000VQ760M0 

DE000VQ760H0 DE000VQ5P1U0 DE000VQ274V3 DE000VQ760L2 DE000VQ1J5T5 DE000VQ6JSN7 
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DE000VQ6LKN0 DE000VQ239C6 DE000VQ31K89 DE000VQ7ECX9 DE000VQ7ECY7 DE000VQ6JRZ3 

DE000VP7HEF6 DE000VQ4W9M2 DE000VQ13AV6 DE000VQ7QUQ9 DE000VQ49CW4 DE000VQ5D090 

DE000VQ760K4 DE000VQ128W9 DE000VQ5QEF0 DE000VQ2GS56 DE000VQ4T2D1 DE000VQ58LS4 

DE000VP94AW6 DE000VQ6B7Z1 DE000VQ6RQV7 DE000VQ6RQU9 DE000VQ6RQX3 DE000VQ28R20 

DE000VQ7QPB1 DE000VP9WPY8 DE000VQ15CD5 DE000VQ3LP36 DE000VQ3A7L5 DE000VQ6DPL0 

DE000VQ6DPN6 DE000VQ6DPP1 DE000VQ6DPV9 DE000VQ6JV47 DE000VQ51M82 DE000VP4X0Q3 

DE000VQ4BQR4 DE000VQ2GS07 DE000VQ268T9 DE000VQ760N8 DE000VQ2XCJ9 DE000VQ760P3 

DE000VQ7MZ47 DE000VQ6XBP9 DE000VQ6XBT1 DE000VQ4T9W6 DE000VP9S620 DE000VQ4DB64 

DE000VQ6FEV8 DE000VQ6FEX4 DE000VQ6FEY2 DE000VQ7W8U4 DE000VP65VG5 DE000VQ4BSY6 

DE000VQ5V0Y6 DE000VQ5REL6 DE000VQ4T651 DE000VQ6RPT3 DE000VP6DHT1 DE000VQ41KP8 

DE000VQ28T85 DE000VP9WUM3 DE000VP65TB0 DE000VQ29KJ6 DE000VQ5VXA1 DE000VP4WMH1 

DE000VQ1A6Y2 DE000VQ5V1B2 DE000VQ2TD09 DE000VQ5THD2 DE000VQ48JP5 DE000VQ76YT7 

DE000VP6Q4E8 DE000VQ76YQ3 DE000VQ5V3D4 DE000VP5X4P6 DE000VQ36VW1 DE000VQ36VY7 

DE000VQ7D6N6 DE000VQ76YS9 DE000VQ73UT2 DE000VQ73US4 DE000VP8Q2W2 DE000VQ76YX9 

DE000VQ5V183 DE000VQ76YW1 DE000VQ76YY7 DE000VQ76YZ4 DE000VQ6U6W7 DE000VQ76YV3 

DE000VQ6WRH4 DE000VP6BGL4 DE000VP4WW68 DE000VP4WUM4 DE000VQ76Y06 DE000VP4WXV9 

DE000VQ6UZW0 DE000VP6BFS1 DE000VQ7D5C1 DE000VQ7D5M0 DE000VP550T1 DE000VP65U12 

DE000VQ7F6X3 DE000VQ7F620 DE000VQ7F6Z8 DE000VQ7F604 DE000VQ76Y14 DE000VQ76Y22 

DE000VQ28R46 DE000VP6KQ50 DE000VP554F2 DE000VQ76Y48 DE000VP39JW2 DE000VQ7LF34 

DE000VQ7LF75 DE000VQ7WTT3 DE000VQ7WTU1 DE000VQ36U25 DE000VQ76Y30 DE000VQ73UU0 

DE000VQ7F8C3 DE000VQ7F8B5 DE000VQ7F8A7 DE000VQ7F8D1 DE000VQ7F8F6 DE000VQ7F8G4 

DE000VQ4DFA9 DE000VQ73UV8 DE000VQ73UX4 DE000VQ3LQD5 DE000VQ73UY2 DE000VQ3LRT9 

DE000VP4XX74 DE000VQ36A29 DE000VQ73UW6 DE000VQ73U03 DE000VQ73UZ9 DE000VP4YBW9 

DE000VQ73U29 DE000VQ73U11 DE000VQ36EJ4 DE000VP6CP93 DE000VQ73U37 DE000VQ7NCS0 

DE000VQ7NCW2 DE000VQ6AZ18 DE000VP6S1C6 DE000VQ76Y55 DE000VQ76Y63 DE000VQ76Y71 

DE000VQ73U52 DE000VQ3VUF1 DE000VQ5MEF9 DE000VP4X1X7 DE000VP6P4X9 DE000VQ5D0U6 

DE000VP6BGH2 DE000VQ35732 DE000VP6RDT0 DE000VQ73U45 DE000VQ5TEA5 DE000VQ4DBS0 

DE000VQ6ZT90 DE000VQ6ZUA6 DE000VQ41J64 DE000VQ7LJA7 DE000VQ36WW9 DE000VQ36WY5 

DE000VP4WNU2 DE000VQ1A723 DE000VP6AWZ3 DE000VP50P57 DE000VQ1A749 DE000VP4WNS6 

DE000VQ3LTG2 DE000VQ76ZM9 DE000VQ6YJG9 DE000VQ48BK3 DE000VQ6UZZ3 DE000VP7ASZ9 

DE000VQ5TJQ0 DE000VP4WXP1 DE000VQ4J256 DE000VQ7F6S3 DE000VQ7F760 DE000VP6P820 

DE000VP6P5J5 DE000VQ358B6 DE000VQ47TY8 DE000VQ36T77 DE000VP8Q1R4 DE000VP6YS60 

DE000VP64SF6 DE000VP5PNG2 DE000VQ6UZU4 DE000VQ36CC3 DE000VQ7LFP3 DE000VP4WP67 

DE000VP4YFF5 DE000VP9WRC0 DE000VQ36CR1 DE000VQ36A11 DE000VP6CPW0 DE000VQ47F62 

DE000VQ7F5W7 DE000VQ7F5Z0 DE000VP4WPL6 DE000VQ58KQ0 DE000VQ4TMF0 DE000VP5W083 

DE000VQ5MEE2 DE000VP6BFY9 DE000VQ36TV7 DE000VP39FV2 DE000VP7CDU8 DE000VQ7F612 

DE000VQ7F661 DE000VP6SS27 DE000VQ5MGB3 DE000VP7J5E3 DE000VQ6A128 DE000VP5ZRS7 

DE000VP5W1A5 DE000VQ7F7Y9 DE000VQ7F7R3 DE000VQ7F7P7 DE000VQ7F7U7 DE000VQ7F3T8 

DE000VQ7F786 DE000VQ7F703 DE000VQ7F711 DE000VQ7F729 DE000VQ7F752 DE000VQ7F778 

DE000VP4WSZ0 DE000VP50XY6 DE000VQ28PW0 DE000VQ29KF4 DE000VP4WSB1 DE000VP6RDM5 

DE000VQ4W572 DE000VP6M2B2 DE000VQ28TQ4 DE000VQ7LFQ1 DE000VQ7LML8 DE000VQ7LMN4 

DE000VQ7LMQ7 DE000VQ7LMP9 DE000VQ7QTP3 DE000VQ4DHT5 DE000VP6P5Y4 DE000VQ7K9C4 

DE000VP67935 DE000VP8WPX2 DE000VQ7AFR2 DE000VQ7RS66 DE000VP7Y8E8 DE000VP65R17 

DE000VP992B3 DE000VP715H5 DE000VP6QVL1 DE000VP6CP02 DE000VQ5MGM0 DE000VP993J4 

DE000VQ388K4 DE000VQ4TS26 DE000VP688W3 DE000VQ36BY9 DE000VP4X9C4 DE000VQ5VT12 

DE000VQ30B24 DE000VP6QVP2 DE000VP6S0T2 DE000VP5W1H0 DE000VQ36B02 DE000VQ7LLT3 

DE000VP8Q246 DE000VQ6TBR3 DE000VP689K6 DE000VP6BGG4 DE000VQ52XQ6 DE000VQ3X648 

DE000VQ6V5S6 DE000VQ4X0E7 DE000VP6BF13 DE000VQ7F7S1 DE000VQ7F7V5 DE000VQ7F505 

DE000VQ7F570 DE000VQ7F588 DE000VQ52026 DE000VQ52067 DE000VQ521A1 DE000VQ35047 

DE000VP6DJU5 DE000VP4WNC0 DE000VQ6DN35 DE000VQ6U7A1 DE000VP69BM7 DE000VQ5VU76 

DE000VQ5QEQ7 DE000VP4X555 DE000VQ7F596 DE000VP4WL53 DE000VQ4XAJ9 DE000VP61XJ4 

DE000VP50ZQ7 DE000VQ4W7L8 DE000VP4WNM9 DE000VP969Y3 DE000VP6Y582 DE000VP4WMZ3 

DE000VQ6LT88 DE000VQ7LLS5 DE000VP6CPY6 DE000VQ28N73 DE000VP8Q279 DE000VQ2KU56 

DE000VQ3Y7G7 DE000VQ58K38 DE000VQ6FEA2 DE000VQ57S64 DE000VQ6DM85 DE000VQ51MM0 

DE000VP992A5 DE000VQ4JFC2 DE000VP7Y8H1 DE000VQ35740 DE000VQ5VWS5 DE000VQ3VZB9 

DE000VP65UM5 DE000VP4WS64 DE000VQ7LLY3 DE000VQ5TED9 DE000VP9X7Y7 DE000VP90KV5 

DE000VQ7XDC1 DE000VQ73PP0 DE000VQ73QW4 DE000VQ73Q09 DE000VQ73QZ7 DE000VQ50N09 

DE000VQ6V5W8 DE000VQ6V5Z1 DE000VQ7QTG2 DE000VQ520V9 DE000VP62UD1 DE000VP4YHU0 

DE000VP4YCX5 DE000VQ6YMB4 DE000VQ6V5V0 DE000VQ6V5Y4 DE000VQ6YLT8 DE000VP6RAV2 

DE000VP96355 DE000VP6ZUS9 DE000VP65NS7 DE000VP6P499 DE000VP6NXT7 DE000VQ50NV1 

DE000VP992H0 DE000VQ6YJV8 DE000VQ7LLX5 DE000VQ7QS91 DE000VP8Q196 DE000VQ5TD97 

DE000VQ5TD71 DE000VP9U9J7 DE000VQ6SAP1 DE000VQ2YYP8 DE000VQ2YU35 DE000VQ2YYX2 

DE000VQ7LDV6 DE000VQ6LH17 DE000VQ6LH25 DE000VQ36FE2 DE000VQ7REP3 DE000VQ1GK97 

DE000VQ4JSN2 DE000VP93AP2 DE000VQ7AFF7 DE000VQ7QPP1 DE000VQ7K9E0 DE000VQ7VYF4 

DE000VQ4XGZ2 DE000VQ4XG08 DE000VP93AR8 DE000VQ6S880 DE000VQ6NQP8 DE000VQ4T9H7 

DE000VP8SQR0 DE000VQ52WQ8 DE000VQ6TF03 DE000VP9WTT0 DE000VQ6FJ96 DE000VQ5P8E9 

DE000VQ41JD6 DE000VQ5VRM8 DE000VQ7Q0X3 DE000VQ7Q0Z8 DE000VQ7Q0Y1 DE000VQ7Q007 

DE000VQ4TYB4 DE000VQ76W08 DE000VQ6JSF3 DE000VQ39V62 DE000VQ7AC71 DE000VQ4XJA9 
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DE000VQ4XGE7 DE000VQ7K9Y8 DE000VQ3D780 DE000VQ6TF11 DE000VQ1BEY2 DE000VP8WNR9 

DE000VQ129T3 DE000VP6FDR9 DE000VQ5MPG3 DE000VQ5MPH1 DE000VQ7K9K7 DE000VQ76W57 

DE000VQ28A78 DE000VQ2E1F7 DE000VQ2CXP6 DE000VQ7LAW0 DE000VQ7LAX8 DE000VQ27YN3 

DE000VQ287Z6 DE000VQ76WL8 DE000VP9WRK3 DE000VQ6JTY2 DE000VQ6JTX4 DE000VQ76WN4 

DE000VQ3Y661 DE000VQ76WP9 DE000VQ1FEE5 DE000VQ47T09 DE000VQ4UBD6 DE000VQ4UBC8 

DE000VQ2YV42 DE000VQ6DLU0 DE000VQ3EQU4 DE000VQ7QKH9 DE000VQ1LVL2 DE000VQ1BGC3 

DE000VQ39AY5 DE000VQ6FFW3 DE000VQ6FFY9 DE000VQ6FFX1 DE000VQ4T1M4 DE000VQ6DQ08 

DE000VQ1X3L9 DE000VQ7LA05 DE000VQ1BGF6 DE000VP5QW08 DE000VQ1GMV0 DE000VQ27499 

DE000VQ4DCK5 DE000VQ6DM02 DE000VQ6DM10 DE000VQ128E7 DE000VQ3A802 DE000VQ76WM6 

DE000VP9WEJ3 DE000VP5VD87 DE000VQ7VZQ8 DE000VQ7RE96 DE000VQ7RFA2 DE000VQ6DPJ4 

DE000VQ24SZ6 DE000VQ7QUT3 DE000VQ6LNA1 DE000VQ6LNE3 DE000VQ28WX4 DE000VQ7AC97 

DE000VQ7AC89 DE000VQ7ADC9 DE000VQ6RQT1 DE000VP7HRZ6 DE000VQ6YKX2 DE000VQ13RX6 

DE000VQ28R04 DE000VQ4DD21 DE000VP4WSK2 DE000VQ2SZC5 DE000VQ4DC30 DE000VP4WNP2 

DE000VQ6DLJ3 DE000VQ388W9 DE000VQ6FKY9 DE000VQ4TRS2 DE000VP4YDZ8 DE000VP4WS15 

DE000VQ76WR5 DE000VQ13A00 DE000VP9WRU2 DE000VQ4DFT9 DE000VP9Y4F2 DE000VQ4BTR8 

DE000VQ4DCC2 DE000VP7HF57 DE000VQ5V3N3 DE000VQ5MXM5 DE000VP56XB1 DE000VQ2PBN9 

DE000VQ58LT2 DE000VQ4DD54 DE000VQ27XB0 DE000VQ4J231 DE000VQ47E89 DE000VQ38JB6 

DE000VQ2YUF7 DE000VQ2YUN1 DE000VQ27WR8 DE000VQ6RJZ3 DE000VQ6DQ57 DE000VQ2YY80 

DE000VQ280N7 DE000VQ2XCC4 DE000VQ6RPQ9 DE000VQ55029 DE000VP4WNK3 DE000VQ76WT1 

DE000VQ404C6 DE000VQ76WU9 DE000VQ76W16 DE000VQ7RFE4 DE000VQ48891 DE000VQ2YWJ5 

DE000VQ6FNN6 DE000VQ520R7 DE000VQ4L1Q3 DE000VQ277Z7 DE000VQ6RRD3 DE000VQ27UA8 

DE000VQ66YE0 DE000VQ6V4W1 DE000VQ28W72 DE000VQ28UH1 DE000VQ1BES4 DE000VQ6B9R4 

DE000VQ6B9S2 DE000VQ1P0M3 DE000VQ3EA99 DE000VP6DJL4 DE000VQ5P896 DE000VQ280J5 

DE000VQ2ES33 DE000VQ5D0B6 DE000VQ2TWA4 DE000VQ1MFA6 DE000VQ5P9C1 DE000VQ5P9B3 

DE000VQ6RPY3 DE000VQ4DJB9 DE000VQ2ANX5 DE000VQ356W6 DE000VQ76WX3 DE000VQ127Y7 

DE000VQ2YTW4 DE000VQ5P3V4 DE000VQ5P3W2 DE000VQ5MC53 DE000VP9WTX2 DE000VQ5P1V8 

DE000VQ3KUP3 DE000VQ28X30 DE000VQ388E7 DE000VQ2N9T0 DE000VQ6LH58 DE000VQ6RQQ7 

DE000VQ281S4 DE000VQ2TD66 DE000VQ2PVD8 DE000VQ5TJG1 DE000VP97V70 DE000VQ2YXK1 

DE000VQ1XVN3 DE000VP8WVZ5 DE000VQ1LUZ4 DE000VQ6XC42 DE000VQ54C81 DE000VQ2TPV4 

DE000VQ5MDJ3 DE000VQ5MDH7 DE000VQ4DJW5 DE000VQ1SX80 DE000VQ1YHA7 DE000VQ6THG3 

DE000VQ27556 DE000VQ27549 DE000VQ7Q1A9 DE000VQ3LVD5 DE000VQ4TZZ0 DE000VQ2KVU3 

DE000VQ15PB1 DE000VQ7ACA5 DE000VQ2YVJ7 DE000VQ57WC7 DE000VQ7QPC9 DE000VQ3Y646 

DE000VQ5MDS4 DE000VQ4FPB1 DE000VQ76WZ8 DE000VQ5VB61 DE000VQ5VB79 DE000VQ2PAV4 

DE000VQ5P2Y0 DE000VQ7ACL2 DE000VQ7ACN8 DE000VQ274U5 DE000VQ76W65 DE000VQ4JPP3 

DE000VQ5P8K6 DE000VQ5P0T4 DE000VP93FJ4 DE000VQ5MY24 DE000VQ7Q1B7 DE000VQ4DB80 

DE000VQ7RFK1 DE000VQ41HK5 DE000VQ5NWZ7 DE000VQ5NW09 DE000VP7H1Y2 DE000VQ4DBG5 

DE000VQ4DBF7 DE000VQ5P342 DE000VQ1GM53 DE000VQ5WCM8 DE000VQ5WCN6 DE000VQ27TY0 

DE000VP4WS80 DE000VQ4JSR3 DE000VQ38785 DE000VQ6K1E8 DE000VQ4DJP9 DE000VQ6DRP7 

DE000VQ7RFM7 DE000VQ6JK99 DE000VQ7D7B9 DE000VP6P424 DE000VQ6FGZ4 DE000VQ2GRJ2 

DE000VQ3GLM7 DE000VQ368B5 DE000VQ6DQG8 DE000VQ6DQH6 DE000VQ1NXY7 DE000VQ30VN3 

DE000VQ4DBK7 DE000VQ4BQX2 DE000VQ4DBQ4 DE000VQ28UX8 DE000VQ28UW0 DE000VQ27UP6 

DE000VQ2DDK7 DE000VQ4W3E2 DE000VQ28WH7 DE000VQ2YPW2 DE000VQ2TV72 DE000VQ4L617 

DE000VQ5P292 DE000VQ5P3A8 DE000VQ5P3B6 DE000VQ4XBG3 DE000VQ76W24 DE000VP6DHF0 

DE000VQ6DNK7 DE000VP6KU21 DE000VQ28T44 DE000VQ2YWP2 DE000VP7H5L0 DE000VQ4G948 

DE000VQ2GTU5 DE000VQ3Z924 DE000VQ1A5M9 DE000VQ52WP0 DE000VQ4DC97 DE000VQ76W32 

DE000VQ6JJU1 DE000VP7HR87 DE000VQ58LP0 DE000VQ5U4A9 DE000VQ5U4B7 DE000VQ4HCU5 

DE000VP904Q6 DE000VP6FDJ6 DE000VQ27671 DE000VQ1PXE4 DE000VQ6B7M9 DE000VP8WQD2 

DE000VQ2JND8 DE000VQ62KA6 DE000VQ7ACQ1 DE000VQ6FFZ6 DE000VQ6FF09 DE000VP9WPS0 

DE000VQ3EJS3 DE000VP4WPJ0 DE000VQ7LEL5 DE000VQ7RFP0 DE000VQ58L11 DE000VQ5AA91 

DE000VP6BCE8 DE000VQ36PZ6 DE000VQ6V5E6 DE000VQ6V5M9 DE000VQ4HA53 DE000VQ3LVL8 

DE000VP6Q364 DE000VP5QYU8 DE000VP5QYM5 DE000VP64S09 DE000VP9WPP6 DE000VQ18605 

DE000VQ5Q7J9 DE000VP5QXV8 DE000VQ7ACY5 DE000VQ6FM26 DE000VQ1M2M2 DE000VP7H387 

DE000VQ5MUT6 DE000VQ6K0B6 DE000VQ6K0Q4 DE000VQ6K0S0 DE000VQ6K0U6 DE000VQ6K0V4 

DE000VP6MYJ8 DE000VP8ZS75 DE000VQ6JMC3 DE000VP7HX22 DE000VQ4J207 DE000VQ5VWN6 

DE000VQ6B6Z3 DE000VQ6B613 DE000VQ2SZ04 DE000VQ4BVU8 DE000VQ47TM3 DE000VQ2DCT0 

DE000VP6QG07 DE000VQ5P0S6 DE000VQ4HCR1 DE000VQ280D8 DE000VQ551X0 DE000VQ4BUE4 

DE000VQ4J1Z8 DE000VQ4HKS2 DE000VQ5MD03 DE000VQ277R4 DE000VQ489V7 DE000VQ3EJR5 

DE000VQ52BL3 DE000VQ5P9K4 DE000VQ5MQM9 DE000VQ58N84 DE000VQ6V231 DE000VQ6V256 

DE000VQ6V280 DE000VQ4W4E0 DE000VQ7LEN1 DE000VQ58L94 DE000VQ5MEU8 DE000VQ7RFS4 

DE000VQ5PX55 DE000VQ2TLX9 DE000VQ4BW38 DE000VQ4FSF6 DE000VQ4X0H0 DE000VP7HW64 

DE000VQ5Q779 DE000VQ6DLV8 DE000VQ6DNX0 DE000VQ6DNZ5 DE000VQ6DN01 DE000VQ5REF8 

DE000VQ6LH33 DE000VQ6LH41 DE000VQ73T22 DE000VP93Y48 DE000VQ5U3Z8 DE000VQ76XU7 

DE000VQ73T06 DE000VQ73T71 DE000VQ73TZ1 DE000VQ73T14 DE000VP50N26 DE000VP6QJM4 

DE000VP6RDG7 DE000VQ5MWB0 DE000VQ58LR6 DE000VQ58NJ9 DE000VQ4TTU4 DE000VQ4G914 

DE000VQ4DCN9 DE000VQ4MBZ6 DE000VQ520T3 DE000VP5ZRW9 DE000VP39KF5 DE000VQ5MX33 

DE000VQ2E4B0 DE000VQ4JTF6 DE000VQ2E1K7 DE000VP931S5 DE000VQ5DWA1 DE000VQ13BL5 

DE000VQ62HZ9 DE000VQ7LSQ4 DE000VQ7LSS0 DE000VP90KG6 DE000VQ5P8F6 DE000VQ7QU48 

DE000VQ4W3Y0 DE000VP7HXE9 DE000VQ280Y4 DE000VQ1X2R8 DE000VQ52BN9 DE000VQ6B4J2 
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DE000VQ6ZTX0 DE000VQ6ZT58 DE000VQ7F4L3 DE000VQ7F4T6 DE000VP4XYX1 DE000VQ12723 

DE000VQ6NBF1 DE000VQ3A7W2 DE000VQ27T52 DE000VQ2GJ57 DE000VQ6U2J3 DE000VQ6U2L9 

DE000VQ6U2N5 DE000VQ6U2P0 DE000VQ2KYT9 DE000VQ2PAL5 DE000VQ2GRY1 DE000VQ6U4M3 

DE000VQ58P58 DE000VQ58P66 DE000VQ62KV2 DE000VQ62KX8 DE000VQ62K16 DE000VQ632P4 

DE000VQ7LQ07 DE000VQ5P1D6 DE000VQ6U233 DE000VQ1J0C2 DE000VQ6B7E6 DE000VQ6K1Z3 

DE000VQ3KUM0 DE000VQ3KUL2 DE000VQ2GT06 DE000VQ7QWB7 DE000VQ41ME8 DE000VQ2KZJ7 

DE000VQ6LND5 DE000VQ277H5 DE000VQ277J1 DE000VQ50NF4 DE000VQ2YZ55 DE000VQ13R35 

DE000VQ5Q7E0 DE000VQ6U0R0 DE000VQ6U0S8 DE000VQ7QWE1 DE000VP97WQ5 DE000VQ4DFE1 

DE000VQ5MD52 DE000VQ5MEL7 DE000VQ2YZL4 DE000VQ3A7S0 DE000VQ2GT97 DE000VQ62J84 

DE000VQ52XJ1 DE000VQ6B7A4 DE000VQ62JA8 DE000VQ6YS50 DE000VQ3AVP2 DE000VQ7AC55 

DE000VQ4XA79 DE000VQ4BSK5 DE000VQ27192 DE000VQ5QBQ3 DE000VQ6ZTH3 DE000VQ1GK55 

DE000VQ73T55 DE000VQ48GN6 DE000VQ7D4X0 DE000VQ7D5Q1 DE000VP4WNV0 DE000VQ4DH19 

DE000VP6ZT27 DE000VQ5MX17 DE000VQ5MXY0 DE000VQ435G1 DE000VQ4L1Y7 DE000VQ6DQT1 

DE000VQ5TF20 DE000VP9CAH7 DE000VQ6K0X0 DE000VQ6K0W2 DE000VQ6K0Y8 DE000VQ29A69 

DE000VQ6FFQ5 DE000VQ4JPH0 DE000VQ6JM30 DE000VQ6JNB3 DE000VQ39V54 DE000VQ2GRZ8 

DE000VQ3A7T8 DE000VQ4DBV4 DE000VQ4DBW2 DE000VQ2YVB4 DE000VQ6U3F9 DE000VQ6U3G7 

DE000VQ6S9Y1 DE000VQ6S9Z8 DE000VQ6XAG0 DE000VQ6XAF2 DE000VQ28U33 DE000VQ4DEL9 

DE000VP7H6K0 DE000VQ4XJ88 DE000VQ5VWF2 DE000VQ2YW90 DE000VQ6JN05 DE000VQ6JPB8 

DE000VQ52ZH0 DE000VQ7F4H1 DE000VQ270D9 DE000VQ7F646 DE000VQ5RE72 DE000VQ5RFC2 

DE000VQ1LW70 DE000VQ129R7 DE000VQ129Q9 DE000VQ7F8J8 DE000VQ7F8N0 DE000VQ4DEG9 

DE000VQ4DEK1 DE000VQ4JUF4 DE000VQ7LQZ9 DE000VQ2KV48 DE000VQ63544 DE000VQ5U250 

DE000VQ27U00 DE000VQ58Q81 DE000VQ29BC0 DE000VQ6JJT3 DE000VQ7F4K5 DE000VQ129Z0 

DE000VQ7AAE1 DE000VQ7AAG6 DE000VQ7AAJ0 DE000VQ7AAL6 DE000VQ2GQ90 DE000VQ6K1C2 

DE000VQ6K1A6 DE000VQ6K1D0 DE000VQ6K1G3 DE000VQ4SUM1 DE000VQ6V2Y1 DE000VQ1LW96 

DE000VQ5P4F5 DE000VQ282L7 DE000VQ28NW5 DE000VQ49ER0 DE000VQ4DB23 DE000VQ2TPR2 

DE000VQ27VF5 DE000VQ2PAF7 DE000VQ4DB56 DE000VQ6V4E9 DE000VQ5Q3N0 DE000VQ47N88 

DE000VQ47N70 DE000VQ2Y0D0 DE000VQ5P318 DE000VQ6B5P6 DE000VQ28S78 DE000VQ6V538 

DE000VQ27UD2 DE000VQ6XDG4 DE000VQ2GR40 DE000VQ5D470 DE000VQ6TCV3 DE000VQ7QVA1 

DE000VQ287N2 DE000VP6JAB1 DE000VQ37A77 DE000VP90JQ7 DE000VQ7LRL7 DE000VQ27UB6 

DE000VQ28YH3 DE000VQ5U3E3 DE000VQ6YP79 DE000VQ6B4L8 DE000VQ49E12 DE000VQ24A23 

DE000VQ2FYP7 DE000VP90LV3 DE000VQ6V6K1 DE000VQ2E4A2 DE000VQ4XK69 DE000VQ13AU8 

DE000VQ4B816 DE000VQ4DE20 DE000VQ58QC7 DE000VQ274D1 DE000VQ5P250 DE000VQ5P276 

DE000VQ5P284 DE000VQ2CXV4 DE000VQ4DE61 DE000VQ6JTU0 DE000VQ6LMW7 DE000VQ28K50 

DE000VP4X1Q1 DE000VP7HSG4 DE000VP6ZVT5 DE000VQ3ETG7 DE000VQ5PZX0 DE000VQ1A8V4 

DE000VP4YFG3 DE000VQ4DJX3 DE000VP4WS31 DE000VQ3E3K2 DE000VQ2E368 DE000VQ6RR68 

DE000VQ4DAV6 DE000VP9WRF3 DE000VQ5VZ14 DE000VQ2YY64 DE000VQ2YVX8 DE000VP4WSC9 

DE000VQ7Q7B4 DE000VQ7Q692 DE000VQ7Q7A6 DE000VQ7Q7C2 DE000VQ6NQ97 DE000VQ49EQ2 

DE000VQ5TFF1 DE000VQ73N85 DE000VQ7XEA3 DE000VQ7XEB1 DE000VQ7XED7 DE000VQ7XEE5 

DE000VQ7XEF2 DE000VQ73PL9 DE000VQ73PN5 DE000VQ70XD6 DE000VQ70XE4 DE000VQ70XF1 

DE000VQ75ZR0 DE000VQ4DFQ5 DE000VQ389W7 DE000VQ6U365 DE000VQ62KL3 DE000VQ62KQ2 

DE000VQ62KR0 DE000VQ57YB5 DE000VQ7Q1F8 DE000VQ51LH2 DE000VQ4T5Y0 DE000VQ62J27 

DE000VQ4C996 DE000VQ12830 DE000VQ6ZTJ9 DE000VQ6ZTM3 DE000VQ5VB20 DE000VQ6V3D3 

DE000VQ6V4A7 DE000VQ7QWS1 DE000VQ6JWJ7 DE000VQ6B7T4 DE000VQ2TPF7 DE000VQ6FND7 

DE000VQ7AFK7 DE000VQ7AFM3 DE000VQ6DLS4 DE000VQ4XKM2 DE000VQ4XKQ3 DE000VQ2TKS1 

DE000VQ7LDE2 DE000VQ4DD70 DE000VP4YGH9 DE000VQ5PY47 DE000VQ5PY54 DE000VQ5VV83 

DE000VQ5VV91 DE000VQ62J19 DE000VQ62KF5 DE000VQ6K036 DE000VQ4XA87 DE000VQ27T11 

DE000VQ6V439 DE000VQ6S9V7 DE000VQ4XBD0 DE000VQ4T5Q6 DE000VQ5VSL8 DE000VQ7E5P2 

DE000VQ28V73 DE000VQ2YY98 DE000VQ1LWJ4 DE000VQ4FQY1 DE000VP97WB7 DE000VQ6XCW3 

DE000VQ6XCT9 DE000VQ62K40 DE000VQ4XBB4 DE000VQ2TP21 DE000VQ4DB49 DE000VQ5P1X4 

DE000VQ7LRG7 DE000VQ7LRH5 DE000VQ27TZ7 DE000VQ29BH9 DE000VQ5PX97 DE000VQ4XBE8 

DE000VQ5P8S9 DE000VQ2YU76 DE000VQ6A0K9 DE000VQ4DFC5 DE000VQ2E1G5 DE000VQ3A8W0 

DE000VQ6V355 DE000VQ6V348 DE000VQ6V389 DE000VQ6V363 DE000VQ62G95 DE000VQ5P1K1 

DE000VQ29B27 DE000VQ58RA9 DE000VQ6B688 DE000VQ7QWR3 DE000VQ47N47 DE000VQ47PE8 

DE000VQ58QF0 DE000VQ2TX13 DE000VQ76ZS6 DE000VQ66075 DE000VQ5Q7A8 DE000VQ6LK38 

DE000VQ7E011 DE000VQ7E052 DE000VQ5MYK7 DE000VQ6K1W0 DE000VQ6K1X8 DE000VQ4DDQ0 

DE000VQ6K2A4 DE000VQ6K2C0 DE000VQ6XBJ2 DE000VQ6XBL8 DE000VP5PNH0 DE000VQ6K1L3 

DE000VQ6K1P4 DE000VQ2GR32 DE000VQ66RG9 DE000VQ2YWX6 DE000VQ5MYM3 DE000VQ6JL15 

DE000VQ6DP58 DE000VQ6AZW2 DE000VQ58L03 DE000VQ3A9M9 DE000VQ6XAX5 DE000VQ58QT1 

DE000VQ58Q99 DE000VQ6YT83 DE000VQ6YT91 DE000VQ5VXS3 DE000VQ28Z20 DE000VQ28232 

DE000VQ62G12 DE000VQ62G38 DE000VQ6YQF6 DE000VQ5RDM6 DE000VQ5DZH9 DE000VQ7E5T4 

DE000VQ7E5S6 DE000VQ6V3U7 DE000VQ6V3X1 DE000VQ6V3Y9 DE000VQ6V4F6 DE000VQ6V2T1 

DE000VQ6V2W5 DE000VQ47TV4 DE000VQ7QVC7 DE000VQ5U3D5 DE000VQ5U3G8 DE000VQ5Q712 

DE000VQ7LET8 DE000VQ7LEW2 DE000VQ2E2G3 DE000VQ2E2H1 DE000VQ4L7M9 DE000VQ1ME97 

DE000VQ4DF60 DE000VQ7QVJ2 DE000VQ2Y0K5 DE000VQ4PR62 DE000VP7HSN0 DE000VQ6LH09 

DE000VQ58Q73 DE000VQ6U1F3 DE000VQ6V2P9 DE000VQ6V2M6 DE000VQ6V4C3 DE000VQ1RF42 

DE000VQ4DCA6 DE000VQ6TD21 DE000VQ7QVN4 DE000VQ7QVG8 DE000VQ62HV8 DE000VQ62HW6 

DE000VQ7Q1C5 DE000VQ663G8 DE000VQ663E3 DE000VQ1VXW4 DE000VQ282G7 DE000VQ282B8 

DE000VQ7LBJ5 DE000VQ7LBK3 DE000VQ7LBN7 DE000VQ5P2R4 DE000VQ28VR8 DE000VQ6U548 
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DE000VQ2GR65 DE000VQ2YT87 DE000VQ1MHD6 DE000VQ3V0R2 DE000VQ7AF37 DE000VQ7AF45 

DE000VQ6BNX4 DE000VQ5P862 DE000VQ7AFQ4 DE000VQ663A1 DE000VQ1X279 DE000VP93A20 

DE000VQ47PA6 DE000VQ6LHW7 DE000VQ2E392 DE000VQ4DFN2 DE000VQ2CVC8 DE000VQ76ZT4 

DE000VQ2XCK7 DE000VP7H5N6 DE000VQ695K2 DE000VQ695J4 DE000VQ695L0 DE000VQ2WKD7 

DE000VQ695H8 DE000VQ7MZ54 DE000VQ7MZ62 DE000VQ694R0 DE000VQ3EQT6 DE000VQ4W937 

DE000VQ5P8J8 DE000VQ4DJK0 DE000VQ6ZQW8 DE000VQ62KW0 DE000VQ7K8W4 DE000VQ7K8Z7 

DE000VQ7K8X2 DE000VQ6V2X3 DE000VQ6V2U9 DE000VQ6TD47 DE000VQ2YT61 DE000VQ3KUN8 

DE000VQ4W3A0 DE000VQ4JSU7 DE000VQ5MY65 DE000VQ5MZA5 DE000VP73UH9 DE000VQ15MQ6 

DE000VQ15PR7 DE000VQ4T9V8 DE000VP6DG44 DE000VQ6XAW7 DE000VQ6XAZ0 DE000VQ6XA93 

DE000VQ6XB19 DE000VQ5P110 DE000VQ18T04 DE000VP6JB43 DE000VQ55ZU6 DE000VQ284W0 

DE000VQ6AZS0 DE000VQ6JJX5 DE000VQ6JJY3 DE000VQ3KUH0 DE000VQ6TEV9 DE000VQ4JPN8 

DE000VQ48875 DE000VQ13FC5 DE000VP8Q1W4 DE000VQ5SXC3 DE000VQ39YV1 DE000VQ6V3T9 

DE000VQ2XAE4 DE000VQ3X6L0 DE000VQ1RF59 DE000VQ27UG5 DE000VQ27UJ9 DE000VQ5MPK5 

DE000VQ5MPL3 DE000VQ5MPM1 DE000VQ6FA95 DE000VQ6B8T2 DE000VQ5TGY0 DE000VQ5TGZ7 

DE000VQ5MRD6 DE000VQ70YF9 DE000VQ70YE2 DE000VP99185 DE000VQ4B8W8 DE000VQ1LWG0 

DE000VQ2N724 DE000VQ6LKX9 DE000VQ6LKZ4 DE000VQ6LK04 DE000VQ6LK12 DE000VQ6LK20 

DE000VQ6TAQ7 DE000VQ36HF5 DE000VQ4XJ54 DE000VP7UQ24 DE000VQ7LF91 DE000VQ62K99 

DE000VQ52WW6 DE000VQ6JLZ6 DE000VQ6RQF0 DE000VQ6RQJ2 DE000VQ6V2Q7 DE000VQ1MHG9 

DE000VQ6V5B2 DE000VQ62KZ3 DE000VQ4DE38 DE000VQ4DFU7 DE000VQ6LKY7 DE000VP7HXF6 

DE000VQ3A869 DE000VQ3A9J5 DE000VQ5DY58 DE000VQ36FU8 DE000VQ2GUE7 DE000VQ5RFA6 

DE000VQ5WCP1 DE000VQ4XJ39 DE000VQ6LUH1 DE000VP64S25 DE000VQ3D814 DE000VP7BDC8 

DE000VQ5D7Z0 DE000VQ51M66 DE000VQ51M58 DE000VQ5THH3 DE000VQ62J50 DE000VQ62J92 

DE000VQ62J68 DE000VQ1SX49 DE000VQ4TTC2 DE000VQ359P4 DE000VQ6YUG6 DE000VQ36HB4 

DE000VQ2TYZ7 DE000VQ4DAX2 DE000VQ5MXX2 DE000VQ4TZC9 DE000VQ611L7 DE000VQ7LEF7 

DE000VQ6V413 DE000VQ6V421 DE000VQ6V5D8 DE000VP6Y6A1 DE000VP6P515 DE000VQ6XD17 

DE000VQ1MHS4 DE000VQ3KKT6 DE000VQ6V272 DE000VQ697K8 DE000VQ4W9D1 DE000VQ1A731 

DE000VQ2TP05 DE000VQ52Y61 DE000VQ4W9V3 DE000VQ5DW35 DE000VQ2CXQ4 DE000VQ6V447 

DE000VQ30BX4 DE000VQ5TF12 DE000VQ6U9P5 DE000VP9WPC4 DE000VQ4DH76 DE000VQ7QT41 

DE000VQ1WST8 DE000VQ2CYJ7 DE000VQ28S03 DE000VP4XZH1 DE000VQ47PB4 DE000VQ47PC2 

DE000VQ47PD0 DE000VQ47PG3 DE000VQ2YV00 DE000VQ2GQ33 DE000VQ6V4R1 DE000VQ6XBN4 

DE000VQ6XBU9 DE000VQ1HBD9 DE000VQ28S60 DE000VQ6TDS7 DE000VQ2TV98 DE000VP6QEW4 

DE000VQ2KUQ3 DE000VQ4SSF9 DE000VP97WC5 DE000VQ55078 DE000VP9WT68 DE000VQ27YZ7 

DE000VQ2YWR8 DE000VQ28YG5 DE000VQ28JB7 DE000VQ28T93 DE000VQ4X0J6 DE000VQ4JPB3 

DE000VQ6K1Q2 DE000VQ6K1T6 DE000VQ6LKE9 DE000VQ6LKG4 DE000VQ6LKL4 DE000VQ7QTZ2 

DE000VQ6B6Y6 DE000VQ6DK79 DE000VQ1GE95 DE000VQ5P2T0 DE000VQ7ND67 DE000VQ6DMY0 

DE000VQ6DMZ7 DE000VQ6DM28 DE000VQ6DNH3 DE000VQ2GQ66 DE000VQ55094 DE000VQ2YPY8 

DE000VQ272A1 DE000VQ36PK8 DE000VP7HYH0 DE000VQ4TWG7 DE000VQ2YV59 DE000VP8WP63 

DE000VP8WP55 DE000VQ2YP40 DE000VQ5KQ26 DE000VQ28PY6 DE000VQ7Y928 DE000VQ6CKL3 

DE000VQ6CKR0 DE000VQ6CKS8 DE000VQ7V4M1 DE000VQ2J243 DE000VQ7W1K0 DE000VQ7W1L8 

DE000VQ4HC77 DE000VQ1SWJ9 DE000VQ7EC28 DE000VQ4X0F4 DE000VQ289J6 DE000VQ7ZW03 

DE000VQ2YXD6 DE000VQ4T5G7 DE000VQ4L112 DE000VQ4L120 DE000VQ50PB8 DE000VQ4BV70 

DE000VQ28VU2 DE000VP4X0Z4 DE000VQ2TFQ5 DE000VQ6NA95 DE000VQ6NBB0 DE000VQ6BNZ9 

DE000VQ6BN78 DE000VQ4L443 DE000VQ28S11 DE000VQ4UEN9 DE000VQ5MPD0 DE000VQ5Q704 

DE000VQ2SZE1 DE000VQ2SZF8 DE000VP7H4Q2 DE000VQ5DWG8 DE000VQ44BN6 DE000VQ28V65 

DE000VQ6NA46 DE000VQ6NA38 DE000VP6P8Z5 DE000VQ7EDV1 DE000VQ7EDW9 DE000VQ6V4U5 

DE000VQ6V4X9 DE000VQ70QU4 DE000VQ70QT6 DE000VQ6U6Q9 DE000VP6YT69 DE000VQ5MSX2 

DE000VQ4BLK0 DE000VQ4BLM6 DE000VP4YA96 DE000VQ7W8M1 DE000VQ6AP69 DE000VQ6AP77 

DE000VQ6AP85 DE000VQ6V4V3 DE000VQ2MKT4 DE000VQ6AZQ4 DE000VQ47TK7 DE000VQ7W6P8 

DE000VP7AS18 DE000VQ7Q8U2 DE000VQ7Q8R8 DE000VQ7Q8Q0 DE000VP8NF33 DE000VQ4DDS6 

DE000VQ62KK5 DE000VQ62KJ7 DE000VQ62KM1 DE000VQ28Z61 DE000VQ4BLS3 DE000VQ5QAA9 

DE000VQ6NMU7 DE000VQ129H8 DE000VQ6RNW2 DE000VQ6XDT7 DE000VQ6V5C0 DE000VQ6V5F3 

DE000VQ6U274 DE000VQ4DH50 DE000VQ5PZ46 DE000VQ5PZ79 DE000VQ6RQL8 DE000VQ4W3C6 

DE000VQ6K2H9 DE000VQ6K2J5 DE000VQ6A0F9 DE000VQ5Q3P5 DE000VQ57XF8 DE000VQ5TDX9 

DE000VQ4L5F7 DE000VQ6TC89 DE000VQ73U94 DE000VQ6U2X4 DE000VQ47QH9 DE000VQ6U2Y2 

DE000VQ4XLA5 DE000VQ707K5 DE000VQ707J7 DE000VQ707L3 DE000VQ708J5 DE000VQ708L1 

DE000VQ708N7 DE000VQ708P2 DE000VQ73HX1 DE000VQ73HW3 DE000VQ73HY9 DE000VQ73H00 

DE000VQ6V4T7 DE000VQ6V454 DE000VQ73KH8 DE000VQ73KF2 DE000VQ73KG0 DE000VQ73KJ4 

DE000VQ73KK2 DE000VQ73KM8 DE000VQ73KL0 DE000VQ73KN6 DE000VQ6K002 DE000VQ6K028 

DE000VQ73LC7 DE000VQ73LE3 DE000VQ73LG8 DE000VQ73LH6 DE000VQ73LJ2 DE000VQ6K2N7 

DE000VQ6V2V7 DE000VQ6V3F8 DE000VQ6V3K8 DE000VQ6V3H4 DE000VQ6V3L6 DE000VQ73L79 

DE000VQ73L95 DE000VQ73MA9 DE000VQ73MB7 DE000VQ73MD3 DE000VQ73ME1 DE000VQ73MF8 

DE000VQ74AK1 DE000VQ74AL9 DE000VQ7LG41 DE000VQ7LG66 DE000VP62SW5 DE000VQ7F4D0 

DE000VQ7EE75 DE000VQ7EE83 DE000VQ7D7Y1 DE000VQ7LKS7 DE000VQ7ND00 DE000VQ6ZQL1 

DE000VQ4UA80 DE000VQ6JNT5 DE000VQ6JNX7 DE000VQ6MJF6 DE000VQ6MJG4 DE000VQ1GLB4 

DE000VQ6TAL8 DE000VQ6TAM6 DE000VQ5MEB8 DE000VQ5MEA0 DE000VQ7W0X5 DE000VQ7RHB6 

DE000VQ7W377 DE000VQ7Y9Z9 DE000VQ7ECT7 DE000VQ7ECW1 DE000VQ7V4T6 DE000VQ7V4X8 

DE000VQ7RG45 DE000VQ7W161 DE000VQ7W146 DE000VQ7EDL2 DE000VQ7EDK4 DE000VQ7EDM0 

DE000VQ7W3N0 DE000VP64RE1 DE000VQ62HP0 DE000VQ277T0 DE000VQ7EC69 DE000VQ7ZWX2 
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DE000VQ7ZW11 DE000VQ7ZWY0 DE000VQ7W013 DE000VQ7W104 DE000VQ7W112 DE000VQ7W120 

DE000VQ7W153 DE000VQ7W179 DE000VQ7W138 DE000VQ7W2L6 DE000VP6P8S0 DE000VQ5MTP6 

DE000VQ6NN90 DE000VQ44AY5 DE000VQ3Y7Q6 DE000VP6YXC0 DE000VQ15L13 DE000VP9X893 

DE000VQ6NMM4 DE000VQ27VQ2 DE000VQ2YW33 DE000VP4WLS0 DE000VP6SEG3 DE000VQ30X85 

DE000VQ3EW44 DE000VQ2YS54 DE000VQ5VYX1 DE000VQ6NMV5 DE000VQ5MUQ2 DE000VP7HXA7 

DE000VP6HG99 DE000VP4WSD7 DE000VQ2YVS8 DE000VQ2N9W4 DE000VQ28XT0 DE000VQ2YZV3 

DE000VP6DJX9 DE000VQ5MT70 DE000VP6M025 DE000VQ5MEC6 DE000VP6YRH1 DE000VP4X902 

DE000VQ6NPR6 DE000VQ278E0 DE000VP667T3 DE000VQ5D4G7 DE000VP6A6S1 DE000VQ1MCS5 

DE000VQ57WY1 DE000VQ73T48 DE000VP6DH92 DE000VP65WU4 DE000VQ41H58 DE000VQ6JXL1 

DE000VQ4DG93 DE000VP93E91 DE000VP4WWU3 DE000VP68QN5 DE000VQ276V8 DE000VQ2YP65 

DE000VQ2GQR7 DE000VP6RBJ5 DE000VQ36WC1 DE000VQ3EJU9 DE000VQ5DVJ4 DE000VQ4JUQ1 

DE000VQ764K6 DE000VQ4BRJ9 DE000VP6JFC8 DE000VQ1A6T2 DE000VP99128 DE000VP8Q154 

DE000VQ36BQ5 DE000VP7LVF2 DE000VP8M1S6 DE000VQ312K4 DE000VP6ZT68 DE000VQ1YL60 

DE000VQ57QN6 DE000VQ6NN74 DE000VQ5X957 DE000VQ6JLT9 DE000VP4X6M9 DE000VQ6JL07 

DE000VQ763L6 DE000VP4XYJ0 DE000VP6QY21 DE000VP68D77 DE000VP4YMF1 DE000VP90KX1 

DE000VQ5SUB1 DE000VQ4DGN0 DE000VQ4DGP5 DE000VP6P8Y8 DE000VP8Q2A8 DE000VQ36UL6 

DE000VP7DWJ9 DE000VQ36VX9 DE000VQ5MU10 DE000VQ38769 DE000VP501N7 DE000VQ6JLQ5 

DE000VQ5V522 DE000VQ3Y6X4 DE000VQ1A533 DE000VQ4JQF2 DE000VQ1GK22 DE000VP6P4R1 

DE000VQ5MND5 DE000VQ5MNE3 DE000VP4WUB7 DE000VP6DJZ4 DE000VP6CPZ3 DE000VP969H8 

DE000VQ6NPC8 DE000VQ4BVG7 DE000VQ73JG2 DE000VQ73JK4 DE000VQ73JJ6 DE000VQ7JJG8 

DE000VP6QS60 DE000VQ6RLY2 DE000VP8Q1Y0 DE000VQ5MPN9 DE000VQ5MPP4 DE000VP6ZUZ4 

DE000VQ6RRH4 DE000VQ6RRL6 DE000VQ6JMK6 DE000VQ6JMH2 DE000VQ6JN70 DE000VQ4BU97 

DE000VQ369B3 DE000VQ4W8T9 DE000VQ7JH44 DE000VQ36EL0 DE000VQ76ZH9 DE000VQ70YS2 

DE000VQ77QP9 DE000VQ77QQ7 DE000VQ77QR5 DE000VQ77QT1 DE000VP8Q1D4 DE000VQ6JNW9 

DE000VP6QJJ0 DE000VP8FYW1 DE000VQ4T552 DE000VQ4T537 DE000VQ6NQ55 DE000VQ6NQ89 

DE000VQ5QEL8 DE000VQ5QEK0 DE000VP4X2S5 DE000VP93C10 DE000VQ4HK77 DE000VQ6VD43 

DE000VQ1GKT8 DE000VQ73PS4 DE000VQ73QQ6 DE000VQ73QN3 DE000VQ73QP8 DE000VQ73QR4 

DE000VQ7XEV9 DE000VQ7XEX5 DE000VQ7XEW7 DE000VQ7XEY3 DE000VQ7XEZ0 DE000VQ7XE15 

DE000VQ7XE07 DE000VP61W89 DE000VQ28NB9 DE000VQ70W46 DE000VQ6JNP3 DE000VQ77P48 

DE000VQ77P55 DE000VP4YD02 DE000VP65R09 DE000VQ36K76 DE000VQ15CT1 DE000VQ4HBL6 

DE000VQ1P0K7 DE000VQ4J157 DE000VQ4W9B5 DE000VQ77P71 DE000VQ77P63 DE000VQ77P89 

DE000VQ77P97 DE000VQ77QA1 DE000VQ77QU9 DE000VP7Y8L3 DE000VQ6NRU6 DE000VQ13AA0 

DE000VQ4DFM4 DE000VQ52Y79 DE000VQ36WK4 DE000VQ70X86 DE000VQ28WA2 DE000VQ2N781 

DE000VQ76405 DE000VQ70YA0 DE000VQ764T7 DE000VQ70X94 DE000VQ70YD4 DE000VQ1A525 

DE000VQ51KZ6 DE000VQ51K01 DE000VQ6JQX0 DE000VQ7F5G0 DE000VQ7F5H8 DE000VQ7F5K2 

DE000VQ70YC6 DE000VQ6NQF9 DE000VQ70YB8 DE000VQ764X9 DE000VQ764V3 DE000VQ6AXP1 

DE000VQ764U5 DE000VQ7AAS1 DE000VQ7AAR3 DE000VQ49DS0 DE000VQ58KP2 DE000VQ5V2B0 

DE000VQ5MN35 DE000VP6Y6F0 DE000VQ6JV96 DE000VQ764W1 DE000VQ6ZJN2 DE000VQ6ZJP7 

DE000VQ764Y7 DE000VP7H5H8 DE000VP8WNL2 DE000VQ5Q7U6 DE000VQ5Q7V4 DE000VQ5Q7W2 

DE000VQ7F638 DE000VQ7F7A9 DE000VQ7F7B7 DE000VQ7F7K8 DE000VQ7F7N2 DE000VQ7F7Z6 

DE000VQ7F794 DE000VQ5MQT4 DE000VQ6FKR3 DE000VP8Q097 DE000VQ764Z4 DE000VQ7AD39 

DE000VQ1G7C0 DE000VQ7D9J8 DE000VQ7JLQ3 DE000VQ7JLT7 DE000VQ7ABL4 DE000VQ7ACR9 

DE000VQ5MVQ0 DE000VP9WPG5 DE000VP8ZS83 DE000VP8BVE4 DE000VQ6JWB4 DE000VP38DN6 

DE000VP8Q1E2 DE000VQ5MUR0 DE000VQ6JMG4 DE000VQ6JMF6 DE000VQ1J120 DE000VQ1J195 

DE000VQ6JN13 DE000VQ73JC1 DE000VQ73JE7 DE000VQ73JD9 DE000VQ73K05 DE000VQ7F6N4 

DE000VQ7F6P9 DE000VQ7F6R5 DE000VQ7F6Q7 DE000VQ73LX3 DE000VQ73MG6 DE000VQ73MH4 

DE000VQ73MK8 DE000VQ73ML6 DE000VQ73MM4 DE000VQ288E9 DE000VP9JD22 DE000VP4WMM1 

DE000VQ74AH7 DE000VP8WPU8 DE000VQ7AEF0 DE000VQ7AEE3 DE000VP8M5P3 DE000VQ7F3V4 

DE000VP80V87 DE000VQ1A7D4 DE000VP8WP14 DE000VQ4B824 DE000VQ7LJ63 DE000VQ7LKN8 

DE000VQ7LKQ1 DE000VQ7LKP3 DE000VQ7LKU3 DE000VP6QGS7 DE000VQ169F8 DE000VQ359Q2 

DE000VQ5FRY6 DE000VQ1J0D0 DE000VQ5N3J1 DE000VQ5N3H5 DE000VP8US21 DE000VQ5THF7 

DE000VP6ZDC9 DE000VP90KZ6 DE000VQ5V142 DE000VQ5V167 DE000VQ7LJ48 DE000VQ7LJ30 

DE000VQ7LJ55 DE000VQ4DD96 DE000VQ4DEA2 DE000VQ4MA80 DE000VP54A50 DE000VQ1P002 

DE000VQ7UV58 DE000VQ7UV74 DE000VQ7UV82 DE000VQ7UV90 DE000VQ7UWA1 DE000VQ7F422 

DE000VQ7F455 DE000VP962G5 DE000VQ36WN8 DE000VQ7QQP9 DE000VQ7QQQ7 DE000VP6DHR5 

DE000VQ7RB08 DE000VQ7RB16 DE000VP8Q4U2 DE000VP6ZD33 DE000VP6DH68 DE000VQ2PVG1 

DE000VQ7RB57 DE000VQ7EB86 DE000VQ7EB78 DE000VQ5DWP9 DE000VQ5QBK6 DE000VQ5QBL4 

DE000VP4X1V1 DE000VQ55XU1 DE000VQ7WQ79 DE000VQ4UEP4 DE000VP4WP34 DE000VP6QD34 

DE000VP6QPR0 DE000VQ4DBZ5 DE000VQ4DFZ6 DE000VP64RP7 DE000VQ6FJU9 DE000VQ48H51 

DE000VQ36LS0 DE000VP38F07 DE000VQ5MM77 DE000VQ5MQ99 DE000VQ5MRB0 DE000VQ5TG37 

DE000VQ36V40 DE000VP90KT9 DE000VP8US62 DE000VP8M641 DE000VQ5SW79 DE000VQ7F3F7 

DE000VQ7D9L4 DE000VQ7F3E0 DE000VP90KW3 DE000VQ6JNR9 DE000VQ6JNV1 DE000VP8Q2B6 

DE000VQ7AA81 DE000VQ7TZ32 DE000VQ7JPR2 DE000VQ7JPQ4 DE000VQ7ACS7 DE000VQ7ACT5 

DE000VP6QF73 DE000VQ6U8D3 DE000VP6QFZ4 DE000VQ7JJ75 DE000VP9WUD2 DE000VQ6APZ6 

DE000VP929D1 DE000VQ7ADU1 DE000VQ3LQG8 DE000VP9U972 DE000VP82ST9 DE000VQ6U8P7 

DE000VQ7JK72 DE000VQ7LSV4 DE000VQ7LSU6 DE000VQ7LSW2 DE000VQ7JKD3 DE000VQ7JKE1 

DE000VQ7JKF8 DE000VQ5V282 DE000VQ7LWU8 DE000VP8Q253 DE000VQ7JLS9 DE000VQ7JLR1 

DE000VQ5MC87 DE000VQ7AB15 DE000VP8FYV3 DE000VQ6JQ10 DE000VP965E3 DE000VP9WAW4 
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DE000VQ697Q5 DE000VP38FM3 DE000VQ4DET2 DE000VQ7D6H8 DE000VQ3Z890 DE000VQ5DWZ8 

DE000VQ73UJ3 DE000VQ73UK1 DE000VQ76X80 DE000VQ76X72 DE000VQ76X98 DE000VQ28PX8 

DE000VQ76YB5 DE000VQ73UL9 DE000VQ4DF86 DE000VQ7D6K2 DE000VQ76YA7 DE000VP6P457 

DE000VQ69673 DE000VQ76YC3 DE000VQ7D4T8 DE000VQ28TL5 DE000VQ28TN1 DE000VQ76YF6 

DE000VQ29J60 DE000VP7HF99 DE000VQ76YD1 DE000VQ76YE9 DE000VQ76YH2 DE000VQ698C3 

DE000VQ76YG4 DE000VQ5W7D4 DE000VQ6RMN3 DE000VQ7JHU3 DE000VQ7JHW9 DE000VQ48JQ3 

DE000VQ7JH85 DE000VQ73JF4 DE000VQ73JH0 DE000VP8NFU8 DE000VQ7F6Y1 DE000VQ7F6V7 

DE000VQ7F6U9 DE000VQ73LR5 DE000VQ73LS3 DE000VQ73LT1 DE000VQ73LU9 DE000VQ73LY1 

DE000VQ73L04 DE000VQ73LZ8 DE000VQ73L12 DE000VQ73L46 DE000VQ737B1 DE000VQ737C9 

DE000VQ74AX4 DE000VQ6U8X1 DE000VQ6JQQ4 DE000VQ6JQR2 DE000VQ39ZT2 DE000VQ288P5 

DE000VQ7NDZ3 DE000VQ7D6M8 DE000VQ7D6L0 DE000VQ3P073 DE000VQ73UP0 DE000VQ76Y97 

DE000VQ76ZB2 DE000VQ76ZE6 DE000VQ76ZC0 DE000VQ76ZD8 DE000VQ76ZG1 DE000VQ76ZJ5 

DE000VQ76Y89 DE000VQ4T2A7 DE000VQ7D6A3 DE000VQ76ZA4 DE000VQ76ZF3 DE000VQ28PE8 

DE000VQ28PD0 DE000VQ76ZK3 DE000VQ76ZL1 DE000VQ73U86 DE000VQ7WTS5 DE000VP5W034 

DE000VP4WNG1 DE000VQ6U7L8 DE000VQ6U7U9 DE000VQ77NB6 DE000VQ77P06 DE000VQ77P22 

DE000VQ77P14 DE000VQ77P30 DE000VQ70YL7 DE000VQ70YM5 DE000VQ70YN3 DE000VQ70YP8 

DE000VP6BG20 DE000VQ77QV7 DE000VQ77QW5 DE000VQ77QX3 DE000VP7HSU5 DE000VP9U9L3 

DE000VQ7AEJ2 DE000VP7HF81 DE000VQ41GM3 DE000VQ1J3A0 DE000VQ7LJ89 DE000VQ7JQ35 

DE000VQ5MDC8 DE000VQ7RS74 DE000VQ6JN88 DE000VP8US05 DE000VQ1KPN2 DE000VQ5TD55 

DE000VQ7F6W5 DE000VQ6ZJ43 DE000VQ6ZH78 DE000VQ6ZJS1 DE000VQ489E3 DE000VQ7QQN4 

DE000VQ36EF2 DE000VP6RBU2 DE000VQ6JRG3 DE000VQ6UZM1 DE000VP8SPT8 DE000VP8Q7M2 

DE000VQ4DB72 DE000VQ7D4W2 DE000VQ7D583 DE000VQ5G9A6 DE000VP6ZU40 DE000VP4WL04 

DE000VQ28N81 DE000VQ7WQ20 DE000VQ7WQ46 DE000VQ7LA39 DE000VQ48BJ5 DE000VQ5DWN4 

DE000VQ41GN1 DE000VQ36A52 DE000VQ3ECF5 DE000VQ7UWB9 DE000VP567F4 DE000VP61XK2 

DE000VQ7WT43 DE000VQ7WT01 DE000VQ7WT19 DE000VQ7WT27 DE000VP5VEK1 DE000VQ698D1 

DE000VQ7WQ87 DE000VQ35682 DE000VP65NR9 DE000VQ3V0F7 DE000VP8ZR01 DE000VP6RAZ3 

DE000VP6Y566 DE000VP6S0H7 DE000VQ350S7 DE000VQ5TG52 DE000VQ5N3F9 DE000VQ4DFY9 

DE000VQ5QCD9 DE000VQ7QQR5 DE000VQ4DF29 DE000VP65R25 DE000VQ5G887 DE000VQ7NCV4 

DE000VQ52BF5 DE000VP4WL12 DE000VP6FDS7 DE000VQ5QCE7 DE000VQ28S86 DE000VQ699H0 

DE000VQ36EG0 DE000VQ6U6Y3 DE000VQ73UN5 DE000VQ73UM7 DE000VQ5W7E2 DE000VQ5W7F9 

DE000VQ35724 DE000VQ6ZS83 DE000VQ6ZS75 DE000VP4WL46 DE000VP6KQ35 DE000VQ48JN0 

DE000VP6QDU0 DE000VQ5TEB3 DE000VQ6FCQ2 DE000VQ6U050 DE000VQ6U043 DE000VQ73UQ8 

DE000VQ73UR6 DE000VP6Q4H1 DE000VQ76YJ8 DE000VQ76YK6 DE000VP6BFZ6 DE000VQ76YL4 

DE000VQ76YM2 DE000VQ76YN0 DE000VQ7D807 DE000VQ7D831 DE000VQ7D823 DE000VQ7D849 

DE000VQ7D856 DE000VP714Z0 DE000VP6M033 DE000VQ38H38 DE000VQ76YU5 DE000VQ7F3L5 

DE000VQ7F3N1 DE000VQ7F3P6 DE000VQ7F3Q4 DE000VP681V0 DE000VQ7D9C3 DE000VQ28PV2 

DE000VQ4J2V5 DE000VQ36EK2 DE000VQ76YP5 DE000VQ36EE5 DE000VQ7D864 DE000VQ7D898 

DE000VQ76YR1 DE000VQ2GSJ0 DE000VQ2GSL6 DE000VQ27YT0 DE000VQ27184 DE000VQ38736 

DE000VP882B6 DE000VP9WPJ9 DE000VP8Q4S6 DE000VQ47QC0 DE000VQ27W81 DE000VQ4DBM3 

DE000VQ3GLH7 DE000VQ7JNU1 DE000VQ7JNW7 DE000VP65UN3 DE000VQ2KV63 DE000VQ5FRL3 

DE000VQ280S6 DE000VQ5MGL2 DE000VQ5MZL2 DE000VQ28TM3 DE000VQ4L286 DE000VQ6NQY0 

DE000VQ48JJ8 DE000VQ6DMH5 DE000VQ1X1R0 DE000VQ12913 DE000VQ5MNB9 DE000VQ35856 

DE000VP8Q1B8 DE000VQ7RCR3 DE000VQ7RCU7 DE000VQ28TS0 DE000VQ2E5A9 DE000VQ5MXV6 

DE000VP32QK7 DE000VQ7K8N3 DE000VQ5VWJ4 DE000VQ5VWK2 DE000VQ7VWR3 DE000VQ7VWX1 

DE000VQ7F471 DE000VQ47D07 DE000VQ6NPL9 DE000VQ52ZD9 DE000VQ76WJ2 DE000VQ2E3S6 

DE000VQ7S920 DE000VQ7TA07 DE000VQ1BMY5 DE000VQ5TEL2 DE000VQ6B4X3 DE000VQ4HCX9 

DE000VP8Q295 DE000VQ47GP3 DE000VP6MU29 DE000VQ6S872 DE000VQ28T69 DE000VQ28T77 

DE000VQ41HC2 DE000VQ1GJX2 DE000VQ4T9N5 DE000VQ283F7 DE000VQ4FTC1 DE000VQ41HA6 

DE000VQ41HB4 DE000VQ3EMG2 DE000VP5U7B2 DE000VQ47NV7 DE000VQ57V93 DE000VQ7LMD5 

DE000VQ6JWR0 DE000VQ6JWP4 DE000VQ4XJB7 DE000VP6QES2 DE000VP6HGV0 DE000VP4WPX1 

DE000VQ6FFM4 DE000VQ6FFL6 DE000VQ6FFK8 DE000VQ1S0D9 DE000VQ1SV25 DE000VP6MYH2 

DE000VQ5QDR7 DE000VQ5QDQ9 DE000VQ5THR2 DE000VQ7LL85 DE000VP8Q113 DE000VP8Q1H5 

DE000VQ4DF03 DE000VP9WPN1 DE000VQ5AA83 DE000VQ6JWQ2 DE000VQ1S0G2 DE000VP6M1S8 

DE000VQ3Y7A0 DE000VP5QYP8 DE000VP6QPF5 DE000VQ3Y7F9 DE000VQ57TZ4 DE000VQ5V2Q8 

DE000VQ4MBN2 DE000VQ15CH6 DE000VP4WPU7 DE000VQ70X60 DE000VP9WPH3 DE000VP7HFJ5 

DE000VQ6B407 DE000VQ52Z29 DE000VQ7W7L5 DE000VQ7EDP3 DE000VQ4BVJ1 DE000VQ7W4X7 

DE000VQ7W4W9 DE000VQ70QH1 DE000VQ70QM1 DE000VP5XCH7 DE000VQ70XA2 DE000VQ75ZQ2 

DE000VQ75ZP4 DE000VP5PNC1 DE000VP7GB86 DE000VP39K66 DE000VQ6JWS8 DE000VP9BSL3 

DE000VQ58N76 DE000VQ6DQN4 DE000VQ5MT96 DE000VQ36VR1 DE000VP5QYH5 DE000VQ28PH1 

DE000VQ36U17 DE000VQ1LU07 DE000VP99136 DE000VQ4DJA1 DE000VQ5D0X0 DE000VP4WP59 

DE000VQ7Q650 DE000VQ7Q684 DE000VQ1LXM6 DE000VP5QYS2 DE000VQ41F84 DE000VP4WMX8 

DE000VQ5AA75 DE000VQ2DC99 DE000VP8SPL5 DE000VP8ZSF6 DE000VQ7QR50 DE000VQ7QSA7 

DE000VQ284V2 DE000VQ6FDK3 DE000VQ6FDH9 DE000VQ7RF20 DE000VP4X498 DE000VQ4W4H3 

DE000VP6M0T8 DE000VQ288F6 DE000VQ2E3W8 DE000VP8FCF2 DE000VP6ZT76 DE000VP7J4Z1 

DE000VP6MYN0 DE000VQ6VEK8 DE000VQ7Q7R0 DE000VQ7Q7P4 DE000VQ7Q7S8 DE000VQ7Q7U4 

DE000VQ7Q7T6 DE000VQ7Q7X8 DE000VQ6FE34 DE000VP5QXS4 DE000VQ4DJF0 DE000VP992X7 

DE000VQ3LT73 DE000VQ1J9R1 DE000VQ6LNQ7 DE000VQ6LNP9 DE000VP6BGK6 DE000VQ47GT5 

DE000VQ6FBZ5 DE000VQ7EA79 DE000VP6QJK8 DE000VQ49DD2 DE000VQ5MD60 DE000VQ27721 
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DE000VQ5QCP3 DE000VP65SX6 DE000VQ7XCW1 DE000VQ7XCX9 DE000VP60VL6 DE000VQ6AY27 

DE000VQ73LL8 DE000VQ73LM6 DE000VQ73MN2 DE000VQ73MP7 DE000VQ7XC58 DE000VP6S0B0 

DE000VQ5MDF1 DE000VQ7EE18 DE000VQ7EE26 DE000VQ5MEP8 DE000VQ73M86 DE000VP6DG69 

DE000VP60VF8 DE000VQ76W81 DE000VP8Q2R2 DE000VP8Q7S9 DE000VQ275J5 DE000VQ5VUU5 

DE000VP8Q2Y8 DE000VP6AXQ0 DE000VQ6V5T4 DE000VQ47HD7 DE000VQ50NJ6 DE000VQ6YM64 

DE000VP6QFU5 DE000VP69CD4 DE000VQ6YKA0 DE000VQ4DJE3 DE000VP6P5L1 DE000VQ4XKK6 

DE000VQ76XA9 DE000VQ1MG53 DE000VQ6DM44 DE000VQ6DM69 DE000VP90K05 DE000VQ4DJ17 

DE000VP6ZUX9 DE000VQ5MSV6 DE000VP9WN98 DE000VQ36J53 DE000VQ5QBC3 DE000VQ388V1 

DE000VP8SN53 DE000VQ7QQ02 DE000VQ7LMS3 DE000VQ7QQW5 DE000VQ4TTE8 DE000VQ30BV8 

DE000VP6KRE7 DE000VQ6RQW5 DE000VQ6JV39 DE000VP4YFE8 DE000VQ52ZQ1 DE000VQ70W61 

DE000VQ70W53 DE000VQ75WK2 DE000VQ75WL0 DE000VQ75WM8 DE000VQ30X51 DE000VQ6YKM5 

DE000VQ6YKS2 DE000VQ66XX2 DE000VQ3Y729 DE000VQ60144 DE000VQ28RK1 DE000VQ30X02 

DE000VP8ZU89 DE000VQ4DAD4 DE000VP4WLT8 DE000VQ4L138 DE000VQ5QDN6 DE000VP6ZUR1 

DE000VP7HSV3 DE000VQ52ZM0 DE000VQ7QS59 DE000VQ47M14 DE000VQ1FR59 DE000VQ7QTC1 

DE000VQ76XC5 DE000VQ2YYT0 DE000VQ5V0P4 DE000VQ388T5 DE000VQ388U3 DE000VP6ZU32 

DE000VQ1BA60 DE000VQ77PZ0 DE000VQ285D7 DE000VP6BLD1 DE000VP9WPW2 DE000VQ5V0X8 

DE000VQ7QRS1 DE000VP6QS37 DE000VQ7QRU7 DE000VP7HR79 DE000VQ30AK3 DE000VP4WNT4 

DE000VP8Q121 DE000VP4WUH4 DE000VQ1GKH3 DE000VQ30B08 DE000VP4WMC2 DE000VQ6YM72 

DE000VP6MUY5 DE000VQ40385 DE000VQ76XJ0 DE000VQ7QRY9 DE000VQ47QN7 DE000VP4YGG1 

DE000VQ3Y7D4 DE000VQ2E1L5 DE000VQ1LW39 DE000VQ6UDP1 DE000VQ76XF8 DE000VQ76XE1 

DE000VP4X985 DE000VQ6JKY1 DE000VP6Y509 DE000VP6ZVJ6 DE000VQ76XL6 DE000VP6CPV2 

DE000VP4WUP7 DE000VQ1BA94 DE000VQ76XG6 DE000VP93E59 DE000VP6M0Z5 DE000VP82R40 

DE000VQ3E4Q7 DE000VP64R18 DE000VP65NQ1 DE000VQ76XD3 DE000VQ5SXH2 DE000VP4WMB4 

DE000VQ76XH4 DE000VQ76XK8 DE000VQ1FSB1 DE000VP6QY62 DE000VQ76XM4 DE000VP8Q2T8 

DE000VP4WSE5 DE000VQ76XQ5 DE000VQ4MBA9 DE000VQ5QCF4 DE000VQ1FR75 DE000VP992G2 

DE000VP60VK8 DE000VQ4HJ47 DE000VQ4DA40 DE000VQ282X2 DE000VQ28208 DE000VP8SLX9 

DE000VP4WUF8 DE000VQ3E283 DE000VQ1G795 DE000VP4WNL1 DE000VP7HSL4 DE000VQ47L07 

DE000VQ47L64 DE000VP6HYB5 DE000VQ1NX36 DE000VP4WL38 DE000VQ36VZ4 DE000VQ6ZJB7 

DE000VQ6ZJC5 DE000VQ6ZJD3 DE000VQ13FE1 DE000VQ2GTH2 DE000VQ6RME2 DE000VQ6RMJ1 

DE000VQ1A2P9 DE000VQ6NLW5 DE000VQ1BM09 DE000VP4XZD0 DE000VQ76UL2 DE000VQ7D9T7 

DE000VQ7VZN5 DE000VQ7VZP0 DE000VQ76UQ1 DE000VQ3VU52 DE000VQ76UM0 DE000VQ76UN8 

DE000VQ28QG1 DE000VP8WV08 DE000VQ51NW7 DE000VQ76UR9 DE000VQ4DEW6 DE000VQ36AH6 

DE000VQ76UP3 DE000VP68685 DE000VQ7MZ39 DE000VQ1YM93 DE000VP9WQQ2 DE000VP964Z1 

DE000VQ6SV95 DE000VP4WSX5 DE000VP4WP42 DE000VP6ZT35 DE000VQ7F8M2 DE000VQ76US7 

DE000VQ4UD04 DE000VP4X1G2 DE000VQ5VB46 DE000VQ76UV1 DE000VQ76U00 DE000VQ4MBQ5 

DE000VQ76UU3 DE000VQ36A94 DE000VQ6YM98 DE000VQ4BU55 DE000VQ4L5K7 DE000VQ35419 

DE000VP4WMU4 DE000VP8SPR2 DE000VQ76UW9 DE000VP6P8T8 DE000VQ487J6 DE000VQ28W80 

DE000VQ76UX7 DE000VQ76UY5 DE000VP5QXQ8 DE000VQ73SP4 DE000VP4WLZ5 DE000VQ1BLV3 

DE000VQ1FSH8 DE000VQ73SR0 DE000VQ73SS8 DE000VQ73SQ2 DE000VQ73ST6 DE000VP6ZD66 

DE000VQ5V365 DE000VP93FN6 DE000VQ2YXJ3 DE000VQ73SU4 DE000VP6Y590 DE000VP7UTJ9 

DE000VQ6BMR8 DE000VQ6JKQ7 DE000VQ6JKV7 DE000VQ12988 DE000VQ6UB04 DE000VQ3D9Q7 

DE000VQ27VC2 DE000VQ6LM36 DE000VP4WS23 DE000VQ6JS67 DE000VQ24AW1 DE000VP6DHE3 

DE000VQ7XFA0 DE000VQ76VF2 DE000VQ6NRH3 DE000VQ5PY88 DE000VQ2XCL5 DE000VQ2X2B1 

DE000VQ4HLT8 DE000VQ4XDA2 DE000VP55187 DE000VQ6JQZ5 DE000VQ4TY77 DE000VQ6NLV7 

DE000VQ2TPM3 DE000VP4X6U2 DE000VQ4GJ63 DE000VQ4GJ97 DE000VQ6KY82 DE000VQ6NRK7 

DE000VQ35427 DE000VQ6NLK0 DE000VQ2TF64 DE000VP97XL4 DE000VQ76VG0 DE000VQ6AZ26 

DE000VQ76VL0 DE000VQ7Q5F9 DE000VQ4JTM2 DE000VQ4JTK6 DE000VP4WPD3 DE000VQ1JZJ1 

DE000VQ36TZ8 DE000VQ4JUJ6 DE000VQ4JUP3 DE000VQ2PJD3 DE000VP4WSL0 DE000VQ76VJ4 

DE000VQ6DPX5 DE000VQ6LNT1 DE000VQ2YU50 DE000VQ7Q5D4 DE000VQ39V70 DE000VQ3Y612 

DE000VQ76TA7 DE000VQ52034 DE000VQ127U5 DE000VQ13AH5 DE000VQ7Q3N8 DE000VQ76TB5 

DE000VQ76TE9 DE000VQ4HKN3 DE000VQ28TC4 DE000VQ6LJH4 DE000VQ2GUL2 DE000VQ7Q5M5 

DE000VQ76VS5 DE000VP6DHM6 DE000VP6AZ36 DE000VP568Z0 DE000VQ4W325 DE000VQ76VR7 

DE000VQ76VM8 DE000VQ76VQ9 DE000VQ76VU1 DE000VQ76VZ0 DE000VQ76V09 DE000VQ73TP2 

DE000VQ76V58 DE000VP4WXR7 DE000VQ73TL1 DE000VP6S1D4 DE000VQ5V0J7 DE000VQ3X614 

DE000VQ76V33 DE000VQ73TH9 DE000VQ73TK3 DE000VQ73TR8 DE000VQ73TJ5 DE000VQ73TM9 

DE000VQ73TN7 DE000VQ73TS6 DE000VQ73TQ0 DE000VP6HYD1 DE000VP5PM84 DE000VQ76V74 

DE000VP4WMD0 DE000VQ6UYR3 DE000VQ57X00 DE000VQ50NP3 DE000VQ28XV6 DE000VQ28X06 

DE000VP6QET0 DE000VP4WSY3 DE000VP6P408 DE000VP5VGG4 DE000VP6JEL2 DE000VQ6LL37 

DE000VQ6A136 DE000VQ4DCB4 DE000VQ5MDW6 DE000VQ36U09 DE000VP4WW76 DE000VQ36B93 

DE000VP6P531 DE000VQ6U0H1 DE000VQ6U0F5 DE000VQ6U0J7 DE000VP6S0E4 DE000VP8SPW2 

DE000VP4X6T4 DE000VQ58KR8 DE000VQ70YJ1 DE000VQ70YK9 DE000VQ4W8W3 DE000VP4WPC5 

DE000VQ76WC7 DE000VQ73TT4 DE000VP8Q188 DE000VP6P8P6 DE000VP6S0P0 DE000VP6BGF6 

DE000VQ487M0 DE000VQ50NG2 DE000VQ3Y7R4 DE000VP4WSN6 DE000VP686M8 DE000VQ57TE9 

DE000VQ3Y7H5 DE000VP6Q7H4 DE000VQ7LL36 DE000VP4WUD3 DE000VP7BDB0 DE000VP61XT3 

DE000VP8UNZ6 DE000VP6ZUU5 DE000VQ1SVA0 DE000VP4WSJ4 DE000VQ73TV0 DE000VP6ZB19 

DE000VQ5V548 DE000VP4WUN2 DE000VQ350P3 DE000VP6TWN9 DE000VQ73TU2 DE000VP9JD71 

DE000VQ73TW8 DE000VQ73TX6 DE000VP4WNR8 DE000VQ1J500 DE000VP7HQL8 DE000VQ73TY4 

DE000VQ76WD5 DE000VQ5MNT1 DE000VQ76WF0 DE000VQ7LBA4 DE000VQ73SH1 DE000VQ287X1 
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DE000VP32QF7 DE000VQ36UY9 DE000VP4WXN6 DE000VQ28331 DE000VQ7QRA9 DE000VQ4T529 

DE000VQ4MCR1 DE000VQ5SXE9 DE000VQ38744 DE000VQ4MAR5 DE000VQ7F5J4 DE000VQ1GHV0 

DE000VQ5V2A2 DE000VQ7F3W2 DE000VP8Q1G7 DE000VQ4MAS3 DE000VP8Q1L7 DE000VQ6FKE1 

DE000VQ31LE1 DE000VQ5TD30 DE000VQ5TD22 DE000VQ286E3 DE000VQ6V6D6 DE000VQ6RL64 

DE000VQ36V24 DE000VQ36AW5 DE000VQ7VYX7 DE000VQ7VYT5 DE000VQ7VYV1 DE000VQ7VYU3 

DE000VQ7VYW9 DE000VQ7VYY5 DE000VP38VY5 DE000VQ4XG24 DE000VQ7QPG0 DE000VQ70XW6 

DE000VQ7QPW7 DE000VQ3EWE6 DE000VQ70XV8 DE000VP6DHC7 DE000VQ7LCW6 DE000VQ6FDM9 

DE000VP9WRQ0 DE000VQ7RDW1 DE000VQ4BR76 DE000VQ7RD48 DE000VQ31P43 DE000VQ4L914 

DE000VQ7REB3 DE000VQ7REG2 DE000VQ7REF4 DE000VQ7REH0 DE000VQ1A210 DE000VQ5QA93 

DE000VP8Q1P8 DE000VQ1GJW4 DE000VQ6SAL0 DE000VP6A6G6 DE000VQ6FHP3 DE000VQ6FHS7 

DE000VQ6RMS2 DE000VQ57WE3 DE000VQ4XHS5 DE000VQ4XEB8 DE000VQ6ZJY9 DE000VQ1A251 

DE000VP4WMT6 DE000VQ6ZJZ6 DE000VQ6FEH7 DE000VQ4XGH0 DE000VQ6B5N1 DE000VP7MLV8 

DE000VQ70YQ6 DE000VQ7LAV2 DE000VQ6ZJ01 DE000VQ5MM10 DE000VQ36BR3 DE000VQ42BY7 

DE000VQ1A3F8 DE000VQ1QDJ3 DE000VQ35997 DE000VQ3LYH0 DE000VP93AY4 DE000VP5QXL9 

DE000VQ6NQU8 DE000VQ1A1C9 DE000VQ7QYV1 DE000VQ6JQC4 DE000VQ6JQ28 DE000VP6QF99 

DE000VP6ZEC7 DE000VQ7QYX7 DE000VQ1BGD1 DE000VQ3LR59 DE000VQ57VN6 DE000VQ5U3X3 

DE000VQ7QYW9 DE000VP7HPW7 DE000VQ52YS0 DE000VQ4FSD1 DE000VQ28MA3 DE000VP97WR3 

DE000VQ7F4Q2 DE000VQ7F4N9 DE000VQ1JCF8 DE000VQ7F5L0 DE000VP6QE25 DE000VQ52BK5 

DE000VP900N1 DE000VQ16880 DE000VP9WQH1 DE000VQ17MA6 DE000VP8WVU6 DE000VP9WEC8 

DE000VP5XCJ3 DE000VP61X05 DE000VQ5TD89 DE000VP6QGX7 DE000VP7HQN4 DE000VP99ZN1 

DE000VQ6Y3M1 DE000VQ6Y3S8 DE000VQ6Y3N9 DE000VQ6Y3P4 DE000VQ7QY36 DE000VP4YFU4 

DE000VP8Q4M9 DE000VQ58KS6 DE000VQ39ZS4 DE000VQ28QL1 DE000VQ7QY28 DE000VQ4W978 

DE000VQ7QY10 DE000VQ6NRF7 DE000VQ1J526 DE000VP4WS72 DE000VQ1J7B9 DE000VQ6LUK5 

DE000VP90KD3 DE000VQ694V2 DE000VQ5REH4 DE000VQ6TES5 DE000VQ1GMW8 DE000VQ7XCZ4 

DE000VQ73PW6 DE000VQ73PY2 DE000VQ73PX4 DE000VQ73P42 DE000VQ73P59 DE000VQ73P83 

DE000VQ73P75 DE000VQ73P91 DE000VQ73QB8 DE000VQ73QA0 DE000VQ73LA1 DE000VQ73LB9 

DE000VQ7Q9U0 DE000VQ73MQ5 DE000VQ73MR3 DE000VQ2PBM1 DE000VQ5THA8 DE000VQ3Z981 

DE000VQ28PB4 DE000VQ58QU9 DE000VP8Q3F5 DE000VP68008 DE000VP8WM90 DE000VQ4XBV2 

DE000VQ4XBX8 DE000VP7HS78 DE000VQ52XC6 DE000VQ4L4K0 DE000VQ6TBK8 DE000VQ6FL92 

DE000VP8Q1M5 DE000VP8Q1U8 DE000VQ28T02 DE000VP4WSR7 DE000VP4WSG0 DE000VP4YC45 

DE000VQ6FJV7 DE000VQ28R53 DE000VQ6FDU2 DE000VQ6FDR8 DE000VP663G9 DE000VP5QYN3 

DE000VP6F7M7 DE000VQ6FGQ3 DE000VQ4DJ09 DE000VP74MX1 DE000VQ28SR4 DE000VQ2YZQ3 

DE000VP6BG12 DE000VQ6U9B5 DE000VQ6U886 DE000VQ6U878 DE000VQ76TQ3 DE000VQ6DPA3 

DE000VQ6VEE1 DE000VQ7RDQ3 DE000VQ7RDR1 DE000VQ7RDS9 DE000VQ7RDU5 DE000VQ6JSC0 

DE000VQ6JSH9 DE000VQ6JL80 DE000VQ2YU19 DE000VQ76TU5 DE000VQ6B5Q4 DE000VQ4HCS9 

DE000VP7EJH8 DE000VQ76TT7 DE000VQ1VXN3 DE000VQ1LV14 DE000VQ6JHU5 DE000VP6JAA3 

DE000VP97VP9 DE000VP6AXS6 DE000VQ7LJZ4 DE000VQ52WH7 DE000VQ1LU15 DE000VQ5RES1 

DE000VQ7LMB9 DE000VP6KUU7 DE000VQ7EA61 DE000VQ57WU9 DE000VQ2YYS2 DE000VQ51MN8 

DE000VQ6UZ30 DE000VQ5VTH4 DE000VQ4FUN6 DE000VQ76TW1 DE000VQ7D948 DE000VQ5U4D3 

DE000VQ6NPE4 DE000VQ6LPA6 DE000VP61W71 DE000VP8ST57 DE000VP6RAT6 DE000VP6QFR1 

DE000VQ6QVE5 DE000VP6QD26 DE000VQ4UE52 DE000VQ4DDG1 DE000VQ36K84 DE000VQ5LU86 

DE000VQ6A2T6 DE000VQ38H20 DE000VQ7S4X3 DE000VQ6FDL1 DE000VQ6FDP2 DE000VQ6FDN7 

DE000VP8Q1X2 DE000VQ5TDP5 DE000VQ4UEU4 DE000VQ7QSD1 DE000VQ36EN6 DE000VP8Q1T0 

DE000VQ6NRB6 DE000VQ6NQ71 DE000VQ5RE23 DE000VQ6JSB2 DE000VQ6JSE6 DE000VQ28V16 

DE000VQ1SXN9 DE000VQ4DGX9 DE000VQ6NQ48 DE000VQ6NRS0 DE000VQ283K7 DE000VQ76T37 

DE000VQ6YNX6 DE000VQ1BEW6 DE000VQ7K8R4 DE000VQ76TZ4 DE000VQ5PYB9 DE000VQ18RH8 

DE000VQ76T11 DE000VQ6NRN1 DE000VQ76T52 DE000VQ7JM47 DE000VQ6THN9 DE000VQ6THM1 

DE000VQ4QGD3 DE000VQ6JS26 DE000VQ29AR0 DE000VQ2WJE7 DE000VQ7RBH6 DE000VQ28Q62 

DE000VQ76T45 DE000VP7HU74 DE000VQ7AEX3 DE000VQ7AEY1 DE000VQ1FSK2 DE000VP6QG56 

DE000VQ6FDZ1 DE000VQ6FD50 DE000VQ6FD43 DE000VQ28RL9 DE000VQ7EBP7 DE000VQ2N8S4 

DE000VQ6VEG6 DE000VQ36WR9 DE000VP73U20 DE000VP4X506 DE000VQ4MCD1 DE000VP97W04 

DE000VQ28XE2 DE000VQ6TGC4 DE000VQ6MJH2 DE000VQ6MJK6 DE000VQ6MJL4 DE000VQ7EBW3 

DE000VQ5VTN2 DE000VQ5VTR3 DE000VP7WYS6 DE000VQ2JWE7 DE000VQ31P35 DE000VQ4J124 

DE000VQ5V6V9 DE000VP6QGQ1 DE000VQ7Q635 DE000VP6JEZ2 DE000VQ5WAD1 DE000VQ6FCJ7 

DE000VQ6FCK5 DE000VQ6FCL3 DE000VP6QEU8 DE000VQ5VWH8 DE000VP992S7 DE000VQ6JR19 

DE000VP7UWA2 DE000VP60VM4 DE000VQ6LJP7 DE000VP7H2J1 DE000VQ7Q502 DE000VQ1A6Q8 

DE000VQ6AKC6 DE000VQ6AKD4 DE000VQ7V0C0 DE000VQ7V0A4 DE000VQ7V0W8 DE000VQ6FEC8 

DE000VQ7V1A2 DE000VQ2YU68 DE000VP97WH4 DE000VQ7V0Q0 DE000VQ7RCS1 DE000VQ48GU1 

DE000VP7D8F0 DE000VQ5DWX3 DE000VP5XB04 DE000VQ5P3E0 DE000VQ76T86 DE000VQ52Z45 

DE000VQ76T94 DE000VQ3A9D8 DE000VQ5U3C7 DE000VQ27U67 DE000VQ27U83 DE000VQ30VR4 

DE000VQ13BF7 DE000VQ1FR67 DE000VQ76UB3 DE000VP64SD1 DE000VQ6DQQ7 DE000VQ7WTE5 

DE000VQ7WTG0 DE000VQ76UE7 DE000VQ76UF4 DE000VP7HQG8 DE000VQ73R99 DE000VQ76UD9 

DE000VQ73R65 DE000VQ73SB4 DE000VQ7LMJ2 DE000VQ73SA6 DE000VP969F2 DE000VQ73R81 

DE000VQ6LJV5 DE000VP5VLF6 DE000VQ6FFU7 DE000VQ7RC64 DE000VQ7RC98 DE000VQ7RDA7 

DE000VQ1MGZ1 DE000VQ7VWU7 DE000VQ7VWV5 DE000VQ7VWW3 DE000VQ7REE7 DE000VQ7REC1 

DE000VQ7RFH7 DE000VQ7RFD6 DE000VQ7LQQ8 DE000VQ6FJG8 DE000VQ6BMW8 DE000VQ7V1E4 

DE000VQ5D5U5 DE000VQ7EB29 DE000VQ76U18 DE000VP6QG49 DE000VQ7LND3 DE000VQ5RDU9 

DE000VQ5RDV7 DE000VP7H6M6 DE000VQ6JM48 DE000VQ7XBU7 DE000VQ70721 DE000VQ70747 
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DE000VQ70788 DE000VQ73HB7 DE000VQ73HA9 DE000VQ73HE1 DE000VQ73NN0 DE000VQ73NP5 

DE000VQ7XDK4 DE000VQ7XDW9 DE000VQ73NY7 DE000VQ6RJ35 DE000VQ7XEH8 DE000VQ7XEG0 

DE000VQ7XEJ4 DE000VQ73S56 DE000VQ73SY6 DE000VQ73SZ3 DE000VQ73SW0 DE000VQ73SX8 

DE000VQ73SV2 DE000VQ5VPK6 DE000VQ2GTC3 DE000VQ73S64 DE000VQ73S49 DE000VQ73S23 

DE000VP5VLY7 DE000VQ7Q0U9 DE000VQ7Q0T1 DE000VQ7Q0V7 DE000VP6M108 DE000VQ73S07 

DE000VP550U9 DE000VQ73S15 DE000VP4WXX5 DE000VQ7TWZ0 DE000VQ7Q262 DE000VQ7Q270 

DE000VP6P580 DE000VQ4DCY6 DE000VQ4DCZ3 DE000VQ6NMJ0 DE000VQ1A202 DE000VP8FVL0 

DE000VQ51P30 DE000VP9WAU8 DE000VQ28YF7 DE000VQ36U33 DE000VP8ST32 DE000VQ3Y653 

DE000VQ6FD68 DE000VQ6FD76 DE000VQ6FD84 DE000VP82NZ7 DE000VQ7S805 DE000VP992V1 

DE000VQ273F8 DE000VQ4UD12 DE000VQ2YXB0 DE000VQ2YXG9 DE000VP97XK6 DE000VQ1A848 

DE000VQ6B704 DE000VQ268Y9 DE000VQ2YTH5 DE000VP7HTN8 DE000VP9RMW9 DE000VQ2YXF1 

DE000VP8M070 DE000VQ4DJQ7 DE000VP8ZTB3 DE000VP9JD97 DE000VQ2BRA2 DE000VQ312F4 

DE000VP62T91 DE000VQ28KC3 DE000VQ5MED4 DE000VQ2TP54 DE000VQ6RPN6 DE000VQ15CF0 

DE000VQ1FSM8 DE000VQ1A855 DE000VQ4DAN3 DE000VQ1LXG8 DE000VP6QFW1 DE000VP9NX14 

DE000VQ28ZS7 DE000VQ7REN8 DE000VQ7S6N9 DE000VQ6FHF4 DE000VQ7LMT1 DE000VP4WL20 

DE000VQ7V3V4 DE000VQ7V3P6 DE000VQ7V3Q4 DE000VP93AU2 DE000VQ52YR2 DE000VQ12780 

DE000VQ128A5 DE000VP6P6L9 DE000VQ57U03 DE000VQ6YLV4 DE000VQ36GH3 DE000VQ36GJ9 

DE000VQ7RBP9 DE000VQ7RBQ7 DE000VQ7RBR5 DE000VP9WEF1 DE000VP9X7V3 DE000VP90JZ8 

DE000VQ6Y3V2 DE000VQ1PZF6 DE000VQ66265 DE000VQ66299 DE000VQ2GQ82 DE000VP9U9M1 

DE000VQ7RCM4 DE000VP88485 DE000VP92743 DE000VQ4W6B1 DE000VQ41GU6 DE000VQ1BLR1 

DE000VQ73S31 DE000VQ73S80 DE000VQ2GTD1 DE000VQ2GTE9 DE000VQ28XD4 DE000VQ7JCF5 

DE000VQ73S98 DE000VQ36BX1 DE000VP688A9 DE000VQ6FG81 DE000VQ73TD8 DE000VQ36XG0 

DE000VQ1BFZ6 DE000VQ2FUZ4 DE000VP554V9 DE000VQ5MWA2 DE000VP8NF17 DE000VQ5MDU0 

DE000VQ7LRN3 DE000VQ73S72 DE000VQ73TA4 DE000VQ73TF3 DE000VQ7QTM0 DE000VQ50N58 

DE000VP8WP30 DE000VQ6B4Z8 DE000VQ37AN2 DE000VQ5MD37 DE000VQ4TSY8 DE000VQ58MB8 

DE000VQ58MC6 DE000VQ7QTL2 DE000VP5U9W4 DE000VP90KH4 DE000VQ28U66 DE000VQ4FQE3 

DE000VQ4FQG8 DE000VP8MCE1 DE000VQ5D0W2 DE000VQ5D0Z5 DE000VQ5D0Y8 DE000VQ7RAC9 

DE000VQ7S201 DE000VQ36CU5 DE000VQ73TC0 DE000VP8Q9W7 DE000VP4YGD8 DE000VQ5QCK4 

DE000VQ5V6L0 DE000VQ7S284 DE000VQ2KVS7 DE000VQ73TB2 DE000VQ73TG1 DE000VQ5P2J1 

DE000VQ6NAP2 DE000VP6QGU3 DE000VQ13BD2 DE000VQ1WWW4 DE000VQ7QUF2 DE000VQ36XC9 

DE000VQ2YW25 DE000VQ73TE6 DE000VQ48GV9 DE000VQ1WX27 DE000VQ5Q7N1 DE000VQ6B597 

DE000VQ28PA6 DE000VQ3P040 DE000VP6QZU3 DE000VQ51KM4 DE000VQ36441 DE000VP90JR5 

DE000VQ1LW88 DE000VQ1FSJ4 DE000VP9WJV7 DE000VP9WJK0 DE000VQ4HKT0 DE000VQ129U1 

DE000VP68UC0 DE000VQ1LV30 DE000VQ5VFW2 DE000VQ27465 DE000VQ2PAG5 DE000VQ6JRQ2 

DE000VQ6JRU4 DE000VP9R0U8 DE000VP68YN9 DE000VP99ZL5 DE000VQ38JQ4 DE000VQ27UW2 

DE000VP9U9N9 DE000VQ280X6 DE000VQ1BFY9 DE000VQ1YHB5 DE000VQ4TZA3 DE000VQ1G738 

DE000VQ1WSN1 DE000VP6QE09 DE000VP6FDN8 DE000VQ1BCG3 DE000VP4WMA6 DE000VQ13AS2 

DE000VQ31K14 DE000VP6SYQ0 DE000VP8KA07 DE000VP9WNR7 DE000VP9WNY3 DE000VQ30BN5 

DE000VQ28FV3 DE000VQ36TU9 DE000VQ31LZ6 DE000VP9R0T0 DE000VQ73MW3 DE000VQ73MT9 

DE000VQ73MY9 DE000VQ73MX1 DE000VQ1FNR8 DE000VP93FR7 DE000VP7D7N6 DE000VQ4W3V6 

DE000VQ15CW5 DE000VP9WUL5 DE000VQ2CXF7 DE000VQ2CXG5 DE000VQ2CXH3 DE000VQ5FRF5 

DE000VQ15CR5 DE000VQ28U09 DE000VP9VAC8 DE000VQ4DCP4 DE000VQ38JE0 DE000VQ28QF3 

DE000VQ3EGC3 DE000VP50RS0 DE000VQ28YC4 DE000VP8SPH3 DE000VP8WQC4 DE000VQ6JMP5 

DE000VQ6JMT7 DE000VQ6JMS9 DE000VQ2BRC8 DE000VQ2BRE4 DE000VP6BCN9 DE000VQ4BU48 

DE000VP7HUE5 DE000VP7HXZ4 DE000VQ36KD4 DE000VP6BGZ4 DE000VQ6JQM3 DE000VQ74A06 

DE000VQ74A14 DE000VQ6LJE1 DE000VQ6FL84 DE000VQ47FG4 DE000VQ7RAG0 DE000VP931U1 

DE000VQ4BUB0 DE000VQ70390 DE000VQ5D5S9 DE000VQ7XA84 DE000VQ7XA92 DE000VQ2KVL2 

DE000VQ2KVP3 DE000VQ70531 DE000VP8WQM3 DE000VP93FG0 DE000VQ55LZ5 DE000VQ5MP82 

DE000VQ3A810 DE000VQ2KWN6 DE000VP84LD4 DE000VQ4HCC3 DE000VQ4HCE9 DE000VQ368M2 

DE000VQ1S2M6 DE000VQ1J8E1 DE000VQ2TF80 DE000VP92776 DE000VQ2J1K2 DE000VQ5MQD8 

DE000VP8ST65 DE000VQ1BHR9 DE000VQ6YL08 DE000VQ6YLZ5 DE000VQ6YL16 DE000VP4YFM1 

DE000VQ1BLZ4 DE000VP8Q9X5 DE000VQ4FQ81 DE000VQ2GTV3 DE000VQ2GT55 DE000VQ1J138 

DE000VQ4DDM9 DE000VQ1JZD4 DE000VQ4BSV2 DE000VQ5P367 DE000VQ5VPL4 DE000VP9WPK7 

DE000VP7N6Y3 DE000VQ29AT6 DE000VQ29AU4 DE000VQ28WZ9 DE000VP7HQQ7 DE000VQ3EA32 

DE000VQ4PKS5 DE000VP6QGF4 DE000VP6ZT43 DE000VP969E5 DE000VQ1SXV2 DE000VP9WPZ5 

DE000VQ270A5 DE000VQ4JUG2 DE000VQ1MFB4 DE000VQ4FQ73 DE000VQ3A8V2 DE000VQ2GSM4 

DE000VP734F0 DE000VQ28XB8 DE000VQ2JML3 DE000VQ2CS01 DE000VQ128G2 DE000VQ13EJ3 

DE000VQ4B8X6 DE000VQ6NKP1 DE000VQ276N5 DE000VQ1SZE3 DE000VQ1MHY2 DE000VQ2TTV6 

DE000VQ6TBS1 DE000VP9WNQ9 DE000VQ54X86 DE000VQ36CX9 DE000VQ694F5 DE000VQ694J7 

DE000VQ694K5 DE000VQ6NKG0 DE000VQ6NKB1 DE000VQ6NKJ4 DE000VQ4JUE7 DE000VP93CZ7 

DE000VQ5MYV4 DE000VQ15MS2 DE000VQ1LWF2 DE000VQ1A772 DE000VQ7Q296 DE000VQ2X2C9 

DE000VQ28VV0 DE000VQ3V0V4 DE000VQ6DN19 DE000VQ6JJR7 DE000VP9U881 DE000VP7HPE5 

DE000VP884P2 DE000VQ128R9 DE000VQ5P7V5 DE000VQ13EG9 DE000VQ6JSP2 DE000VQ15CS3 

DE000VP6BKK8 DE000VP6KUQ5 DE000VQ76U83 DE000VQ76VA3 DE000VQ76VE5 DE000VQ76VB1 

DE000VQ1G7S6 DE000VQ76U91 DE000VQ6A0Q6 DE000VQ36WV1 DE000VQ13FK8 DE000VQ6JLH4 

DE000VQ28UM1 DE000VQ4TYX8 DE000VQ4JS28 DE000VP7HUG0 DE000VQ3KU14 DE000VQ5TEQ1 

DE000VQ1BNK2 DE000VQ16BU9 DE000VQ3A8S8 DE000VQ6JLK8 DE000VP9WPT8 DE000VQ1J1E6 

DE000VQ6JLN2 DE000VQ27XC8 DE000VQ4XJJ0 DE000VQ7T1J7 DE000VQ1LWD7 DE000VQ2TGS9 
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DE000VQ6JQ02 DE000VQ15JK5 DE000VQ40344 DE000VQ7QSW1 DE000VQ28WM7 DE000VQ1LVJ6 

DE000VQ6LH90 DE000VQ38H61 DE000VQ3EZF6 DE000VQ276W6 DE000VQ7QSY7 DE000VQ6JK73 

DE000VQ13FD3 DE000VQ1LVP3 DE000VQ6JJZ0 DE000VQ13E71 DE000VQ2GSZ6 DE000VP90KC5 

DE000VP90LK6 DE000VQ2YVW0 DE000VQ27UQ4 DE000VP93CR4 DE000VQ44BV9 DE000VQ2DC57 

DE000VQ1S2L8 DE000VQ1WYU4 DE000VQ6JQP6 DE000VQ4L252 DE000VP9WC67 DE000VQ4DBA8 

DE000VQ1X3G9 DE000VQ2E1B6 DE000VQ2YUS0 DE000VQ15J41 DE000VP4WW43 DE000VQ5MUP4 

DE000VQ5SW95 DE000VQ6SV79 DE000VQ352B9 DE000VQ13R27 DE000VQ551C4 DE000VQ2XCR2 

DE000VQ2XCQ4 DE000VQ31KB9 DE000VQ5D6E7 DE000VQ6JMX9 DE000VP8RAA2 DE000VQ28W56 

DE000VQ28976 DE000VQ2KY86 DE000VQ6RP03 DE000VQ6FKZ6 DE000VQ2GTA7 DE000VQ6JQJ9 

DE000VQ6JQK7 DE000VQ24D87 DE000VQ289R9 DE000VQ28XR4 DE000VP74UR6 DE000VQ2KYW3 

DE000VQ6JQ69 DE000VQ5P2C6 DE000VQ2YTF9 DE000VQ1MHF1 DE000VQ7QSX9 DE000VQ17JR6 

DE000VQ2GRT1 DE000VQ661A5 DE000VP6KT24 DE000VP6P5A4 DE000VQ27VP4 DE000VP4WW84 

DE000VQ76TK6 DE000VQ28WP0 DE000VQ2YQA6 DE000VQ4T1J0 DE000VQ28RA2 DE000VQ28W98 

DE000VQ4DH35 DE000VQ7QS00 DE000VQ28RU0 DE000VP9WNT3 DE000VQ76VN6 DE000VQ28Z38 

DE000VQ2CS19 DE000VQ2FAG6 DE000VP90KB7 DE000VQ3A2K8 DE000VP9WPL5 DE000VQ24FJ7 

DE000VQ4B8V0 DE000VQ1M1W3 DE000VQ1M1X1 DE000VQ17MB4 DE000VP4WSW7 DE000VP7H3Z5 

DE000VQ6A185 DE000VQ47TU6 DE000VQ4JT84 DE000VQ6JMV3 DE000VQ6JMY7 DE000VQ289A5 

DE000VQ1BML2 DE000VQ6RPW7 DE000VQ31KV7 DE000VQ5MXQ6 DE000VQ58MM5 DE000VQ76VD7 

DE000VQ5REQ5 DE000VQ76VC9 DE000VQ6FNC9 DE000VQ2SY47 DE000VQ38777 DE000VQ12855 

DE000VQ353M4 DE000VQ2BKZ4 DE000VQ1J1F3 DE000VQ4L4P9 DE000VQ3LRH4 DE000VQ5REG6 

DE000VQ66YF7 DE000VQ1A8Y8 DE000VQ4XJM4 DE000VQ4L278 DE000VQ4W9F6 DE000VQ1WV86 

DE000VQ289F4 DE000VQ5Q761 DE000VQ5Q787 DE000VQ5D0J9 DE000VQ1FRZ2 DE000VQ4TVV8 

DE000VQ2YWW8 DE000VQ2YX65 DE000VQ4JSE1 DE000VQ41HE8 DE000VQ30BH7 DE000VQ2DCS2 

DE000VQ3A851 DE000VQ13BP6 DE000VQ18UL4 DE000VQ58MA0 DE000VQ2J235 DE000VQ2TJA1 

DE000VQ5RFE8 DE000VQ7Q106 DE000VQ4DHA5 DE000VP7HUH8 DE000VQ2GT63 DE000VQ661R9 

DE000VQ6ZQ85 DE000VQ6ZQ93 DE000VQ5MRF1 DE000VQ4DH43 DE000VQ5MZD9 DE000VQ1LVY5 

DE000VQ28TK7 DE000VQ4TNC5 DE000VQ28SQ6 DE000VP9MQA7 DE000VQ5P4E8 DE000VQ2GRP9 

DE000VQ6FG08 DE000VQ13CA6 DE000VP7HUT3 DE000VP9WQF5 DE000VQ4DHS7 DE000VQ6FFB7 

DE000VQ5P9S7 DE000VQ5P9U3 DE000VQ6A086 DE000VQ4MMP4 DE000VQ2YZM2 DE000VQ47TR2 

DE000VQ6JH11 DE000VQ4B8U2 DE000VQ6YKN3 DE000VQ7QZB0 DE000VP6P8R2 DE000VP9WJH6 

DE000VP8F2Q7 DE000VQ2KYH4 DE000VQ1WRF9 DE000VQ1MHL9 DE000VQ3A7A8 DE000VQ5V050 

DE000VP4WUE1 DE000VQ7QZG9 DE000VQ1GKN1 DE000VQ3EF03 DE000VQ7JK64 DE000VQ7LKK4 

DE000VQ5MC79 DE000VQ2CVB0 DE000VQ2CXE0 DE000VP9BR81 DE000VP9WJ03 DE000VQ5D8V7 

DE000VQ4BRW2 DE000VP4WS49 DE000VQ7Q3L2 DE000VQ7Q353 DE000VQ1BJN4 DE000VP7HUF2 

DE000VP7HGC8 DE000VQ697H4 DE000VQ35J54 DE000VQ7RFC8 DE000VQ5W7G7 DE000VQ7S623 

DE000VQ1SZD5 DE000VQ7LRU8 DE000VP8F0S7 DE000VQ7QZL9 DE000VQ7VXT7 DE000VQ39ZV8 

DE000VQ3A7Q4 DE000VQ7RFV8 DE000VQ5D9L6 DE000VQ4L963 DE000VP5W1L2 DE000VP6M0V4 

DE000VP7H346 DE000VQ7TWH8 DE000VP9WUE0 DE000VQ7V1Y2 DE000VQ13FG6 DE000VQ355C0 

DE000VQ6JM22 DE000VQ3E4Z8 DE000VQ52WM7 DE000VQ5MEN3 DE000VQ5W595 DE000VP8FZL1 

DE000VQ6NM67 DE000VQ275B2 DE000VQ7QZK1 DE000VQ1MCQ9 DE000VP8WP06 DE000VP6KRY5 

DE000VQ2CYP4 DE000VQ1KLP6 DE000VQ7S656 DE000VQ36HA6 DE000VP8Q1Q6 DE000VQ35J88 

DE000VQ7T1K5 DE000VQ7V2Y0 DE000VQ282H5 DE000VQ4BLQ7 DE000VQ6JJ19 DE000VQ7T1G3 

DE000VQ6NPZ9 DE000VQ4DA99 DE000VQ4BRS0 DE000VQ41L03 DE000VP7HUL0 DE000VQ28174 

DE000VQ28PJ7 DE000VQ6NQH5 DE000VQ7Q4L0 DE000VQ2J250 DE000VQ7TWK2 DE000VQ7T1H1 

DE000VQ2ETA2 DE000VP5W1N8 DE000VQ4L955 DE000VQ6NN25 DE000VQ29KS7 DE000VQ13CR0 

DE000VQ28315 DE000VQ57UW9 DE000VP679Z5 DE000VQ4BS91 DE000VP90J40 DE000VQ7QZM7 

DE000VQ5FRJ7 DE000VQ28R87 DE000VQ31Q59 DE000VP6M082 DE000VP884Z1 DE000VQ1UYA0 

DE000VQ1J112 DE000VP7HV65 DE000VQ57WZ8 DE000VP9ZAU1 DE000VQ1M1Q5 DE000VP8F4Z4 

DE000VQ487S7 DE000VQ5QEN4 DE000VQ289H0 DE000VQ5MYY8 DE000VQ41GV4 DE000VP7HWJ0 

DE000VQ7QZW6 DE000VQ1J5Y5 DE000VQ41GS0 DE000VQ5TJN7 DE000VQ6LLU3 DE000VP9RXV8 

DE000VP6P6E4 DE000VQ75Y07 DE000VQ75ZC2 DE000VQ75ZH1 DE000VQ75ZF5 DE000VQ75ZD0 

DE000VQ75ZG3 DE000VQ75ZJ7 DE000VQ75ZV2 DE000VQ4T461 DE000VQ703W9 DE000VQ7XAZ8 

DE000VQ7XA19 DE000VQ7XA01 DE000VQ7XA27 DE000VQ7XA35 DE000VQ7XA50 DE000VP9B956 

DE000VQ5PY70 DE000VQ6JNY5 DE000VQ6JN21 DE000VQ6JNZ2 DE000VQ6FMW9 DE000VQ1M1V5 

DE000VQ12954 DE000VP90Z73 DE000VQ28XP8 DE000VQ28WV8 DE000VQ6RL56 DE000VQ4DE87 

DE000VQ4L9W4 DE000VQ6VD50 DE000VP61XN6 DE000VQ1J583 DE000VQ1J9Q3 DE000VQ7QZZ9 

DE000VP9QPU8 DE000VQ6JMD1 DE000VQ50NX7 DE000VQ1MHU0 DE000VQ57UT5 DE000VQ6JN62 

DE000VQ4W275 DE000VQ7UV66 DE000VQ7RCF8 DE000VQ39AQ1 DE000VQ1GKS0 DE000VQ6RR27 

DE000VQ6V504 DE000VQ5YAH8 DE000VQ4FSH2 DE000VQ28NF0 DE000VQ6NQJ1 DE000VQ6NPF1 

DE000VQ1J0X8 DE000VQ7Q4N6 DE000VQ7XFC6 DE000VQ5P4D0 DE000VP60VH4 DE000VQ7XFE2 

DE000VQ28XF9 DE000VQ3A885 DE000VQ2AN08 DE000VQ356Z9 DE000VQ1MHV8 DE000VQ6VE75 

DE000VP925D9 DE000VQ6V520 DE000VQ6V512 DE000VQ6V553 DE000VP32QD2 DE000VQ4FUL0 

DE000VP69AJ5 DE000VQ52Y87 DE000VQ36B28 DE000VQ52YC4 DE000VQ36QC3 DE000VQ35450 

DE000VQ28RC8 DE000VQ2SQ54 DE000VP8ZS67 DE000VQ17MH1 DE000VQ5TG94 DE000VP4YCA3 

DE000VQ1J1Z1 DE000VQ4HA46 DE000VQ13AX2 DE000VP9WRH9 DE000VQ27UK7 DE000VQ1LWZ0 

DE000VQ24KM1 DE000VQ15NY8 DE000VP6DJD1 DE000VQ7S383 DE000VQ28V99 DE000VQ6FEK1 

DE000VQ6FEP0 DE000VQ76TF6 DE000VQ36V73 DE000VQ36V99 DE000VQ4W5X7 DE000VQ5D6B3 

DE000VQ76TH2 DE000VP5W1M0 DE000VQ54CW4 DE000VQ73R57 DE000VQ7QZ01 DE000VQ76TP5 
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DE000VQ76TG4 DE000VQ6NP15 DE000VQ7S4A1 DE000VQ2YVN9 DE000VP7H5Q9 DE000VQ5D082 

DE000VQ5Q795 DE000VQ5YK67 DE000VQ4JS51 DE000VQ36AJ2 DE000VQ6NNB5 DE000VQ280F3 

DE000VQ6RMV6 DE000VQ5P0F3 DE000VQ7S318 DE000VQ7Q4T3 DE000VQ7UWM6 DE000VQ5D678 

DE000VQ52V98 DE000VQ7Q4U1 DE000VQ2CZ77 DE000VQ6NBE4 DE000VQ6RR01 DE000VQ1GH92 

DE000VQ4JUC1 DE000VQ7QZ27 DE000VQ5P4W0 DE000VQ5P4V2 DE000VQ5P4X8 DE000VP4WW01 

DE000VQ28UV2 DE000VQ4JTN0 DE000VQ5MWN5 DE000VQ7Q4S5 DE000VQ6KZX9 DE000VQ128V1 

DE000VQ2GSB7 DE000VQ2GSH4 DE000VQ6JYE4 DE000VQ5MGA5 DE000VP550Z8 DE000VQ4T5U8 

DE000VQ6WTR9 DE000VQ5D595 DE000VQ7EB94 DE000VQ47TZ5 DE000VQ6JXV0 DE000VQ47T17 

DE000VQ27VG3 DE000VQ36K50 DE000VQ4UBF1 DE000VP7HSW1 DE000VQ1LU23 DE000VQ6KY90 

DE000VQ47RZ9 DE000VQ7Q437 DE000VQ6NLS3 DE000VQ5D1F5 DE000VQ5D1J7 DE000VQ7D6C9 

DE000VP9S885 DE000VQ353F8 DE000VQ5TG29 DE000VQ6ZR68 DE000VQ6ZR76 DE000VQ697T9 

DE000VQ7Q411 DE000VQ55Z00 DE000VQ7Q0B9 DE000VP38FP6 DE000VQ36T28 DE000VQ6LHK2 

DE000VQ6LHN6 DE000VQ4TZN6 DE000VQ6WTK4 DE000VQ274T7 DE000VP38FY8 DE000VQ5PX63 

DE000VQ36BV5 DE000VQ28S45 DE000VQ6LGH0 DE000VQ6LHJ4 DE000VQ698Y7 DE000VQ12715 

DE000VQ352A1 DE000VP97WK8 DE000VQ5P8Y7 DE000VP9WQD0 DE000VP7HF73 DE000VQ69780 

DE000VQ69772 DE000VQ69806 DE000VQ6NQD4 DE000VP8WQP6 DE000VQ6BNW6 DE000VQ52BT6 

DE000VQ5MN01 DE000VP4WMJ7 DE000VQ699K4 DE000VQ6UBZ4 DE000VQ4DBX0 DE000VQ57UV1 

DE000VQ1MHM7 DE000VQ1WWP8 DE000VQ4TR76 DE000VQ27UR2 DE000VQ7V1R6 DE000VQ6TE87 

DE000VQ7V1T2 DE000VQ7E0Z2 DE000VQ6NQL7 DE000VQ2PUF5 DE000VQ2GQT3 DE000VP7HF65 

DE000VQ7D5F4 DE000VQ28G64 DE000VQ6U605 DE000VQ36A37 DE000VP5ZRT5 DE000VQ47P45 

DE000VQ47P60 DE000VQ3X705 DE000VQ3V0P6 DE000VP8US70 DE000VQ28G56 DE000VQ5VFT8 

DE000VQ5RE56 DE000VP5YNF6 DE000VQ73SD0 DE000VQ13B90 DE000VQ3VUP0 DE000VQ7LQJ3 

DE000VQ5VPH2 DE000VQ2SY54 DE000VQ75ZE8 DE000VQ75ZA6 DE000VQ7D9G4 DE000VQ7D9K6 

DE000VQ15MP8 DE000VQ6JS00 DE000VQ75ZS8 DE000VQ5RFV2 DE000VQ7F3R2 DE000VQ2YRK3 

DE000VQ28XU8 DE000VQ5P8H2 DE000VQ7QZ92 DE000VQ6RMG7 DE000VQ129X5 DE000VQ169C5 

DE000VQ6NRE0 DE000VP7N880 DE000VQ5DVM8 DE000VQ2BPX8 DE000VQ6S823 DE000VQ6ZS59 

DE000VQ5D041 DE000VP6DJC3 DE000VQ5G9C2 DE000VQ5G9B4 DE000VQ7LFG2 DE000VQ41GH3 

DE000VQ28SH5 DE000VQ4DGA7 DE000VQ76XY9 DE000VQ31KD5 DE000VP4WMR0 DE000VQ76XZ6 

DE000VQ73T97 DE000VQ7D5B3 DE000VQ76X07 DE000VQ73UA2 DE000VQ7F6T1 DE000VQ6NN82 

DE000VQ4DB07 DE000VP65SH9 DE000VQ4W9W1 DE000VP6SSR0 DE000VP4WMS8 DE000VQ6JLA9 

DE000VQ28QX6 DE000VQ28QY4 DE000VP73UF3 DE000VQ286J2 DE000VQ5VFV4 DE000VQ73UB0 

DE000VQ7D5J6 DE000VQ352H6 DE000VP4WL87 DE000VQ7Q9K1 DE000VQ6NQA0 DE000VQ5V3S2 

DE000VP4WXB1 DE000VQ6NPP0 DE000VQ13BK7 DE000VQ3A2P7 DE000VQ4MMM1 DE000VQ4MMN9 

DE000VQ364S8 DE000VQ7S748 DE000VQ28SG7 DE000VQ7D4J9 DE000VQ7D4L5 DE000VQ5V3U8 

DE000VQ73UD6 DE000VQ76X31 DE000VQ76X64 DE000VQ76X23 DE000VQ1SU26 DE000VQ73UG9 

DE000VQ76X15 DE000VP59A97 DE000VQ73UE4 DE000VQ7LJB5 DE000VQ7LJE9 DE000VP6CPS8 

DE000VQ73UC8 DE000VQ73UF1 DE000VQ73UH7 DE000VQ3E3G0 DE000VQ7TAV5 DE000VP6ZT19 

DE000VP9WUH3 DE000VQ73SF5 DE000VQ4BRB6 DE000VQ6UBY7 DE000VQ6NLU9 DE000VQ4DEU0 

DE000VQ1GH76 DE000VQ76X56 DE000VQ28QM9 DE000VP6BJ01 DE000VQ28N99 DE000VQ76X49 

DE000VQ6TG02 DE000VQ6JQF7 DE000VQ6JQH3 DE000VQ6NP23 DE000VQ7QQ36 DE000VP6P481 

DE000VP6DH43 DE000VP6P6M7 DE000VQ4DFK8 DE000VQ4DFJ0 DE000VQ5TEH0 DE000VP4WSM8 

DE000VQ12814 DE000VQ6KZG4 DE000VQ7EBE1 DE000VQ5PY39 DE000VQ1GKF7 DE000VP8Q1A0 

DE000VQ4X0B3 DE000VQ4L1U5 DE000VQ73SG3 DE000VQ2YUJ9 DE000VP5VDL1 DE000VQ5D6U3 

DE000VQ7RA41 DE000VQ7LJC3 DE000VQ2YWK3 DE000VQ4W7J2 DE000VQ6NRA8 DE000VQ5REM4 

DE000VQ6JLL6 DE000VQ6JLE1 DE000VQ486H2 DE000VQ17N84 DE000VQ28Z46 DE000VQ28Z53 

DE000VQ1FNE6 DE000VQ3A877 DE000VQ5TF38 DE000VQ5TF53 DE000VP6P804 DE000VQ6JLJ0 

DE000VQ76UJ6 DE000VP7D162 DE000VP7HGD6 DE000VQ73SM1 DE000VP65SJ5 DE000VQ7D9D1 

DE000VQ7D9F6 DE000VQ7D9E9 DE000VP9WPR2 DE000VP9WPQ4 DE000VQ73SL3 DE000VQ30U62 

DE000VQ73SK5 DE000VQ2GS49 DE000VQ7LFL2 DE000VQ7LFM0 DE000VQ7LFN8 DE000VQ7D815 

DE000VQ6UZG3 DE000VQ6FGD1 DE000VP68QW6 DE000VQ73SJ7 DE000VQ73SN9 DE000VQ7JMZ2 

DE000VQ7QYM0 DE000VQ1X1Q2 DE000VP92EU6 DE000VQ4XGX7 DE000VQ6JXB2 DE000VP8F4K6 

DE000VQ282J1 DE000VP4WL79 DE000VQ1GJ66 DE000VQ1BEQ8 DE000VQ7UWE3 DE000VP6KRV1 

DE000VQ1A2N4 DE000VQ29J11 DE000VQ4T7M1 DE000VQ4T7F5 DE000VQ4DAT0 DE000VQ1TTV8 

DE000VP6QHA3 DE000VQ7F3G5 DE000VQ6JLV5 DE000VQ7JSJ3 DE000VQ7F8P5 DE000VQ6FK36 

DE000VP78E74 DE000VQ7F4Y6 DE000VQ7F4Z3 DE000VQ7F406 DE000VQ7F414 DE000VQ7F8Q3 

DE000VQ7AA24 DE000VQ7LSX0 DE000VQ7ACE7 DE000VQ4T198 DE000VQ352N4 DE000VQ4XAC4 

DE000VQ4XAD2 DE000VP9S8J3 DE000VQ7JPY8 DE000VP8FY06 DE000VQ7JJ67 DE000VQ7JLN0 

DE000VQ1A7C6 DE000VQ4W929 DE000VQ7XBS1 DE000VQ7XBV5 DE000VQ7XBW3 DE000VQ7JJE3 

DE000VQ708A4 DE000VQ708D8 DE000VQ708S6 DE000VQ708Q0 DE000VQ73KB1 DE000VQ73KY3 

DE000VQ73LV7 DE000VQ73LW5 DE000VQ73L38 DE000VQ74AD6 DE000VQ36N40 DE000VQ6NQC6 

DE000VP6QFV3 DE000VQ5P4H1 DE000VQ5MSH5 DE000VQ4L3H8 DE000VQ1G9X2 DE000VQ1SWM3 

DE000VQ4DFP7 DE000VQ7XFF9 DE000VQ24G01 DE000VQ6NRM3 DE000VQ1J161 DE000VQ7XFD4 

DE000VQ6VE67 DE000VQ357N3 DE000VQ2TQD0 DE000VQ6LMM8 DE000VQ41L11 DE000VQ6JQU6 

DE000VQ6JQV4 DE000VQ40EG2 DE000VQ40EL2 DE000VQ7LAL3 DE000VQ36M66 DE000VQ28RD6 

DE000VQ7LPN7 DE000VP4WW50 DE000VQ28QR8 DE000VQ5VFU6 DE000VQ7S7Y4 DE000VP93AS6 

DE000VQ7LHT1 DE000VP9S5K7 DE000VQ1GLP4 DE000VQ57UC1 DE000VQ5SXF6 DE000VP8NFW4 

DE000VQ6JMB5 DE000VQ48BL1 DE000VP97V88 DE000VP5QXW6 DE000VQ6RRA9 DE000VQ7S8L9 

DE000VP8ST24 DE000VQ5MUB4 DE000VQ5MUC2 DE000VQ4XG40 DE000VP8WP48 DE000VQ48BM9 
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DE000VQ6DRD3 DE000VP7HSZ4 DE000VQ7S3K2 DE000VQ6JWC2 DE000VQ5SXD1 DE000VQ5MTX0 

DE000VQ48BQ0 DE000VQ5MUD0 DE000VQ6TF52 DE000VQ6WTL2 DE000VQ4DDH9 DE000VP5W1R9 

DE000VQ6NQ30 DE000VQ7JKR3 DE000VP4XXW5 DE000VQ1VXQ6 DE000VQ4XG81 DE000VQ4XHA3 

DE000VP8Q170 DE000VQ1BKP7 DE000VQ73JL2 DE000VQ35K44 DE000VQ6JSA4 DE000VQ7Q460 

DE000VP8SUN1 DE000VQ7QYE7 DE000VQ6RQ36 DE000VQ7Q9M7 DE000VQ352P9 DE000VP8V6Z9 

DE000VQ6TFQ6 DE000VQ6RQ51 DE000VQ6RQ69 DE000VQ5VWX5 DE000VQ4XF41 DE000VP77AV3 

DE000VQ5V4W2 DE000VP7HKN7 DE000VQ3V1F5 DE000VQ352F0 DE000VQ4XHL0 DE000VQ6B5G5 

DE000VP8WWC2 DE000VQ6FKT9 DE000VQ7JJJ2 DE000VQ1BAZ7 DE000VQ3LX02 DE000VQ6DRE1 

DE000VQ1BGB5 DE000VQ7JP10 DE000VQ7JPW2 DE000VQ7JPX0 DE000VQ7JPZ5 DE000VQ7QYN8 

DE000VP6QA37 DE000VQ7JJ91 DE000VQ7QYK4 DE000VP936S4 DE000VQ6DLL9 DE000VQ36WJ6 

DE000VQ6SWH2 DE000VQ39Z01 DE000VQ1BG31 DE000VP9WFF8 DE000VQ7S3N6 DE000VQ6RSH2 

DE000VQ1V2D0 DE000VQ660V3 DE000VP5XCE4 DE000VP4XZ64 DE000VQ57VB1 DE000VQ5SUC9 

DE000VP6S0Q8 DE000VQ4FTM0 DE000VP65NW9 DE000VQ73T89 DE000VQ58L86 DE000VP4WLV4 

DE000VQ5MM44 DE000VQ5MT13 DE000VP50RM3 DE000VQ1M4Y3 DE000VQ4L2M0 DE000VP68S21 

DE000VQ367N2 DE000VP55161 DE000VP97VL8 DE000VP9WUJ9 DE000VP7PAV4 DE000VP99169 

DE000VP6ZVM0 DE000VP568H8 DE000VP65XV0 DE000VP6ZVS7 DE000VP6S0D6 DE000VP4X2A3 

DE000VQ6FHJ6 DE000VQ6FHK4 DE000VP50P99 DE000VP4YAE9 DE000VP4WUQ5 DE000VP99151 

DE000VP4X9B6 DE000VP681Q0 DE000VP739S2 DE000VQ7W5K1 DE000VQ7W617 DE000VP6STA4 

DE000VP6HVU1 DE000VP60VJ0 DE000VP6ZU57 DE000VQ4T511 DE000VP6S0N5 DE000VP6M140 

DE000VP689J8 DE000VP6BC32 DE000VP8Q2Q4 DE000VQ5MPJ7 DE000VP6QYY8 DE000VQ1M1N2 

DE000VP4WXW7 DE000VP5VEE4 DE000VQ763N2 DE000VQ763S1 DE000VQ1J4M3 DE000VQ38751 

DE000VQ763M4 DE000VQ763P7 DE000VP6ZVU3 DE000VQ3EWX6 DE000VQ12996 DE000VQ6S9D5 

DE000VP8WWD0 DE000VQ763R3 DE000VQ763Q5 DE000VQ6SWA7 DE000VQ763T9 DE000VQ70XP0 

DE000VQ70XN5 DE000VQ36NQ0 DE000VQ6NME1 DE000VQ6JST4 DE000VP6ZVL2 DE000VQ4TPE6 

DE000VQ2YXC8 DE000VP97VX3 DE000VP62TX1 DE000VQ5P4B4 DE000VQ5P4C2 DE000VQ6NPY2 

DE000VQ6S815 DE000VP9WUK7 DE000VQ70XQ8 DE000VQ6RQH6 DE000VQ6RQK0 DE000VQ29B92 

DE000VQ6NQ14 DE000VQ28TR2 DE000VQ2YWV0 DE000VQ6RJ84 DE000VP7DWG5 DE000VQ5TJA4 

DE000VQ7QZ43 DE000VQ6NPW6 DE000VQ27WS6 DE000VP6SD65 DE000VQ7Q4Y3 DE000VQ2BQ95 

DE000VQ70X11 DE000VQ3E4C7 DE000VQ7UWP9 DE000VQ4DF45 DE000VQ4DD47 DE000VQ27333 

DE000VQ5PY62 DE000VQ70XR6 DE000VQ28XS2 DE000VQ70X29 DE000VQ5P4Y6 DE000VP6KUR3 

DE000VQ6NMR3 DE000VQ70XS4 DE000VQ15PQ9 DE000VQ2YP99 DE000VQ2C008 DE000VQ4XJ05 

DE000VP4WW27 DE000VP5W1U3 DE000VQ47QL1 DE000VQ47QP2 DE000VQ70X52 DE000VQ1LXF0 

DE000VP7HV57 DE000VQ75Y15 DE000VQ5VB87 DE000VP7H5V9 DE000VQ70X37 DE000VQ6NKH8 

DE000VQ6NKK2 DE000VQ2TD90 DE000VQ57VA3 DE000VQ28VS6 DE000VQ28VT4 DE000VQ6KZH2 

DE000VQ6JTA2 DE000VQ3X622 DE000VQ7S7N7 DE000VQ27VH1 DE000VQ7Q494 DE000VQ6NM91 

DE000VQ70X45 DE000VQ1SXB4 DE000VQ7UWZ8 DE000VQ3E3H8 DE000VQ550A0 DE000VQ6RPV9 

DE000VP39UY5 DE000VQ6JND9 DE000VQ1BGA7 DE000VQ6FLQ3 DE000VQ1BHN8 DE000VQ6RM48 

DE000VQ16BT1 DE000VP9KGS4 DE000VQ7TAY9 DE000VQ1QDK1 DE000VQ4JTH2 DE000VQ5P8B5 

DE000VP4X894 DE000VQ6NPQ8 DE000VP927X3 DE000VQ3EP92 DE000VQ272B9 DE000VP88B75 

DE000VQ27UZ5 DE000VP5VGL4 DE000VQ6JQ93 DE000VQ2GS80 DE000VQ36WU3 DE000VQ7TAF8 

DE000VQ6NNY7 DE000VQ2YVT6 DE000VP9WRE6 DE000VQ1GMQ0 DE000VP7UQ32 DE000VQ4W259 

DE000VP39EJ0 DE000VP7H0D8 DE000VQ6RRN2 DE000VQ5VZD0 DE000VQ5MFV3 DE000VP4WNA4 

DE000VQ4DGC3 DE000VQ280W8 DE000VQ24JW2 DE000VQ6AQR1 DE000VQ3E4P9 DE000VQ286Z8 

DE000VP93AK3 DE000VP6DGQ9 DE000VP8SUD2 DE000VQ6VEC5 DE000VQ4UDS0 DE000VQ1QB39 

DE000VP4XZK5 DE000VQ41EX5 DE000VQ6FK93 DE000VQ36AB9 DE000VQ6FEU0 DE000VQ281C8 

DE000VQ3Z999 DE000VQ2GSU7 DE000VQ4DHV1 DE000VP7HT93 DE000VP8Q1J1 DE000VQ57TT7 

DE000VP5QYL7 DE000VQ2YR30 DE000VQ4DGS9 DE000VQ7QXJ8 DE000VQ7QXD1 DE000VP6P812 

DE000VP68D10 DE000VP6WJW1 DE000VQ7EDU3 DE000VQ6FJZ8 DE000VQ6FJX3 DE000VP4YKH1 

DE000VQ6FJW5 DE000VQ2YWG1 DE000VP6S1A0 DE000VQ6FGK6 DE000VQ6FGL4 DE000VQ1GJB8 

DE000VQ6YUN2 DE000VQ6YUQ5 DE000VQ3Z742 DE000VQ704M8 DE000VQ52YE0 DE000VQ6YUK8 

DE000VQ6YUL6 DE000VQ7QXL4 DE000VP6QA52 DE000VQ5TH77 DE000VQ7QXE9 DE000VQ71ZG2 

DE000VQ5D5K6 DE000VQ4XHN6 DE000VP6QJH4 DE000VQ7QXP5 DE000VQ4DHR9 DE000VP68D69 

DE000VQ51KX1 DE000VQ50JQ9 DE000VP96918 DE000VQ7V1Z9 DE000VQ7V114 DE000VP7D238 

DE000VQ2GUA5 DE000VP8Q3E8 DE000VP64SL4 DE000VP62TW3 DE000VP7DWE0 DE000VP7PAU6 

DE000VP38DJ4 DE000VP4YHY2 DE000VQ7K844 DE000VQ7K851 DE000VQ7RTB1 DE000VQ7RS90 

DE000VQ4BR68 DE000VQ7D9P5 DE000VQ6FCR0 DE000VQ6FC02 DE000VQ7LN67 DE000VQ7RTE5 

DE000VQ6FCM1 DE000VQ7AEW5 DE000VP993K2 DE000VP6YXB2 DE000VQ5TEC1 DE000VQ6FEJ3 

DE000VQ6FEL9 DE000VQ6FEM7 DE000VP550M6 DE000VP7N7P9 DE000VQ6VEF8 DE000VQ1GMR8 

DE000VP7HUW7 DE000VP6Y6C7 DE000VQ6LUC2 DE000VQ3X606 DE000VP8NFV6 DE000VQ58ND2 

DE000VP6YXD8 DE000VP767Z8 DE000VQ6ZRR6 DE000VQ7LEP6 DE000VQ7LER2 DE000VQ36TW5 

DE000VQ39YW9 DE000VQ5U268 DE000VQ5U276 DE000VP6FDQ1 DE000VQ7XER7 DE000VP6QDW6 

DE000VQ4XG99 DE000VQ70NR7 DE000VQ70NS5 DE000VQ7W8Q2 DE000VQ7W8R0 DE000VQ7EC85 

DE000VQ7ZY68 DE000VQ7ZY50 DE000VQ1KPP7 DE000VQ7W5J3 DE000VQ35971 DE000VQ6RL72 

DE000VQ7VYR9 DE000VQ7VYP3 DE000VQ28067 DE000VQ7VX48 DE000VP92ES0 DE000VQ27XK1 

DE000VQ27XM7 DE000VQ6FK02 DE000VQ6FK69 DE000VQ6FD27 DE000VQ6FED6 DE000VQ6FEF1 

DE000VQ6FEQ8 DE000VQ6FC28 DE000VQ6FC36 DE000VP8UN26 DE000VQ7ABG4 DE000VQ7ABH2 

DE000VQ47U55 DE000VQ47U89 DE000VQ5D1N9 DE000VQ48669 DE000VP6QB93 DE000VQ2YXL9 

DE000VQ6ZSB8 DE000VQ2Y0A6 DE000VQ2Y0E8 DE000VQ6AYL8 DE000VQ41NF3 DE000VP9JED3 
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DE000VQ6FCD0 DE000VQ7W6V6 DE000VQ7W6X2 DE000VQ5VWQ9 DE000VQ1J1K3 DE000VQ5MFX9 

DE000VQ6FCH1 DE000VP78E82 DE000VQ5C043 DE000VQ28HA3 DE000VQ7QWX1 DE000VQ7RF79 

DE000VQ7LN18 DE000VQ7JRX6 DE000VQ7JSC8 DE000VQ2YUG5 DE000VQ13AC6 DE000VQ25NE9 

DE000VQ27XN5 DE000VQ6U7P9 DE000VP9ZAQ9 DE000VQ5MD45 DE000VQ47U71 DE000VQ7JFQ5 

DE000VQ7EB45 DE000VQ7EB60 DE000VQ128F4 DE000VP686L0 DE000VQ48651 DE000VQ27U42 

DE000VQ27U34 DE000VQ7AD88 DE000VQ6LHB1 DE000VQ6LHC9 DE000VQ6LHE5 DE000VQ6LHG0 

DE000VQ5V5J6 DE000VQ73M78 DE000VQ271D7 DE000VQ6FF90 DE000VQ6FF58 DE000VQ6FF66 

DE000VQ5TGX2 DE000VQ698E9 DE000VQ6LLP3 DE000VQ487Y5 DE000VQ71U96 DE000VQ7EEP1 

DE000VQ13AD4 DE000VQ70QL3 DE000VQ6SAN6 DE000VQ13A34 DE000VQ28F99 DE000VQ6FH23 

DE000VP6A6P7 DE000VP68D51 DE000VQ6JJ01 DE000VP69CS2 DE000VQ6FCY6 DE000VP8M1Z1 

DE000VQ5MDV8 DE000VP7J5F0 DE000VQ49BD6 DE000VQ27U18 DE000VQ73M37 DE000VQ73M45 

DE000VQ707W0 DE000VQ707T6 DE000VQ707Y6 DE000VQ707Z3 DE000VQ70762 DE000VQ73NM2 

DE000VQ73NS9 DE000VQ73NT7 DE000VQ73NV3 DE000VQ4JMH7 DE000VQ7XCL4 DE000VQ7XCK6 

DE000VQ73J32 DE000VQ6FBV4 DE000VQ5VUC3 DE000VQ6B9C6 DE000VQ7RTG0 DE000VQ6LGU3 

DE000VQ6U0Z3 DE000VQ7Q0R5 DE000VQ36VS9 DE000VQ6FHW9 DE000VQ30AJ5 DE000VQ39V39 

DE000VQ13EL9 DE000VQ281D6 DE000VQ6B9Y0 DE000VQ6B9X2 DE000VQ6FGY7 DE000VQ6B902 

DE000VQ6B910 DE000VQ6FCU4 DE000VQ7LJG4 DE000VQ7LJH2 DE000VP9WRP2 DE000VQ6B886 

DE000VP8SUR2 DE000VQ7LH57 DE000VQ7LH65 DE000VQ6ZS00 DE000VQ28075 DE000VQ13BM3 

DE000VQ6FCX8 DE000VQ129C9 DE000VQ2GQ41 DE000VQ6ZTC4 DE000VP65Q00 DE000VQ2GTF6 

DE000VQ6FHT5 DE000VQ6B9W4 DE000VQ6B9Z7 DE000VQ6ZTE0 DE000VQ28PC2 DE000VQ2GS72 

DE000VQ30AC0 DE000VQ2YZH2 DE000VQ129B1 DE000VQ6FM75 DE000VQ6FH56 DE000VQ36AK0 

DE000VQ27U91 DE000VQ5D7D7 DE000VQ2GR16 DE000VQ7QW79 DE000VQ28X63 DE000VQ6FKA9 

DE000VQ6FJ70 DE000VQ6FKD3 DE000VQ13A59 DE000VQ2YZE9 DE000VQ129M8 DE000VQ283G5 

DE000VQ3E4E3 DE000VQ3U6R0 DE000VP6QPN9 DE000VQ7AB80 DE000VQ7JP69 DE000VQ6LG75 

DE000VQ6LG91 DE000VQ3A9F3 DE000VQ660R1 DE000VQ7LGV9 DE000VQ7LGU1 DE000VQ7ABZ4 

DE000VP6DG77 DE000VQ390B9 DE000VQ7V3G5 DE000VQ7V3E0 DE000VP65XG1 DE000VQ2YZB5 

DE000VP6S0M7 DE000VP6YRJ7 DE000VQ2GUP3 DE000VQ30AV0 DE000VQ37A69 DE000VP6Y8S9 

DE000VQ4JL09 DE000VQ47D64 DE000VP6M173 DE000VQ58NC4 DE000VQ7Q8S6 DE000VP7UQD8 

DE000VQ7LHS3 DE000VQ6NMZ6 DE000VQ28F32 DE000VP7EJJ4 DE000VQ4T7B4 DE000VQ5MP33 

DE000VQ2CT34 DE000VQ487R9 DE000VQ28QW8 DE000VQ1P0E0 DE000VQ1SV41 DE000VP9JD55 

DE000VP6DHQ7 DE000VP7CDS2 DE000VQ1SV17 DE000VQ270G2 DE000VQ5MVW8 DE000VQ6NM26 

DE000VQ2GTT7 DE000VQ5QCJ6 DE000VP6KU05 DE000VQ1JYP1 DE000VQ70X78 DE000VQ652B2 

DE000VQ6NQT0 DE000VQ3V0Y8 DE000VP5QXM7 DE000VQ2GKB4 DE000VQ2GRU9 DE000VQ2YP57 

DE000VQ4T7D0 DE000VP6ZVA5 DE000VP90K13 DE000VQ274Z4 DE000VQ27408 DE000VQ5D6N8 

DE000VQ49CR4 DE000VQ49CQ6 DE000VQ49CT0 DE000VQ4DHM0 DE000VQ6NPJ3 DE000VQ4T7C2 

DE000VQ7W7A8 DE000VQ6NP56 DE000VQ13BA8 DE000VQ13BE0 DE000VQ36BL6 DE000VQ764H2 

DE000VQ5MGS7 DE000VQ365X5 DE000VQ6NN33 DE000VQ4HLU6 DE000VQ764J8 DE000VQ764L4 

DE000VP8MV67 DE000VQ520M8 DE000VQ764N0 DE000VQ1SXQ2 DE000VQ6NM59 DE000VQ28US8 

DE000VP5QXR6 DE000VQ6S8W7 DE000VQ764Q3 DE000VQ36H06 DE000VQ6NQK9 DE000VQ388Y5 

DE000VQ764P5 DE000VP6P6C8 DE000VQ6NPN5 DE000VP6QPH1 DE000VQ4DG85 DE000VQ764R1 

DE000VQ1LVM0 DE000VQ764M2 DE000VQ5LU78 DE000VQ41GT8 DE000VQ4JV56 DE000VQ6TE12 

DE000VP87CK1 DE000VP7N377 DE000VQ6DMR4 DE000VQ6DMQ6 DE000VQ1WYW0 DE000VQ6NQ63 

DE000VQ6UZ14 DE000VQ5MP90 DE000VQ5MP74 DE000VQ4XGM0 DE000VQ4XHM8 DE000VQ4XHB1 

DE000VQ4XHF2 DE000VQ13AM5 DE000VP8Q4K3 DE000VQ57YT7 DE000VP6AYY2 DE000VQ35435 

DE000VP62TZ6 DE000VQ2YV91 DE000VQ2DDC4 DE000VQ1GKP6 DE000VQ6NK77 DE000VP93FE5 

DE000VQ5MDT2 DE000VQ35500 DE000VQ5QCU3 DE000VQ1BMT5 DE000VQ488M8 DE000VP9S2J6 

DE000VQ6RRZ6 DE000VQ289P3 DE000VQ5MYZ5 DE000VQ5AB33 DE000VQ7W7W2 DE000VQ24D61 

DE000VQ1GMZ1 DE000VQ7XDH0 DE000VQ7XDG2 DE000VQ36HC2 DE000VQ73PU0 DE000VQ73PV8 

DE000VQ73PT2 DE000VQ73QT0 DE000VQ73Q33 DE000VQ7XE23 DE000VQ4XF74 DE000VQ52WR6 

DE000VP4WND8 DE000VQ75ZT6 DE000VQ70XJ3 DE000VQ70XK1 DE000VQ5P8W1 DE000VQ5MVR8 

DE000VQ2SY13 DE000VQ7QXQ3 DE000VQ280B2 DE000VQ4XGV1 DE000VQ1BJV7 DE000VQ2E5F8 

DE000VQ47EP8 DE000VQ5VWP1 DE000VQ5VWR7 DE000VQ5SW87 DE000VQ128H0 DE000VQ30AF3 

DE000VQ5Q7G5 DE000VQ6NP98 DE000VQ6KZ32 DE000VQ5V1H9 DE000VQ5V1J5 DE000VQ6NQM5 

DE000VQ6JWE8 DE000VQ7RAA3 DE000VQ7S6Q2 DE000VP9Y9X4 DE000VQ6NAX6 DE000VQ6NAZ1 

DE000VQ27523 DE000VQ5SXG4 DE000VQ4T9U0 DE000VQ1SXS8 DE000VQ7LP40 DE000VQ5MPC2 

DE000VQ5TEK4 DE000VQ288G4 DE000VP4WWS7 DE000VQ2KV22 DE000VQ2YP24 DE000VQ2TDZ1 

DE000VQ2TDY4 DE000VQ5MEK9 DE000VQ2YXN5 DE000VP7CBB2 DE000VQ5P631 DE000VQ7AAU7 

DE000VQ5U334 DE000VQ4G9M2 DE000VP4YKN9 DE000VP4YHW6 DE000VQ31P92 DE000VQ6NPD6 

DE000VQ2SQ47 DE000VQ127W1 DE000VQ4XF17 DE000VQ4DEX4 DE000VQ7F372 DE000VQ488T3 

DE000VQ5DWY1 DE000VQ6V6G9 DE000VQ7QXY7 DE000VQ24S23 DE000VQ70US0 DE000VQ57US7 

DE000VP55195 DE000VQ7QX45 DE000VP8SUS0 DE000VQ57VL0 DE000VQ7EAY1 DE000VP8WWG3 

DE000VQ7LPA4 DE000VQ2GRA1 DE000VQ7LP65 DE000VQ4XGB3 DE000VQ30AS6 DE000VQ3E4F0 

DE000VP9GXG2 DE000VP93E42 DE000VP74PL9 DE000VQ7QX52 DE000VQ4TTA6 DE000VQ3E4B9 

DE000VQ1JZY0 DE000VQ7QYC1 DE000VQ6TFY0 DE000VQ3LSB5 DE000VP7HRR3 DE000VQ6FKN2 

DE000VQ6FKP7 DE000VQ6FKQ5 DE000VP8Q3C2 DE000VQ7QYB3 DE000VP8WV99 DE000VQ6DRC5 

DE000VQ7S5P6 DE000VQ358R2 DE000VQ4UE29 DE000VQ2KU15   
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